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Is this arcade smash the ultimate

driving simulator for the ST?

GAMES
Interphase, Scapeghost,
Red Storm Rising,
Murders in Venice,
Kayden Garth, Damocles,
Action Fighter,
Rainbow Warrior,
Manhunter 2, Starblazer,
San Francisco, Krypton Egg

Stunt Car Racer
Ferrari Formula One
* Continental Circus
- Master Grand Prix
Grand Prix
Fast Lane

REVIEWS
Seagate hard disc drive
GFA Raytrace
Prodata

M
• Check your financeswith

M

H

Personal Accounts Plus

from Equinox
• Examine and change your
discs contents with a

handy disc editor
• Play Alien Blockade and
get your lines twisted
January 1990
Switch on with the disc
in drive A.

• Sit back and enjoytunes
produced by Orchestrator
• Formatand convert your
discs forfasteraccessing

Full instructions are in the January issue of Atari ST User.
Disc format by Rob Northern Computing
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TINTIN ON THE MOON

"Hello control station! Here is the moon rocket. Tintin speaking. I have just regained

conciousness. Everything seems OK, we are now taking over the controls of the rocket."
Aboard the rocket, you will relive with Tintin and his friends the most exciting adventure the
world has ever known. The first trip to the Moon!

Will you succeed in piloting the red and white rocket through space and achieve aflawless landing ?Will you
capture Colonel Boris, the traitor, who wants to make the expedition fail ?Will you be able to find the extin

guishers to put out the fires, even while floating in zero-gravity (which ins'teverybody'sidea of fun) ?Will you

succeed in finding and disarming the bombs and freeing your companions in order to get out ofthe rocket to make
the first step on the Moon ?You will discover all this by playing "TINTIN ON THE MOON", the first computer game
based on the comic books by Herge...

Before Armstrong there was Tintin and... may be you!
Available on: AMIGA, AMSTRAD, ATARI ST, SPECTRUM, C64, IBM PC.
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CUMANA HAS THE DISK DRIVE TO

SUIT YOUR ATARI, AS WELL AS
YOUR POCKET

The Cumana Pedigree Includes
CSA354

CSA1000S

31/2", SLIM 25mm DRIVE UNIT

51/4", SLIM 42mm DRIVE UNIT

ATARI COLOURED METAL CASE

ATARI COLOURED METAL CASE

INTEGRAL POWER SUPPLY
AND MOULDED MAINS PLUG

INTEGRAL POWER SUPPLY
AND MOULDED MAINS PLUG

FORMATTED CAPACITY 720K

FORMATTED CAPACITY 360/720K

QUIET, HIGH SPEED ACCESS

QUIET, HIGH SPEED ACCESS

ACTIVE INDICATOR

ACTIVE INDICATOR

DATA LEAD

DATA LEAD

40/80 TRACK SWITCH

Designed and manufactured in the UK to the highest standards, all
Cumana disk drives include 12 months warranty and are available
from area distributors and a national dealer network.

Look out for the distinctive packaging in your high street, today!
CUMAHA
The best name in memory
CUMANALIMITED,THEPINESTRADING ESTATE, BROAD STREET, GUILDFORD, SURREY GU33BH TEL: GUILDFORD (0483) 503121

All trademarks are recognised and acknowledged

Ms arcanesmashtie ultimate j
drivingslmuialw tor Hi?ST?
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issue - including this
month's Star Game,
Stunt Car Racer.

And on Page 32 we
present an exclusive
preview of the next

racing blockbuster for
the ST - Hard Drivin'

SK MARKETING

LONDON'S LEADING

• • • COMPUTER SUPPLIES < j j

JKATARI

10 Fulham Broadway, London SW61AA

DEALER

*

520STFM + 1Mb Drive

*
*
*

20 Top Games *
Organiser Software
Music Package *

1001 Things to do with Atari ST
Atari ST 3D Graphic Prog

Professional Pack

POWER PACK

1040STFM +Modulator
Free VIP Professional

Hisoft Basic
Joystick + Mouse

*

Free Dust Cover *

Star Raiders

*
*

Free Mouse Mat •
Final Legacy

Backgammon

All Only £349
VORTEX 40MB

+ SM124
+ SC1224
+ SM124
+ SC1224

+ SM124
+ SC1224

I I Ml 11II IIII M

Hem*
COMPUTER PRINTERS

£519

Star LX10 Multifont Printer
Star LC10 Colour Printer

187.00
213.00

StarNX15 120cps30ml1 146col.... 329.00
Starl_C24-10
Latest 24 Pin Machine

520STFM Explorer

269

1040STFM

410

1040STFM +SM124

499

629

Draft -160 cps. NLQ - 63 cps

1040STFM + Philips 8832 (colour)

589

Panasonic KX-P 1180

459
529

•——

529
519

190.00

Amstrad LQ5000

375.00

Amstrad DMP4000
Amstrad LQ3500
Amstrad DMP3250

229.00
265.00
150.00

II I'll I III

Cumana CSA354 1 Mb 3.5" Drive
Cumana 5.25" ST Drive
Cumana Dual 3.5" Drive

£89.00
£125.00
£199.00

Atari SM 124 (Mono Monitor)
Atari SC1224 (Colour Monitor)
Philips CM-8833 High Res Colour

£119.00
£289.00
£259.95
Hqpll];!
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3D Pool
4 x4 Ott Read Racer
5 Star ST

14.90
16.96
14.95
17.45

De|aVu2

15.90

Joan of Arc

Dominator

15.90

13.90
14.90
14.90

Jug
KartkigGrandPrix

ActionFighter

15.90

DoubleDragon
Dogs of War
DragonNinja

Action ST II

20.90

Driller

15.90

Alien Syndrome

13.90

Arcade Force4

15.95

DungeonMaster
DungeonMaster Editor

Achipehgos

Adv. Rugby Sim

15.90
13.90

Eliminator
Elite

Alrican Raiders
Altered Beast
ArVanoid 2 Rev of Doh
Asterom

13.90
14.90
14.90
15.90

EmpireStrikes Sack
Espionage
Eye of Horus
F15 Strike Eagle

APB

14.90

15.90
17.45
14.90
20.90
15.90
16.95

Leonardo

16 .90

Right Simulator2

36.80
13.95

Leviathron
Licence to Kill

10 .50
14 ,90

Lombard RAC Rally

15 90

Ml Hell
Mach 3
Manhunler
Manhunter II
Manhattan Dealers

15,.90
13. 90
19 ,90
20 ,90
13
13 ,90
13 90

May DaySquad
Menace

17.45
16.90

Mission Genocide

Bermuda Project

15.95

Fusion

17.45

Mort/lle Manor

Galactic Conquerer
GaldragonsDomains

13.90
13 90

Triv Pursuits NewBeginnng

Game Over 2
Garlield Winters Tale
Gauntlet II

14.90
14.90
14 95

BioChallenge

16.95
15.90
17.45
14.90

Wood Money
Blood Wych

14.90
16.90

GeminiWing

17.45

Breach

15.90

Bridge Player 2150

19.90

Get Dexter 2
Giants

13.90
23 95

Buffalo Bill

15.90

Gilbert-Escape from Drill

15.90

Gddrush
The Grail
Grand Monster Slam

19 95
13 90
13 90

Captain Blood
15.90
Captain FizzMeets Blasteroids... 12.95
Carrier Command
CasUe Warrior
Chambers of Shaolin
Chaos Strikes Back
Chariots ol Wrath
Chessmaster 2000

15.90
17.45
14.90
15.90
15.90
17.95

Chicago90
ChuckieEggll

13.90
14.90

Circus Attractions
Colossus Chess X

15.90
15.90

Gunship

15.90

HATE

14 90

Hawkeye

15 90

Hell Raiser
Heroes of Lance

14,90
18.95

HighSleel

15.90

Hit Disks vol 2
Honda RVF

15 90
16.90

Hostages

15.90

ComputerManiacs 1989 Diary .16.95
ConflictEurope
17.45

Hunt tor Red October

15.90

Hyperdrome

14.95

Continental Circus
Cosmic Pirates

14.90
13.90

I Ludicrous

15.95

Crazy Cars
CrazyCare2

13.95
15.95

Impossible Mission 2
Insanity Right

13.95
14.95
17.45
17.45
13.90
16.90

Mcropose Soccer

K-Word 2
Mailshot
Mailshot +
Mark Williams C V.3
Mini Office Communications

5.95

6.95

Program in GFA BASIC
Presenting the Atari ST

9.95
15.95

ST App. Guide Programming in C

19.95

ST Applications

16.95

ST Artist
ST Disk Drives Inside & Out
Tech Ref Gd Atari ST Vol 1
Tech Ref Gd Atari ST Vol 2

16.95
18.95
19.95
19.95

Understanding AtariST Basic
Using ST Basic AtariST 2nd ed

16.95
9.95

Mini Office Presentation Graphics
Mini Office Spreadsheet
Modula 2 Standard

Modula2 Developers
Prospero C
Prospero Fortran
Prospero Pascal

1st Mall

£14.95

Cyber
Cyber
Cyber
Cyber
Cyber
Cyber
Cyber
Cyber

£22.00
£20.00
£20.00
£41.00
£16.95
£25.00
£20.00
£54.00
£59.95
£56.00
£34.95
£32.00

3D Developers
Architecture
Cartoon Designs
Control
Future Designs
G.I.S.T. (Sound Ed.)
Human Designs
Paint

Cyber Sculpt
Cyber Studio
Cyber Texture
Data Manager

Sage
Sage
Sage
Sage

Scan Art & Draw Art
Spectrum 512
Superbase Personal

Word Up

£45.00

Word Writer

£50.00

Return of Jed
Return to Genesis

14.95
16.95

Tower ol Babel

IB 90

Tracksuit Manager

13 90

Rick Dangerous

15.90

Road Blasters

14.90

13,95

14.95

19 95
16 50
14.90

Where Time Stood Sill

Road Runner

Triad
Triad II
Trivial Pursuit

Winler OlympiadB8

13.90

Wizard Warz
wixball
World Games
Xenon II

13.95
13.95
17.45
15,90

Xenon IIMegaplasl

17.45
14.90

Robocop
Rocket Ranger
Who FramedRoger Rabbit
RollingThunder
8argon IIIChess
Savage

14.90
17.45
16.95
17.45
17.45
19,95

Scape Ghost

13.90

Scrabble Deluxe
SOI
Skate 01 Art

13.90
14.90
14.90

Shadowgak

15.90

Turbo Cup
TV Sports Football

13 90
17.45

ulbma4

16.95

Univ.MiliarySim

15 90

UMS Scenario 1
UMS Scenario 2
Univited

9 95
9.95
15.90

8.90
8 90

Psion Chess

Purple Saturn Day

DejaVu

15.80

12.90
690

Beyond Ice Pilace

10 90

Captain America

1090

Catch 23
ChampionshipCncket
Cybemoid
Enforcer

Forgotten Worlds

R-Type
Running Man
Slap Fight
Sleeping Gods Lie
ST0S Compiler

8.90
10.90
10.90
10.90
14.90
13.90

ST0S Maestro
ST0S Maestro Plus
ST0S Sprites
ST Wars

15.90
49.00
19.90
12.90

Sundog
Super Hang On

7.90
12,90

Thunderbirds
Vixen
War Hawk
Warlocks Quest
Wicked

12.90
7.90
7.90
10.90
10,90

ST Adventure Creator

26.96

6 90

Stargoose

14.95

New ZealandStory

13.90
14.95
13.90
14,90

PacLand
Pac Mania

8torySoFarVol. 1
Street Fighter

14.90
14.90

Btrider

14.90

Btrip Poker DataDisks

12.90

10.95

President Is Missing

IS. 90
15 90
15 95
15 90

Super HangOn
Super Quintet
Superetir Hockey
SuperwonderBoy

18.90
15.90
13.95
14.90

5 95
6 45

Indoor Sports

8tarTrek
Slarware
Sieve Davis World Snooker
Storm Lord

16.90

6 90

Hellfire Attack

LasVegas

8.90

7.90

15 90

8 90

International Soccer

10.90
10,90
10.90
10.90
10.90

10 90
10 90

Goidrurmer2 Scenery

Phobia
Platoon
Predator
Pink Panther

Roy of Ihe Rovers

Foundations Waste

17.45

17.45

Rampage

Golden Pith
Goldnjnner2

Btrip Poker2

17.45

Zany Goll

RealGhoslbusters

GaryLinekir

Stint Car Racer

ZakMcKraken

8.90

16.95

Sub. Battle Sim

13.95

6 90

16.90
15.95
20.90
17.45
15.95
14.90

17, 45

Xybots

6 90

Spaced*

20. 90

Quartz

Afterburner
American Pod

Space Ouett
Space Quest II
Space Quest III
Speedbal
Spider Man
SpittingImage

Premier Collection

Wesl Rour Scenery Disk FS2

LIMITED OFFERS

Mindlighter

17..45
9.95
17. 45
14, 90

17.45
13.90
16.95
17.45
15.90

War Game Con. Set
War in Middle Earth
War Zone
Waterloo
Weird Dreams

MiniGoit

Populous
Populas Datadisk

14.90

14 90
14 90

15.90
15.90

17.,45
14 95
14,.95
17..45

Voyager

Tom and Jerry
Total Eclipse

Star Glider
SarGlider 2

19.90
13,90

14.90
13.90
10,95

20.90
20.90

Masters ot Universe
Mitenium 2.2

Phantasia3
Phantasm
Police Guest
Police Quest II

Vindicators
Virus
Virus Killer

15 90
14 90
19 95
15.90

14.95

Passing Shot
PersonalNightmare
Peter Beardsley8occer

15.90

14.90

14.95

Thunder Blade
Time Scanner
Times ol Lore

13.95

14 ,90
13 ,90
15 .90
14,,90

Verminator

Victory Road

Vigilante

Thunderbirds

Starquake

14.90
13.90

£54.95
£42.00
£45.00

£75.00
£35.00
£170.00

Stiff

13.95

£119.00
£183.00
£84.00
£305.00

Timeworks DTP
Timeworks Partner
WordPerfect

Outrun
Overlander
Paladin

Jaws
Jewels of Darkness

£73.00

£113.00
£104.95
£104.95
£79.95

£69.00
£173.00
£29.95

16.95
14.90
14.90
14.95

Japan Scenery DiskFS2

£18.90
£18.90

Superbase Personal 2
Superbase Professional
Tempus 2 Editor

SkyFignter
8*ryer
Snoopy
Sorcery Plus

Nigel MansellsGrandPrix
Nkjhtraider
NightWat*

Powerdrome
Predtor
Preacus Metal

£40.00
£24.95
£34.95
£115.00
£18.90

£69.00

Accountant
Accountant Plus
Bookkeeper
Financial Controller

14.90
13 90
16.95
15 .90
9,
North J South
15 90
Not a Penny MoreNot a Penny.. 16.95
OWiterator
15 90
Offshore Warrior
14 ,95
Otdl
14 ,90
OH Imperium
15 .90
OperationWolf
14 ,90

Munstere
Never Mild

14.90
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16.95

Musical Applications Atari ST

14.90
19.95
13.90

18.95

Goods subject
to Availability

Midi 8 Sound Book for Atari ST

Practical Logo forAtariST

Shoot em Up Construction Kit ...16.95

17.45

DarkCasle

K-Graph 3 (new)
K-Spread 3 (new)

Shuffle Puck Cite
Sient Servtct
Sik Worm

Defender of lie Crown

14.90

£35.00
£65.00

16.95
18.45

8 95
16. 95
13

Trie Deep

16.95

DaleyThompson 88

9.95

Kids and the Atari ST
Learning C on the Atari St

15 90
14 90

MM Get!

Indiana Jones/Adventajre
Indiana Jones/Arcade
Iron Tracker
Jack Nickjaus Golf

Custodian

Graphic ApplicationsAtariST

Red Lighting
Red Storm Rising

Knstal

FunSchool II(8 years)
14.90
FunSchool II(6-8years)
14.90
FunSchool II(under 6years) ....14.90

Bionic Command
Bismark
Blasteroids

14.95
16.95

£98.00
£19.95
£35.00
£55.00
£23.00
£36.00

13.90
15.80
15.90
14.90
14.90

F16 Combat Pilot
Falcon
Falcon Mission Disks
Fed Free Traders
Ferrari Formula 1
fish

13.95

Elementary ST Basic
GEM Programmers Reference Gde

GFA BASIC Advanced Programming.... 15.95
GFA BASIC Quick Program Ref ST
13.95

£32.00

GFA Draft Plus
GST Macro Assembler
Hisoft Power Basic
Hisoft Basic
Home Acccounts
K-Data

Raffles
Rainbow Islands
Rainbow Warrior
Rambo 3
Red Heal

13 .95

Football Manager2 Expansion... 13.95
Football Manager 2
13.95

17.95

Kenny DaJgHsh SoccerManager 14.95

17.,45
14,90
20,,90

Flintstcnes

18.95

Concise Atari ST PRG Rev. ed

17,45
14 90

Legend of the Die
LeisureSuit Larry
LeisureSuit Larry2

14.90

Computes Atari ST machine Lang

GFA Basic Interpreter

14.90
14.95

Lancelot

27.55

16.95

14.95

Test Drkre
The Games winter Edition

14,90
15.90

Batman The Movie

18.45

.'.

Techno Cop
Temple ol Doom

17.45
7.95

Basketball 2 on 2

Barletech
Beam

£27.95
£87.00

Atari ST forBeginners

13.90
16.90

Laster Duel

Football Director 2

Flair Paint
Fleet St. Publisher

Atari St Trick* Tps

13.90

17.50
20 .90
15 ,90
19,,95
14 .95

15.90
12.95
17.45
17.45
17.45

£29.95
£32.00
£59.00

Queslon of Sport

13 .90

BartarianPsygnosis
Barbarian (Palace)
Barbarian 2 (Palace)

14.95

£69.00

Easy tools
Fast Basic (Disk)
First Word Plus V.3 (new)

Ondralien
Quest tor the Timebird

KingsQuest Tnple Pack
Kings 0uest4
KnightForce

13.90
19.90
13.90

Battleships

Easy Draw2 Supercharged

16.95
16.95
16.95

7, 45

Kick Off

Baal
Balance of Power
Ballistb<

Batle Chess
Batlehawkj

16.95

Atari ST Logo Users Guide
Atari ST Machine Lange 68000
AtariST Programmers Guide

11.60

TYli.iftlill

14 .90
13.90

14.90
13.90
17.45
15.95

„

16.95

imwaaaarilT
305.00

Draff -132 cps. NLQ - 38 cps

£69.00

£19.95
£41.00
£42.00

Protext V.4

PANASONIC PRINTERS
Panasonic KX-P1124

520STFM Power Pack+ SM124
520STFM Power Pack + 8832
1040STFM + SM124 + Microsoft Write VIP Professional
Vortex 40 Mb Hardrive

1040STFM + Philips 8833

329.00

Dbase 2

Atari ST Intro to Midi Prog

AtariSt ProgrammersGuide
529
579
729
789
879
1035
1029
1129
1259

-1-f.H-i^WW-MI ';1M;ira»lafl7;
Data Manager Pro
£50.00
Data Scan by Kempston
£245.00

Degas Elite
Devpac 2.0
Easy Draw 2

Atari ST Graphics Sound Prog

M

HARD DRIVE

18.95

14.95
8.95

Atari ST Internals

ATARI MEGAS

Christmas Offer

Atari ST BASIC to C

Free Superbase Personal

MegaSTI
MegaSTI
MegaSTI
Mega ST2
Mega ST2
MegaST2
Mega ST4
Mega ST4
Mega ST4

10.00
18.95

Atari ST Basic Training Guide
Atari ST Explored

Free Microsoft Write
Free ST Basic

SKM SPECIAL £445

Plus

•

nRmrn

1040STFM

10.90

6 45
10 90
10 90

14 90
7 90
7 90

Zynapse

9.90

TEL: 01-381 6618
FAX: 01-381 0528
MAIL ORDER SPECIALISTS
Callers welcome 9.30- 5.00 p.m.

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT/CARRIAGE FREE

Prices subject
to change
without notice

NEWS
New toolkit for

ST programmers
PROSPERO Software (01-741 8531)

has launched its long-promised Devel
opers Toolkit for the serious Atari ST
programmer. It is aimed at anyone
working on projects which involve
mixed language or assembler coded
components or more than a single
source file and is intended for use

with one or more of Prospero's estab
lished compilers.
Central feature is an enhanced
workbench which can be used to edit

Pascal, Fortrtan, C or Assembler

Dos style built-in commands. Promake, the Prospero make utility is a
feature-packed Unix-style make pro
gram which works by being given a
list of target files, the files upon which
they depend, and the commands

Krisalis

launched Manchester United Foot

include at link time.

the source program.

easy-to-use integration with the work
bench as Prospero's own compilers.
Like the compilers, it can also be used
independently from the workbench
either directly from the Gem Desktop
or from a command line interpreter.
Since no command line interpreter
is provided with the Atari ST, Pros
pero has written one and included it

prestigious licence in the history of
computer football simulations,

needed to compile them. It compares

it is the resource editor. For use when

macro assembler which has the same

CLAIMING to have signed the most

the date and time stamps of the target
and the files on which it depends and
if any of the latter are dated later than
the target, the required commands
are performed.
Another important part of the toolk

coded source files with equal ease. On
selecting the compile option the Work
bench will automatically use whichev
er compiler is appropriate and simi
larly it will select which libraries to

The toolkit package includes a

SOFTWARE
HOTLINE

(0709

372290)

has

ball Club - The Official Computer
Game.

In two sections, it gives players

working on larger projects, it allows
the appearances of forms and menus
to be controlled much more simply as
these are no longer hard coded into

Rounding off the toolkit are a num
ber of utility programs. These include
CPText for comparing text files and
reporting lines which do not match,
Search which scans a file or group of
files and reports occurrences of a par
ticular string of characters, and

in the toolkit.

have at least one Prospero language

the chance to play the full manage
ment game or just take part in the
arcade-style action on the field.
Play covers the FA Cup, Littlewoods Cup and League Champi
onship, with features including
changing difficulty levels, real-time
video goal scoring sequence, cup
draw with digitised speech and

It includes full support for batch
files, including nested and recursive

compiler for the ST and any compilers

news flashes in screen.

batch files, command line redirection

of standard input and output, a com
mand history and most of the usual

Locate which searches for files which
are known to be on a hard disc but

cannot be immediately found.
To use Toolkit, ST owners must

used should have a version number of
at least 2.15 for Pascal and Fortran or

1.14 for Prospero C.

- and a 520ST
venue for a very special premier
recently when a new symphony was
performed for the first time by the 30
strong school orchestra. It was written
by Head of Physics Philip Thoneman,
with the help of an Atari 520ST.
Called First Symphony, it is a full-

the school. "For previous works I
used to write out the score and parts
by hand but that was very tedious. It
was also harder for amateur musi

Orchestral parts were produced using
Hybrid Arts' EZ Track+ and EZ Score+
with Hybriswitch to move between the
two programs and a 1Mb upgrade on
the ST. Parts were entered using the

while to buy the necessary music

ed out on an NEC Pinwriter P2200.

Philip has used the same system to
follow up his symphony with inciden
tal music for Shakespeare's Twelfth

Night. This is also to be performed at

Price

BLADE Software (0480 496497)

has launched its first major release
Laser Squad, written by Julian
Gollop, creator of Rebelstar and
Chaos.

A tactical warfare game for one
or two players it features choice of
weapons, difficulty options and
battleplan maps backed up by good
graphics and sound. Price £19.95.

the parts copied professionally for
First Symphony would have cost
£1,000 so from the point of view of

capital cost it was obviously worth

cheapest available Casio keyboard

minutes.

cians to follow", he said. 'To have had

scale work in three movements.

with Midi connections and were print

90

The toolkit costs £69.

Symphony for 30
MILL Hill School, London was the

Play can be from 10 minutes up
to the full
£19.95.

package. It turned out to be very suc
cessful".

The only drawbacks of the system
were its limitation to three staves

which caused problems with the 18
stave score and the lack of page
break warnings which led to a con
siderable waste of paper. On the plus
side, mistakes could be easily and
quickly corrected and the score was
clear for the pupils to read.

ADVENTURE and role-playing club
Official Secrets (0279 726585) has
released solution books for the

entire Magnetic Scrolls range of
adventures.

Each book covers every part of

the game in detail including threetiered questions and answers, full
easy-to-understand maps and a
natty code system so that a quick
browse will not yield any unwanted
text.

Price £2.50 to club members.
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BYTEBACK

DELIVERY
SERVICE
... and the keenest prices

Ring us now! 0636-/909/ we're programmed to help
NUMBER ONE FOR ATARI ST USERS - FIRST CLASS SERVICE BY FIRST CLASS POST
GAMES

ONLY! •

GAMES

ONLY! •

EDUCATIONAL

.13.90

War in Middle Earth

13.90

Altered Beast
Balance of Power 1990 .

.14.90
.16.90

Wayne Gretzky Hockey

22.90

AB Zoo (3-6)
Algebra 1 (11+) .

Bangkok Nights

.14.90

| Times ofLore

9.90 [

Postman Pat
Invasion

WEC Le mans
Work) Class Leaderboard

13.90
8.90

Weird Dreams
Zak McKracken & Invaders

13.90
19.90

Zany Golf

18.90

Action Fighter

I Xenon ll-Megablast

17.90 |

Bards Tale.
Batman - The Movie .
Battle Chess

..8.90
.16.90

.18.90
.19.90
.16.90

Battle Tech

Beach Volley
Blood Money
Bbodwych

.16.90

POCKETSOFT Budget games
Only: 8.90 each! (2 for £16.90)

.16.90

Centrefold Squares ...
Chambers of Shaolln.

.13.90
.13.90

Colossus Chess X

.16.90

Federation of Free Ttaders

9.90

Continental Circus.

.16.90

Chuckle Egg
Chuckie Egg 2

.13.90

.13.90
.19.90
.16.90
.16.90
.16.90

Demons Winter

Dynamite Dux
Elite

Emperor of Mines..
Dungeon Master

.19.90

' Dungeon Mastet Editor .

...8.90
.15.90

' Chaos Strikes Back

16.90
24.50

GST Fractal Generator
MASTERsound
Music Construction Set

16.90
39.90
..8.90
59.90

Trauma
Wantedikt West

Turbo GT

Warlocks Quest

Clearance Bargains-Limited

Only: 4.90 each! <5 for £19.90)
Super Cycle
Trivia Trove

Custodian
Xevious

Goldrunner

Prison

Hillsfar

.19.90

Star Wars, Empire Strikes Back,

.19.90

.16.90
.19.90

Legend of Djel

.16.90

| New Zealand Story

9.90 |

Leisure Suit Larry.
Leisure Suit Larry 2
Lombard RAC Rally ....
Manhunter New York ..

Microprose Soccer
Monopoly Deluxe
Paperboy
Pirates
Police Quest II

16.90
19.90
18.90
16.90

Populous

.18.90

* Promised Lands ,

...8.90

.22.90
.13.90

Risk

Robocop

Frostbyte, Mouse Trap, Seconds Out
Winter Olympiad, Suicide Mission

PRECIOUS METAL

19.90

16.90

ACTION ST

16.90

5 STAR

..13.90

Barbarian, Crazy Cars, Wizball

Shufflepuck Cafe

..16.90
..16.90

Enduro Racer and Rampage

Skweek

Star Command

,.19.90

Hisoft Base

63.90

Steigar

..13.90
..16.90
..16.90

Devpac ST (2)

44.90

Hisoft WERCS
Nevada Cobol

22.50
39.90

..16.90
.16.90

..16.90
..13.90

Terrys Big Adventure
TV Sports Football
Wargame Construction Set.

GFA Basic (3)
GFA Basic Compiler .

„ 59.90

ONLY!
199.00
229.00

Star LC10 Black Ribbon

3.9(1

ONLY!

ONLY!
39.90
22.90

Mavis Beacon Typing Tutor

19.90

BLITZ Turbo - Copier
(99.9% successl needs 2nd drivel)

24.90
104 90

Pretext (4)

..69.90
.59.90
.16.90

Mini Office Communications..

,.16.90
..16.90
.22.90
.22.90

Flexcessory
Turbo ST (Software Blitter)....

.29.90
.22.50

ONLY!

Locking Disk Box (Holds 50) ....
Locking Disk Box (Holds 100) ..

Media Box (Drawer holds 150).

...7.90
...9.90
.19.90

Disk labels (200)

...4.90

Furry Mouse Cover

(Every Mouse should haveone,

.19.90

GST Macro Assembler.

.16.90

.19.90

GST C Compiler

.16.90

..6.90

4.90
4.90

WIZ Card controller

3.90

Challenger

6.90

Cheetah 125
Quickshot II
Quickshot II TURBO
Micro Blaster
Cobra

7.90
7.90
9.90
12.90
12.90

Competition Pro 5000
Comp. Pro Extra (Clear)

14.90
15.90

Arcade

16.90

PUBLIC DOMAIN
1 = £3.00

2 = £5.00

10 = £19.90

The following is just a small
selection from our large
Public Domain Library
ASKFORALISTI

BC.01-BC.06 Clip Art; Titles, Alphabets,
Logos, Symbols
BG.01 Games; Monopoly, Chess,
Backgammon, American Football etc
BG.02 Games; Warzone, Connect 4,

Haunted House, Daleks, Dragon etc
BG.03 Strategy Games; Lam, Ogre,
Twixt, Nightcrawlers, Star Trek
BG.04 Space Games; Azarian, Firestorm
and Space War.
BG.05 Games: Simon, Hanoi, Pente,
Triple Yahtzee, Wheel of Fortune
BG.06 Games; Breakanoid, DGDB,
Fruit Machine, Stone De-Luxe.
BG.17 Games; Spook. Professional, Pac-man
version plus Pipe Panicl

BG.20 Dungeon Master; Help disk, includes
text files & level maps!

BG.27 Strip Breakout; Knockout bricks to
reveal the pictures!

BG.34 Assassin; Excellent STAC produced
Graphic Adventure.
BE.02 Educational; Superb Value, Kids
Graph, Kids Grid, Kids Music, Kids Piano, Kids
Notes ...

BE.03 Educational; Kids ABC, Kid Potato,

Kid Sketch and the extremely amusiing Kid
Story...

cartoon filmwith digitsed sound (ST Replay
used!) (D/S)
MD.21 Demo; The brilliant Union Demol Good

as any of those flashy Amiga demos I (Double
sided)
BU.01 Neochrome; latest version of this

excellent drawing package
BU.07 ST Writer Elite; Fullyworking GEM
based word processor
BU.29 Label Printing accessories; Address,
Disk and Music Cassette!

BU.32 Virus Checkers; Rattrap,
Mono Emulator, Calculator etc.
BU.34 B-Boot; Boot from Drive B, Database,

Text Editor, Fast mouse, Typing Tutor, Ram
disk etc.

BU.36; Superb Recipe databasel
BU.37 Pools; Expert results predictor,
large match databasel
BU.39 Fractal Zoom; Superb Fractal
generation program.
MU.01 Fully Documented Bulletin board

systems; Citadel&Starnet
MU.05 ST-Sheet (v.2); Powerful Spreadsheet
1280x280 (D/S)
BM.03 Mono; Pool, Chess and the original
Colossal Cave adventure

...3.90

Mouse Mat (BEST Quality)...

...5.90

working routeplanner demo

ST Dust Cover
Monitor Cover
Mono/Colour Monitor switch.
3.5" Disk Cleaner

...5.90

BS.16 Strip Poker; Digitised picture

...5.90
.21.90

slideshowfromthe gamel

...4.90

Picture slideshow.

MM.02California Girls; D/S-Mono Digitised

The above is just a small selection of our VAST range of 16 Bit software . . . Catalogue available!
All prices include VAT and FIRST CLASS POST! All stock items sent by return of post!

Cheque, postal
orders or credit
card facilities
are available
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BT.04; Shanghai, Fully playable first level of
this board game
BT.35 Autoroute; The intelligent map,

complete with eyes and ears)
Mouse Bracket

..49.90
.22.90

JOYSTICKS
Joystick Mouse extension
Joystick lead (3 metresi)

MD.15 Snowman; Superb versionof the

UTILITIES

ACCESSORIES

39.90

Tank Attack

..74.90
.13.90

16.90

Power Basic

Super Wonderboy

...9.90
.39.90

Utilities Plus

.22.90
..16.90

Super League Soccer

DS/DD Disks (x 10)
DS/DD Disks (x 50)
DS/DD Disks (x 100)
Boxed and Branded (x 10) .
Boxed and Branded (x 50)

Universal Item Selector
19.90

..16.90

Strkfer
Stum Car

ONLY!

Mini Office Graphics

Snoopy
Space Quest 3 (S/S Diskl) ..
Sporting Triangles

LANGUAGES

.19.90
.19.90

First Word Plus (3.1)
Mini Office Spreadsheet

Deflector, Trailblazer, Northstar
3D Galax, Masters of the Universe

Scrabble Deluxe

3D Fonts 2

BLITZ Turbo
' Double Sided Disk Drivel

HIT DISKS (Vol. 2)
Time Bandit, Major Motion
Leathernecks, Tanglewood

16.90

.19.90
.55.90

Video Titling Designs

Word Writer

Super Hang On, Xenon

Menace, Tetris, BAAL

.19.90
.19.90

3D Developers

22.90

Captain Blood, Arkanoid II

TRIAD 2

..19.90

Cyber Sculpt

Star LC10 Printer (Mono)
Star LC10 Printer (Colour)

13.90

.13.90

.49.90

Human Forms

[hardware

Ikari warriors, Battleships
Beyond Ice Palace, Buggy Boy
STORY SO FAR (Vol. 2)
Space Harrier, Thundercats,
Live & Let Die, Bombjack

.16.90
.16.90

,.41.90
,.19.90

21.90

Motor Massacre, Deflector

RVF Honda ....

Rainbow Islands

16.90

Formula 1 Grand Prix, Elf,
Summer Olympiad, Circus games

Scapeghost.

Cyber Control

All 100% GUARANTEED?

16.90

GIANTS

14.90
19.90

,. 59.90

SONY DISKS

Return ol the Jedi
MEGAPACK

ACTION ST (Vol. 2)
Cybernoid, Technocop, Artura,

CyberStudio
Supplementarypackages
Cyber Paint (2)

19.90

Outrun, Gauntlet II, 1943, Street Fighter
THE STORY SO FAR (Vol. 1)
13.90

13.90

Red Lightning .

9.90

16.90

Passing Shot (Tennis).
Pictionary

Rainbow Warrior

ONLY!

Tetris, J. Blade, Tau Ceti, Tracker

MEGAPACK II

ST Replay (4)

Microbot design
Architectural Designs
Cartoon Designs

22.90
16.90
19.90
16.90
13.90

Powerdrome

COMPILATIONS

18.90

• ANTIC CYBER SERIES ONLY!

Super Ice Hockey
Skulldiggery
Speedboat Assassin
Roadwars
(Lots more - Ask for a listI)

Indy - Last Crusade .

Kristal

52.50

Flair Paint

STAR WARS TRILOGY

Knight Force

Scan Art/Draw Art Pack

Degas Elite

.16.90

Kings Quest 4

Easy Tools

69.90
29.90

CAD 3D (1)

Gunship

...4.90

ONLY!

Phoenix

COMPUTER HITS (2)

.13.90
.19.90

ART & MUSIC
Easy Draw 2 (Supercharged).

TNT

.16.90
.13.90
.18.90
.16.90

Kick Off

.13.90
.13.90
.13.90

Captain Blood

Falcon Mission Disk .
Fast Lane
Fetrari Formula 1
F16 Combat Pilot

Kelly X

.11.90

Fun School 2 (under 6) .
Fun School 2 (6 to 8) ....
Fun School 2 (over 8) ...

Action Service

.19.90

.16.90
.13.90

.11.90
.11.90
...8.90

Macadam Bumper
Spidertronic

Falcon

infestation
Iron Trackers

ONLY! •

*1

NEWS
Music can be big
business
MUSICIANS who can't afford an

agent can now use the ST to help
further their careers. Voxel Software

(01-452 1916) is poised to launch
MusicBase, a database for the music

industry.
It

contains

essential

names,

addresses and contacts within the

UK music industry and is seen as
the ideal music business manage
ment tool for both first time users

and existing professionals.
Contacts, suppliers and services in

the industry can be easily located
and cross-referenced. The database

can be updated and if used with the
Stacy portable, it is seen as a useful
tool for musicians and managers
working on the road. Price £39.95.

Search is on for
NEW company Naksha (0925 56398)
has launched a three-in-one mouse
which serves the Atari ST, Amstrad PC

and Commodore Amiga.
With smooth operation and 280dpi
resolution, it is easily connected to all
three machines and is 100 per cent
compatible with no additional drivers

an Amiga or ST for playing games",
said Naksha's general manager Jay
Savoor. 'The three in one model is the

THE search is on to find the

perfect mouse for people who own just

European ST Game of the Year.
This is just one of 29 categories

one or a combination of the three of

the most popular machines on the
market".

shown us that many end users now
have not only an Amstrad PC as their

Naksha is a subsidiary of a Jerseybased company funded by multi-mil
lion pound British electronics con
glomerate. The Three In One Upgrade

main machine for work but also own

Mouse costs £39.99.

needed. "Our market research has

top game

in the European Computer Trade
Awards, a new competition
linked to the European Comput
er Trade Show which will be held

at London's Business Design
Centre from April 1 to 3.
First stage will be a series of
national competitions with win

ners going forward to the grand
final in London. This will be

judged by computer journalists
from the countries taking part
and an awards ceremony will be
held at the show.

Easy reader
READING Pack 1 for the Atari ST is

the latest educational offering from
H.S.Software (0792 204519). It is a

conversion of the Read-Right-Away
programs already in daily use in thou
sands of classrooms.

Reading Pack 1 contains two colour

ful arcade style games designed by a
team of teachers and psychologists to
help children develop their reading
and spelling skills. It is designed for
children from five to eight years and
costs £11.95.

It's maths for all ages
EDUCATIONAL software house LCL (0491 579345) has launched what it says is
the first complete GCSE maths course for the Atari ST and will follow this up with
an A level course.

Micro Maths consists of 24 programs with two books and takes pupils from sec
ondary school entrance level to GCSE standard. A sequel to Primary Maths Course,
it has screen size, three-dimensional colour pictures, maths diagrams and a 3D
mouse-operated calculator. Micro Maths costs £24.

Classics released
THREE new ST titles are included in

the latest eight Software Classics
releases announced by Electronic Arts
(0753 49442). They are Fusion, from
Populous author Bullfrog Productions,
Starfleet and Empire. They cost £9.99.
January 1990 Atari ST User 9

GASTEINER TECHNOLOGIES LTD
fCOMPLTERSj
Atari 520STFM

1

S
£269

Atari 1040STFM

£399

Atari Mega 1
Atari Mega 2
Atari Mega 4

£519
£POA
£POA

Atari 1040STE

£POA

AVAILABLE FROM
GASTEINER TECHNOLOGY
AND ALL GOOD STORES

GAS 40Mb 11 milliseconds.£599
GAS 50Mb 28 milliseconds.£479
GAS 85Mb 28 milliseconds.£679

MONITORS
SM124 (Atari)
SM1224 (Atari)

£99
£259

Philips 8833
Philips 8852

£229
£259

COMPUTER PACKS
Atari Power Pack
Atari 1040 PRO

£349
£439

Atari PC Pack

£499

Auto boot, auto park, 12 months
guarantee, 12 partitions, full
SCSI, DMA, in and out.
Back up program
Supra 30Mb

£POA

Atari 30Mb
3.5" 1Mb
5.25"

£399
£85
£POA

|

PRINTERS

Epson LX400
Epson LQ400
Epson LQ550
Citizen 1806
Citizen 1200
Citizen Swift 24
NECP2200
NECP7+
NECP6+
StarI.C10
Star LC10 Colour
Star LC24-10
Panasonic KXP1180
Panasonic KXP1124

ACCESSORIES

Sony, TDK, Philips 3.5" DS/DD

...£POA
...£POA
...£POA
...£POA
. £POA
£285
£249
...£POA
...£POA
...£POA
£POA
...£POA
£POA
£POA

Box of 10

£10
£229
..£24.95

VidiST

£95
...£POA
£POA
£5
...£POA
...£POA
£POA
...£POA
£POA

Twin Joystick Extension
Internal Clock

£POA

Others please ring!

Printer Cable

LASER

£6

UPGRADE FOR ATARI

Atari SLM804
Star LP8
HP Laser II
HP Laser IID

£POA
...£1249
...£POA
...£POA
...£POA

£99
Available form Gastcincr and

all good stores

MS-DOS ON THE ST WITH THAT'S PC-SPEED - THE HARDWARE PC EMULATOR
Supports monochrome as well as colour monitors. Supports all hard disks and disk drives connected to the serial and parallel port ofyour ST.
Mouse suppporting. IBM monochrome, CGA, Olivetti and Hercules graphic emulation.
Extensive test available in ST Magazine.

' .

' '.'• : ; I

•'

.'•

" I • ': i " ' f

.

m

1. PC SPEED is small but powerful measuring only 9.5 x 9.5 cm

What the Press says

2. PC SPEED is fast and compatible

3. PC SPEED doesnot require the ROM port therefore leaving it free to be usedby othervaluable programs

Guardian-"// seemed to work

4. PC SPEED can be built into any ST including the 520
5. PC SPEED is easy to work with
6. PC SPEED runs MS-DOS software fast and bug free
7. PC SPEED supports all hard disks that rely on the DMA port and it also uses ATARI hard disk driver
8. PC SPEED supports all external 3.5 and 5.25 drives
9. PC SPEED supports the parallel and serial ports, can even use PC mouse
ALL THIS
10. PC SPEED supports all sound capabilities
FOR ONLY
11. NORTON factor 4.0 (four times faster than 4.77 MHz XT)
12. PC SPEED provides the user with 704K ram (64K more than an XT)
£299 inc. VAT
13. PC SPEED emulates CGA and Hercules graphic cards

follow".-How. '89.

14.Theprocessor in PCSPEED gains direct access to theRAM via thesystemsbus, therefore requires no
RAM and thereby does not losespeed, theknown problem when accessing theram via the serial port

forming an 80286 basedPC when
fitted to a 1040ST".-Ocl. 5th,

well, and ran Dos software (in
704k ofmemory) at a reasonable
speed". -Thursday, 6th Oct. '89.
ST Format—",4

hard act to

ST World-"//took Germany by
storm".- Nov. '89.

Popular Computing Weekly "PCspeed is capable of outper

'89.

OFFICIAL DISTRIBUTORS FOR THE
"THAT'S SERIES" OF PROGRAMS

Micro Mart-There has been a

lot of interest in //".-Issue 100.

SOFTWARE
WORD PROCESSING

GRAPHICS

That's Write
First Word+
K-Word
WordPerfect
Pretext V4.2

£99
£59
£POA
£199
£POA

TempusII

£POA

Microsoft Write
Word Writer

£49
£69
DTP

DATABASES

CyberStudio

£POA

Cyber Paint

£POA

Cyber Sculpt

£POA

Cyber Texture
3D Developer's Disk
Architectural Design Disk
Cartoon Design Disk
Future Design Disk
Human Design Disk
Microbot Design

£POA
£POA
£POA
£POA
£POA
£POA
£POA

Time Works DTP
Fleet ST Pub

£POA
£89

Easy Draw II

£POA

Easy Draw (Super)

£POA

Easy Tools

£POA

LETS MAKE

Scan Art
Draw Art
Borders
Partner ST

£POA
£POA
£POA
£POA

Greetings Cards
Sign + Banners
Calendars + Stationery
Art Library 1 + 2
Spectrum 512

£POA
£POA
£POA

CAD 3D
Plotter + Printer

£POA
£POA

MUSIC

C-LabNotator
C-Tab Creator

£POA
£POA

Steinberg Pro 24

£POA

Mastertiacks Pro
GIST

£POA
£POA

Neo-Desk

£POA

Video Titling

£POA

Sterotek
3D Font I+ 11

£POA
£POA

THAT'S FLNTACE including
THAT'S SWAPSHOT -£34.95

£POA
£POA

Data Manager Pro
Data Manager

£POA
£POA

Base II
Superbase
Superbase Pro

£POA
£POA
£POA
PROGRAMMING

Mark Williams
GSTC

£POA
£POA

Prospero C
Prospero Fortran
Prospero Pascal

£POA
£POA
£POA

Hi Soft Basic
68000
Genesis
Start
ST Basic

£POA
£POA
£POA
£P0A
£5

C-Breeze

i'pOA

GFA Basic

K-Spread

£POA
SPREADSHEETS

VIP
Swiftcalc

Saga

£P0A

Mini Office

£POA

TIMEWORK DTP +
EASY DRAW II-£95

GASTEINER TECHNOLOGIES LTD
8 Thornaby Gardens, Edmonton, London. N18 2 EX
Telephone: 01-884 2415. Fax: 01-884 2418
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£POA,
£49
£POA
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NEWS
HH

More access to
network

Oasis eyes the sexspots

SINCE the new MicroLink communica

As Oasis, the Organisation Against

tions service was launched, 124 extra

Sexism in Software, celebrated its

er users have learnt they are not
alone, can speak out and will be

first birthday recently, leading light
Sandra Vogel vowed it is here to stay

are listening now.

telephone access points have been
opened in various parts of the UK from
Dunfermline down to Plymouth.
This brings the total to 280 com

pared to the 63 which were previously
available over British Telecom's PSS
network which MicroLink subscribers

used before they switched from Tele
com Gold to the independent Istel-Inet
network on October 1.

This means that almost 100 per
cent of the UK population can now
access MicroLink for the price of a

local phone call. Before the
changeover, in addition to having to
make longer distance calls, they also
had to pay a PSS surcharge of 3p a

heard. Even some software houses

"The first year was a testbed. It has
proved that there is a need for Oasis
in the computer industry. We are
here to stay and our next year will

and said it will escalate its action

against sexism.
The founder of the organisation,

Sandra enlists the help of her Atari
ST to keep watch for offensive materi
al. She is against stereotypes of
women or men being used in games.
"It has been a time when hardly a
month goes by without a letter

see us move up a gear."
Membership of Oasis costs £3.
Members receive six magazines a year

plus lists of recommended software to
which they are invited to add. Sandra

appearing in a magazine or without

can be contacted at 3 Alden Court,

particular software houses being

Stanley Road, Wimbledon, London

ticked off, she said. "Female comput

SW19 8RD.

Desk

File

Block

Track

MIDI

Options

(0 Gajits 1585

Screens

minute.

"The next stage in MicroLink's
expansion will involve setting up

♦ OB

loan a

onaaaaaai

aortal

BZ

dozens more telephone access points

83

offering high-speed 2400 baud", said

04

MicroLink chairman Derek Meakin.

85

This will be getting underway in the

06

next few weeks and all new lines will

B7

incorporate MNP5 error correction".

B8
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Two more for
soccer fans

"

10
'13

33-

37"

EBgg ram mama ma Mm mum

DUE soon from Anco Software (0322

92513) are its latest soccer game Play
er Manager and a Kick Off expansion

25'

25'

17

•SLSB

mszm .team

«i* -.

disc called Extra Time.

1

i

i

t i

i

rvTi n u n a iiit

An international player takes charge
of a third division club in Player Man

ager and it's down to him to scour the
1,000 players in the four divisons to
build the best team he can after bal

ancing their various skills. Once his
team is selected the validity of his
decision is tested on the field. Player

Manager costs £19.95.
Extra Time adds new features to

Anco's existing game Kick Off. These
include power control for shots, keep
er control for goal kicks, new tactics,
new playing surfaces, different levels
of play and more player attributes. It
costs £9.95.

Easy Text
enhancements
BETTER budget DTP is on offer from

ANOTHER Midi sequencer for the
Atari ST has come from Gajits Music
Software (061-434 2768). Sequencer
One is claimed to differ from its pre

decessors in that it combines high
performance with low price.
With 32 tracks, it features high
resolution recording of 192 pulses

Sequencer's
high note
and an undo facility. Many other fea
tures have also been included in

Sequencer One which is available
mail order from Gajits, 28 Dennison

per quarter note, Gem-based speedy
screen updating, comprehensive cut,

Avenue, Withington, Manchester,

copy, paste and delete operations

M20 8AF for £79.

Angels face competition
DUE out on the ST in January, Acco

lade's flight simulator based on US

Navy flight demonstration team The
Blue Angels has already experienced

tributed in the UK by Infogrames and
a spokesman said they were awaiting
more information from Microids on

whether it would change the name of
its product.With various manoeuvres

zzSoft (0422 845528) with Easy Text
Plus, the enhanced version of its Easy

some turbulence. French company

Microids also plans to bring out a sim

to learn, users of Accolade's Blue

Text package. For any ST with 0.5Mg

ulation based on the team and intend

and above, it runs in medium and

ed to use the same name.

Angels see the daring aerobatics from
a pilot's point of view. It will cost
£24.99.

Ascii.

"We do not really see this as a prob
lem", said Nadia Singh of Accolade.
"We have got the licence tied up and
Microids will not be bringing theirs out

EZT+ costs £20 with an upgrade
price of £5.

for some time yet".
The French package is to be dis

netic fleet versus Android Warrior.

high res with output to a good selec
tion of printers. Text can be imported
from First Word, First Word Plus and

Just released by Accolade (01-585
3308) is Day of the Viper, a science fic
tion action adventure with the Cyber
Price £24.99.
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ATARI AUTOROUTE
SPECIAL
CHRISTMAS OFFER..
• Plan Any Journey In Great Britain
AUTOROUTE saves up to 20% of driving
time and costs by calculating the quickest,
cheapest or shortest route for any journey

• Up-to-date map
Autoroute Atari is based on the very latest
Ordnance Survey 1:625,000 map.

in Great Britain.

• Extremely Easy To Use
Simply enter your start and finish points, any
calls you need to make en-route, and any
roadworks to avoid. Select the vehicle type,

Phone 0784 460077
to order direct

or return the coupon to...
Nextbase Ltd.

ram Brighton to Awlnd

Unit 18, Central Trading Estate,
Staines, Middlesex

enter any preferences for motorways,
A-roads or B-roads... and, in seconds,

TW18 4XE

: DEFAHT Brighton

AUTOROUTE searches its vast database of

67,000 miles of Ordnance Survey mapped

| Please supply acopy of Autoroute Atari atthe

roads to calculate the optimal route.

special Christmas price.

• Ordnance Survey Based Map Displays
High resolution maps are displayed on
screen and you can zoom in on any point to
obtain more detail.

W

•

I enclose a cheque for £57.44 payable to

•

Please debit my Access/Visa account

NextBase Ltd.

^

by £57 44
•

ROUTE

^^"^The Intelligent Map
Staines, Middlesex TW18 4XE

Detailed Directions Printout

Having chosen your route, detailed driving
directions may be printed off with precise

Expiry date

navigational details.

Address

•

NextBase Ltd, Unit 18, Central Trading Estate,

Card No.

Name

ST World "I think Autoroute is excellent."

• Page 6 "Autoroute is a cracking program
for anyone who travels at any time.''

Postcode.

CLUB 68000

.Tel.

ATARI ST

SPECIALIST

CLUB 68000, Wickham House, 2 Upper Teddington Road,
Hampton Wick, Kingston, Surrey KTl 4DP. Tel: 01-977 9596. Fax: 01-977 5354
Club 68000 offers members software, hardware, and accessories athuge savings off recommended retail prices. When you joinyouwill
receive a free games compendium anda catalogue five times a year. Your only commitment is topay£15 foroneyears membership.
Please post to the address below.
TOP 40 GAMES
9.S.P.
Altered Beast
Astaroth
Barbarian II
Blade Warrior

Beach Volley
Blood Money
Bloodwych
Batman the Movie
Chaoa Strikes Back

Dragon Spirit
Dungeon Master
Dynamite Dux

^
Members
£12.99

1st Word Plus

Wordprocessor

£15.99

Cubase

Music

£24.99
£24.99
£24.99
£24.99
£24.99
£24.99
£19.99
£19.99
£24.99
£24.99

£15.99
£15.99
£15.99

DegasElite

Draw/Graphics
Spreadsheet

£15.99

K Commit

Communications

£59.99
£49.99

KGraph III

Database

£49.99

Graphics

£34.99

K Index

Utility

£20.99

KMinst/el 2.0

Music
Resource Editor

£49.99
£29.99
£29.99

£24.99
£24.99
£24.99
£19.99
£24.99
£24.99
£19.99

£12.99

£19.99

£1199

£24.99
£9.99
£24.99

£15.99
£6.99
£15.99

£19.99

Never Mind

Paperboy
Populous

Populous SceneryDisk
Rainbow Island

Robocop

Hisoft C

K Resource II

£15.99
£15.99
£15.99

KSpread II
KSpread III

Spreadsheet
Spreadsheet

£15.99

K Switch II

£12.99

Mastersound Digitizer

£15.99

MiniOffice Comm.

£15.99

£12.99
£24.99

£19.99

£12.99

Shoot 'em up Construction Set

£29.99
£24.99
£24.99
£19.99
£24.99
£24.99

£19.99

Stunt Car
Xenon II

Hisoft Basic

Graphic

£34.99

Sta: wars Trilogy

Home Publisher

KRIhkl
K Rhymes
KSella

Shadow of the Beast
Shinobi

Stryder
Stryx

£17.99
£14.99
£59.99
£34.99
£39.99
£34.99

KData

£24.99

Laser Squad
Light Force
Lords of Rising Sun

£24.99
£24.99
£79.99

Hisoft Devpac 2.0

Infestation

Kult

£12.99

£15.99

Indiana Jones Last Crusade

£19.99

£19.99

DeskTop Pub.
Prog. Language
Prog. Language
Prog. Language

Interphase
Knight Force

Gemini Wing
Honda RVF

£19.99
£24.99
£19.99

Font Editor
Education
Financial

Home Accounts

£24.99
£19.99

Games Summer Edition

£24.99

DQCalc
Fontz
Fun School 2

KS.P. Members
£79.99
£55.99
£499.00
£399.00
£24.99
£15.99
£39.99
£27.99
£29.99
£19.99

£15.99
£15.99
£12.99
£12.99
£15.99
£15.99
£12.99
£15.99
£12.99
£12.99
£15.99
£12.99

Falcon Fl 6
Falcon Mission Disk
F16 Combat Pilot

HARD DISKS & DISK DRIVES

TOP 40 PROFESSIONAL

£24.99

£19.99

Music
Assembler

Run 5 Programs

Music Hardware
Communications

Mini Office Graphics
Graphics
Mini Office Spreadsheet Spreadsheet
Pro 12
Pro 24

m

£24.99

£12.99

£129.99

£299.99
£69.99
£29.99

Basic

•

£69.99

3.5" 720K DRIVE, Internal

Members

• Megafile 30 MByte
• Megafile60 MByte

NEW;

PC SPEED VIS DOS
Hardware Emulator

£12.99

£34.99
£44.99
£62.99
£20.99
£29.99
£15.99
£15.99
£15.99

• RunsMS DOS software fast and bug free
•

Nortonfactor 4.0 (4 times faster than

4.77MHZXI)

• IBM Monochrome and CGA

»»

Hercules emulator

£55.00
£199.99
£49.99

£19.99

BasicCompiler
Music

£24.99

£15.99

ELECTRONIC MONITOR SWITCHBOX

Music* Hardware

£69.99

£49.99

£14.99
£99,99
£249.99
£39.99
£14.99

• Switch between monochrome &

£9.99
£69.99
£174.99
£24.99
£9.99

£5999

£3999

£12.99
£15.99
£15.99

Wordup

Turbo ST

Virus Protector

Utility

Wordprocessor

GDOSWordprocessor

r,r,i,

£249.00 £379.00 |

STOS Maestro
STOS Maes.ro+

£15.99

.

Members RRP

STOS Compiler

£19.99

RRP

£399.00 £499.00
£599.00 £699.00

£34.99

£19.99
£19.99
£49.99
£59.99
£89.99
£29.99
£39.99
£24,99
£24.99
£24.99

Music

Astronomy

£54.99
199.99

• 5.25" 4<V80 Track Drive, IBM compatible £104.99
• 5.25" With Digital Track Display
1119.99

£20.99

£39.99

Music

STOSSprites600
Sprites
Superbase Personal II Database
Superbase Professional Prof, Database

£15.99

£49.99

• 3.5" 720K DRIVE, Ind. Power supply
• 3.5" With Digital Track Display

£12.99

colour monitors

£29.951

• Also sw inching without reset!
CLOCK CARTRIDGE
• Realtime version

Phone lor our freecatalogue, Westock over200dim-rent items. All pricesinclude VAT and delivery in l.K,except hardware.
£6courier.V.V.C: £1.non EEC £3.Weacceptcheques, Access, Visa and Postal Orders.Prices subject to change without notice.

£29.95

FT1

DEAL DIRECT

ALL OUR PRICES INCLUDE VAT &DELIVERY, ALL OUR DISKS CARRY ALIFETIME GUARANTEE, ALL DISKS INCLUDE LABELS, ENVELOPES, AND
WRITE PROTECTS, ALL GOODS DESPATCHED WITHIN 24HOUR OF ORDER BEING RECEIVED

BULK PACK DOUBLE SIDED DISKS
3.5" SSDD 135 TPI
3.5" DSDD 135 TP11 MEG-880K NO NAME
3.5" DSDD 135 TP11 MEG-880K JVC/KAO
3.5" DSDD 135 TP11 MEG-880K SONY
3.5" DSDD 135 TPI BRANDED TERRA
3.5" DSDD BRANDED/SONY/3M/DYSAN/TDK

10
5.99
6.50
6.99
7.90
7.99
10.50

20
11.80
10.50
13.70
14.99
15.50
19.99

30
17.40

50
28.50

100

200

46.99

91.00

15.50

24.99
30.00
32.00
38.00
47.00

47.99
59.00
63.00
69.99
89.99

113.00
117.00
135.00
178.00

20.40
21.50
22.99
29.00

93.00

10

10

3 5" DS HIGH DENSITY 2.0 MEG 13.99 & DS HIGH DENSITY 2.0 MEG SONY/3M 24.99

3" MAXELL BRANDED
5 25" DSQD 96TPI*25 DISKS

2199
6.99

3"*20 HOLDER LOCKABLE DISK BOX 5.99 EACH
5.25" DSDD 48TPI 3M BRANDED* 10DISK 6.99

DISK STORAGE BOXES

3.5"
3.5"
3.5"
3.5"
3.5"

*
*
*
*
*

12
40
50
80
100

HOLDER SOLID PLASTIC EXTRA STRONG
HOLDER LOCKABLE 2 KEYS & DIVIDERS
HOLDER LOCKABLE 2 KEYS & DIVIDERS
HOLDER LOCKABLE 2 KEYS & DIVIDERS
HOLDER LOCKABLE 2 KEYS & DIVIDERS

2
1.70
9.00

3
2.20
13.00

10.50
11.50

15.00

13.00
17.00
22.00
9.50

3.5" * 120 HOLDER LOCKABLE 2 KEYS & DIVIDERS

3.5" * 94 HOLDER LOCKABLE-STACKABLE-SLIDING DRAW
5 25"' 70 HOLDER LOCKABLE2 KEYS & DIVIDERS

15.99
18.50
24.00
with lock
13.50

11.50

5.25" * 100 HOLDER LOCKABLE 2 KEYS & DIVIDERS
5 25" * 120 HOLDER LOCKABLE 2 KEYS & DIVIDERS

13.00

16.00
18.00

THE ULTIMATE 3.5" DISKS WITH LOCKABLE STORAGE BOX OFFER
&10 DISKS
3.5"
3.5"
3.5"
3.5"
3.5"
3.5"
3.5"

40 HOLDER
50 HOLDER
80 HOLDER
100 HOLDER
120 HOLDER
94 HOLDER

& 20 DISKS

& 30 DISKS

& 40 DISKS

11.99

17.99

25.99

32.00

12.50
12.99
13.99

18.50
18.99
20.99

15.99

22.99
24.00

26.50
26.99
27.99
29.00
30.00

33.00 ALL DISKS SUPPLIED IN
33.00 THESE BOXES ARE
34.00 SONY-KAO
35.00 OR JVC

Stackable-sliding draw & lock
17.99
12 HOLDER SOLID PLASTIC WITH 12 * 3.5"DISKS 8.50 + 24 DISK LABELS

HARDWARE

ATARI 520 STFM EXPLORER PACK, WITH MOUSE, MANUALS, AND FREE GAME
ATARI 520 STFM POWER PACK, WITH MOUSE,JOYSTICK,20+ FREE GAMES

279.99
349.99

SOFTWARE - MANY MORE TITLES IN
STOCK TEL: 0533 513372 TO CHECK
AVAILABILITY

LAZER SQUAD
15.99
STARGLIDERII
15.99
PAPERBOY
12.99
MILLENIUM 2.2
16.90
BALLYSTYX
12.99
POPULOUS
16.99
TARGAN
15.99
ACTION FIGHTER
15.99
GUNSHIP
15.99
ALTERED BEAST .
14.99
VOYGER
15.99
F-16 FALCON, MISSION DISKS VOL 1 14.99
LORDS OF THE RISING SUN
20.99
STUNTCAR RACER
WAR IN MIDDLE EARTH
KINGDOM OF ENGLAND
SAINT AND GREAVSIE
HONDA RVF 750
GRAND PRIX CIRCUIT
FORGOTTEN WORLDS
DRAGONS SPIRIT

15.99
14.99
15.99
15.99
15.99
15.99
12.99
15.99

BATTLECHESS (1 MEG)

16.99

CENTRE FOLD SQUARES
BATMAN THE MOVIE
TERRY'S BIG ADVENTURE

12.99
15.99
12.99

ATARI 1040 STFM ULTIMATE ART PACK, INC HYPERPAINT, ORGANISER,

1st BASIC, £50.00 VOUCHER TOWARDS ATARI'S MIND GAMES, MOUSE, MANUALS

429.99

ST EXTERNAL CLOCK, & SOFTWARE 26.99 ST PRO SAMPLER STUDIO + SOFTWARE
ATARI ST 720K EXTERNAL DRIVES, ATARI SF 354 - £85.99, CUMANA -£85.99, DATEL
ATARI ST 720K REPLACEMENT INTERNAL DISK DRIVE, DATEL
STAR LC 10 MONO PRINTER E149.STAR LC 10 COLOUR £199.00, STAR LC 24-10 £239.00

CANON PW 1080 A

CITIZEN 120D, 180E
COMMODORE MPS 801
COMMODORE MPS 803
EPSON LX 80/86 GX 80
EPSON MX/FX/RX/NX 80

2
6.50

3.50

6.50

EPSON LQ 2500

3.99
4.50

7.50
8.50

14.50

NEC PINWRITER P2, P6

3.99

7.50

19.99

NEC P2200

OKIMICROLINE 182,192/3
OKI MICROLINE 80, 82, 92

2.99
3.99
2.50

PANASONIC KXP 1081/90
RICOH 1300/1600
SHINWA CP80/LEGEND 808

3.50
3.99
3.99

5.50
7.50
4.80
6.50
7.50
7.50

13.99
19.99
14.50
14.90

STAR LC 10 ORIG MONO
STAR LC 10 ORIG COLOUR

2.50

STAR LC 24/10
STARNL/ND/NR10

3.99
3.50

4.80
12.00
7.50
6.50

13.90
32.00
18.00
14.90

EPSON MX/FX 100, 1000

3.99
3.50
3.50

7.50
6.50
6.50

18.00
14.90
14.90

EPSON LX/LQ 800, LQ 500
EPSON FX/LQ 1000, LQ 1050

2.50
3.99

4.80
7.50
7.50
7.50
7.50

18.00
18.00
19.99

6.50
7.50

14.90

3.50

6.50

14.00

3.50

5.80
6.50

15.50

3.50

18.00

14.90

ACCESORIES
2.50

3.99
3.50
1.75
3.99

3', 3.5', 5.25' DISK CLEANING KITS
THINGIII ADJUSTABLE COPY HOLDER

COPY HOLDER, ADJUSTABLE MOVINGARM.SWIVEL
PRINTER STAND - 80 COLUMN 1 PIECE
SION LEAD
ATARI TYPE 3 METRE JOYSTICK EXTENSION
MOUSE MAT 6mm

MONITOR STANDS 14"

1

6.50

19.99
22.99
18.00

19.99
19.99

JOYSTICKS

MOUSE MAT 6mm TOP QUALITY ANTISTATIC
ATARI ST TWIN JOYSTICK EXTENTION
ATARI/AMIGA/IBM PARALLEL PRINTER CABLE

MOUSE HOUSE
AMIGA 500 DUST COVER
ATARI 520/1040 ST COVER
THINGI I COPY HOLDER
ATARI ST 4 PLAYER ADAPTER
AMIGA 4 PLAYER ADAPTER

PRINTER RIBBONS

18.00

3.99
3.99
3.50
3.99

6
14.90
14.90

3.50

6

2
7.50

3.99

BROTHER M1009, 1109

POST S.A.E. FOR
FREE PRICE LIST

3.99

1

PRINTER RIBBONS
AMSTRAD 8256 FN
AMSTRAD 8256 MS
AMSTRAD 9512 FN
AMSTRAD 9512 MS
AMSTRAD DMP 2000/3000
AMSTRAD DMP 4000
AMSTRAD LQ 3500
BROTHER HR 10/15/20/40

56.00
85.99
66.99

.^B^B^B^BBa.^Bk

11.99
8.99
3.99
1.99
1.75
1.99
1.99

-^

2.99
4.95
4.95
8.99

CHEETAH CHALLENGER
CHEETAH 125+
CHEETAH MACH 1
CHEETAH STAR PROBE
COMPETITION PRO 5000
KONIX SPEED KING
KONIX NAVIGATOR
QUICKSHOT II TURBO
RAM DELTA DELUXE
SURESHOTSTANDARD
TURBO JUNIOR
TURBO SUPER
ZIP-STICK SUPER PRO
ZIP-STICK SUPER PRO AUTOFIRE

TEL: 0533 471485 24 HOUR DISK HOTLINE CHEAP CALLS AFTER 6.00PM

PLEASE POST CHEQUE WITH ORDER PAYABLE TO:
MIDLAND MICROSOFT, ATARI USER JAN, MAIL ORDER DrVlSION,
GROUND FLOOR, UNIT 22A SYKEFIELD AVE, LEICESTER LE3 OLB
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Can you

SpeciaCReserve

For the
serious

afford not

to join?

• Membership card, Release Schedule and a
folder for the Buyer's Guides.
• 24-hour despatch of stock items. Most lines

Members of Official Secrets get all the benefits of
Special Reserve plus:

• Confidential. Our 32 page bi-monthly magazine is

in stock.

essential reading for those interested in adventures or

• Games sent individually by 1st class post.

role playing games. Written by experts, Confidential

Most fit through your letter-box.

,

• 7-day hotline, until 8pm weekdays, 10 to 5.30
Saturdays, 11 to 5 Sundays.
• Written notification of delays and instant

has covered everything from How to Host a Murder to

8pr Which F16 Flight Simulator? Our agents, led by the

' Master Spy known as "The Boss Upstairs", seek out the
secrets of RPG's, FRP's, MUG's, PBM's, Leisure Suit
Larry, The Russians, Elvira

refunds on request.

• No commitment, no obligation to buy anything

• Myth. Written by Magnetic Scrolls, authors of The
Pawn, exclusively for members of Official Secrets.
Myth is a small adventure set in Ancient Greece. In it
you'll meet The Ferryman, cheat Death and face
the nine-headed Hydra. Myth includes the

and no "minimum purchase".

• The best games, carefully selected,
available at extraordinary prices.

Just£5.00

famous Magnetic Scrolls parser and graphics
and is included in the price of membership.
• Help-Line. Manned weekdays until 8pm
and Sundays. The Help-Line can help you

We're miles cheaper than elsewhere. Below are

a selection of offers at prices you might not

solve most problems on most adventures.

believe. You can buy games at the same time

• Gnome Ranger.

as joining - or join now and select from our full

Annual UK Membership costs

membership of Special Reserve.

Atari ST Software
A.P.B
AFTERBURNER

12.99
8 49

ALTERED BEAST

1299

AMERICAN ICE HOCKEY
AOUAVENTURA
ARCHIPELAGOS
ASTAROTH
BAAL

1599
19 99
15 49
1499
6.99

BADCOMPANY

1299

BALANCE OF POWER 1990 (1 MEG)15.99
BALLISTIX
699
BALLYHOO (INFOCOM)
9-99
BANGKOK KNIGHTS
13 49
BARBARIAN2 (PALACE)
15 49
BARBARIAN2 (PSYGNOSIS)
14 99
BARDS TALE 1
7 99
12 99
BATMAN CAPED CRUSADER
BATMAN THE MOVIE
15 99
1249
BATTLE VALLEY
BATTLECHESS
1649
BATTLETECH (INFOCOM)
16 49
BEACH VOLLEY
12 99
BEYOND ZORK (INFOCOM)
9 99
BLACK LAMP
599
BLADE WARRIOR
15 99
1449
BLOOD MONEY

ELIMINATOR
ELITE
EMPEROR OF THE MINES
EXOLON
EYEOFHORUS

5 99
15.49
15.49
599
1599

F-16 COMBAT PILOT

15.99

F16 FALCON

15 49

F16 FALCON MISSION DISK
F29 RETALIATOR

,9 99
1649

FERRARI FORMULA 1

1649

FIENDISH FRED'S BIG TOP FUN
FIFTH GEAR

18 49
15 49

FIRST WORD PLUS

58 99

FISH! (MAG SCROLLS)

1399

FLASH DRAGON

FLIGHT SIMULATOR 2

12 49

,

25 49

FS2 WEST EUROPE DISK

1399

FLYING SHARK
...
FOOTBALL MANAGER 2 ....
FOOTBALL MANAGER 2 EXPKIT
FUN SCHOOL 2 (2-6 YRSI
FUN SCHOOL 2 (6-8 YRS)

699
, 8 49
,6 49
12 49
12 49

FUN SCHOOL 2 (OVER 8 YRS)
FUTURE WARS

1249
1649
1299
1349

FUTURESPORT
GAUNTLET2
GHOSTBUSTERS2

. ,1649

BLOODWYCH

15 49

BLOODWYCH DATA DISK
BOMBER
BOMBUZAL
BRIDGE PLAYER 2000
CABAL
CASTLE WARRIOR
CHAMBERS OF SHAOLIN

9 99
1849
4 99
14 49
1349
12 99
12 49

CHAMPIONSHIP BASEBALL
CHAMPIONSHIP BASKETBALL
CHAMP FOOTBALL (AMERICAN)
CHAOS STRIKES BACK
CHASE H.Q
CHESS PLAYER 2150
CHESSMASTER2000
CHRONOQUEST
COLLOSUS CHESS X
CONFLICT EUROPE
CONTINENTAL CIRCUS
CORRUPTION (MAGSCROLLS)

6 49
9 99
4 99
12 49
1299
15 99
16 49
949
15.49
1649
1299
13 99

DAMOCLES

15 49

INCREDIBLE SHRINKING SPHERE 7.99

16 99
8 49
14.99

INDIANAJONES (ACTION)
1199
INDIANA JONES (ADVENTURE) ...14.99
INFESTATION
1499
INFIDEL (INFOCOM)
9.99
INGRID'S BACK(LEVEL9)
12.49

DAY OF THE VIPER
DEFENDER OF THE CROWN
DEGAS

...

DEJAVU
DEJAVU2
DEMONS TOMB ......
DEMONS WINTER (SSI)
DRAGON NINJA
DRAGON SPIRIT
DRAGONS OF FLAME (SSI) ....
DRAKKHEN
DUNGEON MASTER
DUNGEON MASTER EDITOR ...
DYNAMITE DUX

5 99
1599
12 99
1749
1299
1299
17 49
1699
1549
7 49
13 49

-I°™™J?!.^^^^^
Order Form

GRIDIRON (U.S FOOTBALL)
GUNSHIP

14.99
1549

HARDDRIVIN'
HELLFIRE ATTACK

12 99
3 49

HEWSON PREMIER COLL VOLI ...16.99
HEWSON PREMIER COLL VOL2 ...17.49

HILLSFAR (SSI)
HIT DISKS VOLUME 2

._ _

Z.«C£.UU.including six

issues of Confidential, Myth, the Help-Line, Gnome Ranger and

Note: Upgrade to OfficialSecrets is offered to
members of Special Reserve

1549

Level 9's brilliant 3-part

adventure or a Surprise Alternative^ _ _

catalogue. All items advertised are only for
sale to members and are subjectto availability.

3DPOOL

Secrets

gamer!

• Bi-monthly Buyer's Guide each with details of40 games

All for

Official

17.49
9.49

HITCH HIKERSGUIDE(INFOCOM) 9.99
HOLLYWOOD HIJINX(INFOCOM) ..9.99
HONDA RVF 750
HOSTAGES

15 49
8 49

HOUND OF SHADOW

16 99

SONY 3.5"
DS/DD DISK

INTERPHASE
IRON LORD

15.99
16 49

IRON TRACKER
IVANHOE

JINXTER (MAG SCROLLS)

12.49
13.49
13.99

JUG

11.99

KENNY DALGLISH SOCCER MATCH12.49
KICKOFF
11.99
KICK OFF EXPANSION DISK
7.49

Myth

Myth Quotes
/ "An excellent adventure... witty, cunning and just plain
/ good fun! If you liked Fish! you'll probably like this,
because they're very similar in style: you may even
prefer Myth, it's that good!"

Crash

Amiga Format
"Myth is destined to become a classic."

91%

Crash Magazine

Myth Reviews
Commodore User 90%, Amiga Format 87%, TGM 85%

KILLINGGAME SHOW
12 49
KINGS QUEST 1. 2 S,3 (SIERRA)..22,49

KINGSQUEST 4 (SIERRA)

21 49

KNIGHT ORC (LEVEL 9)
KNIGHTFORCE
KRISTAL
KULT
LANCELOT (LEVEL 9)

6 49
1499
1749
8.49
13 49

LEADERBOARD BIRDIE

13 49

PLAYER MANAGER

15.99
12 99

POLICE QUEST 1 (SIERRA)
POLICE QUEST 2 (SIERRA)

PIRATES

15.99
16.49

POPULOUS
POPULOUS PROMISED LANDS
POWER DRIFT

1649
7 99

PRECIOUS METAL COLLECTION

15 49

1349

PROTEXT WORD PROCESSOR ...47 99

LEATHER GODDESSES (INFOCOM) 9.99

PSION CHESS

16 49

LEATHERNECKS

6 49

LEGEND OF THE SWORD

5.99

PURPLE SATURN DAY
QUARTERBACK
QUESTRON 2 (SSI)
R-TYPE
RAINBOW WARRIOR ...
RALLY CROSS CHALLENGE.
REAL GHOSTBUSTERS
RED HEAT

8 49
1299
17 49
699
1599
12 99
7 49
12.99

LEISURESUIT LARRY 1 (SIERRA)18.99
LEISURESUIT LARRY 2 (SIERRA)18.99
LEONARDO
11 99
1149
LICENCE TO KILL
LIGHT FORCE (COMPILATION .15.99
LIVERPOOL
11 99
14.99
LOMBARD RAC RALLY

LURKING HORROR (INFOCOM) ...9.99
MANHUNTER NEWYORK (SIERRA) 12,49
MENACE
MICKEY MOUSE
MICROPROSE SOCCER
MILENNIUM22
MONOPOLY
MRHELI
NEBULUS
NEVERMIND
NIGEL MANSELLS GRAND PRIX
NORTH AND SOUTH
OIDS
OMEGA
ONSLAUGHT
OOZE
OPERATION THUNDERBOLT
OPERATION WOLF
PACLAND
PACMANIA
PANDORA
PAPERBOY
PAUL GASGOINE SUPER SOCCER
PAWN(MAGSCROLLS)
PERSONAL NIGHTMARE
PHANTASIE 3 (SSI)

699
5 99
1599
1599
1349
15 99
599
12 49
4,99
15.99
7.49
18 49
14.99
15.99
12.99
12 99
11 99
599
599
1299
11.99
13,99
18 99
17 49

RED LIGHTNING (SSI)

19 99

RED STORM RISING
RETURN OF THE JEDI
RICK DANGEROUS

16 49
7 49
1549

RISK
ROBOCOP
ROCKET RANGER

1299
15 49

RUN THE GAUNTLET

1299
1299

SAINT AND GREAVSIE

II 99

SCAPEGHOST (LEVEL 9)
SDI (ACTIVISIONI

12,49
8 49

SENTINEL
SHADOW OF THE BEAST

7 99
1999

SHADOWGATE
SHINOBI
SHOOT'EM-UP CONSTR KIT
SILICON DREAMS (LEVEL 9)
SPACEACE
SPACE QUEST 2 (SIERRA)
SPACE QUEST 3 (SIERRA)
SPEEDBALL
SPELLBREAKER (INFOCOM)
SPHERICAL
ST ADVENTURE CREATOR
STAR BLAZE
STAR WARS TRILOGY
STATIONFALL (INFOCOM)

7 49
1299
18 49
6 49
27 49
14 49
19.49
15 49
9 99
12 99
26,99
1649
15.99
9.99

STEEL

12,49

STEVE DAVIS SNOOKER
STORMLORD
STOS GAMES CREATOR

12.49
1549
17 49

STOS COMPILER
1249
STOSMAESTRO
1499
STOS MAESTRO PLUS HARDWARE 47.49
STOS SPRITES 600
9 99
STRIDER
13.49
STRIKE FORCE HARRIER
5 49
12.49
STRYX
STUNT CAR RACER
15 99
SUPER HANG ON
8 49
SUPER WONDERBOY
12 99
TALESPIN ADVENTURE CREATOR 10.99
TEENAGE QUEEN
8 49
TESTDRIVE
8 49
TETRIS
6.49
THE LOST PATROL
12 99
THE NEW ZEALANDSTORY
12.99
THE STORY SO FAR VOL. 3
12.99
THUNDERBIRDS
8.49
17.49
TIME
TIME8,MAGIK(LEVEL9)
1349
TIME BANDIT
6 49
TIMES OF LORE
16 49
TIMEWORKS DTP
74 99

TRIAD VOL1 (COMPILATION)
TRIADVOL2 (COMPILATION)
TVSPORTS FOOTBALL (USA)

9.49
14.99
15.49

UNINVITED
UNIVERSAL MILITARYSIM
UNTOUCHABLES
VERMINATOR
VIRUS
VIXEN
WAR IN MIDDLE EARTH
WARGAMESCONSTR SET (SSI)..
WATERLOO
WAYNE GRETZKY HOCKEY
WHIRLIGIG
WICKED
XENOMORPH
XENON II, MEGABLAST
XENOPHOBE

599
15,99
12.99
1599
699
449
15 49
17 49
1599
15 99
599
999
1549
15.49
1599

600204- Please note that there is asurcharge of 50p per game for orders placed by telephone.
Non-members please add the membership fee

Special Reserve membership £5 UK, £6 EEC or £7 World
or

Official Secrets membership £22 UK, £25 EEC or £30 World

Name
Address

with Gnome Ranger and Myth I

I or with Surprise Alternative and Myth |~

Item
Post Code -

Computer.

Phone No.

Item

*5.25"/*3.57*3.0"/*TAPE

Payable to: Special Reserve or Official Secrets
P.O. Box 847, Harlow, CM21 9PH
Special Reserve and Official Secrets are trading names of Inter-Mediates Ltd
Reg. Office: 2 South Block, The Maltings, Sawbridgeworth, Herts CM21 9PG.
Registered in England Number 2054713. VAT reg. no. 424 8532 51
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STUSER

TOTAL

Credit card expiry date
'CHEQUE/*POSTAL ORDER/*ACCESS/'VISA

(Including Connect Mastercard and Eurocard)

Delete where applicable

Overseas orders must be paid by creditcard
Prices includeUK Postage and Packing
EEC orders please add 70p per item

World orders please add £1.50 per item

^SYNCRO EXPRESS IS A HIGH SPEED
DISK DUPLICATION SYSTEM THAT WILL
PRODUCE COPIES OF YOUR DISK IN
AROUND 30 SECONDS!!
fSyncro Express requires a second drive & works by controlling
it as a slave device & ignoring the ST disk drive controller chip,
high speeds & great data accuracy are achieved.

X* Menu driven selection for Start Track/End Track - up to 85
tracks.

1 side, 2 sides or Auto Select.

X

Very simple to use, requires no user knowledge.

S

Also duplicates other formats such as IBM, MAC etc.

X

Ideal for clubs, user groups or just for your own disks.

3E No more waiting around for your disks to copy.

THE ANSWER TO

V
chip makes this unit
extremely small &

YOUR DISK

ONLY £34.99

efficient.

DUPLICATION

COMPLETE HARDWARE/SOFTWARE

PROBLEMS
WARNING

1988 COPYRIGHT ACT

Probably the only duplication system you will ever need!

On board custom LSI

WARNING

Datel Electronics neither condones or authorises the use

oftl's products for the reproduction of copyright
material.

The back-up facilities of this product are designed to
reproduce only software such as public domain material.
the users own programs or software where permission to
make a back-up has been clearly given.

It is illegal to make copies, even for your own use. of
copyright material, without the permission of the
copyright owner, or their Hcencee.

UNBEATABLE VALUE - A TRUE 200
DPI FLATBED SCANNER PLUS
PRINTER!! FOR LESS THAN £450!!
V

Comes complete with superb software to scan/edit pictures.

V

Very comprehensive software allows for Capture, Writing, Cut/Paste, Printing,

*

Load fir. Save of images.

W Up to 16 grey scales or black &white modes - giving you superb scanned

V

Save to your favourite graphics/DTP package - very easy to use.

X

Easy to install - connects to the Printer Port - ready to scan in minutes.

images.

V

Complete - no more to buy.

BUT THAT'S NOT ALL...
PLUS - its a Photocopierll Yes, just press start and it will deliver a superb

Not only does the SP11 scan at 200 Dpi - it is also a superb image printer
giving high definition output prints of scanned images, screen dumps etc.

TOO GOOD TO BE TRUE?

photocopy of your original in seconds!

WHY NOT BUY ONE AND SEE - YOU WONT BE DISAPPOINTED!
ST 5a

A top quality sound sampling
system at a realistic price.
100% machine code software for

K

realtime functions.

K

*
f

HiRes sample editing.

X Realtimefrequencydisplay&

*

™ level meters.
K

Microphone & line input.

K
'

Adjustable manual/automatic
record trig level.

Variable sample rate & playback
speed.
Separate scroll line waveform
windows & zoom function with Edit

must for the disk user.

the ST.

3D shot of sound waveform. Wave

No other modifications or

editor to design your own
Playback samples via external

*

connections required.
Displays up to track 85.

Has daisy-chain socket to connect
external drive.

Invaluable for identifying protection

Simply plugs into disk drive port of

windows for fine accurate editing.
waveforms or adjust existing ones.

*
*

1/ Trackmaster track display unit is i

tracks etc.

*
*

Two-digit LED display.
Works on both Internal and external

drive (switchable).
Complete hardware solution - no

MIDI keyboard.

Displays track number, disk side
and read/write status as the head
moves along the disk.

Software files can be used within
other music utilities.

software required.

ONLY £34.99

ONLY £59.99
EPROM BOARD

LOW COST BAR
CODE READER

1MEG INTERNAL

Wp Complete Eprom Board & case.

Low price Bar Code Reader.

DRIVE UPGRADE

X

Model 420, high performance, low

K

Replace Internal 500K drive with a

~ full 1 meg unit.
X Top quality drive unit.

Wf Pullfittinginstructions.
X
*

Easily fitted, no special skills
required.

K Direct plug in replacement.
TfL When considering a drive
v

»

Accepts up to 4 z 27256 Eproms.

cost Bar Code Reader.

X Mapped into the cartridge area.

Works with any Amiga/ST computer

W Attractively styled case containing

system (please state which) via the

» high grade PCB.
X 64K or 128K blocks.

ONLY £69.99

Features a diagnostic indicator.
Can read codes EAN, UPC, Inter
leaved 2 of 5, Code 39, CODABAR.

Comes complete with wand, ready
to go.

Easy to install.

Wr 27256 - 32K Eproms.

ONLY £4.50

ONLY £189.99

A TOTAL MIDI MUSIC PACKAGE
SAVE OVER

14 PIN DISK
DRIVE LEAD

RS232 interface.

function.

ONLY
£12.99

1 metre long - open ended.

ONLY £9.99

Features a built-in self-testing

replacement remember that

quality is most important.

13 PIN VIDEO LEAD

^ 1metre long - open ended.
ONLY £12.99
14 PIN DISK DRIVE
SOCKET

^r PCB type.
ONLY £5.99

UNBEATABLE VALUE PACK • THE YAMAHA SHS 10 FM MIDI

COMPATIBLE GUITAR-STYLE SYNTHESISER, THE ACTIVISION
MUSIC STUDIO SOFTWARE PLUS FREE MIDI CABLES TO
CONNECT EVERYTHING TO YOUR COMPUTER SYSTEM
YAMAHA SHS 10 FM
SYNTHESISER KEYBOARD
Superbly styled guitar-type
keyboard with shoulder strap.
Top quality brandname.

2.5 octave keyboard.

*

A multi channel sequencer with
realtime input and full editing

*
*

Completely menu driven - full

facilities.

25 built-in instrument and rhythm
choices.

Uses FM synthesis.
Full MIDI standard.

Superbly styled guitar-type
keyboard with shoulder strap.
Requires 6 "C" batteries or AC/DC

*

Mouse control.

Very simple to use.

FREE CABLES
Buy this system and you will
receive a pair of 3 metre long MIDI
Cables - completely FREE!!
(normally £6.99).

FOR ONLY

adapter.

ACTIVISION
MUSIC STUDIO
A full feature MIDI Recording
Studio.
ST 4

£79.99
NO MORE TO BUY!!

•Rr Slimline extra low profile unit
only 6" long!

WL A superbly styled case finished in

™ computer colours.
WL 1 meg unformatted capacity.
X

Fully compatible.

Wp Complete - no more to buy.
Good length cable for positioning
on your desk etc.

ONLY £89.99
ADD £5 FOR COURIER
DELIVERY IF REQUIRED

REPLACEMENT
MOUSE
V

High quality direct replacement for

"
K

the mouse on the ST.
Teflon glides for smoother movement

^ Rubber coated ball for minimum slip.
*r Optical system counting - 500/mm.

Special Offer • FREE Mouse
Mat + Mouse House

(worth £7.99).
COMPL

ONLY £29.99

NOMC

SPLITTER LEAD t buy
*

Allows joystick & mouse to be
connected to same port.

ONLY £4.99

DATA SWITCH
BOXES
V
*
W»
~

r

Manual switchable top quality metal housing, attractive styling.
A/B type - 1 computer, 2 printers
(or vice versa).

y

A

(please state).

5.25 EXTERNAL

ONLY £24.99
X
•
S

ABC Type - 1 computer to 3 printers

NLY £34.99
MIDI CABLES
V

DISK DRIVE

(or vice versa).
Centronics only.

Top quality.

*£ 3 metre length.

ONLY £6.99 pair
UNBEATABLE VALUE

Save images in suitable format for
leading packages including DEGAS,

400 dpi resolution enables you to
reproduce graphics & text on your

Unmatched range of edit/capture

computer screen.

J& 36 way Centronics or 25 way RS232

v

featuring 105 mm scanning width &

An easy to handle Handy Scanner

A powerful partner for Desk Top

NEOCHROME, FLEETSTREET, etc.

facilities not offered by other
scanners at this unbeatable price.

Publishing.
Package includes GS4500 scanner,

Adjustable switches for brightness

interface & Scan Edit software.

Powerful software allows for cut fie

With Geniscan you have the ability
to easily scan images, text &

paste editing of images etc.

fir: contrast.

graphics Into the ST.

OCR
SOFTWARE
AVAILABLE

SPECIAL OFFER
COMPLETE WITH PAINTWORKS FOR

»

Add an external 5.25" Disk Drive to

V your ST.
K

X

Ideal for PC Ditto etc.

»

Attractively styled in computer

^
•
X

PACKAGE

40/80 track switchable.

tLX Up to 720KH

•

FULL FEATURE

ONLY £189.99
INCLUDING HARDWARE/SOFTWARI

colours.

Comes complete with its own
power supply unit built in.
5.25" Disks are much cheaper too!!

ONLY £99.99

ONLY £49.99
ALL ORDERS NORMALLY DESPATCHED WITHIN 48 HRS

HOW TO ORDER ...
FAX

BY POST

BY PHONl

0782 744292

ST S>
0782 744707

Send cheques/PCs made

UK ORDERS POST FREE

24hr Credit

payable to

Card Line

"Datel Electronics"

EUROPE ADD £1
OVERSEAS ADD £3

PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS CORRECT AT TIME OF PRESS
AND SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

CALLERS WELCOME - Please reserve goods by telephone prior to visit.

*
*
*

*
*
•

The correct time/date every time
you switch on your ST.
Works with most GEM type

applications.
Battery backed Clock/Calender
cartridge.
On board Lithium battery for extra
long life.
Displays in 12 or 24 Hr. format.

Comes complete with set-up disk &
alarm clock utility.

ONLY £29.99

DATEL ELECTRONICS LTD., FENTONINDUSTRIAL ESTATE |
512K of FASTRAM to bring your
520 STFM up to a full 1040K!!

X

Fitting is a straightforward

Y soldering job - achieved by anyone
who has a little experience.

ONLY £79.99

GOVAN ROAD, FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, ENGLAND.
SALES ONLY
0782 744707

TECHNICAL ONLY
0782 744324

POWER
COMPUTING

POWER CC

A selection of special deals only available

Triangle 3.5"15.25" Multidrive
£199. With PC Ditto £249

V

Printers

kA^

We are the Star Specialists

We are official
Roland

The King of ST disk drives

Star LC10
Star LC10 Colour
Star LC 24-10

£159
£199
£259

Star XB 24-10

£499

with combined 5.25" and

Star XB 25-15

£649

3.5" units and built in PSU.

Aspecial lead provided
allows you to use both
drives and your internaldrive
together and the 5.25" drive

STAR + PACK Extra ribbon +

1000 sheets of microperfpaper
an Amigacable
£16

is fully 40/80 track switch-

Plotter dealers,
Microperf Paper 1000 sheets
£12 inc post
HP PaintJet Colour
£899
HP Desk Jet +

£699

(We stockHP consumables!)

HP Laserjet 2 Compatible
Qume LCS Crystal

£1699

Laser (LCD)

£2899

(PostScriptcompatible idealfor
Pagestream)

able. This drive is ideal for

using with PC Ditto or as an economical 2nd & 3rd Drive.

Panasonic 11ppm
dual bin laser

Blitz Turbo £25 For High Speed
Personal Disk Backup
The ultimate personal backup tool that will backup most ST diskettes

NEW! Super ABoard 48MB (Hard disk interface and ram
board available separatelyfor all Mega models)
Upgrade cardfor Mega 1 &2 £499

(double or single-sided) in a fraction ofthe time ofGEM™ or copy pro
grams (SSformat &copy 23 seconds; DS format &copy41 seconds!)
External Disk Drive Required.

The SuperABoard is a complete internal hard disk and.
memory solution for the Atari Mega ST range
The standard unit comes with 48MB 28ms

I9&8 Copyright Act. Itis illegal tocopy copyrighted material without the per
mission of the copyright owners

.£1799

Call us now for a

autobooting hard disk and the space for
up to 2MB of extra RAM*, expandable in

price on an Atari
Mega System!

inexpensive 1MB steps. The board also
features space for 256K of EPROMs and

a 25 way SCSI bus. Full fitting instructions
are provided.

Miscellaneous
Hardware
Hawk Colibri Scanner

3.5" 720K Power
Drive PC720

Only £79.95

£399

Hawk A4 Scanners

Call

Kempston Scanner

£299

Atari Mouse

Hypercache Accelerator
Konix Joystick

Triangle 5.25" Disk Drive £99
With PC Ditto £149
Thisfully switchable 5.25"
40/80 track drive can be

£19

used to read and write PC for

£139
£10

mats as well as normal ST for

mats. Comes complete with

PC Ditto 2 / PC Speed Call

instructions and built-in PSU.

INCREDIBLE!

Triangle Turbo 3 Hard

O New from Power House O Break

throughs indesignand construction
coupled with a brand new 3.5" drive
unitfrom Epson- world leaders in
peripheral technology - comes the

Disks

PC720 manufactured in the UK at a

Triangle Turbo 3 +

price that smashes those of our

competitors. Each drive is fully guar
anteed for 12 months and comes

48MB Hard Disk £499

complete with instructions, built-in
PSU and on-off switch.

Disk Box with 10DS

This state-of-the-art 48MB 28ms lightning fast drive from Triangle

Diskettes with every

comes with ROM autoboot for an extremely fast boot up time. The

Power Drive Order!

Turbo 3 cansupport SCSI and Atari access modes and is fully com

Free Neodesk

(worth £39) with

patible with emulators like PC Ditto, Aladin and Spectre 128. Comes
completewith instructions, built-in PSU and matching Atari case.
V CHANGE Y/ITHj

TICE.THISADVi

ERSEDES ALL P,

Turbo 3+

ADVERTISING

pOWER

MPUTING
from Power House DIRECT!

MIOUSI DIRECT
PowerHouse,the direct solesarm of Power

Computing Ltd- Leaders in peripherals &software
- is the natural choice for the Atari ST enthusiast

Highly competitive prices, a wide choke,fastcom

puterised service and thebacking ofa £2M4 Syear
oldcompany arejustsome ofthereasons for
tele-shopping at Power. Large stocks, friendly
reception and"ifit don'twork we give you a new

Music & Sound

Pro Sound

Designer Gold

Hot! Hot! Hot! Hot! Hot!

one" are a few more!

Just in.... Roland Computer music modules

£49 NEW!

CM-32L /CM-32P/CM-64/ CF10/CN-20

Incredible Midi sound modules that use the same LA synthesis sound

The original and the best
sound sampler system for the

sources found in most D-series synths: Multi-Timbral=9, Polyphony=32,

presets=191 etc. etc. + optional PCM module. This is the real thing for

Atari ST now includes Pro Midi

a lot less money than you wouldthink. Call us for amazing prices.

sample player, Pro Light light
synthesis and the RAP
sequencer - a brand new

STMusic System

sample sequencer! Greatly,
enhanced internal routines now

"The Extensive Power House Bedford Showroom"

£79 FANTASTIC VALUE!

means that PSD sounds as

open Monday toSaturday 9«$0am -6.00pm

good as it looks!

Thursday & Friday 8.00pm
Power Computing Ltd,Fewer House,
44A Stanley Street.

4J7RW

OrdersOnly0808581742 FreeCall
General Enquiries &Orders

0234 273698(S lines)

CompleteST music system for home use withMM5000 5

Pro 24
Cubase
Master Tracks Jnr
Master Tracks Pro
Notatorv2
Virtuoso
DrT's

£250
£429
£95
£275
£425
Call
Call

Intelligent Music's M

£185

Realtime

£199

£30onlv

Multidesk £39.95
(Just in)

Name

Unlimited desk accessory power for the Atari ST
Load and use any ST desk accessory at any time even while a
program is running.
• Install as many standard desk accessories as memory will allow
• Load entire groups of desk accessories with the click or a mouse
•k Plus many, many more excellent features

Computer Music
dealer

•

posted orders over

2*7537

•
official ROLAND

•••.;..:

iMon-Fri3pm5pmonly) 8234

nel music system. Send today for a full specification sheet.

+ many more

We are an

^1

TechnicalSupport f£|

octave Midi keyboard and the amazing new SOUNDZ 4 chan

Ideal companion for Neodesk,

Q

Address

Postcode

Twin Pack Multidesk and Neodesk II Lby.yy
Telephone

Software & books

SageAccountant
Sage Financial Controller
Daatafax

Power are the specialists in serious software &books for theAmiga
enthusiast at prices thatarerarely matched by ourcompetitors. Large
stocks of the latest versions and an extensive showroom display
avoids disappointment.

Spectrum 512
CyberStudio
Campus Draft
Campus CAD
Easy Draw Turbo
CAD 3D
STAD

LANGUAGES

Power Basic
Hisoft Basic

£29
£55

GFA 3 Interpreter
GFA 3 Compiler

£49
£23
£129

Laser C debugger
£15

£45
£62
£69
£299
£72
£19
£99

Microsoft Write

Signum2

£62

&DTP

Calamus

£458

Pagestream

£149

Timeworks

£69

Wordup

£40

First Word +

£62

£45

Lattice Cv5 NEW

£79

Hisoft C Interpreter

£35

Personal Pascal
K Resource

£55
£23

Tempus 2
Devpac

£35
£40

Wercs

£20

Credit Card no.

1 i

I

Expiry date
Signature

_

1 would like to order

£184
UTILITIES
BUSINESS

WORD PROCESSING

System owned

£35

Laser Cv2

ART & GRAPHICS

(Typically 30-40% oftrrp)
Quantum Paint Gold v2

£149
£399

KSpread 3
KGraph 3
Logistix
Superbase 2
Superbase Pro
KRoget

£63
£35
£87
£69
£175
£32

Twist
Neodesk
Revolver
KCom
Flash

£24
£39
£39
£35
£19

Rubyview

£49

PC Ditto

£79

Make cheques payable to
Power Computing Ltd
I enclose a cheque / PO for
£

Please send me the

PowerHouseCatalogue

•

C D S has been In the home com

puter software market for six
years, which makes it one of the
oldest in the business. With continu

ing commitment to 8 bit as well as to

the growing 16 bit markets, it is a

friendly name to anyone upgrading to
an ST.

Yet little is known about CDS - the

letters themselves are a mystery to
most people. But in the last year this
dark horse has undergone drastic
development. Now as part of Nimrod

Holdings, CDS is one section of a large
and very productive group.
Intially CDS was a Sinclair ZX81

software house with a penchant for
arcade games. The decreasing shelf life
of this type of software gave rise to a
new market direction with Colossus

Chess, Bridge and Mah Jong, as well
as the perennial Brian Clough's Foot
ball Fortunes and Steve Davies'

Dark
horses
and
houses

Snooker.

In fact, the Steve Davies licence was

the first computer game to include the
playing skills of a major sporting per
sonality. The latest implementation of
this is Steve Davies' World Snooker.

Managing director Giles Hunter and
Nimrod have expanded to include The

Computer Store. Based mainly in the
Yorkshire area, there are nine shops
so far, with two more on the way. Con
solidating on what they know best,
these High Street stores are split

Pam Turnbull reports

sales service for independent computer
stores throughout the country with
clients both big and small. Some are
like multi-format Gremlin, while oth
ers concentrate on the 8 bit market.

Returning to CDS, what has it to

offer this Christmas? Product manager
Martyn Wilson promises some inter
esting collaborations with Thames TV,

first being the long-awaited Sporting
Triangles. With more than 3,000 ques
tions compiled by expert Chris Rhys, it
includes the same gameplay as the TV
series - Hit for Six, Jigsaw and 12 spe
cialist sports.

Last in a long line of trivia quizes the TV ratings have topped those of
Question of Sport - it will be interest
ing to see how sales compete with
Domark's older BBC licence.

Following the formula of Football
Fortunes comes recently released

Tank Attack. The graphics don't make
the most of the ST's capabilities, but
this doesn't spoil the fun for the
strategist.

In a different vein comes European

on the changes in one

Super League, due out any time now.

of Britain's oldest
software houses

It will be interesting to see if Brian
Clough's endorsement goes on this
too. With a storyboard by Ron Harris
and programmed by Matrix this is a

between business, 16 bit and 8 bit

products. The first two ranges are like
ly to take over as 1990 sees a rapid
reduction in the amount of 8 bit soft

ware being produced. Indeed there has
been talk throughout the industry of
the market having bottomed in late
'89. However, marketing manager Mai
Thomas thinks a proliferation of small
operations could, by keeping over
heads down and working on original
products, survive to the detriment of

the more complacent big boys as some
of the licensed and over-hyped conver
sions don't reach their expected sales.
Giles used his W.H. Smith back

ground in the development of the inde
pendent chain and followed this into
the distribution company, Roadrunner, and the printing/duplication
operation, Appletree. All this self-con

tained group which is making inroads
elsewhere, with a tie-in with Network
distribution.

Network is a side of Nimrod that

most people don't see. This branch

provides in-store merchandising and
20 Atari ST User January 1990

You too can be a winner with Sporting Triangles

role-playing football manager game.
Thames TV also promises to come

up trumps for CDS in the New Year
with the launch of a new television

quiz. Looking rather like a cross
between Run the Gauntlet and the

Krypton Factor, the pilot show is
based in Greece and will be screened
first in Scotland.

The majority of programming is

placed with external software houses
or freelancers. Father and son team
Ake and Henrik Anderson are behind

Tank Attack. Originally patented by
Ake in 1974, it was released on their

IQ games logo.
Armed with a degree in cybernetics
from Stockholm university, Ake devel
oped a handheld computer which
enhanced the board game aspect of
strategy games such as Tank Attack,
Marine Attack and Megapolis. More
popular in the rest of Europe than in

England, Ake aims for the same family
interaction on an ST as with the board
games.

Shelf strategy
He is not totally happy with the final
implementation. Large retailers such
as Boots have a significant say in what
size a game's packaging will be, as
marketing strategy demands economic
use of shelf space. In practice this

Keeping in
touch with
what the

public wants
at The

Computer

meant that the board had to be folded

Store

into quarters to fit within these guide
lines.

CDS has licensed Marine Attack and
with the lessons learnt from Tank

Attack combined with greater use of
artificial intelligence, it looks very
promising. Using the same moving

directly influencing the game.
A different venture planned for the

Icon selection, each destroyer is

Andersons and CDS will be Lord of the

named with help from Jaynes. Realism

Stars (LOTS), as this game will not

Your aim is to become Lord of the

Stars by trading, mining and dealing
with pirates by bribes or combat. This
accolade is only awarded to those who

is introduced as each destroyer acts in
its own individual way.

incorporate a board in the packaging.
However, the concept is still retained,

Though still at a very early stage,

as it has an onscreen board. Similar to

The LOTS rules as ombundsman of

the weather map is very impressive.
Isobars superimposed on a screen

Elite and FOFT, it will be interesting to

a universe of independent planets. As

can solve the ultimate puzzle in the
last level.

see if the final version is different

the last judge has disappeared a new

map of the board move, not randomly,

enough to catch and hold the imagina

one must be chosen in a contest -

but with meterorological intelligence,

tion.

solving problems, trading, mining and
so on. This is an intriguing twist to the
familiar Elite scenario.

Other games elements include artifi
cial intelligence and mathematical for
mulae used in negotiations with the
pirates. However, you can always blast
them from the skies. You chose the
byy^ wlaaat y taV

***** **** ff^m

SaVbJfc L» >Jfc '<JB -* r—i '*** uau

route to success - arbitration or attri

*"*V *£r -*. I

tion.

vCk

pr

*

1 !j^\

Another nice feature is the differ

£2.

there are also Norse-named asteroids

s< 3 rvytp

t£&> I

ences between planets. Each has a dif
ferent speed of rotation and mass, and
such as Freja. It is still at an early
stage of development, but seems to be
growing into a game with something

"r>

A

for everyone.

From the Andersons you should also
look out for Nutball, an ingenious,

simple and addictive working of Con
nect 4. It features 80 levels, flexible

speed, bombs and jump bonuses, not
j^JaaCwii) iTnTiinwwM—i

d^

1

to mention hazardous oil drums.

From CDS comes a slightly different
tie-in with American Artworx and

some of the controversial "plain brown

paper wrapping" games - Strip Poker
II, Centre Fold Squares and gambling
Choose your specialist sport from this list

on Daily Double Horseracing. Priced at
£19.99, these should be on sale any
time now.
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V
POWER PACK

*e*

1040 PROFESSIONAL PACK
* 1040 STFM + Modulator
* Free VIP Professional

* 520 STFM + 1MB Drive * Music Package
* 20 Top Games
* Joystick + Mouse
* Hisoft Basic

* Free Superbase Personal

* Mouse Mat

* Free Microsoft Write
* Free ST Basic

* Organiser Software

ONLY £349

ONLY £444

1040 STFM
1040 + SM124

£545

Disks (10)

SALES HOTLINE 0923-89 69 69

£17.25

1001 Things to do with Atari ST
Atari ST Advanced Prog Guide
Atari ST 3D Graphic Prog
Atari ST Application Prog
Atari ST BASIC Training Guide

WORDPROCESSING
1st Word Plus (Latest Version)

..
..
..
..

K Word 2
Protext
Protext Filer

Protext Office
WordPerfect

£58
£30
£84
£24

.. £31
£175
.. £48
.. £45

Word Up
Word Writer

Atari ST BASIC to C

Atari ST Explored

Atari ST Graphics Sound Prog
Atari ST Internals

Atari ST Intro to MIDIProg
Atari ST Logo Users Guide
Atari ST Machine Lane 68000

Atari ST Programmers Guide
Atari ST Trick &Tips
Atari ST for Beginners

Computes AtariST Machine Lang...
SPREADSHEETS
K Spread
K Spread 2....
Analyse..
Graphic Sheet..

, £25
. £50

. £55
. £48

Swrftcalc

£32

MINI OFFICE
Spreadsheet
Communications
Presentation Graphics

Concise ST Prog Ref Gde Rev Ed ....
Elementary ST BASIC
GEMProgrammers Ref. Gge
GFABASIC2 Adv Prog 2nd Ed
GFABASICQuick Prog. Ref. ST
Graphics Applications Atari ST
Kids and the Atari ST

ST Appl.Guide Programming in C...
E19.95
£19.95

£19.95

.. £10.00
.. £10.95
.. £18.95
.. £22.95
.. £14.95
.. £18.45
.... £6.95
.. £11.60
.. £1655
. £16.95
.. £16.95
. £16.95
. £18.95
. £16.95
. £14.95
. £18.95
. £1750
. £14.95
. £16.95
. £15.95
. £14.95
...

ST Applications
ST Artist
ST Disk Drives Inside & Out
Tech Ref Gd Atari ST Vol 1
Tech Fef Gd Atari ST Vol 2

Using ST BASIC Atari 2nd Ed

£16
£35

... £6.95
... £9.95
. £19.95
. £16.95
. £16.95
. £16.95
. £19.95
. £19.95
... £7.95

£59

Data Manager
Data Manager Prof
Data Retrieve
Haba View

£34
£56
£31
£44

KData

£40

Superbase Personal

£60

£21

GFA Basic Interpreter

£42

GSTC
£35

STAR PRINTERS
LIMITED OFFER

LC10
LC10 Colour
LC2410

£165
£199
£275

KSeka

ACCOUNTS

Mark Williams CV3
MCC Pascal 2

Home Accounts

£24.95

Personal Finance Manager

£27.95

SAGE
£76

Prospera Pascal

Book Keeper

POA

£115

Accountant

POA

£55

Accountant

POA

Financial Controller

POA

Personal Pascal 2

£125

DESKTOP PUBLISHING
Timeworks
Fleet St. Publisher
Publishing Partner

£9.95

. £14.95
. £16.45
... £5.95

Learning C on the Atari ST
Musical Applications Atari ST
Practical Logo for Atari ST
Program in GFA BASIC

PROFESSIONAL

PROGRAMME DEVELOPMENT I

BOOKS ST

DATABASES
Base II

GENERAL UTILITIES

£75
£87
£113

GRAPHICS

K Graph 2

Advanced Art Studio

K Index

£22
£44

Aegis Animator
Art Director

£38

KRoget
K Spell

£69

K Switch 2

1Mb External Drive NEC Slimline
£99.99
GFA Draft

Philips 8833
Hi-Res Colour Monitor

£230.00

£19

UUUaaamMMawmnnmtammmmmmammmummuuuummmmmMmmmmmimmmimimmmmmmmmMmmmmiMmmmmmimm.m.mmmmmmmi^mZi
1943

£13 99

AdvancedRugbySim

£14.90
£15.90

F16Falcon

£15.90

Fighting Soccer

£16.50

Airbourne Ranger

Football Manager II Expan. Kit £11.90

Mad Mix Pepsi Chall

Altered Beast
Alt. World Games
Amazon Adventure
Arcade Classics Vol 1

£15.90
£14.50
£13.99
£14.90

Final Frontier

Maldet
£13.90
Manhattan Dealers .
£14.90
MariaWhittakersXmasBox ..£13.90

Arcade Force4 1040 only
Archipelagos

£16.90
£15.90

(Scenery DisksWes Euro tour) £14.90
(SceneryDisk7)
£14.90

Arkanoids II
Astorath
Autodual

£14.50
£14.90
£15.90

(Scenery Disk Japan)

£15.90

Fists N Throttles

£15.90

FlairPaint

£22.50

Right Simulator II

£29.90

Scenery Disk II)

£14.90

£14.90

Football Director II

£14.90

Baal

£14.90

FootballManager II

Balance of Power 1990
Ballbla/er
Ballbreaker II
Ballistw

£1890
£14 90
£15 50
£15.50

Fright Night
Fun School II 8 years

BangkokKnights

£16.50

Barbarian II
Batman
Bismirk

£15.50
£14.99
£15.90

FunSchool II6-8 years
FunSchool II under6yrs
GalaticConqueror
Galdregons Domain

£14.90
£14.90
£14.90
£14.90
£14.90
£16.50
£14.95

Games Summer Edition
Games Winter Ed

£14.95
£14.95

BlackTiger

£14.90

Bombu/al

£15 90

GaryLinekerSuper Skill
Gary LinekerHot Shots

£14.95
£14.95

Bndge Player2150

£1750

Buggy Boy
BuFcnerifill

£14.95
£14.95

C/Breeze Editor
California Games

£16.50
£1550

CaptFizzftBlasteroids

£14 90

Gauntlet II

£14.95

Gddrunner II(Seen, disk) .... £15.95
Goldrush
Grail Adventure
Guild of Thieves

£14.95
£14.95
£15.90

Mega Pack

£15.95
£15.90

£14.95

£15.95
£12.50

Scorpion
Scrabble Deluxe
Shiloh

£15.90
£14.95
£15.90

Nebulus
Neuromancer
Netherworld

£14.90
£16.50
£14 95

Shoot em up Con, Kit
ShuttlepuckCate

£16.90
£16.50
£13.90
£15.90

Nevermind

£15.90

Shut Down
Silent Service

NigelManseIs Grand Pnx

. £8.70

Skrull

£15.95

Night Raider
Nightwalk
No Excuses
North & Star
Off Shore Warnor

£14.95
£13.90
£14.90
£15.95
£14.95

Sky Chase
Slayer
Snoopy

£14.95
E16.50
£15.50

Operation Neptune
Operation Wolf

£16.50
£15.50

Orbiter

£15 95

£99.90
£14 95

£14.95

Overlander
Overlord
Padand
Pacmania

£14.95
£14.90
£14.90
£14 90

Paperboy
ParisianKnights

£14.95
£15.99

Pawn

£15 90

STAC

£31.50

StarCommand

£1950

£13.00

Sbarglrder ?

£15.90

£14.90
£16.40
£17.50

StarTrek
Steel
Stellar Crusade
Steve Davis Snooker

£14.90
£16.50
£25.95
£14.90

Heroes of The Lance
Hillslar

£15.95
£16.50

Chess 89

£15 90

Chessmaster2100

£16.90

Chtonoquesl

£1895

Hyerpamt

£15.95

I Ludicrus

£14.90

Platoon

£13.90
£14.95
£14.90
£16.90
£14.90
£29.90

Police Quest
PredousMelal
Predator

£14.90

£10 90

Continental Circus

£15.50

Corruption

£16 90

Crazy Cars II

£15 90

Custodian

£14 90

Jet Boys

Cybemadl
Cybemoid II
D.T. OlympicChallenge
Damocles

£14 90

Joan of Arc

£14.95

£15 50

Jungle Book

£14.90
£15.95

£15.90

Origin Dealer Pack
Outrun

£16 50
£9.99
£1590

CompulerManiacsDiary

Soccer Microprose

£9.95

Outrun(USEdition)

£1650

Ikan Warnors
Inter Karate +
International Soccer
IronTrachers
ISS
Jet

Soccer Anco

Soccer Supreme
Sorcery
Sorcery Plus
Space Bad
Space HarrierII
Space Race
SpeedbaB
Spitfire 40/SF Harrier
Spitting Image
Sporting Tnangtes ...
Sprite Master
ST Sprite Factory

Chambers ol Shaotin
Chase
Chess

£15 90
£15 90

£15.90

Sargon IIIChess
Scenery DiskHawaian Ode

Cenlrelold Squares

£1590

RunningMan
SDI

£9.99
£14.90
£14.90
£14.90

£14.95

£15.90

£16.50
£14.90

£14.90

£15.90
£14.90

£15.90

£18.90

Roller Coaster Rumbler
Run The Gauntlet

£45.50

Hellbent

£14.90
£14.95

Rockel Ranger

Mercenary Bundle

Gunship
Hawk Eye

Hunt for Red October

£14.95
£14.95

Millennium 2.2

£1590

HyperDrome
Hypertorce

Risk US ft UK
Road Blasters

Mindshadow
Mini Golf
MotarMassacre
Munsters

£15 90

Hostages

£13.9.

Menace

Carrier Command

Circus Games
Colossus Chess X

Peter BeardsleyFootball

President is Missing

.. £14.95

£15.90

Prison

£14.95

£15.99

Pro MidiSoftware only
ProSound DesSAvare only
Pro Sound Designer
Pro Sprite Designer

£14.95
£15.90
£45.00
£17.50

Kamov
Kavden Garth

£14,95
£14.95

ProTennrs
Quartz

£16.50
E16.50

£14.95
£14.95
£15.90
£14.90
£14.90
£15.90
£15.99
£15.99
£14.90
., £16.50
£15.90
£39.95

Krystal

£16.95

RallySimulator

Lancelot

£14.90

Rambolll

£14.90

Laser Squad

£16,50

Leadeiuoard
Leaderboard Birdie
LED Storm

£15.90
£14.90
£14.95

Realm ol The Trolls
Real Ghostbusters
Red Heat

£14.95
£14.95
£14.95

Summer Olympiad
Super Hang On
Super LeagueSoccer

£14.90
£14.90
£15.50

£15.95

Renegade
Retrogue

£14.95
£14 95

£15.90

LeisureSuit Larry II .
Lombard RAC Rally
,Flunky

EtilB
Emanueiie

£15.90
£14.90

Emerald Mines II

Empire Stnkes Back
Espionage
EuropeanSpace Shuttle

£9.50

£14.90
£14.90
£14.90

F15 Strike Eagle

£15.90

F16 Combat Pilot

£15.90

F.O-FT

£18.90

...

£1780
£15.90

£1590
£1650

Licence to Kill
Millenium 2.2

£1550
£16.90

Wanted

£14.95

War in Middle Earth

£14.95

WargameConSet

£16.95

Murder in Venice
Navy Moves

Wee Le Mans

£14.90

Where Time Stood Sbll

314.95

WinterGames

£16.50

Winter Olympiad

£15.50

Super Stunt Man
Supersprint

SuperWonderBoy .

Return of The Jedi

£14 95

TT Racer

Ringside
Ringwars

£15 90
£1495

TeenageQueen..

Technocop

ovemment, Educational, Corpora
and Export Orders Welcome

£14.90
£14.90
..£16.50
..£15.90
.. £14.95
..£14.90

NewZealandStory
Nightwalk
Northft South

.

£15 75
£14 90
..£16 90
£9 99
£1690

Paladin

£15.90

Passing Shot

£1590

Wizards Crown

£16 50

Pirates

£1690

World Class Leaderboard
World Snooker
World War II

£14.90
£14.90
£32.50

Populus

£1590

Populus Exp Kit

Wrangler
Xenophobe

£13.90
£1750

Pnson

£15 90

ZakMcKracken

£16.50

Phobia
Quartz

£14 90
£16.90

£9.99

Postman Pat

£9 99

Quest lor Timebird

BESTSELLERS

£14 95

£13.90
£14.90

£15.90
£16.90
£15.90
£15.90
£16.90
£14.90
£1590

£14 95
£14.95

£14.95
£16.90

£15.50

HighSteel
Hound ol Shadow
Indiana Jones
Iron Tracker
Jack Nicklaus Golf
Jaws
KickOfl

Vindicators
Wanderer

Batman The Movie

Deskwnle
Desolator

£15.50
£15.90
£16.50
£14 95

£14.90

BloodMoney
BioodWych

Dogs of War

G.Nius
Grand Monster Slam
Grand Steel
Hell Raiser

Krypton Egg

£49.00

£14.90
£14.90
£9.99

£1999
£15.90

Kiitt
Legend

£15.90

Dark Fusion
Debut
Demons Force

£15.50
£14.95

Giants
Gilbert-Esc from Drill

£14.95

STOS Maestro

£9.95
£14.90

Gemini Wing
Gigspel

£14.95

STOS Maestro Plus

E16 50
£9.99
£16.50
£14.90

£16.90

£15.90
£15.50
£1650

Veteran

£14.95
£16.90
£15.90

Strider
Strike
Stunt Car Racer
Saintman

Ferrari Formula I

Forgollen Worlds
Future Sporfe
Gemini

Vigilante

Atncan Raiders
Astaroth
Battlechess

STOS Sprites 600
Street tighter

£15.90

£12.90
£12.90
£14.90

£11.95

£15.90
£24.95

£15.90
£16.50
£14 90

U MS Disk II
UMS. Disks I
Ultimate Got!

£19.90

£16.50

Dream Zone

£14.95

El 5.90
£14.90
£14.95
£15.90

STOS

Quantum Paint Box
Quantum Paml Pro

Driller

£14.95

STOS Compiler

Questionof Sport

Legend ol The Sword

TnvPursuits/New Beg
Tnvial Pursuits

Turbo Cup(with car)
Turbo Cup(without car)
Typhoon
Universal Military Sim

£12.95

£16.50
£16.99
£16.50

£14.90
£16.50

£15.90

£14.90
£18.95

£15.50

£14.95

£14.90

£14.90

Times of Lore

Titan
Tnad

£16.90

£15.90

DoubleDragon
Dragon Spin!

Time + Magik

1st paint

Kenny Dalgleish

Dreadnought

£14.90

£14.90

ActionFighter

Kings Quest 5 Pack
Kings Quest IV
Knight Force

£14.90

£15.95

ThunderBlade

Tiger Road

A.P.B

Kennedy Approach

£15 90

Thunderbirds

£9.95

£14.90

£14.90
£15.90

£14.90

The Last Trooper

£14.90

£16.50

£14.95

£13.90
£14.95

£15.95

R-Type

TheDeep

Storm Lord

Danus
Darnus

Questran II

Terry's BigAdventure

Slormbringer
Stormlrooper

DarkCasBe

DungeonMaster
Dynamite Dux
Eliminator

£56

£41

«••••••••«•••••..••••••••••.••..••........_

Terrific Lane

LEISURE SOFTWARE

Caplain Blood

Computer Hits Vol. II

Cyber Studio
Cyber Control

CAD3DV1.0

Breach

£14 95

Bridge Player 2000

£1390

Chanotsol Wrath

£15 90

Chaos Stnkes Back

£1590

Chicago30
ConflictEurope
Corruption
Dart-Fusion

£15.90
£16.90
£15.90
£15.50

Dark Side
Dominator
Drakkhen

£16.90
£16 50
£15.90

Empire
Eye of Horns
Falcon Mission Disk

£16.90
£16.50
£14.90

All enquiries and payments
to KLR Electronics Ltd

AM prices include
VAT/Carriage Free
(Mainland UK)

LRCOMPUTER SUPPLIES 13Moneyhill Parade,Uxbridge Road, Rickmansworth, Herts,WD3 2BE. Fax: 0923-771058

£15.50

£16.90
£1690
£15 90
£16 90
£15 40
£16 50

RVF Honda

£15 90

Silkworm
Sky Fox II

£14 90
£11.00

SpaceQuestIII
Sbr Breaker

£19.95
£16.50

Storm Across Europe

£15.90

Steel Thunder

£15 90

Street Fighter
Stormtfoopers
Sleeping Gods Ue
Stage II
Super Quintet

£10.99
£1590
£15 90
£14 95
£16 90

Sim City

£1890

Stariord
Stunt Car Racer
Tank Attack
Time Scanners
Thunder Birds are Go

£1690
£16 90
E15.90
£15.90
£15.50

Tom +Jerry

£15 95

T.V. Sports Football
Total Eclipse
The Story So Far

£15.95
£15 90
£13 95

The Story SoFar Vd3

£15.50

Verminafor

£1590

Vigilante

£14 99

Waterloo
Weird Dreams
Wicked

£1695
£15 90
£15 50

Xenon II
Xybots

£15 90

£15 90

\
—

£17 95

Red Heal

RickDangerous ...
Rainbow Islands
Ringside
Rockel Ranger
Robocop
Red Lightning

1

•

This

month

(Software House)

month

jf>

1
2 *
3 V
4 /12\
5 A
6 A
7 A
8 A
9 A
10 A
11 *
12 /17\
13 w
14 *

15 A
16 *
17
18
19
20

Title

Last

V

Comments

from 10

Lacking original gameplay, but a must for any

XENON 2
Mirrorsoft

24.95

Oct 1989

TV SPORTS FOOTBALL
Mirrorsoft

24.99

serious arcade addict. It is unlikelyto be bettered
for a long time. Recommended.

10

Sept 1989

Neverhave so many been so thoroughly addicted
in such a short space of time to any sports
simulation on any micro.

10

9.99

Sept 1989

Extra screens for this very popular game. You
don't need to buy them, but you'llcertainlymiss
out if you don't.

9

KICK OFF
Anco

19.99

July 1989

FALCON
Mirrorsoft

24.95

POPULOUS
Electronic Arts

24.95

POPULOUS - PROMISED LANDS
Electronic Arts

One of the fastest and most exciting games
around. The best football simulation ever -

realism, thrills and unrelenting action.

March 1989 enjoy arguably the best in the growing class of
flight simulators.

This is the game of the gods. Play on your own,
against another ST, or oppose another micro
using a modem link. Superb.

10
9
8

INDIANA JONES - LAST CRUSADE
US Gold

19.99

Oct 1989

BLOODWYCH
Mirrorsoft

24.99

Oct 1989

Assume the identity of one of the last 16
champions. Another role-playing game set in a
maze of dungeons, but well implemented.

FALCON MISSION DISC 1

19.99

Oct 1989

Mirrorsoft

19.99

Oct 1989

STUNT CAR RACER

24.99

Jan 1990

19.99

Nov 1989

ROBOCOP
Ocean

19.99

Sept 1989

SHINOBI

19.99

Dec 1989

BLOOD MONEY

Psygnosis

24.99

PAPERBOY
Elite

19.99

ROCKET RANGER

24.99

Oct 1989
*

Absolutely brilliant. Beautifully responsive. Who
cares what the backgrounds look like when it
Awkwardcontrols, small but neat graphics. There
are some nice animated linking screens and good

10
9

10

music to boot.

6

Stylish but a trifle sluggish. However, there's
some good digitised speech and the gameplay
holds up well.

9

Addictivewith gameplay difficultenough to keep
you interested. Poor graphics keeps it in the
crowd scenes.

7

Another vertical scrolling shoot-'em-up, with the
graphicswe've come to expectfrom this Liverpool
house. Bit pricey though.

9

The journey to the 16 bit has taken many years
and the lad is probably on the dole or behind bars
by now. A bit old in the tooth.

•

The Nazis won, and on the fiftieth anniversary

Nov 1989

Mirrorsoft

you have to change the course of history using
spies and sheer brute force.

ALTERED BEAST
Activision

19.99

*

LOMBARD RAC RALLY
Mandarin

24.99

POSTMAN PAT

9.99

[Alternative

Cute and fun. Guide your kiwi past bats and
teddies to rescue your friends, cruelly captured
and imprisoned by a walrus.

feels this real?

Domark

Virgin

This will extend your enjoyment and improve the
value -as well as extending the shelf life.One for
all enthusiasts.

NEW ZEALAND STORY
Ocean

APB

9

May 1989

Trace the exploits from the cinema to the arcade,
from rumbling trains to rat-infested corridors
and to the Holy Grail. Not bad at all.

Microprose

9

Prepare yourselffor a Mach2 flightinan F-16and

•

*

Marks

Month reviewed
Price in Atari ST User

Dec 1989

Jan 1989
*

Good graphics and addictive gameplay are let
down by poor animation and a severe shortage of

9

fighting moves.

7

Win enough race legs and you can customise
your Sierra Cosworth in this simulation taking
you through England and Wales.

9

Yes, you've followed his exploits on kiddies' TV
and thought you could do better. Atthis priceyou

•

too could become a star.
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Getting on with the
ANY of us have ideas on what

makes the perfect arcade
game, but just how do we start

transforming ideas into actual pro
grams? Starting this month I'm going
to be producing a simple arcade game,
explaining each of the major steps
along the way.
In case you're wondering about the
sprite techniques I mentioned last

Phil Lawson shows

how a programmer's
mind works when

writing the next chart
topper

month, this information can be found

have to design sprite patterns for the
plane, goblins and the falling egg.
Luckily for you, all the graphics have
been done and you'll find them in the
program BOMMIT.BAS. Feel free to

change these in any way you wish, but
do keep a backup set for security rea
sons.

I mentioned earlier the major steps,
which are for this game are:
• Writing the main body of the pro

in a panel on page 108. The program

gram.

used to demonstrate the effect is
called SPRITES.BAS and is on the
cover disc in the STOS folder.
Also in this folder is a new set of lo
res characters called 8X8.CRO. Erase

• Adding the levels and minor rou

the file with the same name from your
backup of STOS, but NOT the original
disc, and copy this file on to it. As
readers have asked for more tips and
programming techniques, I've post
poned the examining of the acces
sories for a couple of months.

Down to business
Before we go anywhere near the com
puter we must plan what type of game
to write and the features it is to

include. For the purposes of the article
I decided on a Bomber game, but as

the final stages will be put together
around Easter we'll give it a seasonal
flavour.

The main program will consist of six
columns of goblins and a plane flying
overhead. Each goblin is working for

The game's
main features
1 r> Four levels
1 • Hi-score tables

4 • Backdrop picture
4 > Continuous music
4 1Snappy sound effects
4 I Cheat mode
4 >Scrolling text on title screen

the Easter Bunny and will only go
away when he gets a chocolate egg
dropped from the plane above. When

tines.

•

Music, sound effects and cheat

modes.

• Putting on a title screen.
These are fairly brief, and most con
tain problems that are not immedi

ately obvious. In true programming
style, we'll solve each as we come to it,

which probably means some routines
may need altered later.
This month we'll work on the first

point - writing the main body. Loading
the program BOMMIT.BAS will give
you the program and graphics, but I
suggest you remove the lines by enter
ing:

each goblin has been supplied with an

egg, the plane lands and you'll
progress to the next level. If you crash
into a goblin one of your three lives
will be lost and you'll have to start the
level again.
Right. We've got the idea, but what

about the features? After thinking
about this for while, I came up with
the seven shown in Table I.

Before starting programming we'll

DELETE 10-9999
You can now follow the article and
enter each line as we discuss it. Lines

10000 onwards should be of help to
readers who've written in asking how
to get the colours from the sprite
bank. Don't worry too much about
how this routine works, just accept
that it does.

game

A screenful
of animation
sequences

Begin programming
The easiest way to explain how the
program came to its present form is to
take you though each of the steps I
encountered when I wrote it.

The first part was clearing the
screen and getting the colours from
the sprite bank. Since this routine will
only be called once or twice at the
most, I placed it at 10000, well away
from the rest of the program.
The first part of the program, which
calls all the other subroutines, looks
Easter Bommit-

like:

The game
sofar

10 REM Easter Somber Game
20 REN by Phil Lawsor / At an ST User
30 GOSUB 10000
90 GOTO 90

The lines to draw the goblins are:
This is achieved with line 9005, but

Once the screen is cleared and the

colours set up, it's necessary to draw

the goblins on the screen. We also
need to know their position, which is
best held in an array. Since several
other variables will also be required,
it's best to define these in an initialisa

tion routine, starting at line 500.

50 GOSUB 9000

first our initialisation routine will have

9000 REM draw the screen
9001 rein ***************

to unpack the picture from bank 5 and
store it ready to be copied on to the

9010 FOR a=1

main screen.

TO 6 : b=RNDClev+1H1

FOR c=1 TO b : scr(a,c)=1

9020 SPRITE 1,32*a+32,180-(26*c>,1
WAIT VBL : PUT SPRITE 1 : WAIT VBL

9030 NEXT c ; NEXT a : RETURN
The value of b in line 9010 is how

40 GOSUB 500
500 REM Initialisation
501 REM **************

many goblins are to be in column a.
The maximum is 2 plus the level num
ber and is calculated by the function

510 DIM scr(6,6)

RND(lev+l)+l.

520 lev=1
590 RETURN

Running the game draws the gob
lins, but not the background screen.

UNPACK 5,6
530 RESERVE AS SCREEN 6
9005 SCREEN COPY 6 TO PHYSIC : WAIT
VBL : SCREE* COPY PHYSIC TO BACK :
WAIT VBL

This finishes the drawing routine, for
the time being at least. Later we'll tidy
the picture up a bit, but now we can
Turn to Page 28 •

THIRD COAST ATARI HARD DRIVES

TAPE BACK-UP
NOW

AVAILABLE FOR

& TAPE BACK-UP DEVICES

HypercacheST 16MHZ CPU UPTO 100°o
Performance increase guaranteed to at least double

me speed ol any application Includes full utilities. Manual Hardware 8-16 MHZ
switch and Cache disable option to emulate an 8MHZ processor i00°o compat
ible with all applications Compatible with all Alan ST's 520. 1040 and Mega

THIRD COAST RAM UPGRADES FOR
ATARI ST RANGE
Board + Chips Expands to 4 Megs (no soldering)
Board Unpopulated
Upgrade to 1040 Full Kit
Upgrade to 1040 Fitted by TCT

* Will Support Second Drive

* 38 Inch DMA Lead

* Supports Full Auto booting

* Robust Design Slides under

* 65 Wat! PSU

Monitor

* Battery Backed Clock
* Full 12 Months Warranty
* Up to 14 Partitions

* Six Months free phone support
* Over 60 Management Hard Drive
utilities ICD

INTERNAL MEGA ST HARD DRIVES

E149.99 Fitted £169.99

520STFM
520STFM
520STFM
520STFM

ALL ST's

fAAkAki

£129.99
E49.99
E69.99
£94.99

520STFM Solderless Board + Ram

£129.99

2 Meg Board Upgrades 1040 to 2 Megs
(Expandable to 4 Megs)
2 Meg Board Unpopulated
4 Meg Board 2.5 Installed for 1040 520
4 Meg Board 4 Megs Installed for 520 1040
4 Meg Board Unpopulated
Mega 2.4 Upgrade Professionally Fitted
Mega 1.2 Upgrade Professionally Fitted
Mega 1.4 Upgrade Professionally Fitted

£249.99
£79.99
£299.00
£489.00
£79.99
£249.00
£149.00
£399.00

All Ram is 100 Nanosecond or faster. All Upgrade kits come with Ram
Checker, Ram Disk, and Print Spooler. All kits and Boards carry a full 12
Months Warranty.

22 Meg25ms (auto park)
32 Meg25ms (auto park)
45 Meg25ms (auto park)
50 Meg25ms (auto park)

£349 (fitted)
£399 (fitted)
£499 (fitted)
£499 (fitted)

65 Meg 25ms (auto park)
£549 (fitted)
85 Meg 25ms (auto park)
£599 (fitted)
109 Meg 25ms (auto park) £799 (fitted)
251 Meg 25ms (auto park)...£1499 (fitted)

155 M/BYTE TAPE BACK-UP FOR ATARI ST
COMPLETE HARD DRIVE RANGE
Compatible with Atari SH204'205. Megafile 20'30/60. Third Coast Drive. Supra
Drive. Cumana Drive Backs up 155mb in 20 minutes. 20mb in 2 minutes
* External enclosure off DMA IN/OUT

* Battery backed clock
* 50 way SCSI OUT
* SCSI ID selector

* Comes complete with own case & power supply and Host Adaptboard
* Will support internal SCSI Hard Drive
* Installation simply involves connecting tape drive into Atari then connecting
Hard Drive into output of tape drive.
* Offers long awaited DMA outport for Atari SH204 users wishing to connect to
laser printer

FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY E649 INC. VAT

THIRD COAST DIY KITS

(Everything to build your own Drive)

STAR LC10
•

DMA/SCSI Host Boards - allows connection of up to 8 SCSI Hard Drives or
ST506 IBM Compatible drives, comes complete with clock DMA in and out
over 50 copyright commercial hard drive utilties
£94.99

Four NLQ Fonts

• Paper Parking
•

IBM/Parallel Interface

•

4K Buffer

• 96 NLQ Print Combinations

• 144/36cps Speed
•

Colour Version available

Complete kit including all above with cable and mounting brackets forcontroller.£199.99
Above kit cased in our drive cabinet offering support of upto four hard drives
this basically is one of our drives without the Hard Drive
£299.00
RLL Adaptec 4070 cr Omti 3527 controllers (giving 50% more out of any
drive + twice the speed)
£100.00
Astec 65 watt PSU's

£39.00

Enclosures (as above - including fan, Astec - everything bar drive)

MONO £154

COLOUR £195

THIRD COAST DRIVE UPGRADES

ADDITIONAL PERIPHERALS
Kempston Data Scan 105mm wide scanner
Replacement ST Mouse
Trackball ST

Video Digitiser for Atari ST (inc Colour Soft)
Professional Video Digitiser (inc Colour Soft)
RGB Colour Splitter for Colour Cameras
Videotext/Teletext Adapters
Videotext/Teletext Adapter Built in Tuner
Professional Scanner 200 DPI (Copier, Scanner, Printer)
Professional Scanner 300 DPI 64 Grey inc Paint Soft
Professional Scanner 300 DPI OCR Reading Soft
(32 Grey Levels Calamus compatible)
Scanner Canon 1X21 300 DPI
Vidi ST 16 Tone Frame Grabber Inc Soft

Atari ST Real Time Clock Mega Compatible
Tweety Board Perfect Sound on any Atari
Multiface Copier/Backup Device
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£299.00

£225.00
£24.99

Upgrade your Atari SH204/5, Megafile 20/30, Supra, Cumana. 45 M'Byte
Mechanical Head Auto-park. Fast installation, all data copied to new drive. You
will get your old drive cabinet back with the new drive fully warranted and ready
to go. Upgrade yields over 100% more performance from your old drive.
Upgrade to 45 Megabytes
£299.00
Upgrade to 65 Megabytes
£349.00

£23.99

£94.95
£149.99
£99.99
£99.99
£139.00
£449.00
£999.00
£249.00
£1399.00
£92.99

£27.99
£44.95
£44.45

22 Megabyte Formatted HardDrive Full SCSI
22 Megabyte 25 Milliseconds SCSI Head
Park Head Lock

£369.00

FLOPPY

£419.00

DRIVES FOR

32 Megabyte Formatted SCSI Head Park
£439.00
32 Megabyte25 milliseconds Head Park/HeadLock ...£469.' I
45 Megabyte 25 milliseconds Head Park/Head Lock ...£479.'
50 Megabyte 25 milliseconds Head Park/Head Lock ...£549.00

65 Megabyte 35 milliseconds Head Park'Head Lock ...£579.00
65 Megabyte 25 milliseconds Head Park/Head Lock ,.,£599,00
90 Megabyte 22 milliseconds Head Park'Head Lock ...£699,00
150Megabyte 16milliseconds Head Park'Head
Lock
200Megabyte'16 milliseconds Head Park'Head
Lock

Syquest 44 megabyte Removable Cartridge Drive
45Megabyte with 155 Megabyte tape drive

65 Megabyte with 155 megabyte tape drive
Megafile 44 Based on Syquest Mechanism

£1249.00

THE ATARI ST
1 MeQ Internal
Jf
Floppy
pea QQ
fcOO.»S

£1699.00

£849.00

External 1 MeQ

£1350.00
£799.00

MOppy
£7A 99

£999,00

c.

ATARI DTP

A ATARI Hardware Offers

PACKAGE OFFER

520 STFM POWER PACK

Atari SLM 804 Laser Printer

Atari Mega ST2 - SM124 Monitor

Amazing value, all-new special ST package from Atari, includes 520STFM with 1 Meg drive,
joystick, mouse, user guide, plus an incredible selection of chart-topping software worth over

Fleet Street Publisher

£1725.00

£500. Software included is:

R-Type

Pacmania

Oul Run

Nebuijs

Afterburner

Starghder

Bombuzal

Stargoose

All

Double Dragon

Super Huey

Xenon

First Music

,

Super Hangon

Eliminator

Gauntlet II

First Basic

fOr

Space Harrier

Predator

Black Lamp

Organise'

OverlanrJer

Bombjack

Siarray

£345.00

only inc VAT & delivery

Inc VAT + UK mainland delivery
As above but with Mega ST 4
DTP offer with internal 25 millisecond 32 meg
hard drive features autopark. headlock
Mega 4 with DTP + 32 meg hard drive

£1995.00
£2149.00

25 mill, Head Park and Head Lock

£2395.00

* While stocks last above but with 45 meg internal,
same specifications as 32 meg
Mega ST1 Includes Blitter & SM124 high res mono monitor
MegaST2 Includes Blitter & SM124 high res mono monitor
Mega ST4 Includes Blitter & SM124 high res mono monitor

£2395.00
£595.00
£845.00
£1089.00

GENLOCK
ATARI

A AAAA

MONITORS
Atari SC1224

£289.00

Philips 8833
Philips 8852

£225.00
£255.00

Atari SM 124 Hi Res

GENLOCK
Features:

£94.99

520STFM Explorer Pack

£259.00

520STFM Power Pack

£345.00

1040STFM + SC1224 Monitor
1040STFM + SM124 Monitor

£670.00
£499.00

1040STFM + Explorer Pack + Monitor
1040STFM + Explorer Pack + SC1224

£499.00
£696.00

Encoded resolution capability
625 lines video signal, PAL on
scart, output signal, PAL + RGB
on connector. Key enable

switches computers image. Key

1040STFM Professional Pack
£435.00
Includes VIP Professional. Microsoft Write. Superbase Personal. ST Basic or Optional
Steinberg PRO 24 Music Pack

invert.

£499.00
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THIRD COAST GAMES SOFTWARE
Action Fighter

14.99

Altered Beast
Batman the Movie
Battle Chess

13.99
14.99
16.99

Beach Volley
Blood Money
Bbodwych

13.99
15.99
15.99

California Games
Castle Warrbr
Chariots of Wrath
Chase HQ
Continental Circus

13.99
12.99

Daily Double Horse Racing

13.99

Dark Fusion

13.99

Indiana Jones (Last Crusade Arcade) 13.99
Indiana Jones (Last Crusade Advent). 16.99

Deja Vu II

14.99

Iron Lord

19.99

Dominator

13.99

Kenny Dalglish Soccer

12.99

Kick Off

11.99

14.99
14.99
13.99

Foundations Waste
Games Summer Edition
Garfield A Winter's Tail

Gemini Wing

7.99
17.99
12.99

13.99

Sleeping Gods Lie

New Zealand Story

13.99

Ooze

14.99

12.99

Operation Thunderbolt

Space Ace
Starwars Compilation
Stridor

MrHeli

Ghosts & Goblins
Ghostbusters II

Phone
Phone

Outrun

STOS

18.99

Paperboy

13.99

STOS Compiler

13.99

Goldrush
Grand Monster Slam
Great Courts
Hard Drivin

15.99
12.99
17.99
Phone

Passing Shot
Pictionary

14.99
15.99

Populous
Populous The Promised Land

16.50
7.99

STOS Maestro
STOS Maestro +
STOS Sprites
Stryx

14.99
54.99
10.99
14.99

Hawkeye

12.99

Honda RVF

14.99

7.99
Phone
15.99
16.99
12.99
8.99
13.99
13.99

Red Storm Rising
Rick Dangerous

15.99
15.99

Phone
13.99

Kings Quest 4

17.99

Drakkhen

Phone

Kult

14.99

Leisure Suit Larry 1
Leisure Suit Larry 2
Legend of Djel

13.99
18.50
17.99

Leonardo
Licence to Kill
Maniac Mansions

12.99
13.99
14.99

Savage

Mayday Squad
Microprose Soccer

12.99
15.99

Shadow of the Beast
Shinobi

16.99

Slayer

16.99
14.99

Elite

14.99

Eye ot Horus

15.99

F-16 Combat Pilot
Falcon Mission Disk
Ferrari Formula 1
Fish

14.99
17.99
13.99
17.99
14.99

Forgotten Worlds

13.99

Falcon

Millenium 2.2

7.99

Postman Pat
Power Drift
Quartz
Rainbow Islands
Rainbow Warrior
Rambo 3
Real Ghostbusters
Red Heat

Double Dragon II
Dragon Ninja

Dungeon Master
Dynamite Dux

Phone

15.99
Phone
16.99
14.99

Robocop

13.99

Rocket Ranger

16.99

R-Type

13.99

Run The Gauntlet

13.99

13.99
Phone
14.99

15.99

ALL SOFTWARE INCLUDES VAT & DELIVERY

Stunlcar Racer

Talespin
Targhan

Phone

18.99
16.99

Time
Time Runner
Thunderbirds
Toobin
Triad 2
Tusker

TV Sports Football
Verminator
Vindicators

Vigilante
Voyager

19.99
11.99
15.99
Phone
17.99
Phone

17.99
Phone
13.99

10.99
14.99

Wicked
WEC Le Mans
Weird Dreams

13.99
Phone
13.99

Xenophobe

15.99

Xenon II

15.99

FULL ONE YEAR WARRANTY. ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT! TRADE AND UNIVERSITY ENQUIRIES WELCOME

THIRD COAST TECHNOLOGIES

Unit 8, Bradley Hall Trading Estate
Standish, Wigan WN6 OXQ
Tel: 0257 424442/426464 Tel: 0257 42382624hr ordering Fax: 0257 426577
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PROGRAMMING!

Spritely action

•4 From Page 25

set to work on the main part of the
program, controlling the plane and
dropping eggs.
The plane is defined by sprite pat
terns 2,3,4 and 5, with the hotspot at
the bottom right corner. Every time the
plane leaves the right side of the
screen it has to reappear on the left,
but a little bit lower down. To easily
test this y_coordinate we should use a
variable, in this case ypos.
As the height of each goblin is 26
pixels, it seems reasonable to decrease
the planes' altitude by half of this
amount, that is 13 pixels. This, like all
the values in the game, can always be
altered at a later date if necessary.

OWNERS of standard 520STs may well
find the maximum sprite bank size of
around 30000 bytes a little limiting,
especially if their multi-level arcade
game requires different characters for
each level. However, this problem can

be solved quite nicely by using the
GET SPRITE function.
Load and run SPRITES.BAS from
the cover disc. First a robot walks

across the top of the screen, followed
by a teddy bear. If you look at line 270
-

the section that defines the anima

To stop the player from dropping
eggs all over the place, so making the
game too easy, only one egg can be

tion - you'll see that both sprites use
the same series of patterns, one to
five. How is this possible you may ask?
Bank five, unpacked to screen six,
containing more than 40 animation
sequences for the robot and teddy
bear, and the sprite bank holds five

dropped at a time. This means a vari
able is needed to test if an egg is
already falling, before the program

the robot walking, we need to copy the
patterns from screen 6 to the sprite

releases another one. Line 540 defines

bank.

the intitial values of these two impor
tant variables.

empty patterns. Before we can show

This is carried out in lines 70 to 90

example is 36 pixels wide and 32 high.
The image grabbed is taken from
the background screen, hence the

need for the commands setting BACK
and PHYSIC. The X and Y coordinates

have already been initialised in the
arrays robotx and roboty, so all the
hard work is done in line 80 with a

simple FOR... NEXT loop. The last line
restores PHYSIC and BACK, and posi
tions the sprite just off the left-hand
side of the screen.
Lines 100 calls the subroutine at

160, which sets the sprite animating
and moving. It waits until movement
has stopped, just off the right side of
the screen. The routine between 110

and 140 is exactly the same as 70 to
100, except the patterns for the teddy
bear are loaded into the sprite bank.
Add the following lines to see that
the whole screen is full of different

patterns for making the robot and
teddy walk left, down and up as well
as right:

with the GET SPRITE command, the

45 screen copy 6 to physic

syntax of which is:
540 ypos=20 : eggs=0

46 goto 46

get sprite xpos,ypos,image

The routine starting at 1000 sets up
the animation sequence and controls
the movement of the plane.

The data in lines 240 and 250 are

The coordinates xpos.ypos define the

top left corner of the area to grab, and
image is the number of the pattern to

60 GOSUB 1000

1000 REM start playing the game
1001 rent **********************

1010 WHILE ypos<190
1020 SPRITE 1,0,YP0S,2 : ANIH 1/(5,3)
(4,3)(3,3)(2,3)L" : ANIH ON : WAIT VBL
1030 N0VE X 1/(1,1,350>E350"
1040 MOVE ON 1
1050 WHILE MOVONd)

1060 VEND

1070 ypos=ypos+13:WEND
1999 RETURN

Running the program now flies the
plane from one side to the other and
makes it reappear at the left 13 pixels
further down the screen, which con

tinues until the plane reaches the run

be loaded. The size of the image is read
from the original dimensions you spec
ified in the sprite bank, and in this

when playing normally the plane will
never reach the bottom of the screen.

Either all the goblins will be removed
or the plane will crash into one of
them. We're only using this line to test
the rest of the program and we'll
change it when everything else works.
The next step is to drop an egg when
the spacebar is pressed. After check
ing there's no egg already on the
screen, all we have to do is place one
directly under the plane and set if
falling. This is achieved with the lines:

the left side of the screen, seven

disappears. To find out if it has been
dropped directly above a goblin. We

means the right side and 1 to 6 means
it was dropped near that particular

have to define a maximum and mini

column.
The variable tb is the x-coordinate of

mum x_coordinate for each column.

This allows the egg to be dropped a lit
tle to either side of a goblin, rather
than right in the middle. Change line
510 and add line 550.

510 DIM scr(6,6)/ma(6),mi(6)
550 FOR a=1 TO 6 ; sn(a)=32*a+34 : iaa(
a)=32*a+44 : NEXT a

Rather than having to continually
check whether the egg will hit, we
can alter line 2030 to set egg to one if
it will, or two if not.

2001

rem ******************

2010 IF egg>0 THEN RETURN
2020 SPRITE 2,XSPRITE(1)-16,YSPRITE(1)
,6 : HOVE Y 2,"(1,1,Q)E200" : ANIH 2,"

(6,3)(7,3)(8,3)(9,3)L" : ANIH ON 2
2030 WAIT VBL : egg=1
2040 HOVE ON 2 : RETURN

We can now drop one egg, which
28 Atari ST User January 1990

the egg, which is checked against the
maximum and minimum values for

the column xb. If you run the program
now everything seems all right, how
ever, dropping the egg at the right side
of the screen stops the program with a
Subscript out of range error.
This is because the value of xb is

seven. Looking at line 510 shows we've
only reserved six elements for the two
arrays, so change the last part of this
line to:

"ta(7),uri(7)

2030 egg=1 : xb=ABS((X SPRITE(2)-32)/3
2) : tb=X SPRITEC2) : IF tb>ma(xb) or

tb<mi(xb) THEN egg=2

The important bit of this line is cal
culating the value of xb, which will be
in the range of zero to seven. A value
of zero means the egg was dropped at

We'd better set a

maximum value for

array seven, so the egg will never be
dropped with only half of it showing on
the screen. Add to the end of line 550:
550 . ....

: mi(7)=260

and alter line 2010 to:

1055 IF INKEY$=" " THEN GOSUB 2000

2000 rem drop an easter egg

bank.

falls to the bottom of the screen and

way.

Line 1010 is only temporary, as

the x and y coordinates for the images
to grab, so you can experiment by
changing the movement directions,
the x and y data, and adding a few
more empty patterns to the sprite

Subroutine functions
500 - Set up arrays and variables
1000 - The game's main routine
2000 - Drop an easter egg
9000 - Draw the screen

10000 - Clear screen and get colour
from the sprite bank

2010 IF egg>0 or X SPRITE(1)>270 THEN
RETURN

We have now finished the routine to

drop the egg, and all we have to do is
check if the value of egg is one and
has reached a goblin. If it has, the
goblin and egg need to be removed
from the screen and we'll tackle this

problem next month.

REVIEW

Dependability

ERE this five years ago and
the ST an IBM PC compatible

w

I

computer, Arnor's Prodata

would be a magnificent database pro
gram. Prodata shows its IBM roots,
from its non-Gem operation to the fact
that its manual is printed with differ

ent sections for PCs and STs. In many
ways it appears like a straight conver
sion, with little regard for how the
Gem operating system could be
utilised to improve its operation.
On booting up, the Prodata menu
appears in the centre of the screen. In

-at a
price

the main menu, a function can be

selected with the arrow keys or by
pressing the first letter of the function
name.

Elliot Stein tries a
newcomer to the

database market, likes
the software but
loathes the lack of
Gem facilities

In the Status line at the top is the

program's title, the printer being used,
the disc directory, the file opened, the
number of records in the file and other

list of databases on the disc

information all squeezed into two lines

Unfortunately, there is no

of text.
Written across the bottom of the

Gem file selector and

screen, as is the convention in many
non-Gem PC programs, are the avail

list of the files on the

Prodata displays a simple

screen which you can
scroll through using the
arrow keys. The directory

able commands.

The first function you are likely to
use is Alter/Create New Database.

screen does offer basic
disc functions like

Prodata will prompt you at every stage

of the database's creation asking for

erase, rename, copying

its name and details. After that, it's a

and setting files to read

matter of naming all of the fields
which you require, like name, address,
phone number and so on.

only.

After choosing the
file, you are shown
the standard layout one field per line with

Prodata offers a comprehensive
range of password protection. The five
levels of protection are: View - with no

the name of the field
on the left and the

facilities to add or edit data, Append new records may be added but exist

highlighted area in

ing data and records may not be
altered, Update - allowing Append

which to enter
information on the

facilities as well as modification of

right. Text, numbers

entries, Open - giving access to all
data in addition to Update facilities,
and finally System - which gives com

and dates can be
entered into all the
fields. Once all the data has

plete access to all functions.

been entered, pressing the Escape

The password protection facilities
are perfect for crowded offices han
dling confidential information.
Entering data into fields is a simple
task. After selecting Open Database

key takes you to Display mode.
There you use the arrow keys to
move through the records. You can
also choose the commands listed on
the bottom of the screen to Edit

from the main menu, you are given a

records, Add new ones, Copy, Delete

or Print the
current record. Like

most of the program, all of
these functions are straightforward
and basic.

Other options from Display include
the ability to save the contents of a file
in Ascii format. This allows records to

PRODOTfl vi.FJO
Open: «

(c) firnor 1583

No File »

Printer (PI SIMPLE

Recs: 0

Sell

be ported into word processors or
spreadsheets. The Index option allows

Directory Bi\

Layout!

Index:

23:27:28

for the selection of different indexes to
be used from the same record. For

example, on a simple address
database you may wish to index on
Names or you may choose to index on

Prodata Hain Henu

Catalogue files
Display/edit records

Company Name, Address or other
information.

SHitch Selection
Filter records
Print nenu
Alter/create database
Utilities itenu

Using Layout permits a record to be

displayed in different layouts, which
you can create yourself.

My first thought when entering this

•to nove between options,

RETURN to select

Prodota's main

option is that other ST databases have

menu screen

showing the
menu itself and

done it far better using the ST's
mouse. Prodata uses the cursor keys
to move fields to different positions.

status line at

You can also add lines and boxes to

the top of the

the layout. However, the mouse is

screen

Turn to Page 30 •
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REVIEW!

< From Page 29

ignored and you must draw with cur

PRODATA vi.OO
Oaen: CLUB

sor keys.

(c) Amor 1589
(12F)
Recs: 3

Printer (P) SIMPLE
Directory BIS
Sell ALL
Layout: 0 Index: 2

23:28:08

One of Prodata's best features is the
Surnane:
First Kane:
Address!:
Address2:
Address3:
Address4:
Post Code:

fact that fields can be enlarged to take
in an amount of text larger than the
size of the ST's screen. When text goes
beyond the screen's confines, you can
scroll using the arrow keys.
The same layout is also be used for
printing, so you can see exactly the
way the printout will be from the
screen design. The output functions of

Telephone:
Membership Ho,:
Henber type:
Ariount paid:
Date paid:

Prodata are excellent and drivers are

BroHn
Janes
16 West End Lane
Hex Toxn
Southunbria
ST3 ZBT
1
FULL

supplied for a variety of popular and
obscure printers. It also allows a wide
variety of different print styles such as
bold, condensed, double strike, elite,

pica, italics, enlarged, proportional
type, NLQ, underlined, subscript and
[Eldit [Flint! tAldd [Clopy [Dlelete CPlrint emport [Ilndex
[«] Back [=>] Next [A«l First [A;>] Last [Ulnselect
[ESC] Quit,

superscript.

You can print to a disc file for later
use in a word processor. It also fea
tures background printing, a feature
strangely lacking in a number of the
best database programs on the ST.
The Macro keys allow many labori
ous keystroke processes to be auto
mated and frequently used strings of
text to be stored. As the Alternate,

Control and Shift keys can be used
with any key on the keyboard, 128
macros with up to 255 key presses

Browsing through, the records - thefacilities available are crammed
into the menu strip at the bottom of the screen, while at the top, the
status line provides general information on the database file

simplified using Gem and the mouse.
Variables are used to hold the results
of calculations within the database.

For example, If you had a database
holding company invoices, you may
want one variable to be the result of

can be defined.

Data can be exported or imported
from the Utilities menu between other

database programs, providing you
know the way the other database

[Llayout
0pt->|

adding a product's price and VAT
together.
That variable can be further used as

ity. However, Prodata's programmers
lack creativity and imagination and
there is nothing new in the software.
Like many ST Users, I prefer the
convenience of drop down windows,
icon operated functions and using the
mouse. I try to avoid non-Gem pro
grams like Prodata which feature
menus in which you have to use the
arrow keys to move through, and
blandly designed screens. I also dis

organises its data. The function can

an expression for another variable, for
example if you wanted to use these

also be used to import Ascii text from
its sister program Protext or other
word processors.

totals of various items to arrive at a

like the menus within menus, in

grand total. Using these variables calls
for a thorough read of the manual

which you have to continue pressing
keys in order to reach the function

which seems to be aimed at the expe

you require.

rienced database user rather than the

If it were cheaper, it could be rec
ommended as a good, inexpensive

Other functions in Utilities include

configuring Prodata, Undo data
changes and Delete all selected
records.

The Variable and Expression Evaluator is another item which could be

novice.

I can't fault Prodata's operation. It

database. However, at £79.95 Prodata

works and performs its database func
tions with a high level of dependabil-

cannot begin to compare with Timework's Data Manager Professional
(£69-95) or Superbase Personal (being
bundled free with some new STs).

Both are more powerful than Prodata,
offer more features, use Gem and are
PRODATA vl.GO

(c) Arnor 1989

Ooen: CLUB

(12F)

Surname:
First Hane:
Address!:
Address2:
Address3:
Address4:
Post Code:

Telephone:
Menbership Ho.:
Henber type:
Anount paid:
Date paid:

Printer (P) SIMPLE

Recs: 3

Sel: ALL

less expensive.

Directory B:\

Layout: 0

Index: 2

23:23:26

Brown
Janes
16 West End Lane
Hew Town

FACT FILE

Southunbria.
ST3 2BT
1
FULL

Product: Prodata
Price: £79-95

Supplier: Amor, 611 Lincoln Road, Peter
borough PE1 3HA,
Tel: 0733-68909
POINTS fX>R:

Data compatible with PC and Amiga ver
sion. Commands similar to Protext.

Excellent printer output. Access to
desk accessories permitted.
AGAMST:

Press RETURN to confirn entry, 9 and -i to nove, ESC to finish editing

No Gem support. Uninteresting screen
display. Not compatible with certain
desk accessories. A straight forward
conversion which doesn't take advan

Editing the fields within a record is quite straightforward
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ATARI 520 STFM

MflNITflRS

512K RAM • Internal Power Supply • Built in 1Meg D/S Drive

a Complete with FREE Mouse u Built in TV Modulator...

ATARI SM 124

12" High Res. Mono Monitor £109

ATARI SC 1224

rA£.

12" Medium Res, Colour

£264

PHILIPS CM8833

14" Medium Res. Colour
£*)-*) A
Twin speakers, Green screen £229
switch, with tliting stand.

All our monitors are supplied with
FREE cables to attach to ST's

DISK DRIVES
ATARI SF 354 0.5Meg. Single, 3.5" £115

ATARI SF 3141 Meg. Single, 3.5" £139

CUMANA CSA 354

GAMES...

Afterburner

Xenon

Star Goose

Black Lamp

Outrun

Starqlider

Bomb Jack
Bombuzal

Overlander

StarRa

Pacmania

Double Dragon

Super Hang-on

Preditor

Eliminator
Gauntlet II
Nebulus

Super Huey

PRODUCTIVITY...
FIRST BASIC
MUSIC MAKER

ORGANISER (Diary, Address File,
Spreadsheet, and W.P. Package)

U

SpacePHarrier

SAVE
S20 STFM POWER
PACK& ATARI
SMI 24 MONO
MONITOR...

cVf

£99

1Meg. 3.5" Single
CUMANA CSA 1000S

£125

1Meg. 5.25", Single

IRE WITH

TAMONITOR PACK!iiT

520 STFM POWER PACK

520 STFMPOWER
PACK & ATARI
SC 1224 COLOUR
MONITOR

£449
~.m

ATARI MEGAFILE 30 30Mb H/D £449
ATARI MEGAFILE 60 60 Mb H/D £609

PnlN I! ERS
STAR LC 10 Mono

STAR LC 10 Colour
STAR LC 24 10
STARLClOMkll
CITIZEN 120D
PANASONIC 1180

PANASONIC 1124

£189
£229
£249
£199
£139
£199
£299

All our STFM's can plug directly into a domestic TV via their built in modulators,
have built in power supplies, a 1Meg. internal disk drive and a FREE mouse.
5 -5
.° Q-

f ^.. • • 520 STFM EXPLORER PACK...520 STFM supplied with Ranarama, £*)LQ

plug I

ST BASIC

an ST Tutorial &desktop accessory (on one disk, colour onlv)

aaa SEESTOP PRESS...SEE STOP PRESS...SEE STOP PRESS...SEE STOP PRESS a a a

..with every STFM • 1040 STFM BUSINESS PACK...I040 STFM with VIP Professional, JM QQ
si-8

supplied by Merlin
including
a 240
eluding a240
page manual!

WORTH £24.99

Microsoft Write &Superbase Personal (Worth £359.85)

a ,040 STFM GAW£S PACK..#1040 STFM with 22 Great Games
and anAtari CX 40 Joystick (Worth £458.97)
fhone for details ofother packs at GREAT PMCBI

£439

ALL OUR PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T. AND POSTAGE (UK Mainland)
FOR ADVERTISED PRODUCTS, SUBJECT TOAVAILABILITY, E&OE.

*jgfQ
060242-44-44

ORDERING: Just phone ourorderlineusing your
Access/Visa card, OR, send a cheque/
postal order with requirement details.
(Cheques need clearance prior to despatch)

DELIVERY:

You choose either, bypostat noextra cost,
or simply add £5 per large item for next
working day courier service. (UK Mainland)

WARRANTY: Goods that prove faulty within 30 dayswill
be exchanged for NEW.
After30 days, but within 12 months, faults
will be repaired at our expense.

DEPARTMENT AST/T2, 5 REDWOOD COURT
SALISBURY STREET, NOTTINGHAM NG7 2BQ

Telephone:0602 424444 (24 Hour Order Line)

GREAT VALUE, THAT'S THE MAGIC OF MERLIN
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speed and stunt tracks at often

S T R A P on your hel
met, belt up tight and
feel your Ferrari Testarosa surge up to
140mph around tracks which
will test the very core of your

conversion of Hard Drivin1 has
been monitored for over five
months.

involved many tricky C and
68000 procedures and many
improvements will be made

improving on your best lap

Jurgen Friedrich, perhaps

before Hard Drivin' hits the

times.

shops for Christmas.

sion of Star Wars, has been

The music and realistic

nerve and skill.
Hard Drivin' has been a box
office smash in the arcades

responsible for converting and
nurturing Hard Drivin' from its
very inception by Domark in

duced by the Teque team -

during the past eight months,
becoming the highest grossing
driving simulator ever, after 23

May 1989.

A simple but beautifully
effective loading sequence dis
plays a map of the tracks and
offers the option of a manual or
automatic gearbox and selec
tion of any combination of key
board, mouse or joystick to
control the steering, throttle,
braking and transmission.
I found using the mouse to

consecutive weeks at the Num

ber 1 position in the coin-op
industry charts.

best known for his ST conver

He explained that importing

the graphics and background
bitmaps from the Atari arcade
game was simple enough but
the gameplay programming

The thrill and stark realism

of the arcade game has been a
real sparkler, to such an extent

that some driving schools have
been spending more than
£10,000 a time for specially
commissioned conversions to

be used for training advanced
pupils.

However, long before Hard
Drivin'

ever

reached

the

arcades, Domark clinched a

deal for the game with Atari US
and have since produced what

many believe to be the ultimate
driving simulator for the ST.
In Domark's bustling soft
ware development centre the

Nic Outterside
visits Domark

and gains an
exclusive

preview of a
new driving
simulator which
seems destined

for the top spot

sound effects were being pro

game programmers in their own
right.
Along with everyone else at
Domark, Jurgen firmly believes
that Hard Drivin' will outstrip
Trivial Pursuit and Star Wars to

become the company's biggest
seller ever. After spending
many hours watching demon
strations and playing Hard
Drivin' myself, I think Jurgen is
probably going to be proved
right.
So what of this game that
has received more hype than
Kylie Minogue's singing?
Hard Drivin' is first and fore

most a car driving simulation,
and only secondly an arcade

game. It is probably in this ded
ication to realistic feel that it

outlandish velocities, ever

steer, accelerate and brake and

the joystick as a gear shift to
be the most realistic combina
tion.

Now I was off using the left
mouse button as a throttle,

making 0-60 in 3.5 seconds and
burning rubber as the car
screeched down the opening

straight. Unfortunately that
first bend came all too quickly
and I felt my back end lilt and
sway and bit grass.

I gently decelerated using
the right mouse button, steered

The aim is to pilot a car with

into the skid, and was back on
the track in next to no time,

the handling characteristics of

taking what lay ahead a little

a Ferrari Testarosa around

more cautiously.

stands above other contenders.

The speed circuit is perhaps
the easiest to handle - though

after eight levels of difficulty it
becomes a nightmare - and will
break any driver into the quirks
and niceties of driving a Tes
tarosa.

Tou have a driving seat view
of your progress, and it is from
this position that you control
the car. The colourful track and

scenery scrolls smoothly by

SOFTWARE

and gives a feel which is very
close to the arcade original.
You begin with four cars travel
ling in the same direction which can be overtaken - and
four vehicles which come

towards you at inopportune
moments - and must be avoid
ed.

Steering past such automo
biles at high speed can be dan
gerous, and if you hit one at
above 40mph you can guaran
tee a major prang. One of my

I found that to survive I had

to pay particular attention to

each speed sign and to marry

formance will be saved to disc

that with my own speed. Driv
ing at more than 60mph over
the bridge will launch you into
the air to crash on landing, and
travelling slower will mean that
you won't jump far enough and
land belly-down with a sobering

and used as the parameters for

smash.

The 60mph sign on the verti
cal loop indicates that you
must drive above that speed to

few criticisms of Hard Drivin' is

stand any chance of staying on

that though they drive smooth
ly, these other vehicles appear

the loop - then marvel as you
spin through it.
The bank requires careful
angling and measured speed to
avoid toppling or flying off the
top. Advanced drivers should be
able to take this at llOmph

rather blockish and 8 bit in

style.
If you are involved in a

write-off crash the screen tog
gles to an overhead view which

replays your mistake. As you
struggle to reach ever faster lap
times you will be involved in
quite a few such crashes.
You'll also spin off the circuit
regularly until you master the
car's handling, and if you fail to

get the car back on the track
quickly, you not only lose time
but suffer the ignominy of hav
ing your car reset centre track.
Branching off the speed cir
cuit is an excellent but difficult

stunt track, which requires a
totally different style of driv
ing. Here you must conquer

three main stunts including the
bridge jump, the loop-the-loop
and the bank, as well as clock

ing a fast lap time.

Circuit la

qualification, but should you
win your driving skills and per

using careful anti-skid steering.
Needless to say that if you
wish to even complete the
stunt track at all, practice is
essential. Accidents are more

prevalent here than on the

speed circuit, though some
pleasure can be gained by
watching the action replays
which should also teach you
better technique.
As your lap times increase
you will eventually qualify to
race the computer's own car the Phantom Photon - in a
mean head-to-head around one

lap of the stunt circuit.
A crash means instant dis

the Phantom Photon the next

time you meet.
The Photon is a very difficult
opponent, but you do have the
facility to drive through him.
As you improve, so does the
performance of your comput
erised rival so Hard Drivin' will

always prove a challenge even
to the most skilled.

My only real criticisms besides the previously men
tioned blockishness of Other

vehicles - are that no allow

ances are made for changes in
weather conditions nor alter

ation in technical data, such as

tyre wear and fuel weight.
However, this simulation will

meld itself to your own abili
ties, though it is also true to
say that the harder you drive,
the greater the thrill in return.
As such, the very nature of the
simulator more than makes up
for any omissions.
After this time-restricted but

intensive preview, I was hook'
to Hard Drivin' and it to
much self control to drive I

200 miles home through driv
ing rain at a steady 60mph - I
prefer to take the risks on my
ST.

THE DEEPEST
GAME EVER

0
0
I TlmMMiI II

Q

oduced "The Kristal
n inter-active arcade ad

in the spirit or i»4us cinema
heroes, taking place deep under
The Ocean in a maze of
derwater caverns and then in

he Fabled City of Atlantis,
urmount the perils of the deep

with a clever strategy and slick /
joystickcontrol... the underwater I"
world could be yours.
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ATARI 520STFM
POWER PACK
COMPUTER

MERRY CHRISTMAS TO ALL OUR CUSTOMERS
~M40

~

WESTERN AVENUE

«

•

A40~\

with 1 Megabyte Drive and FreeSoftwareCX40 Joystick and Atari Basic.

Including Afterburner. Black Lamp, Bomb Jack, Double Dragon, Eliminator. Gaunlet II, Outrun,

Pacmania, Predator, R-Type, Space Harrier, Star Goose, StarGlider, Super Hang-on, Super Huey,
Xenon, Plus Business Software - Organiser, Hisoft First BASIC, andFirst Music.

Only £299.00

(£348.00 including VAT andnextdaydelivery)

ATARI EXPLORER PACK
Atari 520STFM with 1Mb built-in Disk Drive, Mouse, Panarama,

Tutorials, Atari ST BASIC. Special Low Price

£233.75

ATARI 1040STFM

304 Kingshill Ave, Hayes, Middlesex. UB4 8BX. S 01-841 8744

1Mb RAM and built-in 1Mb Disk Drive and TV Modulator.

Special Low Price
with Power Pack Games

£346.00
£411.25

ATARI 1040STFM PROFESSIONAL
As above with Business Software - Microsoft Write, Superbase
Personal, VIP Professional, Atari BASIC and Manual. Perfect for

and small business. Special Low Price

£389.00

ATARI 1040 HYPER-PACK
Atari 1040 with Hyperpaint. HyperDraw, Organiser, First BASIC
and £50 Voucher towards Atari Mind Games.

£373.00

99 Park Street Lane, Bricket Wood, St Albans, Herts. AL2 2JA. S 0727-72790

ATARI HARDWARE
Atari SM124 12" High Resolution Mono Monitor.
Atari SC1224 12" Med Resolution Colour Monitor.
Atari SF314 Double Sided External Drive.
Cumana CS354 1Mb Double sided 3.5" Disk Drive.
Philips 8833 Medium Res Colour Monitor
Supra Drive 30Mb External Hard Disk - Auto Boot.

£119.00
£239.00
£119.43
£96.71
£199.99
£469.00

Atari SLM804 Laser Printer- 8 Pages/min300dpi

£1097.00

Supra 2400 Modem V21/v22/v22bis

£129.88

Pace LinnetModem V21 A/23 - EconomyAnd Speed.

£104.77

ATARI MEGA ST

85 Washway Road (A56), Sale, Manchester. M33 1TQ. S 061-962 0780

With 1Mb Drive, Mouse, and Professional Pack Software.
MEGA 1 - 1Mb RAM. £499.00 MEGA 2 - 2Mb RAM. £753.53
MEGA4-4MBRAM. £979.48

PRINTERS
Star LC-10 - THE Number One Low Cost Printer.

£125.95

Star LC-10Colour - Colour At Very Little Extra.
Epson LX400 - Epson Quality But A Low Cost.
Epson LQ550 - The Favourite For Letter Quality.
Panasonic 1180 - 4 Fonts and Fast Printing.
NECP2200 - Never Beaten ForValue For Money.

£169.99
£139.99
£279.87
£169.73
£289.00

ATARI SOFTWARE

1046 Coventry Road (A45), Haymills, Birmingham. B25 8DP. S 021-772 5212

FirstWord Plus - Word Processing for Everyone.

£125.95

Word Perfect for the Aatri.

£200.51

Mark Williams 'C Compiler.
Easy Draw II - And It is Easy Too.

£127.00
£44.56

Flight Simulator - Ideal Xmas Present.

£36.00

Timeworks DTP - The Most Popular DTP.

£95.47

ACCESSORIES
Full range of Atari accessories available.
All PRICES EXCLUDE VAT AND DELIVERY.

All goods guaranteed.

Next Day Delivery Service on most popular lines. All prices subject to change
without notice. Official purchase orders accepted from Government, Local

Authorities, Universities and PLCs. Prices/Specifications subject to change without

Caxton Centre. Porters Wood, St Albans, Herts. AL3 6XT. S 0727-37451/47774

notice. All special offers are subject to availability. Credit Cards not debited until
despatch.
CALL FOR FULL PRICE LIST
EXPORT AND TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
CREDIT CARDS NOT DEBITED UNTIL DESPATCH
SHOWROOM OPENING HOURS:

SPECIAL OFFER
STAR LC-10

Monday-Friday 9am-6pm Saturday 10am-5pm
Open all Xmas/New Year except

Our Christmas Special

25th, 26th, 31st and 1st.

cmlHEAD0727
37451/47774
OFFICE: COMPUTER EXPRESS LTD
iH'^Sl" CAXTON CENTRE • PORTERS WOOD • ST ALBANS

pip^™ HERTS • AL3 6XT • (0727) 37451 • FAX 0727 50819

E3

Price £125.95
or with VAT & delivery £152.31
Available 15th Nov to

24th Dec. only.

wsekk
f0am-5pm
Order in advance, collect on Sunday.
Large stocks of Atari, Amiga and IBM
compatibles and Printers, Accessories,
Software etc, etc, etc.
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Product: Stunt Car Racer

Price: £24.99

Supplier: Microprose, Unit
1, Hampton Road
Industrial Estate,

Tetbury, Glocestershire
GL8 8LD.

I

HAVE been waiting for a
good car racing simula
tion on the ST for three

years now. Games have
come and gone, but none had
that ellusive realistic feel to

Are you readyfor thehighest 0/ail jumps?

them.

Now Microstyle, part of the
Microprose empire, has pro
duced Stunt Car Racer, not

quite the best thing since
unleaded petrol, but still miles
ahead of the rest of the car rac

ing opposition and it wins pole
position from me.
As the name suggests, Stunt
Car Racer is not Grand Prix in

the ordinary sense - it's one
man's vision of the future of

motor racing. Imagine dragster
or hot rod cars racing around a
track built up on stilts resem

bling a big dipper at the fun fair.
Now imagine sitting behind
the wheel of the car and seeing
the action in glorious 3D with
solid vector graphics like Starglider 2 and flight simulators
and you'll get an idea of the
excitement and realism of this

game.

With tracks like the Big
Ramp, the Ski Jump and the
High Jump, you spend so much
much time in the air you could
qualify for a pilot's licence as
you race up ramps with full
turbo boost and leap over gaps
in the track.

The car's rugged construc
tion, extra long travel suspen
sion and off-road tyres enable

you to survive the impact of
falling from great heights. How
ever, the car can can take only

so much punishment before it
goes to that great breaker's yard
in the sky.
Fall off the track a few times

and your car will be wrecked.
The amount of damage is shown

by cracks and holes in the roll-

Don't you tuish your car was as rugged as this
36 Atari ST User January 1990

bar at the top of the screen.
Tou can practise on any of
the tracks for as long as you
like, or enter the racing league
at division four. Racing against
computer-controlled competi-

SOFTWARE
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QUICK PEEK
only one solution - if it's alien,
kill it!

Walk through the scrolling
3D landscape, and look out for
land mines dropped by the FlyHeads. Keeping a watchful eye
on the horizon, blast anything

This racing simulation had me
hooked right from the start.
The 3D graphics combined
with the exciting and addictive
gameplay make Stunt Car

that moves and one or two

things that don't.

Racer a clear winner. The

Choose from eight charac
ters, each with differing levels
of strength, stamina and agili
ty. Four different weapons are
available, ranging from lasers
to grenade launchers, each with
firepower boosters, but I'm not
telling how you get them -

sound is simple, but is ade
quate and my only complaint
is the highprice.
Janice Murray
tors - only two cars on the
track at once - you gain two

work it out, as I had to.

points for coming in first and
one point for the best lap time.
Your objective is to become
Division One champion, and
from there you can enter the
Superleague in which you race
in a souped up hot rod with
extra power, brakes and turbo
boost.

In addition, there's also a

multi player mode in which up
to six can take part, each try
ing to gain as many points as
possible by racing against com
puter controlled cars.
And to cap it all, you can
join two STs with a null modem
link and play against a friend (I
didn't have chance to try this,
but it sounds like great fun).
The main part of the display

If things become too tough
try playing in two player mode.
This makes the game twice as
enjoyable, as you and a friend
can battle side-by-side against

Gratuitous violence - brilliant

near-impossible odds.

Bad

Company
Supplier: Logotron Entertainment
(01 359 3594)

You've fallen into Bad Company
in Logotron's latest game in a

place where there are no good

guys, just you and wave upon
wave of insectoid baddies with

one thing on their mind - the
destruction of every human
they set bug eyes on.
On the surface of a planet
packed with aliens, your mis
sion is to wipe out every bug
you see. Careful strategy and
clever tactics can be thrown to

one side, as the situation has

shows your 3D perspective view

The graphics and sound are
brilliant, especially when the
bugs are blown to pieces, which

are then scattered ofer the
ground. Very messy. Containing
all the tact and diplomacy of a

falling brick, this game will
undoubtedly attract the atten
tion of anti-violence brigade.
But I love it.
Phil Lawson

PREVIEW

through the windscreen. The
wheels turn, flames come out

of the exhausts and the graph
ics depicting the road are very

P47

realistic indeed.

The only minor criticism is
that the display is updated just
a bit too slowly; I would have
liked to see a slightly increased
frame rate.
At the bottom of the screen

is your dashboard showing your
speedometer - a moving ribbon
affair like on an old Morris

1100 - a lap counter, stopwatch

showing lap times and a dis
tance meter that tells you how
far you are in front or behind
the other driver if you can't see
him.

Stunt Car Racer is a cracking
good game, perhaps that's why
Microprose has slapped a rather
steep £24.99 price tag on it. In

Supplier: Microprose
(0666 504326)

P47 is an arcade-style sideways
scrolling shoot-'em-up in which
you pilot a Spitfire during
World War Two. On the first

mission you fly low over North
ern France with beautiful green
countryside below and a lake
and mountains.

Shoot the enemy planes,
tanks, helicopters and trains.
Tokens can be picked up to
increase your firepower from
the standard cannon to mis

spite of this, it is recommend

siles and bombs. Fly above the
clouds to battle with enemy
fighter squadrons and shoot
down the big Fokker to get to

ed.

the next level.
Roland Waddilove

Next you fly over the desert
in North Africa and bomb Panz

er divisions trundling across
Sound

Graphics
Playability
Value for money
Overall

8

10
10
9
9

the sand. A big end-of-level
tank must be blasted with a
dozen or more bombs before it

explodes.
Now you're all at sea and

Chocks away

must wipe out oncoming enemy
squadrons and dive bomb the
destroyer - again, multiple hits
are required. Then press on to
the Egyptian desert for more
airborne fighters and ground-

best seen on the ST and the par

based tank divisions.

can't wait until it is finished.
Roland Waddilove

The graphics are among the

allax scrolling backgrounds are
superb. Looking very much like
the highly successful Silkworm,
P47 will be an essential buy for
shoot-'em-up enthusiasts. I
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IF there is one thing that all males of our species have in
common, it's their love of speed and competition. How
many of you reckon that you could give Tom Cruise a run
for his money in your F-16? The same principle ensures
the popularity of motor racing games.

Very few of us will ever sit behind the wheel of a For
mula One Ferrari without, that is, the aid of an Atari ST.
This month Atari ST User takes a look at some of the

most recent releases in the race game. To see if any of
them make it past the starting grid, read on.
F e r r a r i Formula One
Product: Ferrari Formula One
Price: £24.99

Supplier: Electronic Arts,
11149 Station Road, Langley, Berkshire SL3 8YN.
Tel: 0753 46672

promises to be all
things to all men. At
one end of the spec
trum it is a complex Formula
One racing simulation, showing
all aspects of managing a top
flight racing team, while at the

Product: Continental Circus

other it's a "Get behind the

Price: £19.99

wheel and go for if racing

Supplier: Sales Curve/Vir
gin, 2/4 Vernon Yard,
Portobello Road, London
Wl 1 2DX.
Tel: 01-727 8070

Product: Master Grand Prix
Price: £19.95

Supplier: Dinamic/Leisuresoft, Sketty Close, Brackmills Business Park,

Northampton NN4 OPL.
Tel: 0604 768711

Product: Grand Prix
Price: £19.95

Supplier: Atari. Atari House,
Railway Terrace, Slough,
Berkshire SL2 5BZ.
Teh 0753 33344

Product: Fast Lane
Price: £19.95

Supplier: Atronic, 1-3 Haywra Crescent, Harrogate,
North Yorkshire HG1 5BG
Tel: 0423 525325

game.

Should you opt for the full
simulation you can spend time
at Fiorano, the Ferrari base and

test track. Here you can tweak

your machine's handling and
engine characteristics.
I was thoroughly disappoint
ed with the sound. The engine
noises were a pathetic buzz and
the effects used to simulate

squealing rubber even worse.
Things weren't much better in
the graphics department either,
with bland backgrounds and a
car lacking in both colour and
detail. I found this surprising
since the static pictures of the
car in the pits and workshop
were very good.
Just when I thought I'd seen
the worst the program had to
offer, I took my position on the
starting grid for my first race.
And there before my eyes was
the most wooden collection of

sprites I have ever seen.
Employing an awe inspiring two
colours and two dimensions.

Not only did they look bad,
but they were animated badly
too. Limping jerkily from side to
side they appeared to spend
more time on the grass than the
road. But by this time I was past
caring.
Game control is limited to a

mouse option. Why they didn't

go for the standard accelerating,
braking and gear changing joy
stick manoeuvres that work so
well for Accolade's Test Drive I

do not know. Even when you
have mastered cornering, brak

ing and accelerating, you invari
ably drift off course as you scan
the keyboard for the gear
change keys or the desired level
of turbo boost.

Ferrari Formula One is a very
clever idea that fails completely
due to the laughable race
sequences.

Continental Circus is the

i
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I

using various joystick/fire but
ton

combinations.

You're

advised to spend most of your
time in top gear, as the car has
a nasty habit of overheating,
eventually resulting in the
spontaneous combustion of the
engine block.
Straying on to the grass or
colliding with another car puts
you in a spin. It is at this point
that you are treated to an
almost impressive sideways
view of your Formula One
machine. It's a pity that the
view you see while driving isn't
as good.
What I want to know is why
mine Is the only car that suf
fers during a collision; whether
I hit a car or it bits me, I stop
abruptly and the other machine
continues as though nothing
had happened.
I must point out that this
was a pre-production version.
rather misleading title of one of

the most popular racing games
to be found in today's arcades.

amount of time that slips away
as you accelerate from a stand
ing start.

Bearing a striking resemblance

Contact with another car or

Prix bears a passing resem

However, unless Atari make

blance to Continental Circus -

some pretty drastic changes,
such as starting all over again,

a collection of brightly coloured
racing cars that attempt to fin
ish one lap in as high a position

tion, it will appeal instantly to
the player who demands plenty

the signs that border the track
causes your engine to billow
smoke. If ignored, this damage

of action.

will escalate to a full blown fire

The game has none of Ferrari
Formula One's strategic ele
ments. Your sole objective is to
overtake the required number
of cars while completing one
lap of the race circuit. The first
circuit is in Brazil, where you
begin in 100th position and
must finish higher than 80th.
Progressing through a total
of eight different race tracks
you finally arrive in Japan
where you must finish in the
top three!
Sound and graphics are a big
improvement on Ferrari Formu
la One. The fax that accompa
nied my pre-production copy
stated that the sprites and
backgrounds had been taken
directly from the arcade
machine. I certainly would not

and finally an explosion. Your
only hope of saving the car, and
valuable time, is to limp to the
nearest pit, where the mechan
ics will extinguish the fire and
effect repairs.
Niceties such as randomly
occurring thunderstorms and

change from red to green, the
wail of naff engine sound
effects fills the air, and your

animated start and finish se

avail as the wheels don't appear
to be turning.
The car has a five speed
gearbox, a picture of which is
displayed at the top of the
screen. Gear shifts up and down
through the box are effected

to the Atari classic Pole Posi

dispute this claim, as the use of
colour and fine detail is most

impressive, as is the speed.
By the time I had qualified
for the second circuit I had just
about come to terms with the

car's performance and it was at
this point that I realised that

the car had only been warming
up.
Circuit number one's "flat

out" tactics had now to be tem

pered with the occasional use
of the brakes and two-speed

gearbox for sharp bends and
overtaking manoeuvres. The
critical factor when playing
this game is the time limit, so
you can crash as frequently as
you want while trying to com
plete one lap. However, the
snag with crashing is the

quences have all been included
at no extra cost. Continental

Circus is an all action program
that brings the glitz of the
arcades to your ST screen.
At first glance Atari's Grand

as possible.
A digitised voice announces
the start of the race, the lights

cardboard cut-out car trundles

down the starting straight. The
cars bobs up and down on its
suspension in an attempt to
simulate motion, but to no

it's doomed to failure.

The race track is narrow, the
animation unrealistic and the

response to joystick movement

sluggish, There's no sense of
speed and the sound effects are
pathetic!
Master Grand Prix, from

Dinamic, is something else
again. Climbing from the
cramped cockpit of a Ferrari I
donned my racing leathers,
pulled on my crash helmet, and
straddled an 80cc racing
motorcycle.
Gone is the standard "view

from behind the bike/car" dis

play. In its place is a multiTorn to Page 40 •
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< From Page 39

directional scrolling aerial view
of your bike, the racetrack and
the hordes of spectators.
The whole display is set out
in the shape of a clip-board with
a couple of stop watches to the
right of the screen, a blackboard
displaying your previous lap

As the chequered flag falls to
bring an end to this racing
marathon let's take a look at

the points situation. In first
place we have Fast Lane- the
"Pole Position" of 1989, a very
commendable second place
goes to Continental Circus and

time to the left, and the aerial

view of your performance in the
centre.

I was most impressed with
the detail packed in. Miniature
bushes, hay bales, tyres, adver
tising hoardings, spectators and
a grandstand all create a believ
able race circuit.

Using
the
small-scale
approach, Dinamic has managed
to link together more than 70
background screens to create
seven quite extensive circuits.

Fast Lane -

Ready when

Fast Lane suffers from none

was the occasional second of
silence as the first rate sound

of these flaws, in fact Artronic

effects faltered during a race,
but once again this could have

car's setup to suit the race con

version.

ditions.

Accidents only occurred

piay something special. The
first rate option screen offers
the choice of practice or cham
pionship, followed by a selec

passed straight through each

tion of four drivers. Once these

other.

options are out of the way you
can get on with the important

refreshing. Their use of minia
ture, yet highly detailed sprites

this difficult section. I can't

and a realistic soundtrack

comment on the control aspect

worked exceptionally well.

Going up the screen wasn't
too bad, but you've got to put
your brain into mirror image
mode if you are to get your lefts
and rights correct when you're
coming back down.
On the audio side of things,
the first prize must go to Mas

From the moment you load
up you know you are about to

object such as a bush or specta
tor. Other riders posed no threat
whatsoever, as the bikes just

starting grid with the other
competitors.
Fortunately the pre-produc
tion game had an in-built cheat
mode, allowing me to by-pass

copy.

have developed the game fur
ther to include a pit section
that allows you to alter the

been due to the pre-production

when the bike and rider made
contact with an inanimate

since the joystick routine had
still to be implemented on my

neared the edge of the track.

hear the gear changes. There

Guiding your 220Km per hour

until you have achieved one of
the top eight practice times will
you be allowed to line up on the

deserving last place is shared
by Atari Grand Prix and Fer
rari Formula One.

straight and you could even

bike around the track requires

an great degree of skill and lit
erally hours of practice. Not

Master Grand Prix, and a

you are

I found Dinamic's original
approach to a racing event most

Artronics' fast Lane, is a

motor racing game based upon
the Group C World Sports Car
Championship.
Adopting Mandarin's Lombard
RAC Rally approach to a racing
game, the player is sat inside
the car and sees the instru

ments and driver's hands, with

the main view through the
windscreen.

ter Grand Prix, as this was the

Fortunately, Artronic must

only game that appeared to be
using sampled sound effects.
The
wasp-like
whine
increased steadily in pitch as
the rider raced down a long

have noted the criticisms that

were levelled against Lombard,
namely the lousy steering
response and the rather suspect
collision detection when you

task of setting up the car.
The modifications on offer

are extensive, yet very easy to
implement. Possibly the great
est factor affecting your
chances of success is tyre selec
tion. With six types of rubber on
offer you are advised to consult
Michael Fish before making
your final decision. Other extras
include suspension settings,
brake bias and spoiler angles.
Satisfied that your machine
has been tweaked to give its all,
you can burble out on to the
track and take a shot at qualify
ing for the race. You are given
three laps in which to stake
your claim to one of the higher
places on the starting grid.
By this stage of the proceed
ings I was already a Fast Lane
fan, and by the end of the quali
fying session I was ready to go
out and buy a copy. The Spice

Nev Astley

less. The joy of Fast Lane is in
the driving - this game is to
motor racing what Falcon is to
flight simulators.
Of the games on offer I would
advise you to stay well clear of
Ferrari Formula One, it's a dis
aster. I will restrain comments

on Grand Prix until seeing the
finished version.

As for the others, Continental

Circus is a more than compe
tent traditional motor racing
arcade game, but Fast Lane has
the feel and excitement most

people expect in a racing game.
Master Grand Prix has originali

ty and sound quality on its side.
Since one game is based on
motor racing and the other on
motorcycling why not buy
both?
James Riddell

Ferrari Formula One
Sound

5

Graphics
Playability

6
5

Valuefor money

5

Overall

5

Continental Circus
Sound

8

Graphics
Playability

8
9

Value for money

8

Overall

8

SE89C is a beast of a machine -

Grand Prix

reving to 10,000 RPM, this 550
BHP machine has a top speed in
excess of 183mph and screams

Sound

6

Graphics

7

from 0 to 60 in under four sec
onds.
Somehow Artronic has man

Playability
Value for money

6
5

Overall

6

aged to convey a sense of speed

that none of the other games

Master Grand Prix

approach. Within half an hour I

Sound

9

Graphics

9

was working the gearbox like a
pro, constantly striving to
maintain peak revs and power
ing the car out of the bends to

Playability

7

Valuefor money

8

Overall

8

shave that extra fraction of a

second of my lap time.
When the time came to race
for real I must admit that I was

a little disappointed by the
Grityour teeth, put yourfoot downand s:

.MaiiHL-

appearance of the other cars,
but by this time I couldn't care

Fast Lane

Sound

8

Graphics

8

Payability
Value for money
Overall

10
9
9
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If there is a ramp there you soar
over the water with no difficulty
as long as you have the speed to

Product: Action Fighter
Price: £24.95

Supplier: Firebird/Microprose, Unit 1, Hampton
Road Industrial Estate,
Tetbury, Gloucester.

carry you over.

Flashing arrows appear on
screen to advise about safe

Tel: 0666 504326

routes to take. Once you rise

into the air you can fly at two
speeds, although initially you
have no choice but to fly slowly.
You pick up speed after col
lecting a floating bonus. In a
similar fashion to the ground

FIREBIRD springs - or
should that be flies? into action with its lat

est shoot-'em-up effort,

Action Fighter, a vertically
scrolling affair split into four

section, this air section has a

The President has assigned
you five dangerous missions in

Sega twin-rotor helicopter.
Again, you must fly into the
back of it to upgrade your

enemy territory which you read

weapons.

sections.

Once airbourne you cannot

by the latest transformer vehi
cle.

transform back into a car, but

This is actually three vehicles
in one. First you'll use the
motorcycle, which although
fairly well armed has no front or

must fly on to your mission
objective.

We have seen this game in
several incarnations and Action

Fighter does not do enough to
set it apart from the rest. It

rear protection from attack.

The second type is the car,
but you'll have to work first to
be able to use it - you collect all
four parts of the car by destroy
ing a set number of enemy vehi

would be worth a blast at £2.95,
even £4.95 - but £24.95? Not a
chance.

Paul Rigby

cles.

Once you have the ability to
change into the car you can tog
gle between it and the motorcy
cle with the spacebar.
Unlike the motorcycle, the

Sound

4

Graphics
Placability
Valuefor Money

6
5
4

Overall

5

car can withstand attacks from
its front and rear and if an

enemy vehicle rams its side the
car will not veer sharply.
However, just when you

First set off on your bike shoot

thought things were getting a
bit easier you are attacked by

ing at passing traffic, avoiding
sudden bends and taking care

helicopters.

not to follow dead-end roads.

reverse firing and limited invul
nerability.
However, if you lose a life you
will also lose all of your new

When you have managed to
collect the final two icons you
can change to the jet-car and
take to the air. However, any

While you are dodging and
shooting at those around you a

weapons. Speed has to be con
stantly watched, as you can

Sega lorry will drive in front of
you and hover around for a

avoid collisons by driving rela
tively slowly. You will only

items you collected while run
ning on the road will be lost.

while. Drive inside it to receive

bounce off other vehicles rather

an upgraded set of weapons -

than exploding.

How do you play the game?

double fire power, missiles,

ajhy

Poor controls don't help give

this game addictive quality,
which is a pity because the
many interesting features are
out of the average player's
reach. If you enjoy a strong
challenge this could be worth
taking a look at.
Phil Lawson

Also some roads end in water.
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Bring Back The Glory Days, the brief of the newly appointed
PLAYER MANAGER, an International class player, as he takes
charge of a third division club. His success depends on four distinct
aspects of the game.

M****'
AMIG

ST £19.!
CBM 64 - SP
ARI 800 £9.95

retaining it's pace, flavour and the universally acclaimed game
play. Play in your position or control the nearest player.
The first option combined with a tailor made tactics can
play havoc in the opposition goal mouth.
MANAGERIAL SKILLS

Devising winning tactics, acquiring players with right skills
from the Transfer market and selecting a well balanced team
is the test of his Managerial skills. When to hang his boots up
is the toughest decision he has to make.

!-AMSTRAD-

l £14.95 (Disc)

Over a thousand players in the four division league.
Each player with a unique combination of the
following attributes: SHOOTING ACCURACY,
PASSING ACCURACY, PACE, STAMINA, APPLI
CATION, AGGRESSION, HEIGHT and TACKLING
SKILL,

These attributes are influenced by the player's

TACTICS

Age, Mental and Physical Dexterity, Quality of
Experience, Weight, Temperament and Morale.

Four well proven tactics are provided to suit most situations
but you can design your own tactics. See the tactics in action

disciplinary points, unsuitable playing position

There are several other factors such as injury,

using trr

Hosts of other factors like referees, injuries, disciplinary problems, team morale etc. can lay to waste the best laid
plans of a manager. The PLAYER MANAGER brings everyday realities of a Manager's life, his talents as a manager
and a player into a sharp FOCUS. THE FOCUS IS ON YOU.

by Cheque,

Telephone No.: 0322 92513/92518.

FAX No.: 0
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Program: Murders in
Venice
Price: £29.99

Supplier: Infogrames, Mitre
House, Abbey Road,
Enfield, Essex EN1 2RQ.
Tel: 01-364 0123

SOMEWHERE, some

time, the ultimate

tation of cobra skins and a ter
rorist bomb threat.

adventure awaits us

After a stunning loading

all. Don't look now,

sequence, you carry out your

but I believe I have found it.
Murders in Venice is the latest

investigations in a small area
around St Mark's Square. Your

graphical escapade from the
Infogrames stable and features
the excellent presentation and
development you would expect
to find in a game from that

duties begin at 7am on the day
following a murder and burglary,
but you have only until noon,

company - and a lot more

when the terrorist bomb is due

to go off. Traditional adventure
searching techniques apply, but

besides.

you must also make full use of

This graphical adventure though it defies such restrictive
labelling - comes on two singlesided discs along with full docu
mentation and a bag full of
goodies in stylish and colourful
packaging.
The goodies are an assort

clues and other devices within

ment of real artifacts, including
a purse, scissors, a 35mm film

cartridge, bits of pasta, tickets,
postcards and so on - but more
about that in moment.

You play the role of a Venice
police detective investigating a
series of crimes including mur
der, burglary, the illegal impor

the game.
You conduct your task on a

smooth laterally scrolling
screen, giving you an elevation
perspective of the waterfront
either side of St Mark's Square the graphics are outstanding.
You are depicted in a digitised
photo as closely resembling
Humphrey Bogart in The Mal

Nowwhere's thatbutler got to?

tese Falcon.

Using the mouse you scroll
along the houses and canals and
click on anything which may
interest you - the manual gives
you clues as to where to look.
Then, utilising a set of icons at
the bottom of the screen, you
can perform your studies, which

may involve verbal inquiries,
body searches, examination of
documents, photography, notetaking or exploration of rooms
and apartments.

performed using scissors and
paste icons.
It would have been nice to be

able to output the photos and
jottings to printer, as continual

Any person you meet is also

reference to the files can be a

depicted in an individual digi
tised photograph and using the
camera icon you can photo

little tedious. But then again, a
detective's life is hardly all fun

graph each acquaintance and
store your pictures in a small

album represented by a film
icon.

You can also take notes using
an on-screen personal organiser,
and in turn may transfer notes

and photographs to a set of files
represented by a filing drawer
icon. These
tasks are

and games.
In a number of instances you
will find clues related to the

person you are currently inves
tigating. It is on these occa
sions that the bag of goodies
comes into use, for all those
artifacts are in fact real clues.

The paper ones, such as the

tickets and passes, are particu
larly important and should be

treated very seriously. In one
case you must cut up a 16

piece montage and
reassemble it to give
you an accurately
marked map of your

area of investiga
tion.

This gamejust about has it all
It is superbly produced, mar
vellous fun to play, realistic,
addictive, interactive and most

of all cerebrally stimulating. I
have been hooked to itfor over
a fortnight now. I still haven't

found whodunnit - and my
v

These physical
clues add a novel
extension to the

game and bring
interaction with the

real world. They also
represent an excellent

anti-piracy tech
nique and one

study is littered with clues. I
place Murders in Venice a cbse

which other com

second to Eliteas myfavourite
all-time game on any micro.

sider following.

Jayne West

panies may con
After all, you
lessen the
need for

complex
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program protection codes, and
at the same time give users
something extra for their

Product: Rainbow Warrior
Price: £24.95

money.

The only problem I found
was that I needed a large table
to assemble and sift the clues

while I was playing the game.
I suggest that you make
careful notes and continually
update and cross reference
your files if you wish to be suc
cessful. Don't take everything
you hear as gospel, and don't
forget to go back and interro
gate your suspects again if you
discover a new clue which may
have a bearing upon them or
what they may previously have
The police station and the
Christiani Hotel are good start
ing points for your investiga
tions and your police chief will
help you with initial informa
tion; after that you are on your
own. However, private investi
gator Marcello Goldoni may or
may not be of assistance. Also
take special note of the bits of
pasta which seem to litter vari
ous ports of call.
If you fail to prevent the
bomb from exploding at midday
you have a real surprise in
store! If you discover it in time,
you will have to diffuse it, and
it's no good attempting a try-itand-see approach.

Once again a game feature
helps you. Tucked away in the
police headquarters is a dummy
bomb on which you can prac
tise. I suggest you try it out

and have fun working out the
timing mechanism. It took me
over a dozen goes to diffuse the

gambit

Road Industrial Estate,

Tetbury, Gloucester.

who struggles to board the
ship.

The third game, save the
I N a rather unlikely pairing,
Microprose, one of the
most warlike software
houses either side of the

Atlantic, has teamed up with
Greenpeace to produce a multi

part game based on a highly
original subject - saving the
planet from pollution.

said.

Green

Supplier: Microstyle/Micro
prose, Unit 1, Hampton

Teh 0666 504326

Rainbow Warrior arrives with

three discs, a Greenpeace appli
cation form and a 70 page man
ual which contains interesting
details of Greenpeace's activi
ties. The program contains

seven sub-games which can be
accessed via an icon menu.

The first game asks you to
prevent the discharge of nuclear
waste into the sea by blocking
four underwater pipe outlets.
You control a dolphin who col
lects and guides a Greenpeace

whale, resembles a sort of

Breakout game with the bat
being a whale, the object being
to clear the bricks to expose a
picture of whale poster. Several
additional features are includ

ed, such as whaling ships which
sail by shooting at the whale.
The next sub-game has you
trying to attach 12 letters to

collect the letters which float

by and then climb the chimney
to attach the letters while

avoiding numerous nasties.
Part five asks you to stop the

tations.

The sub-games are simplistic
and while the graphics are very
good, the gameplay is lacking.
Unfortunately the result is a
mediocre offering.
Paul Rigby
Sound

6

Graphics
Playability
Value for Money

8
4
5

Overall

5

depletion of the ozone layer by
destroying aerosal cans that
float by spraying harmful mists
into the atmosphere. If the
ozone is breached harmful radi

must be navigated on the way.
Next comes a game involving
jumping aboard a ship which is
dumping harmful materials. The
objective is to take over three
cranes which control the dump

and reach the cubs before the
hunters do.

the outlets, and various hazards

pollution-free world.
Microprose must be congrat
ulated for having the guts to
take such an unlikely stance in
software production, but the
game does not live up to expec

chimneys to spell "Stop Acid
Rain". The campaigner must

ation falls on passing wildlife.
In part six, save the seals,
you spray the cub's pelts with
dye to make them useless for
commercial exploitation. After
collecting your can of dye you
must jump over the ice floes

diver around sixteen screens to

I

Using popular means to push
politicalpolicies is never wel
come, but Greenpeace has
actually produced a nice piece
of software. Thegraphics and
sound are reasonable, but the

disturbing sceens of seal

ing. In the meantime a rain of

The climax of the game is to

culling may put off many
potential buyers.

barrels, missiles and so on fall

free the spirit of Rainbow War

Henry Dee

towards the Greenpeace man

rior by creating a picture of a

dummy correctly. The real
bomb isn't identical, but prac
tice certainly shortens the odds
on success.

If the investigations get too
tiring you may also take time
out in the make-up room in the
theatre. Here, using paintbox
techniques, you can alter your
appearance or that of the pho
tographs of your suspects. All
good fun and helpful to your
task.
This is without doubt the

best adventure-type game I
have seen for the ST - it even

puts War in Middle Earth and
Indiana Jones in the shade and is one I recommend with

out hesitation to all gamers.
Pendragon

Atmosphere

9

Graphics
Playability
Value for money

9
9
9

Overall

9

Canyou ban the whaleand save the bomb - orvice-versa
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PLAYER

Option to practice and learn bal
and practice penalties.
One or two player option: 4 distinct tactics.
League competition for 1 to 8 players. Load and
Save league facility,
pie controls to dri1
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•ST £19.
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- SPECTRUM - AMSTRA

ATARI 800 £9.95 Cass/£14.95 Disc
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NEW PLAYER ATTRIBUTES - EXTRA TACTICS - FOUR DIFFERENT PLAYING SURFACES - LEAGUE

AT 3 LEVELS - FULL CONTROL OF POWER (SHOOTING, PASSING, CHIP AND HEADERS) - NEW
REFEREES AND MUCH MORE.

;VG - 88% - Most playable soccer simulation in
* ZZAP - 96% - So Realistic, So Fun, Soooo Addictive. Boots all other football simulations over the crossbar.

* AMIGA FORMAT -GOLD -91% -The best football game on the Amiga to date.
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* THE ONE - 88% - The game is such a joy to play. By far the best to appear on 16 bit.

'fg

* POPULAR COMPUTING WEEKLY -94% - The opposition gets blown away by the utter brilliance
of KICK OFF, which has the proper options and the best gameplay seen in any football game.
* THE ACE - A great football game that will have you queuing up for a season ticket.
* NEW COMPUTER EXPRESS-Simply the best football sim. we've played on any micro. It's fast, furious and immense fun. Goand buy it.
* THE GAMES MACHINE - 87% - Best 16 bit soccer simulator yet. True football skills are needed in every sense of the word.
* ST USER - The whole game is a complete delight to play and immediately addictive. This is one of the fastest and most exiting
action games around and it just has to be the best football simulation yet.

ANCO SOFTWARE LTD., UNIT 10, BURNHAM TRADING ESTATE, LAWSON ROAD,
DARTFORD, KENT.
Mail Order by Cheque, Postal Order, ACCESS or VISA.
Telephone No.: 0322 92513/92518.
FAX No.: 0322 93422.
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role of a ghost trying to clear
your name, rescue your col

Product: Scapeghost
Price: £19.95

league who is being held
hostage, recover the drugs and
catch your murderers.

Supplier: Level 9, PO Box
39, Weston-Super-Mare,
Avon BS24 9UR.

No mean feat in itself, but

Teh 0934 814450

made even harder by the fact
that you only have three nights
in which to accompish all this.
WHEN

the

comes

for

time

the

Golden Chalice
Awards of 1989
rest assured that Level 9's

newest baby is going to be a
serious contender for the high
est accolade. Scapeghost is des
tined to join those adventures
which are de rigeuc in any
adventurer's collection. I urge
you to buy it as soon as possi
ble and can promise that you
won't regret it.
The plot centres around Alan
Chance, an undercover detec

tive in the drugs squad whose
cover has blown and who was

accordingly bumped off by
those he was investigating.
The game starts at your own
funeral with you playing the

I find that the most memo
rable adventures are those

which capture my imagination
right from the start and where
my involvement has been total.
Level 9 is truly brilliant at set
ting the scene and creating an
atmosphere whereby graphics
are rendered redundant.

Your mind's eye is awakened
instantly. From the first scene
at your funeral to the climax at
the gang's hideout, you are

you can select which of three
parts you wish to play. Each
part requires a different
approach, thus enriching the
game's appeal.
Part one basically involves
the recruitment of eight cohabi
tants at the dark November

graveyard. Though you need
their help to delay the crooks,
as in Knight Ore, none will help
you until you have aided them.
Also this section sees you

develop your skills at levitation,
starting from the lightest object
- thistledown - to the heaviest,

a gnomon - that's the blade
thingy on a sundial for those
who never played Trinity.
Next you visit the gang's
hideout to gather enough evi
dence to persuade the authori

taken on a roller coaster ride,

ties that foul deeds are afoot,

where as a player you don't

and find out where the perpetra
tors may now be found.
One of the most satisfying
puzzles ever set in an adventure

want to switch off until the
adventure is solved.

You will get so involved that
you will feel that you cannot
possibly leave your character
halfway through the quest.
Like its recent predecessors,

is to be found here. You have to

find the means of extracting a
corpse from a water tank in an
attic to a hallway two floors

down, but lacking the necessary
levitational skills to do it. It's

Life after

been a very long time since
this hardened adventurer
sat back with such

a self-satisfied grin.
The other problem is
getting the authorities
to come to the

hideout, the major
problem

I

being the fact that the phone
has been ripped from the wall.
Timing is crucial in the third
and final section, and it's a

question of being in the right
place at the right time. You
need to find five different ways
of distracting an ex-boxer on
lookout. The police are on the
way and every delaying tactic
must be employed to ensure
that the hideout is surrounded.

You have your work cut out

as the hostage needs rescuing
from the cellar and the drugs
grabbing from the kitchen. Your
spectral skills now embrace bending metal, charging static,
as well as manifesting yourself.

It goes without saying that all
these will be needed before you
solve the game.
The handrawn accompanying
pictures are superb and their
dark brooding quality lends

itself perfectly to the game,
which is simply great. No prob
lem is impossible, but that is
not to say that the game is
straightforward. However, an
inexperienced adventurer will

be able to make satisfactory
headway in each of the three
parts before the brick walls are
met. Yet with thought those
walls can gradually be pulled
down.

I sincerely hope that sales of
this game are sufficiently
strong to entice Level 9 to
write another Ingrid sequel. A
poster of that infamous femme
fatale is included in the pack

aging with her wrapped in a
stole and counting her gold.
Can she be left simply mar
ried to Jasper guickbuck? I
dearly hope not. Level 9 is
unquestionably master of the
game and have produced anoth
er gem in Scapeghost. The best
so far this year.
Bruce Marshall
Sound

n/a

Graphics
Value/or money

9
10

Playabilty

10

Overall

10

Level9 is the masterof adven
ture games and Scapeghost is
one of its best to date. The
puzzles are difficult and will
soon have you pulling your
hair out, but don't give up as
they can all be solved by
applying the grey matter. Rec
ommended for all adventure
fans.
Roland Waddilove
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Sub-aqua antics
Product: Kayden Garth
Price: £19.95

Supplier: Active Sales, Stu
dio Centre, 1 Ranelagh
Gardens, London SW6
3PA.

Tel: 01 384 2701

K A Y D E N Garth is an
unusual name for an

unusual game. Its
objective is quite sim
ple, you have to find out what
has happened on the underwa
ter world of Kayden Garth and

then find a way of leaving the
planet again.
Trouble began on February
13, 2465 on the underwater

world of Kayden Garth in the
system of Beta Draconis, where
a huge island called Munor
serves as a prison for the many
criminals of the Galactic Feder
ation.

In

orbit around Kayden

Garth, is an automatic surveil

lance station which keeps a
watchful eye on the exiled crim
inals.

On the fateful day an emer
gency call reached headquarters
from the surveillance station

telling the Federation that the
station was being pulled rapidly
towards the planet's surface.
Upon hearing this worrying
news, H.Q. sent a four-man unit
disguised as exiled criminals to

pleted, your party is taken to
Kayden Garth. As it would be

confusing trying to control four
people at the same time, only
one is shown on the screen, rep
resenting the whole party.
As you wander across Munor
you will encounter many
strange creatures, including
Rambock and Gobblers, which

will follow and attack you. When
you are engaged in battle, the
graphics change from a birds
eye view to a front view, so you
can see exactly what damage
you are causing - and vice
versa.

Your life span depends on
how many hitpoints you have.
Every time a creature shoots
one of your party members with
a laser, the person shot loses
hitpoints, the number depend
ing on the creature's strength.
Fortunately you can choose the
amount of hitpoints you require
at the beginning of the game.
There are dangerous dun
geons waiting to be explored,
but beware, you can easily lose
your life in them. When I first
played Kayden Garth, I didn't
think much of the graphics and
the gameplay was extremely
slow. As I progressed though, I
became addicted, discovering
new places to go and new crea

party. They are an odd choice
and take some getting used to.
That apart, the plot is excellent,
the game unique and well worth
a try.
Sarah Garner

tures to battle.

The graphics are simple, but
complicated ones are not need

infiltrate the colony.
This one-disc game begins by
asking you to select the race,
occupation and ability for each

ed to make the game interest
ing. There isn't much sound,
but that used is of good quality.
The game's main problem lies

member of the team. Once com

in the keys used to control your

Sound

8

Graphics
Playability
Value/or money

6
7
8

Overall

8

An interesting game in the
pretty familiarD&D style. Dif
ficult to play atfirst, but once
you are used to the awkward
controls the games addictive
qualities easily outway the
poorgraphics.
Henry Dee

QUICK PEEK

Damocles
Supplier: Novagen Software
(021-449 9516)

and save the planet from disas

thousands of different locations

ter. Sounds familiar. However,

to explore.

you're not alone in this mission.
Benson, a nineth generation PC
and star of the hit game Merce
nary, is your constant compan
ion, guide and mentor, complete

ERIS is the fifth planet in the
Gamma solar system, which in a

with a weird sense of humour.

few hours is going to be hit by

moons are in orbit around the
star Dialis. With more than 30

the comet Damocles. Your task

is to fly between the planets,
search bases, towns and cities,
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Nine planets and their 19

cities containing hundreds of
buildings you'll literally find

You can watch sunsets and

moon rises from within build

ings. If you're already on a

the galaxy and discover all man
ner of strange places.
If Damocles had a care for the

mechanics of flying it would be
the best 16 bit flight simulator

moon, watch the planet rise
instead, then jump into your
ship and fly there.
Clues abound in the objects
and places you'll encounter.
One nice feature is that if you
fail to save the planet the game

control and contempt for any
form of constraint, you're free
to go anywhere, do anything
and see everything. A brilliantly
absorbing game with high speed
solid 3D graphics.

doesn't end. You can still roam

Phil Lawson

ever. As it is, with its ease of

You are Captain Kirk!
You are Captain TKirk, the Enterprise is yours and your mission is to drop off three
intergalactic ambassadors on asafe planet, without starting awar.
You can interact freely with your crew - Spofk, Scotty and the
f
usual team are there, but you are pitted against the remorseless
*
aggression of Klaa and the Klingons, and you have to escape
'"
from the deadly Barrier Zone.
The revolutionary graphics create
the most realistic game ever.

The play of Star Trek Vchanges I* suit the

SS

,

challenge at hand. The strategy and action is your
responsibility. Not only do you have to deal with outside
forces, but all is not well within the Starship. Just how
good a Captain are you?

•
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functions of various keys and

Up periscope
Product: Red Storm Rising
Price: £24.95

Supplier: Microprose, Unit 1,

Hampton Road Industrial
Estate, Tetbury, Glos.
GL8 8LD

Tel: 0666 54326

B

ASED on the book by
Tom Clancy, Red
Storm Rising has you

as the commander of
an American nuclear attack sub
marine. A war between the

showing a small graphic image
for each - definitely recom
mended for the beginner.
On starting to play you are
asked to select one of four time

periods. In 1984 the Russian
navy lack western technology,
but your own sub is limited to
the original Mark 48 torpedo
and the Harpoon missile.

periscope. Your craft is shown
as a small coloured square
against a blue background while
enemy craft are in different

wire leaving you helpless.
Most of the weapons are PAP
homing, which means a Planned
Activation Point can be set

technology from the west and

colours.

using a cursor on the display

introduced two new submarines,

The tactical display can be
zoomed in and out to provide a

screen. The weapon then homes

Sierra and Kilo. In response,
your torpedo has been upgraded

range of scaled views varying
from close up to long distance.
Enemy craft must be detected
by means of radar and sonar
before they show on the display,
so nasty surprises are quite
common if you neglect to
utilise these basic controls.

on to any target within a 90
degree arc ahead of it. Enemy
missiles often have the same

capability.

A weapon may also have a
search capability so that if it is

jammed and misses it will cir
cle, search for the target and
try to home-in and attack

In 1988, the time the novel is
set in, the Russians have stolen

and the Tomahawk missile
introduced.

Further improvements to
both sides are introduced in the
1992 and 1996 scenarios.

After a warship identification
test, where you compare a

graphic on screen to an illustra
tion in the manual, you are

superpowers seems inevitable,

Having located and selected a
target, your tubes can be loaded

Throughout the action you

asked to select your own vessel

as the Soviets prepare to take

with a variety of missiles rang

are faced with a veritable bat

over the Middle Eastern oil

ing from torpedos to Toma
hawks and again, time must be
spent giving the orders for this,
as your crew, while obedient,

tery of readouts which cover

or let the computer choose one
for you.
Then the level of difficulty is
picked. They cover introductory

fields.

A glance at the 100 plus page
manual is enough to convince

you that this is no a game for
those who seek instant gratifi
cation by blowing hordes of
opponents to smithereens in
the least possible time.
The basic action is displayed

using any one of four screens tactical, weapons, defense or

lack initiative.

Once fired, torpedos are

attached to your ship by a fine
wire, through which you main
tain control - handy if the tar

get changes after the weapon
was fired. However, steering
tight turns is likely to snap the

again.

your own heading and speed,
the bearings of detected con
tacts and the state of your
launched weapons. To say this

is confusing at first is an under
statement. You'll need patience
to unravel the figures at speed,
make sense of them, and act

according to the results.
The packaging includes a
keyboard overlay naming the

for the novice, normal for casu

al players, serious for those
wanting a stiffer challenge and
ultimate for the expert.
Next comes the action selec

tion. Again many options are
available from simple training

right through to the Red Storm
Rising campaign which lasts for

Futuristic

fantasy
entertainment is dreaming.
Product: Interphase
Price: £24.95

Supplier: Mirrorsoft, Irwin
House, 118Southwark
Street, London SE1 OSW.
Tel: 01-583 3494

I T is nice to see original
software, and Interphase
on Mirrorsoft's Imageworks label scores full

I

marks in this department. The
closest game to it is Starglider
2, and at times the games do
look similar, but there are many

;,; 111 • l i l f 111 •
Mirror yourfantasies in dreamtime
50 Atari ST User January 1990

differences.

Dreams can be recorded and
stored on dream tracks, which

are rather like compact discs.
Dreamtracks are produced by
multi-million dollar corpora
tions which employ dreamers to
produce fatasies which are then
recorded. The companies dis
covered that by putting sublimi
nal messages in the dreamtracks they could influence the

thoughts and actions of anyone
using them.

A plot to destabilise society
by putting political and subver
sive messages in dreamtracks

It's a futuristic fantasy set in

was discovered by a dreamer

a time when the main form of

called Chadd, and what's more,

SOFTWARE

many missions and hours.
Apart from several partially
animated still graphics and the
periscope view, visual displays
are plain but relatively informa
tive and presumably a fair
reflection of the type of infor

Sound

5

Sonar Reports...

Graphics
Playability
Value for money

8
7
9

* flint avoost* c o n t f l c

Overall

8

... Bearing 203 des

XO Report
8

in reality. Sound is also limited
- no monotonous background
tunes thank goodness.

Weapons Officer Reports.
Weapons Loadout
Reloads

Tube 1 I Empty

This simulation seems to

have been well thought out and
the addict should get hours of
pleasure. The more casual play

er will probably become bogged
down in the welter of informa

tion and options, and will need
considerable patience.
Pat Winstanley

knots

Our Depth 290 foot

mation that would be available

At last, a good strategy game
to keep me occupied during the
long winter evenings. The real
istic and tactical gameplay
makes Red Storm Risingone of
the better WW HI games

16 Mark48
Sealanec
4
Harpoon
13 T a s m

'ubo 81 Empty
Tuba 31 Empty
41 Empty

-Utions...

Weak surf

around.

Phil Lawson

Ifyou want tostay alive keepchecking thestatus reports

Your submarines nerve centre complete with sonar, torpedo control and theThree Stooges

one of his own dreams was

being used.

spheres. The mouse controls
your movement - you can accel

camera and door locking mech
anism. The girl will then move
to the next section.

The dreamtrack master disc

erate, fly forwards, backwards,

hasn't yet been sent to the
duplicators, so Chadd enlists
the help of his girlfriend and
breaks into the company's high
security building to steal back

climb and bank to the left and

Now there are two more

right.
Enemy ships occasionally
home in and attack, but they
are easily disposed of with your

his dreamtrack.

cannon.

His girlfriend enters the
building and with the aid of

This isn't a simple shoot-'emup however, and clicking on an
onscreen button brings up the
building's blueprints. Marked on

doors barring her way. Go to
the map, zoom in and lock on
the navigation computer, go
back to the game and blast 'em.
Eventually the girl will make
her way to the lift which takes
her up to the next floor - and a
whole host of new security

some futuristic Heath Robinson

technology Chadd enters the
computer security system in his
dreams. In this game, you are
Chadd inside the computer and
your task is to guide your girl

avoided.

security cameras, and your girl

Interphase initially looks
quite complicated, but the
gameplay is quite simple. Pro

friend through the building to

overview.

the dreamtrack disc.

Pressing the right mouse but
ton homes in on the girl and
clicking on the mess button dis
plays a message from her. She is

The game starts with you fly
ing down a tunnel - one of the
computer's data lines. The aim
in this short section is simply
to avoid bumping into the walls
or the vertical and horizontal

stuck in reception behind a
locked door and beyond that is
a security camera.
Clicking on the camera and

viding you study the blueprint
carefully and knock out the
appropriate security systems
you should be able to progress
quickly.
The sound effects are top
quality, with real samples
mixed with computer generated
effects. The graphics can't be

bars. This done you pass
through a door into a large

then on the Nav button locks in

faulted - the 3D graphics are

chamber.

the navigational computer.

superbly drawn and the anima

The 3D solid vector graphics
are very similar to Starglider 2
and most objects are construct
ed from solid polygons or

Click on the exit button to

tion is smooth and fast. The

return to the 3D game, then

variety of gameplay - switching
from 3D arcade blasting to puz
zling out the security systems

locate - by following the naviga
tion arrows - and destroy the

Sound

9

Graphics
Playability
Value for money
Overall

10
10
9
9

devices to be neutralised or

it are all the doors, lifts and
friend. You can zoom in for
more detail or back out for an

on the blueprint, and reading
messages and accessing data
banks - makes sure you won't
easily lose interest. Interphase
is likely to be a big seller, and
deservedly so. Recommended.
Janice Murray

Interphase looks like a varia
tionon Starglider 2, and if you

liked that then you'!! probably
like this too. It has 3D arcade

sections for shoot-'em-up
enthusuasts, but you'll also
have many puzzles.to solve,
making this a thinking man's and woman's - game. Well
thought out gameplay and
good programming will make
this a winner.

Roland Waddilove
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Sends
Use this space to sell your unwanted
Atari products to our readers. They're
• Atari 520STFM, 1Mb drive, 1Mb
external drive, mouse, mouse mat,
joysticks and over £900 software. As

modulator, brand new, never been
used, £40. Tel:0274 575820.

new £750 ono. Phone 0256 64315

• Atari 520STFM, Superpack 5
monthsold, DSDD, mouse,with Silica
starter pack, £270. Tel: 0206 46447
after 6pm.

evenings after 6pm.
• P2200 NEC 24-pin printer for sale
£250 plus Z88 with 32k Ram, 32k
Eprom, printer lead, PSU,Topper and
Z88 to STFM software. Phone 0626
832863.

• WantedInfocom'sBureaucracy and
Enchanter. Excellent condition only.
Good price offered. Desperate, please
Phone Dave on 0761 412851.

• Wanted: 0.5Mb memory upgrade
pay up to £60 only. Phone Paul nowon
Doncaster (0302) 722777 for Atari
STFM.

• HiSoftPower Basic complete. Used
once. £21. Tel: 0272 854693.

• International penpals wanted!. All
letters will be answered. Write in

• Multiface ST with guarantee £30,
DT's Olympic Challenge £8, Crazy Cars
II £7, Veteran £5, Overlander £5,
Wizball £5, Leaderboard £5, Disector

Swedish,English or French to:Mandus
Soderberg, Silvermynts Grand 8,
545173 Uddevalla, Sweden.

ST£10, Five Star Pack£10. Tel: 0803

• GFA version 2, Interpreter and
Compiler boxedperfect £25. Tel: 0953

615057 evenings.

860832.

• Wanted Atari ST User issues vol 2

no 2 to vol 3 no 5 inclusivevery good
price given Tel: 051-355 1834 after
7.30pm.
• Surface mounted ram chips for
newer

520STFMs

£60.

Simon:

Basingstoke (0256) 22948.

• Atari ST range external TV

• First Word Plus in original box
complete withmanual, £30. Tel: 0606
871504.

• Protext £50, HiSoft basic £25,
Microsoft Write £10, Protect Office

on your STl
Now you can use an ST
(or any other computer)
to send correspondence
in seconds to ANY of

Superbase Personal £10, phone Doug:

the many millions of fax
machines in ANY part of

0494 715754.

the world.

£10, Multiface ST £25, Swiftcalc £10,

Ads will be accepted under the following conditions:
• This service is EXCLUSIVELY for the use of private readers. No
trade ads will be allowed.

• To avoid encouraging software piracy, all ads will be carefully
vetted before they are accepted.
• Ads can only be accepted on this form (or a photocopy of it).

And if you want you can
send the same fax to up
to 500 different addresses

• There is no maximum to the number of words you include. If there
is insufficient room on the form, continue on a separate sheet of
paper.

• The cost is 20p per word, with a minimum of 10 words.
• We GUARANTEE your ad will go in the next available issue of
Atari ST User.

PLEASE PRINT THIS AD IN
THE NEXT AVAILABLE ISSUE

simultaneously.
All you need, in addition to
your computer, are a

telephone, a modem - and
a subscription to MicroLink.
Fax is just another of the
many new services now
available on MicroLink,

Britain's fastest-growing
electronic mail provider.

Cheque enclosed for £

electronic mail and

(minimum £2 for 10 words),

payable to Database Publications Ltd

frtaoU*jE5SS

Name_
Address.

Details from 0527 64295

POST TO: Atari ST User Classifieds, Europa House,

Adlington Park, London Road, Adlington,
Macclesfield, Cheshire SK10 4NP.
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Manager
-The Worlds Most Sophisticated Personal Finance Program
If you run a personal bank account and have an Atari ST then
you need "PERSONAL FINANCE MANAGER".
AS EASY TO USE AS A CALCULATOR

PFM makes full use of the ST's Gem interface, if you need to
amend or update an entry or Standing order simply click on it.
Your screen looks just like a bank statement!
STANDING ORDERS & DIRECT DEBITS EATEN ALIVE

PFM handles Credit and Debit — Monthly, Quarterly, Yearly and
even complicated regular payments like 12 payments of £52.99
followed by one of £12.50, PFM.will check the date and
automatically insert standing orders as they become due.
BUDGET WITH EASE, AT THE CLICK OF A MOUSE

Ifyou're the type that likesto lookaheadthen PFM allows youto
set budgets for both expenditure and income. Up to 10 budgets

can be set over a year, a quarter or a month and then displayed
either in figures or as a bar graph for a given period. Income/
expenditure for these budgets can also be shown as a pie chart
so you can tell at a glance where your money's gone. PFM also
allows you to display or print your budget groups selectively so
you can see your expenditure quickly and easily.
BALANCING WITH YOUR
LONGER A JUGGLING ACT

BANK ACCOUNT IS

NO

When you get your bank Statement or a balance from an
autobank machine you can confirm it with PFM quickly and

easily. Simply select PFM's unique "Auto Balance" option and
type in the balance as given by the bank and PFM will attempt to
balance and highlight entries that have not yet been processed
through the bank.

Home Finance Program By Peter Veale.
Here's what the critics say:

"PFM is one of those rare programs with which it is easy to feel
comfortable from the first time you run it."
Ron Massey, ST USER
"Personal Finance Manager is a sophisticated home financial

package, it will probably help you save money."
ST UPDATE.

"PFM is just the ticket if your expenditure is as disorganised as
mine."

POPULAR COMPUTING WEEKLY.
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MAIN ACCOUNT SCREEN

BUDGET COMPARISON BARGRAPH SHOWING BUDGETS

OTHER FEATURES
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PIE CHART SHOWING SELECTED
ENTRIES OVER CHOSEN DATES

BALANCE DISPLAY SHOWING
HIGHS & LOWS OVER
SELECTED DATES

& ACTUAL EXPENDITURE
OR INCOME

Free 30-Day Trial
Order direct from MICHTRON

* The number of entries is limited only by memory size
* You define the file size

* Old entries are automatically deleted
* Automatically places entries in date order

and if you are not 100% satis
fied, return within 30daysfora
full refund.
NOT COPY PROTECTED

* European or U.S.A. date formats

TO ORDER:
SEND TO: MICHTRON

* Balance of account graph

PO BOX 68, St. Austell,

* Moveable and re-sizeable windows

* Run multiple bank accounts by simply using different file

BY PHONE:

WITH CREDIT CARDS. *
TELE: (0726) 68020.
£30.95 (incl P&P).

Cornwall. PL25 4YB.

Allow 28 Days for delivery

names

* Facility to check off items against statements
* Locates cheques written months ago in seconds

LJ Cheque enclosed made payable to MICHTRON

* Selective print features for dates/statements/standing

I I Please debit my credit card account:

orders and budgets

Please send me Personal Finance Manager at £30.95 (incl P&P)

tl

Expiry date:

T3

Name

IHicliYron

Address.

Signed:

I

ADVENTURES
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m

DVENTCRES
Pendragon sheds a few tears
over the departure of Level 9
JUMPING goblins, is my head sore!

Level 9. The company, which has pro

If this month's column seems a

duced 16 adventures for the ST, is

bit jaded it is because I am suf

now expending its efforts on arcade
games, but not before a final adven

fering from a king-sized hangover
caused by a friendly blow from Mordred's mace. The New Year was her
alded in at Camelot with a massive

banquet, to which I invited all of my
knights and their ladies.
Among the mead swillers and mace
swingers, much of the conversation
surrounded postulations as to which
were the best adventures of 1989.

ture release, Scapeghost - formerly
titled Spook - due very soon.
This move is obviously due to com
mercial pressures, and while arcade
fanatics may well whet their whistles
in anticipation, us adventure buffs will
certainly shed quite a few tears.
On the release front there are three

quite different games to announce.

Arguments were heated and differ

From Entertainment International

ences many, but most of my knights
were agreed that the following took the

comes a superb graphic RPG entitled
Time. This game, as its name implies,

Out
with
the
old
and
in with the new
honours as the best five adventures to

involves journeys through time and

be released last year.

space as you endeavour to complete

your quest.

1 War in Middle Earth Melbourne
House

2 Indiana Jones and

the Last Crusade

LucasfUm/
US Gold

SKult

Infogrames

4 Fish

Magnetic
Scrolls

5 Zombi

UbiSoft

Despite the absence of Magnetic
Scrolls for most of 1989 and only two

Meanwhile Infogrames brings us a

blockbuster from the USA called Sim

City. This wonderful game of strategy
has really stormed the charts in the

States and owes something in design
to Populous.

From the software underground that is, it has received absolutely no
publicity from its British distributors -

is the second of the Manhunter adven
tures. Titled Manhunter San Fran

cisco, it will surely be a chart topper

Infocom releases in that time, I tend to

concour with all suggestions. I must
add that these games also put adven
tures from previous years pretty much
in the shade.

A separate award was reserved for
the best role-playing game of the year
and this was shared, by common
assent, by TSR's Heroes of the Lance

and Image Work's Bloodwych.
Anyway, enough of that, let's get
down to more pressing business. Very
sad news to reach my ears this month
concerns the demise from the adven

ture market of masters of the genre,
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Make your choice in Heroes of the Lance

ADVENTURES

I

Overture and beginners
T H E vast majority of ST adven
tures have, for reasons best

known to their authors, a large
element of magical or non-logical

score

actions within them.
Some of the more naive adventure

knowledge imparted at the outset of
the game that you must learn magik
as you progress through the adven

writers seem to think that we enjoy
hammering at the keys for hours and
hours before hitting upon some
obscure magical word or action. What
usually happens in my case is that I
give up long before then and turn to a
better constructed and more logical
game.

Don't get me wrong, some of the
Kult: Looks like a friendly chap

like its prequel, so watch out for a full
review very soon.

Dropping gently over the castle walls
earlier this month was a copy of a

superb monthly adventurer's magazine
entitled Adventure Coder. It is devoted

exclusively to penning your own games
on many different micros and includes

tips on coding and how to get the best
from the various adventure creators.

The issue I obtained also made glow
ing mention of a superb new multi
user dungeon called Bloodstone. This
excellent role-playing adventure is said
to put Shades firmly in the shade and
is available via your modem on

MicroLink. I wholeheartedly suggest
you try it and see... you will soon be
addicted.

Another joyous epistle was received
from Linda Wright of Marlin Games.
She informed me that she is in the

final development stages of a multi
user play-by-mail adventure. Watch
this space for more details very soon.
I also received a lovely scroll from

Allen and Mark Errington who
enclosed full maps to Gold Rush and

Deja Vu II, for which I am most grate
ful. They have kindly offered help with
any of the Sierra games, including all
four Kings Quest adventures.

odd in this game, such as light the fire
or rub in the Eyebright, your magical
(shaken

sanity)

and

age

increases. This is linked with the

ture.

So how do you find spells to cast?
Well, every so often, as you examine a
room, you come across a three-letter
word written in capitals on some item
or other.

Providing you have taken everything
you can along the way and have also

best adventures around have elements

located and read the scroll, the rest

of magic or the unexpected within
them, but notice that they also give
the player enough hints or clues to
help sort out the incantations or what

isn't too difficult. Just try CASTing
every three-letter word - such as FLY that you find. With each spell your
status as a magician is steadily

ever.

increased.

Level 9's The Price of Magik is a
good example of an excellent and
immensely popular adventure, which
has a fair splattering of magic and the
potentially unexpected.

object) to allow it to be used success
fully - such as the ash. Providing you
have collected the correct focus you
will be told whether any spell you cast

Early in it you come across a wood
shed. Exploring this in true adventur

ing fashion you discover a lighted
candle and a woodpile. Common sense
suggests an experimental bonfire always ensure that you SAVE your
position before embarking on anything

But each spell needs a focus (an

has worked.

However, a price has to be paid for
all this superiority - hence the title
The Price of Magik. Age has an
uncomfortable habit of creeping up on
the unwary traveller.
There comes a time when, in addi

like this.

tion to shaken sanity, decrepitude sets

The fire produces nothing but ash,
but very few things in an adventure

in with a vengeance and an antidote
must be sought. In this case a visit to

are useless, so take the ash with you.
You will find that it is an important
focus for a spell - but more of that in a

the chapel can be beneficial. Notice
also that at certain places you visit
you are told that you sense a feeling of
Magik. This is important, as it is at
these places where magik is most
likely to occur.
You see, Pete Austin gives you the

minute.

On a different note, the Eyebright
which you may have found earlier
under the mandrake may suggest by
its name some cosmetic connection. If

you try rubbing it into your eyes you
will be able to see in the dark, thus a

light source is not required.
Note that whenever you do anything

sort of sensible - though often subtle help to enable you to progress apace
with this most magical of games.
• Next month you'll be amazed at my
Maze solutions!

Thanks also to Matthew Abbott for

reams of tips for Space Quest III.
These will be logged in my Sierra file
and used in a future column.

Finally my gratitude must extend to
Mark Watts of Bristol who kindly sent
me hosts of maps and routes to Dun
geon Master. I believe that I now have
enough information on the various lev
els, to offer assistance to any wayfarer
who may be stymied at any point in
this RPG classic.

I may even feature Mark's maps in a
new series of maps to various adven
tures which I will be beginning next
month. This series will provide maps
to adventures which appear to give the
most difficulties.

Well, that's about it for this month,

so until the snow forgets to melt,
happy New Year and joyful adventur
ing.

Another one bites the dust in Kings Quest II

Turn to Page 56 •
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So you thought you had problems
THIS month's postbag is full of
pleas for help and wads of hints
and tips to all manner of adven

here goes with a full inventory of req

tures. First out is a letter from Kevin

small flower, the knife and some brie

Keiley of Worthing who asks how he
can kill the dragon in Kings Quest I.
The secret is to extinguish his fire. You
do that with water, but first you must

do you use the mirror? And is the old

from the snack corner, and matches

sailor important? Can any readers

and soap from the hotel room. You

help?
One interesting bug I discovered in

find a bucket.

Alan Clark of Banchory, Peter Olsen

of Norway and Mrs Taylor of Kilgetty
ask similar questions about this game.
They want to know how to escape from
the whale, where to dig in the ceme
tery, where to find the bridle for the
unicorn and where to find the key in

the ogre's house. Escape from the
whale is fairly simple providing you
already have the feather. Just climb
up, tickle his tongue, and wait for the

uisites.

To be successful you must have a

must then visit the barbers, return to

the hotel room and change into the
bikini tops and bottoms, taking care to
push the soap into the top to make
your own prostheses.
Now venture back to the barbers for

a full bodywax job, and even your
mother won't recognise you.
Gold Rush has stymied many
adventurers recently. Among them is
Wayne Tyrrell who asks how to get
past the quicksand, where to find food
on the boat and how he can get down
from the hilltop at Green Valley.
The quicksand must be avoided at

result.

You should dig in various places in

all costs by staying to the right of it -

the cemetery - just look for the signs.

use the right cursor key as soon as
you reach that screen. Food can be

More to the point, Betty, the miser, the
baby, the Lord and Willy may be the

Now for Mr Silver's questions: What
is the onion and the piece of salt used
for? How do you get the helmet? How

Beyond Zork concerns the butterfly. If
you sell it in the shop with the chalice,
the creature will fly back and settle on
the chalice. Now take the butterfly and

sell it again, thereby increasing your
collateral. By starting at five zorkmids

you will find this a quick way to get
rich.

If you are having difficulty defeating
the rats in Lurking Horror, Sarah
Garner suggests than you open the
valve near the rats with the crowbar.

She also says that to get past the
waxer you should cut the cord of the
waxer machine with the axe and pour
the liquid on to the floor.

Sarah is experiencing quite a few
difficulties with Bureaucracy and
Spellbreaker. Can any readers supply

The unicorn's bridle is not difficult

found by getting the cooked pig from
the galley and by fishing from the
bridge. To descend from the hilltop,

me with solutions to either of these

to find - try the boat on the island.

just tie the chains to the wheels and

games - suitable software rewards

The key, however, is more difficult. Go

untie the oxen.

await donors?

and play the organ in the tower and

Changing to Infocom, A.D. Silver has
presented me with four sheets of tips
to Beyond Zork and also some puz
zling questions. First the tips:
The hurdygurdy produces effects
bold pleasant and unpleasant and

pointers you need.

you can retrieve the key from the
drawer.

Peter also asks where he can locate
the axe and how he can enter the

ogre's house in the first place. Good

grief, people do go about adventures in
strange ways! You will find the axe in

makes the farmhouse fall. The Wand
of Levitation is used to rescue the

While I am in such a generous mood
I will impart some of the tips to Mindshadow sent to me by Wayne (Gold

Rush) Tyrrel. On the boat go to the
crew's quarter and hit a man. Enter

the kitchen and get the butcher's
knife. Go back outside to the anchor

and cut the chain. Now walk the gang

Another Sierra adventure has foxed

baby Hungus. Give the old sea chest
to the monkey grinder.
Use the Wand of Dispel on the dome

Chris Dickens, who writes to ask how

over the volcano. Point the Wand of

he can get past the KGB agents in
Leisure Suit Larry II. I gave quite a

Eversion at the mother Hungus to get
the jewel. Throw the vial of holy water

To get your bank number, go to out
side the hotel and journey East. Jaunt
about a bit until you find two trees,
and then just dig!
More hints, tips and downright

few hints to this one last month, but

at the undead warrior.

answers next month.

the bedroom and to enter the house

remember that dogs like bones.

plank.

MORE general hints have been sent

by intrepid adventurer and regular
correspondent Sarah Garner. In

Kings Quest III to get rid of the Mannannan, make the cat cookie and mix

it into the porridge. Then feed him the
mixture when he returns from his

ML

trip.

If you can't get past the poisonous
brambles in the same game make
sure you eat the sugarcube first. Wear
the chain and cross to bypass the

You'll need eyes in the back of your head in The Perils ofRosella
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always better informed.
Add to this Prestel's massive database

and you'll have all the facts at your

Wi.ith Micronet you can turn your

fingertips.

computer into a communications
- H2H22E3

terminal that will download free

•
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Communications

software, access up-to-the minute
computing information, play exciting

And with Micronet you can use your

grades

multi-user games, talk to other people

computer to communicate with

(and computers) and a lot more.
And if you pay for a year's

thousands of other users. From

electronic mail, telex and fax to
ENTERTAINMENT

subscription in advance we'll even

But Micronet is not just informative,

give you a modem free when you join.

it's also a lot of fun! As a member

chatlines and teleconferencing,

Micronet lets you do the talking.

you'll have access to a range of games,
including the UK's most

which includes Prestel, costs

Shades, where the action is

just £23 a quarter, and using

live and so are your

\ an hour including telephone
charges! Wherever you are,

download it.

We now have software for all popular

machines, from the Spectrum to PC
compatibles, including the Atari ST

Micronet is just a local phone

Fref

On Micronet you can browse through
programs, select one and then

Micronet starts at only 55p

opponents!

Free Software
an extensive software library of free

Cost

A Micronet subscription,

popular multi-user game,
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call away.

200/75 baud) an*

Just phone our Sales Desk free on
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on of

tunic

ynitr
can

see
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44444444 and,
and use the &*

0800 200 700 or clip the coupon today
for a free brochure and details of how

you can get a free modem.

Join Micronet, and get talking!

and the Amiga.

YouC^lo0,£UP
on-linenumber once

Return to: Micronet, Units 8/10,

Oxgate Centre, Oxgate Lane, London NW2 7JA
Name:

NFORMATION

Address:

Age:

Micronet is also a computer magazine.

Our computer news area is updated

Tel. Nc

every day, so there's no better way to

stay up-to-date, and our software

Machine Type:

MICRONET

reviews and features for all popular
micros mean Micronet members are

Free modem offer available in the UK only lo new members while stocks last. Minimum subscription period 1 ye

JE THREE-DIMENSION
PRESENTED ONTHI

WITHA360-DEGREELOOP1

THE ULTIMATE DRIVING SIMULATOR
- that leaves all otherdriving games behind!
How would you like totestdrive a high powered sports caron
a stunt course? Have you ever jumped a draw bridge ordriven
a loop-the-loop? Now's your chance!

«*«SI WBaaSWiaiMt! *

QUALIFY AND CHALLENG
THE TOP HARD DRIVER1

Or maybe high-speed driving isyour idea of excitement. Step on
the gas and try to keep control while skidding round the corners,
weave in andout of thetraffic and avoid oncoming cars!
Hard Drivin'. available for your home computer, is not just the
best game on offer - it's a whole new driving experience.
Take Hard Drivin' for a test drive today!

li"___J

••••

TEiMGEIM
The Namem Coin-Op Conversions.

Domark Ltd, FerryHouse, 51-57 Lacy Road, London
SW151PR Tel: 01-780 2222

Top
tips

THE long-awaited sequel to the
Bitmap Brothers' Xenon - Xenon
2: Megablast - slid straight into
last month's Gallup chart at the num

ber one position. For arcade shoot'em-up fans this game represents the
current state of the art in graphics,

speed, features and playability.
In this month's Arcade Corner we

provide a whole host of hints and tips
for Xenon devotees. The help is

divided into the five game levels, the
two shops and the guardians at the
halfway stages and end of levels. The
best buys at the shops are indicated,
along with a suitable technique for
disposing of the guardians.

for

gamesters
Steve Peiris and Michael Neri

provide help for Xenon 2: Megablast

Level One

Level Three

Shop A: Buy health if needed

Shop A: Buy a power-up and health if

Guardian A: Not on this level.

needed.

Shop B: Sell your rear shot then buy

Guardian A: Dodge the tic-tac bullets

double

and avoid the crab's claws. Shoot it in

and

side

shot

(two will

increase your size).
Guardian B: Shoot at the eye. Stay at
the bottom of the screen and push
down if necessary to avoid mines, but
don't do this when trying to shoot the
eye, as your shots haven't got the
range. Move in close when the tongue
is retracted and watch out for the
mines.

the eyes with your laser.
Shop B: Sell the rear shot. Buy a
laser, power-up, side shots and health
if needed.
Guardian B: Move left and wait for the

snake to appear, then shoot the head
with your laser. When it goes into the
hole, move to the right and wait for it
to emerge. Repeat the attack proce
dure.

Level Two
Shop A: Buy health if necessary. Buy
side shots only if you bought one

bottom. Finally dodge around the
worms and shoot the last eye at the

before.

bottom.

Guardian A: Move left and up, wait
until you see the end of the guardian
and you will spot two eyes, one at
either side of the end with two pipes.
Shoot one and then stop firing.
Manoeuvre directly above the other
tube, where you're safe from the
worms. Move up the creature on the

Shop B: Sell your side shots and sell

opposite side to the first eye and
shoot the second one as soon as you

get the chance.
When the screen starts to scroll

the cannon if you have enough money
to buy two lasers. Buy one or two
lasers, depending on your finances,
power up and health.
Guardian B: Shoot the web-like barri

ers on the left and right then move up
the side of the spider. Follow It as
soon as it moves. Don't carry on up,

but move into a position directly
underneath the spider and shoot it in
the mouth while avoiding returning

down stay well up the screen to avoid

fire. When it dies push down and col

worms coming out of the tubes at the

lect the cash as it falls.
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Level Four
Shop A: Buy side shots and health.

Buy a nashwan and avoid collecting
the two rear shots that appear.
Guardian A: Avoid the head and fire
balls, then move left. Shoot the

smaller heads with your side shots.
Shoot the end of the tail with your
laser and move down, avoiding the
head as it lashes out two or three

times. Move down, then sweep back

and forth across the screen, snooting
the head with your laser.

Shop B: Buy a laser, power-up and
health. You can also experiment with
the other new weapons.
Guardian B: Move down on your
approach. Avoid the tongue, then
move to the top left. Shoot the eyes
with side shots and move as far up as
possible. The monster will now die

from your side shots.

Level Five
Shop A: At Crispin's bargain base
ment sell everything and then buy it
back to make a profit. Buy extra lives
with the remainder of your cash.
Guardian A: Avoid the laser fire
down the centre of the screen.

Coming

Shop B: Not on this level.

attractions

Guardian B: Shoot the boosters with

your laser then shoot the small tur

rets with your side shots while avoid
ing the drones and bullets. Also
destroy the laser beamers.

Return fire with your own laser into

When all the turrets have been

the smaller turrets, then destroy the

destroyed, move down and strike at

main one.

the bottom centre.

Next month's Arcade Corner will

be devoted to that super space
survival game Millenium 2.2

TWO WAYS TO ENSURE
YOU GET

GetLSTEsaj
Regularly!
Issue 4 of STUFFED Is out now.

This

issue features a Sound Samplers Supertest.
In addtion we have a few extra features for

those with one meg or more of memory.
STUFFED is the leading magazine on disk
for the Atari ST and features both serious

and games reviews along with a number of
ST User Group
regular features. What did you think of the
Britain's No 1 ST User Group offer YOU more. new Ataris at the PC Show? What is up
and
coming for the ST, software-wise?
Annual membership costs E7 (UK) or £10 (Rest of
Worldi This includes a FREE DISK and six issues Read all about it in our extensive coverage
of

Roppyshop News,

newsletter.

EVERY MONTH

1. Complete and mail subscription
form on Page 127.

2. Hand this form to your newsagent.
Please reserve me a copy of Atari ST User
magazine every month until further notice.
•

I will collect

•

I would like it delivered to my home.

It covers

our regular bi-monthly of the PC Show
hardware

and

software

reviews, hints & tips, programming tutorials and
articles of general interest The October 1987 issue
reached the finaJs of the first ever Desktop
Publishing Awards. Date Hughes described it in the
April 1988 Issue of ST World as a quality
publication. This August we cerebrated our 2nd
feature reviews of three plug-in RAM upgrade
boards. Wordup by Neoconcept and one of the first
reports from this year's PC Show along with all our
regular features. Remember Floppyshop News is
written by ST users for ST users. We pull no
punches!
Everything that we review is tested

experience is computer entertainment and
rivals similar publicattons on paper. If you
prefer to print it out then this is simple, just
press F10 Irom within the program.
STUFFED is simply too good to miss! Ask
anyone who has seen it Don't get left
behind. Get STUFFED Regularly! Send
fa your copy now, enclosing a Cheque/PO

thoroughly

for £3.50 to the address befow.

birthday with a bumper issue. The October issue wiH

Public Domain Library
We also have one of the largest cottectlons of
Public Domain software available. At the last count
we had over 800 dsks in the collection and this is

Name
Address

Not* to newsagent: Atari ST User should bo
obtainable from your local wholesaler, or contact
Circulation Manager on 0424 430422

growing daily If you have been reading regular
features in the ST magazines you wrJI already be
aware that many PD programs are particularly close
to commercial quality What's more we even give
discounts to User Group members, although we are
happy to deal with non-members. Prices vary but
are all inclusive and start from £2 per disk. Next day
despatch on all orders GUARANTEED.
Why not find out about Britain's Friendliest User

Group and get a free catalogue? Send a large SAE
to the address opposite or phone Steve on (0224)
691824.
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STUFFED is fully compatible with ALL
colour STs.
There are extras on the
second side of the dsk for those with
double sided drives. STUFFED is a new

Floppyshop ST
50 Stewart Crescent
Northfield
Aberdeen

AB2 5SR

Tel (0224) 691824
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POWER PACK
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An Atari CX 40 Joystick as well as thefollowing Top Games..
AFTERBURNER, BLACK LAMP, BOMB JACK, BOMBUZAL,
DOUBLE DRAGON, ELIMINATOR, GAUNTLET II,
NEBULUS, OUTRUN, OVERLANDER, PACMANIA,
PREDITOR, R-TYPE, SPACE HARRIER, STARGLIDER,
STARGOOSE, STAR-RAY, SUPER HANG-ON,

1/2 Mb RAM, Built-in 1Mb Double
Side Disk Drive, Mouse Controller,
n

.1,

>
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SUPER HUEYAND XENON.
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•J**, MAKER AND ORGANISER (Home/ Business Package)
YOU WILL ALSO RECEIVE FIRST BASIC, MUSIC

&Productivity Software worth
over £500 &an Atari Joystick !

AND ATARI BASIC WITH MANUAL. TOTAL VALUE OVER £500!

Afew... ,J\feuA.. .New-

SPECIAL LOW
COMPUMART PRICE
80 COLUMN DOT MATRIX

ATARI 1040 STFM
PROFESSIONAL PACK

PRINTERS
TYPE

WITH EVERY
PRINTER...
ST Cable
STAR LC 10 Colour 1000 Sheets of

OVER £380 worth ofTop Home/Business

/
VIP PROFESSIONAL (Spreadsheet)
MICROSOFTWRITE (Wordprocessor)

/

Listing Paper
Spare Ribbon

CITIZEN 180E

WORTH
OVER £30!

MOUSE MATS

fiWi

FREETDK M0 AUDIO TAPE WITH
EVERY BOX OFI0 DISKS BOUGHT!

144

120
175

30

£4.95

£89.00

CUMANA 1Mb

High Quality antistatic.

EXTERNAL DRIVE

Finished in red.
LISTING PAPER

ATARI SOFTWARE 10% OFF

Built-in power supply,
£14.95

2000Sheets, 60 gsm.

FREE TDK
DISK WITH
EVERY 10
BOUGHT

36
36
25

ESSENTIAL ACCESSORIES

BASIC LANGUAGES MANUAL

TDK BRANDED 3.5" DS DISKS
SPECIAL
OFFER
FOR ST
OWNERS

CITIZEN 120D

SUPERBASE PERSONAL (Database)

mi

144

STARIC10

Software FREE OF CHARGE!

I 6fliinTi!.)i

fynee.
PRINTER SPEED INTERNA)
PAPER FEED
Stoniest. Kit Friction Tractor Draft
NLQ
BUFFER

PRINTER

1Mb RAM, Built-in 1Mb Double Side Disk Drive,
Built-in TV Modulator, Mouse Controller and

$of

A/eiuJiowe/i Pnicei. a*td..

GENUINE PRINTER
Star LCI0
Star LCI 0 Colour
Citizen 120D
Citizen 180E

RIBBONS
£4.60
£6.90
£5.95
£5.95

JOYSTICK

Full range available and
allwith FREE delivery I

• Fully Microswitched

• Unbreakable Steel Shaft

Q Normal/Rapid Fire

3.5" UNBRANDED DS DISKS

J Arcade Quality

£12.95

10 -BlankDisks
£9.95
50 -BlankDisks £44.95
100-Blank Disks £79.95

PHONE FOR GREAT DEALS ON EVENMORE ACCESSORIES!

"jr

"H, Jfl[iP5(B)^D(2)ll©4}^

FREE DELIVERY:

GUARANTEE:

All hardware usually despatched same day as
order and will bereceived by you thenext
working day.
Other items usually despatched same day but
please allow 2-5days for delivery.

All goods aresupplied witha full 12month
warranty. Should anyitemprove faulty within
30 days of purchase, we will repair, replace or
refund and we will pay allcarriage costs.
Anyitem thatproves faulty after30 days of
purchase and within 12months, you paycarriage
to us,we payto repair and return to you.
Anyitem returned to us for refund, thatis not
faulty, will be subject to a 10%re-stocking charge.

COMPUMART ARE A LICENSED CREDIT BROKER
PLEASE ASK FORWRITTEN DETAILS.

We can offerfriendly advice and aftersales
support. Anyproblems will bequickly resolved
to your complete satisfaction.
Special offers aremade for existing customers.
WE AIM TO PLEASE...tmd usually do1
PRICES/DELIVERY SUBJECT TOAVAILABILITY ANDONLY

APPLICABLE TO UK MAINLAND, N. IRELAND S BFPO's
E.8.O.E.;
ALL PRICES INCLUSIVE OF V.A.T.

A Great Deal More, For a Good Deal Less

COMPUMART

FREEPOST(S

T

LOUGHBOROUGH,

LTD

U), JUBILEE DRIVE
LEICS.

LEI 1 0BR

Personal callers arealways welcome to our warehouse
premises Monday to Friday between 9.00am - 5.00pm.
TEL: 0509 610444

FAX: 0509 610235
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Now children can really have fun while learning.
Fun School 2, designed by a team of education
alists, is available for three age groups: Under6s, 6-8 year olds and Over-8s. Each pack comes
with eight colourful and exciting programs, a
colourful button badge and detailed instructions
giving educational help.
The computer itself monitors the child's
progress. The skill level - initially set by parents
- is automatically adjusted to suit the child's
ability.
Now children can enjoy using their parents'
computer while they learn at their own pace.
Available for:

Spectrum, Commodore 64,
Amstrad CPC, BBC Micro/Electron

DATABASE

£9.95 (tape) £12.95 (disc).

EDUCATIONAL

Also: Atari ST, Amiga, PC,

SOFTWARE

Archimedes £19.95

_ y kiy y kJkfyk yy
Under-6s

Format

Tape

Archimedes*

Disc

6-8 years
Tape

Disc

Over-8s

Tape

2901

2900

2902

9064

9065

9066

9067

9068

9069

Amstrad CPC

6179

6180

6181

6182

6183

6184

BBC Micro/Electron

2239

D Cheque payable to Database Software
• Please debit my AccessA/isa card no.
I I I M II I I I LI I I I

2243

i II I I

Expiry date |

2245

2242

2240

Please supply Fun School 2 for the code
number(s) circled

Disc

Commodore 64

BBC B+/Master 40T

NN*

2249

BBC B+/Master SOT

2241

2244

2250

Atari ST

9192

9193.

9194

Amiga

9842

9843

9844

PC 5.25"

5764

5765

5766

PC 3.5"

5767

5768

5769

j_

Signed

Add £2 per program Europe & Eire/£5 Overseas
Name
Address-

* released 14.11.1
Please circle the code number of the format your require

Send to: Database Direct, FREEPOST,
Ellesmere Port, South Wirral L65 3EB.
Access/Visa orders: Tel: 051-357 2961

Postcode-

ST1

I
MACHINE LANGUAGE
Complete introAicfion tomacfiina'assembly language ontheAtari ST

S§t§S^

A Data Becker book published by

Abacus Itlii Software
ST Machine Language
Program in the fastest language f(
ATARI ST Learn 68000 assembly I.

numbering system, use of register!

&important details of instructions]
of internal system routines. Gearei
280pp £16.95

•I Third Revision—Includes bliiterchip information ;

Was AtariJKST

in r/A

BASIC TrainingGuide
Everyone's introduction to ST BASIC
Everyone's guide to using the ST

INTERNALS
The authoritative insiders guide

///////////
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Abacus
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A Data Becker book published by

A Data Becker book published by

Abaeusjjfi Software

Aba^lII Software
"

Atari ST for Beginn

Written for the firsth|

user. Get a basic

understanding of yoi
BASIC from the groi

plore LOGO and
imple explanations
workings of the ST.
sary. Index. 200pp

of the hardware and

Illustrations, diagrai

ST Basic Training Guide
Thorough guide for learning ST BASIC. Detailed
programming fundamentals, commands
descriptions, ST graphics & sound, using
GEM in BASIC, file management, disk
operation. Tutorial problems give

ST Internals

Essential guide to the inside information of the
ST Detailed descriptions of sound and graphiiCS
chips, internal hardware, I/O ports, using GEM
Commented BIOS listing. An indispensible
reference for your ST library. 450pp E16.95

9

A

hands on experience. 31Bpp E14.95

£14.95

ST Disk Drives — Inside and Out

As the foremost publisher of ST books,
we announce the newest volume in our

continuing ST Reference Library series
— ST Disk Drives — Inside and Out.

Inside and Out
Discover the capabilities
of AtariJttST disk drives

This book includes chapters on files,
file structures and data management.
Thoroughly discusses the floppy disk,
the hard disk and the RAM disk both from

a programming and a technical
perspective. Includes several full-length
utilities and programming tools that
enable you to further explore to ST disk
drives. 450pp £18.95

Abacus

ff??mm

A>
A

u.k. distributor:
computer bookshop ltd.

30 lincoln rd, olton,
birmingham b27 6pa

call 021 7061188
Abacus!!
A Data Backer Book

FOR YOUR NEARESTSTOCKIST

A
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Distinctly Digita
Cleverly written and alwaysfavourably reviewed inthe press,
Digita produces a range of powerful, low cost software for the home and business user

"•""•ASl
***£

DGCALC

MAILSHOT

FINAL ACCOUNTS

The fastest and most powerfulspreadsheet available in this
price bracket,with512rows by 52columns,givingyouup to
26624 cells. Aswithall Digita products,the operationofthe
program is clearlythoughtout. Beingeither menu,mouseor
command driven you'll be able to star! using it withinminutes
- even ifyou'venever used a spreadsheet before.Some of
the features whichmake itsuch good value are the exporting
ofASCII filesfor integrationwithother programs,adjustable
column width and text overflow, programmable function keys
(macros),and a uniquewindowing facility, so thatyoucan

Ifyou ever need to send out mailings or print labels, you
know how fiddlyand time-consuming it can be making sure
all the labels are printed correctly.Wellnow all that's a thing
of the past. Because Mailshotactually shows you the labels
on screen, you can type names and addresses in exactly the
correct place. But more than that, the labels are animated on
screen as a continuous sheet, allowing you to scroll
backwards and forwards, to search for particular keywords or

The program wilt take informationprepared by Cashbook
Controller and produce a complete set of accounts including:
' TrialBalance *Tradingand Profitand Loss Account

look atdifferent parts of asheet atthe same time.... Q_

to edit entries with the minimum of fuss. Facilities include

searching, detection of duplicate labels, sorting (even
surname!) 9 labels across, 999copies of any label. This has
to be the simplest and most effective method of creating a

mailshot available.

E-TYPE
Doyoueverhaveto printnamesand addressesat awkward
places on envelopes,or do youever need to fillin tricky
forms or invoices where the text has to be in exactly the right

place? Usually youhave todo itbyhand,or get yourtrusty
old typewriter outofthe cupboardand dust itoff.Wellnot
anymore.TheEmulatedTYPEwriter transformsyour
computer and printer into a fullyfledged typewriter,
supportingbold,underline,italicand othertype-styles.
Because itcan display and print text INSTANTLY you can line
up yourform,press Returnand Space a fewtimesto moveto
the correct place, and then start typing.Alternatively you can
switch to tine-by-line mode, whichoffers word-wrap,

justification and proportional spacing,so thatyoucan edit

each line before it's printed.

OQQ GK

" Balance Sheet * Notes to the Accounts

* Full Accounting ratios.
All reports may be produced at any time, with

Advanced version of Mailshot for the business user with the

followingextra facilities:
' integrationwithother software (using ASCII files)
" column/tabulated summary (ideal for telephone lists, etc)
' 4 extra memo lines per label (withdefaults) ' system for
coding, dating and adding messages to each label
*differentlayouts available for horizontaland vertical
justification.
-,._ . _

Areyouabsolutely sure yourtaxman is doinghisjob
correctly?Plan your own tax withease, this menu-driven
programwillcalculateyour incometax liability {4tax years
included)and provide pertinent facts about your tax position.
Youcan perform 'what-if?' calculationto discover ways to
minimiseyour tax liability,in fact,the program willadvise
youon thingssuch as, ifyouare a married man,whetherit
wouldbe advantageous to have your wife's income taxed

Escape from executive stress withthe classic space invader

£14.95

PHARAOH III

tex®

Based on the classic gameplay of Galaxians, this original and
unique game recreates the mystical atmosphere of ancient
Egypt and the Pharaohs.
_
_

•**
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DAY-BY-DAY

teJN

of birthdays and other anniversaries, meetings and
appointments, phone calls to make and so on. As with all
Digita products, inputting information is simplicity itself and,
once entered, you can search for keywords or for particular

V&m

events such as birthdays to see when one is coming up.

£cco*nti

Includes month/week/day planner, automatic reminders for
overdue appointments, month and week summary at a

glance. For less than £30this is the ideal way to make sure

you never miss thatimportant occasion again!

*»nrt nc£29.95

"""•"wis

separatelyor not.Atthispricewhoknows, youwill probably
findthat PTPwillpay for itself in tax savings the first timeyou

^

use it!

" STOP PRESS "

July '89- PTPuser receives tax refundofover £2,000!!

m ?mm$

a.

£39.95

«
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DAY-BY-DAY
f°"mo< I

Anexcellent way to get organised. Withit you'll be reminded
of birthdays and other anniversaries, meetings and
appointments, phone calls to make and so on. As withall
Digitaproducts, inputtinginformationis simplicityitselfand,
once entered, you can search for keywords or for particular
events such as birthdays to see when one is coming up.
Includes month/week/day planner, automatic reminders for
overdue appointments, month and week summary at a
glance. For less than £30this is the ideal way to make sure

'•-
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you never miss that important occasion again! **Q oc
"you;

HOME ACCOUNTS

'°0*;„

Sj-iSair
c"s'om,Sl

Idea! for both home users and small business. Simple to use,
this package will keep track of all your finances and cater for
10types of income (e.g. Bank,credit card) and 60 types of
expenditure (e.g. rates, mortgage, gas, food), with optional
budgeting and forecasting. The program willhandle Standing

enable A '"""Oes: •a* *•» much „7 CaSn boot,o,

Orders andDirect Debits, andautomatically warniffor I

*'"i fri,<- A esseni<at e, ^ ^ V | E a

example, Bank charges are likely,or ifyou have exceeded
your credit limit.Withthe comprehensive reporting and
graphics facilities you can even produce your own monthly
Bank/Credit card statements! Once you've used Home

Accounts, you'll wonder how you evafiB^

£24.95

m

I CLASSIC INVADERS

Anexcellent way to get organised. Withit you'll be reminded

PERSONAL TAX PLANNER

m

£29.95

*>*%* qc

MAILSHOT PLUS

^saaa

comparative/budget figures ifrequired. The facilityto
produce these documents quickly,accurately, and regularly
is of enormous help in running any business, large or small,
since one shows the true profitabilityachieved, and the other
the exact strength of the business in terms of assets and
*»*%*», MM
liabilities.

&9.9S
•*•—-^^__^

Available to the trade from:

Digita, GEM, Greyhound,
HB Marketing, Lazer,

w'm nnai

&9.9S
-'osirtg

&9.9S

Leisuresoft, R & R, SDL.

HOW TO ORDER

DIGITA
INTERNATIONAL

CREDIT CARD HOTLINE
Post: Digita International Ltd

"Serious software at a sensible price"

Black Horse House
Exmouth Devon

Allsoftware written in the UK. Prices include VAT& P &P (add £2.00 for export)

Fax: 0395 268893

EX8 1JL England

I

• FEATURE

AM frequently asked which Is the

but the mechanism for transferring

attached to the head. Alternatively this

best disc drive and I always

rotary motion to head movement can

answer that they are all the same
so buy the best you can. And while

differ. Traditionally this is done by

action may be performed by the lever
breaking a light beam.

I

that advice may be a little vague, it's
probably the best you'll get.
There are many disc drive manufac

turers and even more companies pro

having the head attached to a helical

On an early computer of mine the

screw and as he screw turns the head

heads could sometimes be stepped

moves across the disc.

back past the point where the track

Alternatively the head may be
attached to a spring strip which the

zero switch was tripped. Consequently
the drive would not correctly obey the

duce "own label" units. To make
matters worse the latter are often from
different manufacturers at different

motor then winds and unwinds to
make the head move, or it can be

operating system.
Fortunately I have not heard of this

moved using a rack and pinion mecha

happening on the Atari ST.

times.

nism.

All drives perform the same task
and if one works at all, it works as well

as any Other - such is the nature of
digital electronics.
However, the many individual com
ponents can be designed In a number
of different ways, so let's have a look

When the head is moved to the cor

Whichever method is employed, the
details of the design determine the

brought into contact with the disc.

rate at which the head can be moved

This is done by an electro-magnet

reliably and this is known as the step

pulling the head towards the drive.
And there is usually a mechanical

rect position it is loaded - that is it is

ping rate. The head movement motor
receives a pulse to move the head from

override that unloads the head when

ever the drive button is pressed,
although some drives have the head

one track to another, but when it is

The function of a drive is simply to

first switched on there is no way of
telling which track it is resting at.

record and retrieve data. To do this

Therefore there is some sort of

The operation of head loading can

the disc has to be made to spin.
The spinning motor can move the

detector that signals when the head is
at track zero. This is normally a microswitch tripped by a small lever

vary from drive to drive and it is

inside a disc drive.

disc by belt or direct drive, the former

being used on the earlier disc drives.
But today it is possible to make
small powerful motors to drive the pul

leys directly. This has the advantage of
taking up less space and, normally,

permanently loaded to save time.

known surprisingly enough, as the
head load time.

The start of each revolution of the

disc is marked by a pulse given by a
magnetic device on the drive wheel.

Mike Cook offers a

less current that the older method.

guided tour of a disc

Somewhere on the pulley or motor
there is usually a paper disc with two

drive's inner regions

The pulses may also be used by
diagnostic software to determine the

speed of the drive instead of using the
stroboscopic method.
A write protect notch on the disc

ill m o m y o
isc dr
rings of black lines.

indicates a disc should
not be altered. This can

These are strobe discs

used for setting the
speed of the motors.
When the motor is

» t * i • I '♦ 'i i i .

running correctly and

you view the rings
under a flashing light,
the lines appear to
"stand still" when one

light flashes at 50Hz
and the other at 60Hz.
These are the two fre-

quencies
mains

used

for

transmission

throughout the world
and so the source of

flashing light can be
simply an ordinary flu
orescent lamp. There is
usually a potentiometer

on the logic board for
adjusting the speed of
the motor.

Once the disc is spin
ning, the read/write

rOWGr Supply •|Bajaja]aj||maaH|Bj|
connector

* i

Edge
connector

'• "i

be sensed by the drive
either using a micro

switch or light beam.
The electronics board

contains all the compo
nents to make the drive

function. Drives are

always connected to a
computer along a bus
which means that all

connections go to all
drives.
In order

to

send

information to only a
single drive, three wires
indicating the selected
drive are included in
the bus. And some
where on the electron
ics board is a set of
links or switches to

select just one of these
lines,

;

So there you have it -

head must be posi

the disc drive dissected.

tioned on the correct

Have a peek inside

track.

yours and see if you

This is normally done

with a stepping motor,

can identify its major
components.
January 1990 Atari ST User 65
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Airborne Ranger (Cj Microprose:
F-16 Combat Pilot (Cj Digital Integration:
Gunship (Cj Microprose:
All editors are (Cj Xenon Technology

ca))sign

• Pilot's Name • " • Hours *^sl

Watd Weld
1 Donkey Kong II

Multi Screen

£22.45

2 Mario Bros
3 Safe Buster

Multi Screen
Multi Screen

£22.45
£22.45

5 Bomb Sweeper
6 Donkey Kong

Multi Screen
Multi Screen

£22.45
£22.45

7 Snoopy Tennis
8 Super Mario Bros

Wide Screen
Wide Screen

£17.95
£17.95

4

9

Pinball

£6.25

Plane & Tank

£6.25

10 Jet Fighter

£8.95

11 Gold Cliff

Multi Screen

£22.45

12 Climber

Wide Screen

£17.95

Wide Screen

£17.95

13 Highway

£6.25

14 Air Combat

15 Balloon Fight

.Reprimands

shoW God a

£6.25

16 Soccer
17 Volcano

18 Space Fighter
19 Donkey Kong Junior
20 Space Warrior

£6.25
£6.25

Wide Screen

£8.95
£17.95
£8.95

/4t<vU S*7 Sofawvte

repnmar^

~"-~~7

1 Interphase (Image Works)
2 Stunt Car (Micro Style)

£16.45
£16.45

3 The Lost Patrol (Ocean)
4 Ooze (Dragonware)

£13.45
£16.45

5 Fiendish Freddie's Big Top 'O Fun (Mindscape)
6 Beach Volley (Psygnosis)

£16.45
£13.45

8 Gemini Wing (Virgin)

£13.45

9 Ferrari Formula 1 (Electronic Arts)

£15.85

7 Populous: Promised Lands (Electronic Arts)

10 Gunship Editor (Xenon Technology)
Gridiron (Bethesda)
Triad II (Psyclapse)
The NewZealandStory (Ocean)
Future Wars (Delphine/Palace)

£16.45
£16.45
£13.45
£16.45

16
17
18
19

Iron Tracker (Inrogrames)
A.P.B. (Tengen)
Falcon (Mirrorsoff)
Dragon Spirit (Domark)

£13.45
£13.45

Edits:

. Legal Status • <*#>

^ Equips" '» be played ana

23 Never Mind (Psyclapse)

£13.45

£13.45

24 Bad Company (Logotron)
25 Highway Patrol (Inrogrames)
26 Silkworm (Virgin)

£13.45
£16.45
£13.45

28 Xenophobe (Micro Style)

£16.45

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

£16.45
£16.45
£16.45
£13.45
£4.95
£16.45
£13.45
£13.45
£16.45

27 F-l 6 CombatPilotEditor (Xenon Technology)

29 Matrix Marauders (Psyclapse)
30 Laser Squad (Blade)
31 FM Melody Maker (Hybrid Arts)

Knightforce (Titus)
Super League Soccer (Impressions)
North &South (Infogrames)
Chicago 90 (Infogrames)
Airborne Ranger Editor (Xenon Technology)
F-l 6 Combat Pilot (Digital Integration)
Shufflepack Cafe (Domark)
Risk (Leisure Genius)
Super Quintet (Infogrames)

42 Xenon II Megablast (Image Works)
43 Batman: The Movie (Ocean)
44 Elite Editor (Xenon Technology)

Xenon Technology there is no competition!

45 Blade Warrior (Image Works)

All products are dispatched within 24 hours (subject to availability) byFIRSTCLASS
post. All new titlesare dispatched when released. All prices shown are fully inclusive
of VAT, postage, packaging and a full guarantee (please add £1.10 per item

48 Stryx (Psyclapse)

overseas). Please make cheques or postal orders payable to "Xenon Technology"

£16.45
£13.45

£16.45
£13.45

41 Chaos Strikes Back JFTL)

Special Offers!! Any less and we'llbe giving them away. "Andwhy not?" I hear you
ask? because we're notas stupid as the competition looks!! What competition?With

£16.45

20 Action Fighter (Firebird)
21 Ivonhoe (Ocean)

22 Demon's Tomb (Melbourne House)

^TCOVTOR

£4.95

11
12
13
14

15 Infestation (Psygnosis)

bsggtesggg —

£6.45

46 Falcon Mission Disk Volume 1 (Mirrorsoft)
47 Cabal (Ocean)
49 Houndof Shadow (Electronic Arts)

50 Dynamic Debugger (Image Works)

£4.95

£13.45
£13.45
£47.56

£12.99

£15.45
£13.45
£9.95

£16.45
£13.45
£13.45

£13.45
£16.45

£16.45

For a full catalogue send an S.A.E. All prices are correct at time of publishing.
To order simply write on a piece of paper, your name, postal address, a telephone

Send to:

number(ifpossible,onlyused ifabsolutely necessary),and the softwaretitle (with the
machine model).Then pop in your payment (eithera cheque or a postal order) and

Xenon Technology, Dept. E,

then pop it in the post (not forgettingof course our name on the frontof the envelope

71 Wadham Road, North End,

and a stamp).

Portsmouth, Hampshire. P02 9ED

VAT Registration Number: 543 9020 57 Proprietor: Steve Lowe
Note: Xenon Technology is Mail Order ONLY.

(Mail Order Only by Cheque or Postal Order)
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utmost reliability for data storage
should use high quality double sided

discs, but home users will probably
experience no problems at all using a
single sided disc in a double sided

drive. You might have to reject one or
Iwo but it will still work out cheaper
than buying the top whack discs.
Two further categories into which
discs are classed are single and dou
ble density. The most common density
of 3.5in discs is 1351 pi - that's tracks
per inch, the number of tracks that
were put on and read from the disc as

the difference is between a sin

Lhcy were made.
Most discs are made by sticking fer
ric oxide to a mylar base. High density

gle and a double sided disc.

discs for the IBM PC/AT and clones

Well, the fact is that all manufacturers

) produce double sided, double

use cobalt and a slightly different
mylar base giving them a cobbled

iy discs. It is only after produc-

coating.

OU may have wondered what
'

I

on that their products are tested to
.>ee which category they fall into. If
Lhey fail the strict double sided lest
they are classed as single sided.
Obviously double sided discs can be
used in cither a double or single sided
disc drive, but often a single sided
disc will work quite happily in a dou
ble sided one. Most single sided d
can be formatted as double sided.
Business users who need the

X\±

When a disc is made a signal is put
on to it and taking the level of this to
be 100 per cent, the level that can be

read back is known as the clipping
level. On bulk discs used by software

houses for duplication this level is
usually around 40 per cent, while for
a good quality product the figure is 50
per cenl. Disc drives respond to levels

of 20 per cent and lower, so there is

quite a large safety margin

T
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THE ST's disc drives are generally
very reliable, and you are likely to
have many years trouble-free
computing. However, the ST was intro

should always be to try the drive with
several discs to eliminate the possibil

duced around four years ago, if you
were one of the first in the queue to
buy one your drive will be around four

problem with the drive itself.
Next task is to replace the drive with
one that you know works well. With a
single drive system you could swap

years old.
Have you noticed a slight, but pro
gressive deterioration in read/write
reliability when saving or loading data
from disc? It could simply be a build
up of dirt on the read/write head, par
ticularly if you operate your micro in a
dusty environment. Give your drive's
head a spring clean and you'll be oper
ating at 100 per cent reliability again.
However, disc drives are complex
mechanisms containing sophisicated
electronic and mechanical compo
nents which require careful han
dling. So inexperienced users
should consider enlisting profes- a
sional help.
If you are having problems
with a disc or drive the first task
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ity of a faulty disc. If they all exhibit
the same fault then there must be a

drives with a friend. It is a fairly
straightforward procedure that simply
involves unscrewing the micro's case
and unplugging the old drive from its

connecting cables and plugging the
new one in. With a twin drive system
you could swap the drives around.
If the micro works properly with the
replacement drive the fault definitely

lies with the original unit and not the
micro. However, if the fault still exists
it lies within the micro.

Having confirmed that the drive is
faulty, the next stage involves a soft
ware diagnostic test disc. Great care
needs to be exercised when handling

FEATURE

the drive mechanics. The single most
expensive drive component is the
read/write head, which is easily dam
aged. Fortunately, the only time the
head needs to be touched is when set

ting the azimuth - the angle between
the head and disc surface.

Faulty
Faulty
Faulty
Faulty

power supply
cable or connector
speed regulator
motor

I

Check supply
Check for DC at appropriate points
Check regulator
Replace motor

Special tools are required for this
task - an alignment disc and an oscil

FAULT: Motor turning but disc not moving

loscope. The disc contains continuous

Cause

Remedy-

Drive belt broken or worn

Replace belt
Adjust or replace

tones and bursts of tones and with it

you can locate track zero, adjust the
timing and motor speed, check the
head positioning mechanism and

Faulty head load bail arm

check the head azimuth.

FAULT: No read or write

Cleaning the read/write head can
be carried out without the need to

take your ST or drive apart. There are
special head cleaning kits available
for just a few pounds which consist of
a special 3.5in disc and cleaning fluid.

Cause

Remedy

Power supply failure
Head not loading

Check supply and regulators
Check head load mechanism

Faulty read amplifier

Check disc bus pin 4
Check stepper motor and disc
bus pin 20
Check read amp and pin 30

Drive not selected

Check drive select lines

Dirty read/write head

Clean or replace head
Check pad and replace

Head not stepping

Remember, that a disc drive with a

simple fault may become irreparably
damaged in inexperienced hands, so if
in doubt, ask an expert to take a look
at it.

Faulty pressure pad assembly
FAULT: Read, but no write
Cause

Remedy

Disc write protected
Faulty write protect circuit

Close write protect hole
Check write protect LED and
photo detector
Check write signal at head
Check disc bus pin 20

Faulty write amplifier
Faulty disc controller

FAULT: Can't read discs from other micros

<£5»*

Cause

Remedy

Wrong speed

Adjust motor speed
Drive/DOS incompatible

Wrong disc format
FAULT: Intermittent errors

Cause

Remedy

Irregular speed

Check motor speed regulator

Worn drive belt

Replace belt
Replace pad
Check for too much play
Clean or replace head

Worn pressure pad
Faulty flywheel
Dirty read/write head
FAULT: Gradual deterioration

Roland
Waddilove

offers help
in locating
and solving
disc drive
t i f t j f ir»

ms

11

Cause

Remedy

Dirty read/write head

Clean head

Worn read/write head

Replace
Adjust head azimuth
Adjust or replace
Adjust pressure pad
Check motor speed

Head mis-alligned
Worn head carriage
Insufficient head pressure
Wrong speed
FAULT: Disc damaged
Cause

Remedy

Excesive head pressure

Adjust pressure pad
Replace
Replace pressure pad

Worn head

Something lodged in pad

FAULT: Errors with particular discs
Cause

Remedy

Inconsistent magnetic oxide

Replace disc
Replace disc

Friction between disc/case
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f A COMPLETE SERVICE IN COMPUTERS & SOFTWARE
3D Pool

14.95

Alien Syndrome

GRAPHIC DESIGN/CAD

ADVENTURE/STRATEGY

GAMES
8.95

Altered Beast
A.P.B

16.95
16.95

Bangkok Nights
Bio Challenge

16.95
15.95

Bloodwych

19.95

California Games
Chambers of Shaolin

16.95
16.95

Chubby Gristle
Conflict Europe
Dragon Ninja
Dynamite Dux

15.95
19.95
16.95
16.95

F-16 Combat Pilot
Falcon
Falcon Mission Disk

18.95
18.95
14.95

Flight Sim II
Forgotten Worlds
Indi- the action game

27.95
16.95
16.95

Kick Off

14.95

Kings Quest - triple Pack
Lombard RAC Rally
Microprose Soccer
New Zealand Story

24.95
18.95
18.95
16.95

Pacland
Paomania

14.95
14.95

Paperboy
Passing Shot

14.95
16.95

Pirates

18.95

Populas
Populous-the promised land

19.95
8.95

Postman Pat
Quartz
Quest for the Time Bird
Rainbow Warrior

8.95
18.95
25.95
18.95

Rick Dangerous
Robocop

19.95
15.95

RVF

18.95

Shinobi

16.95

Shufflepuck Cafe

16.95

Silkworm

15.95

Snoopy

18.95

Stunt Car

18.95

Super Wonderboy
Targhan
Terry's Big Adventure

16.95
18.95
16.95

Bailee of Power 1990

19.95

Cyber Sculpt

19.95

Cartoon Disk

Indi -The Graphic Adventure
Leisure Suit Larry 2

19.95
22.95

Video Titling Disk
Quantum Paint Pro

Manhunter II

22.95

Oil Impenum

19.95

Spectrum 512

45.00

STAC
Colossus Chess X

29.95
18.95

Supercharged Easy Draw

79.95

Scape Ghost

16.95

attlechess

Sorcerer Lord

19.95

Spacequest 3

24.95

Tank Attack
Waterloo
Hero's of the Lance
Borodino
Federation of Free Traders
Weird Dreams

22.95
18.95

22.95
24.95

GFA Draft Plus

99.95

Cyber Studio
Cyber Paint
Cyber Controller

59.00
55.00
45.00

_

ACCESSORIES
'STto Scart
ST to Composite (2 phono)
ST to Centronics

UTILITIES/BUSINESS
Vordup

59.00

Prospero Pascal

11.99""
6.45'

_„..

10.99

Mouse Mat (hard)

5.95

Joystick/Mouse extension

5.95

ST to Midi (2 leads)

85.00

7.95

Mouse Bracket
Trackball
_

2.75
27.95

45.00

ST-Open ended lead

5.95

79.00
149.00

3M Mouse Extension

3.99

Mouse Lead-Open Ended

2.99

Mark Williams C
First Word Plus V.3
Master Sound
Protext

95.00
59.95
29.95
79.95

Ori^nal Mouse Lead

4.95

Assempro

29.95

GFA Basic Version 3

Superbase Personal 2
Superbase Professional

C-Breeze

19.95

{^Philips 8833 Monitor

STOS Compiler

16.96

STOS Maestro Plus

62.95

Philips 8852 Monitor

ST Replay 4

64.95

Star LC10 Printer inc. lead
Star LC24-10 Printer
NEC P2200 Printer

Utilities Plus
Word Perfect 4.0

34.95
185.00

Signum II

184.00

Swift Calc

39.00

Datamanager Professional

55.95

Power Basic

32.95

DevpacST v2
Logistix
STOS

230.00~^
299.00

175.00
339.00
325.00

NEC 1Meg Internal Drive

79.95

Epson LX800 Printer

219.00

Star LC10 Colour Printer

225.00

49.00
90.00
;..,;

Ml
Bettei

23.95

WHY NOT CALL IN AND SEE ALL THATS NEW IN COMPUTERS

Allprices are correct at time of going to press. Access or

18.95

19.95

Verminator
Xenon II

18.95
18.95

Xybots

16.95

software + hardware

'^

22.95

„

19.95

Thunderbirds

16.95

59.95 '

16.95
19.95
24.95

TV Sports Football

18.95

The Story So Far Vol. 3

42.95

19.951

Demons Winter

Visa orders welcome. Please add £1 per item for
overseas orders. Please make chegues or postal orders
payable to: *MILES BETTER SOFTWARE*
Phone or write for comprehensive stock

The Games Summer Edition

'Cyber Texture

list for Atari and ST

VISA'

219/221 Cannock Road, Chadsmoor, Cannock,
Staffs WS11 2DD. Tel: (0543) 466577/8/9

WHILE STOCKS LAST

Add 50p to orders less than £5.00

What will let you compose a f

, not forgetting

the £&&i record it like a ^f

, or via

'Wl

and play it back through a ysSgW for only ^O^f(5 ?

% Hybrid Arts CUKJ Ltd.
24/26 Avenue Mews, Muswell Hill, London N10 3NP. Tel: 01-883 1335

ml launch price - limited v

REGULARS

IDIMAN has been following a
parallel line of development to
Trackman, which was re

eters being altered in their LCD,
although others may have to be in a
certain mode before they display cer

viewed in last month's column. Hollis

tain edits.

calls its product a universal editing
controller. It operates as a desk acces
sory and allows you, theoretically, to
edit the voices on any synthesiser. The
trade-off for this flexibility can be seen
in the screen display, parameters
being shown as numbers rather than
in graphic form.
In order to handle a variety of syn

Some synths have two control files one for voice editing and one for creat
ing multi-timbral set-ups. I found this

thesisers, control files are loaded from

disc, each configured for a particular
synth. There are currently more than
20 files supporting over 30 synthesis
ers. More are being created and will be
sent to MidiMan owners free of charge
as part of the Hollis free update policy.
Up to six MidiMen can be installed
as accessories, giving instant access to
control over several synths. The con
trollable parameters are spread over
six pages or screens, each containing
up to 24 controls.
Clicking with the left and right

to be one of MidiMan's most useful

applications.
It enables you to set parameters
such as Midi channel, volume,

tuning, pan setting and output
for each voice from your
computer, without fiddling around
with multiple button pushes on
the front of your synth.
A general purpose control file han
dles volume, patch changes and Midi

Sort
out
those

controllers which will work with most

synths. You could use this to set up

six different mixes for transmission at
the touch of a mouse button.

mouse buttons on a control decreases

If you're feeling brave you can create
controls of your own. This means a
smattering of knowledge of System
Exclusive messages, binary
and hex. No problem
for experienced computer

and increases its value. Controls are
labelled and their values are shown

manufacturers'

next to the control bars.

System Exclusive

Unlike dedicated voice editors, com

users, but some

tables are incorrect,

munication between Midiman and

so take care.

synth is one way - from MidiMan to
the synth. You can't upload a patch,

The program uses
a low level language
called Profile to help

tweak it and send it back.

As soon as you alter a control the
new value is sent to the synth. MidiMan, therefore, works along much the
same lines as a hardware programmer,
such as the range Roland produces for
its digital synthesisers.
You can send an entire page of data
to the synth, so it is quite possible to

create these

messages,
and the

manual
shows how
to use it

to make a

synths

program chantge.

You

J| ^fW

set up a voice patch in MidiMan and

will be able to create

save it to disc for loading at a later

simple controls with a little applica
tion, but a more comprehensive tuto
rial is required in order to use the
language to its full. MidiMan should

date.
As MidiMan receives no feedback

from the synths, patch names and so
on are not shown on screen. Some

Turn to Page 72 •

synths, however, will show the param

Desk

Desk

File

Edit

Options

HIDI

Click

I

Quantise

File

Edit

Options

HIDI

Ian Waugh checks out a
desk accessory to edit
synthesised sounds
Click

Quantise

no ,ha ,e%no

Goodies

Goodies
CONTROL EDITOR

te On
in Pressure
ig Hunber
Assign

f)B:Poly Pressure
EBiPitch Bend
F6:Tune

BQiControl Change
FOiSysten Exclusive
F7:End of Exclusive

HaxinunlOee

Hiniaurti-ai

u,16,1213,0 ,6,?+13,F7lr

introl tgpe: 1 Fixed ! mm 1
lata output: D i T I !

1

1

1 Sav e !

Main

| Cancel |

h

1
1

1

1

flux

|

OK
sMii) i • • i • r-r-

... and controller edit screen
MidiMan main screen
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recorded in Trackman. This is super,

•4 From Page 71

operate with all well-behaved Gem
programs, but if you use it with Track
man, you'll have access to many other
facilities too. For example, as well as

being able to make edits on the fly,
you can assign any Midi controller to
one of MidiMan's edit controls.
The modulation wheel could affect a

filter, the pitch wheel change waveform
or alter pan position. What's more,
changes made during playback can be

lin*)*! File

Edit

Options

About Trackman.

MIDI

Click

though it's possible that some synths
may object if you try to edit a sound
while they are playing.
Most controls have keyboard equiva
lents, although some options require
you to use both mouse and keyboard,
particularly numeric entries. If you
have mouse control, I think you

should be able to use it for everything
- except, perhaps, text input.
MidiMan is not really a substitute
for a dedicated editor, and to use it for

method of synthesis. It also lacks
librarian facilities -

one of the most

cost-saving uses of an editor although the parameters for individual
voices can be saved to disc.

However, it is superb for creating
set-ups with multi-timbral instru
ments, and once you try it you'll won

der how you ever managed without it.
It is now a permanent part of my sys
tem.

FACT FILE

QuantiseGoodies

Screen Edit ZORCH Bars 1 thru 5 of 8

Product: MidiMan
Price: £79

MIDInanlDSO

MIDInan:TX8LZ

i;Hi)nmr;.i;>«i
Antral Dannl
Control
Panel

voice editing you do need a reasonable
working knowledge of your synth's

Supplier: First Rate (Guernsey). La

^'•

Ramee, St Peter Port, Guernsey, Chan
nel Islands.
Tel 0481 23169.
POINTS FOR:
m

EJ . I * ".....JlTOaC "

Superb for multi-timbral set-ups. can be
used with any Gem program, user pro

. . : js3 ra

grammable, extra facilities when used
with Trackman, free updates.

m..'mi : ; ; : m

AGAINST:

TTrH4|o|o

Midiman's
sound editor

No graphic displays, no librarian, better
programming tutorial required.

GFA BASIC 3.0 INTERPRETER

NOW ONLY

£49.95

GFA DRAFT PLUS

NOW ONLY

£99.95

GFA RAYTRACE

NOW ONLY

£39.95

GFA Data Media
Box 121

Wokingham
Berkshire, RG11 9LP

Available from your Atari Dealer, and most software
stockists or in case of difficulty by mail order:

GFA

GFA Data Media (UK) Ltd, Box 121, Wokingham,
Berkshire, RG11 9LP.

Data

Media

Credit card or cheque/postal orders payable to
GFA Data Media (UK) Ltd accepted.

Tel: (0734) 794941
I wish to pay for the items indicated by Visa/
Mastercard; please charge
to
my account. My card number is:

MasterCard

Name (on card)

Expiry Date

Signature

GFA BASIC 3.0 INTERPRETER (ST)

49.95

GFA BASIC 3.0 COMPILER (ST)

29.95

GFA BASIC 3.0 S/W DEVELOPMENT BOOK + DISK

19.95

GFA BASIC 2.0 ADVANCED PROG. BOOK + DISK

19.95

GFA RAYTRACE

39.95

GFA VECTOR

34.95

GFA DRAFT PLUS

99.95

Order Date:

LIMITED SPECIAL OFFERS (only available directfrom GFA)
o Address

GFA BASIC 2.0 INTERPRETER + COMPILER

19.95

GFA DRAFT ST (Upgrade to Draft Plus available)

49.95

All prices include VAT, post and packing tor UK.
Postcode
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DISCOUNT SOFTWARE
For the Atari ST

Protext See Specials

£64.95

First Word Plus
KWord II

£58.95
£29.95

KSpell

£13.95

Cashbook Controller

PROTEXT V.4.2
Our most popular word processor on
our favourite machine. Veryfast,

non-GEM, and command based, it

FINANCIAL
£37.95

Final Accounts (for above)
£21.95
Cashbook Combo (Cashbook+Final) .£54.95
K-Spread III (Spreadsheet)
£38.95

offers fast conversion routines to
and from other versions of Protext

as well as First Word, FirstWord
Plus and Wordstar files. 70,000

Mini Office Spreadsheet
Digicalc(spreadsheet)

£15.95
£28.95

word Spell checker and very
powerful mail-merge commands

Digita Home Accounts

£18.95

included

Personal Tax Planner

£28.95

R.R.P. £99.95

DATABASES
K Data

Our Price £64.95

£49.95
£11.95
£34.95
Coming soon

GRAPHICS/
PRESENTATIONS
Timeworks DTP

£68.95

Easy Draw II
Timeworks DTPS Easy Draw II
SuperchargedEasyDrawII

£49.95
£75.95
£74.95

KGraph III
Mini Office Pres. Graphics
Degas Elite

£39.95
£15.95
£18.95

Flair Paint

£25.95

Spectrum 512
Cyber Studio
Cyber Paint
Cyber Sculpt
VIDI-ST Digitiser

£43.95
£59.95
£54.95
£59.95
£79.95

PROGRAMMING
Tempus II - Programmers Editor

£29.95

Hisoft Power Basic

£28.95

HisoftBasic (inc. GEM libs)
Fast ST Basic (Discversion)

£58.95
£31.50

GST C Compiler
Hisoft C Interpreter
Prospero C

£14.95
£39.95
£99.99

GST Macro Assembler
K Seka

£19.95
£32.95

Hisoft Devpac ST V2

£39.95

HiSoft Wercs

£21.95

NevadaCobol (CP/M required)

£33.95

Prospero Pascal

£74.95

Hisoft/OSS Personal Pascal

£58.95

Prospero Fortran

£99.95

Hisoft Wercs (resource const)
HisoftWercs Plus (inc. GDOS)

£21.95
£33.95

STOS see specials for ranee

BOOKS
STfor Beginners (Abacus)
STTricks &Tips (Abacus)

£12.95
£16.95

ST Internals (Abacus)
C Programming Language (K&R)
Pascal: A beginners guide

£14.95
£23.95
£6.50

VIDI ST
Grab 16 shade digitised images from
your ordinary video and save as
Neochrome or Degas format files for
your graphics or DTP programs

STOSTHE GAME CREATOR
STOS Basic Program
£18.95
£11.95
£28.95

STOS Sprites 600

£9.95

STOS Maestro Software ....£14.95
STOS Maestro Plus
£59.95

Coming soon!

The perfectcombination

TIMEWORKS
DESKTOP PUBLISHER
plus
EASY-DRAW II

Softwareand Sampler

MINI OFFICE

EDUCATIONAL
Fun School 2 under 6's

£13.95

£13.95
£13.95

SpellwithOscar (3-6 yrs)
Add with Oscar (4-10 yrs)
B. Spell (5-8)
Schooltime Maths (5 and over)
Play-Spell (7 and over)

range of text sizes and effects in draft
mode and limited range in Near Letter
Quality
£139.95
PANASONIC KXP-1081
Well built and reliable, offers all the
sizes and effects of the Citizen 120-D,

STAR LC-10 Mk I
On a par with the Panasonicfor build,
speed and NLQ combinations, but

Price £15.95

£30 for any two

offers 4 different NLQ styles and
double height as well as double width
text. Great value for money.
£179.95

Day by Day (Electronic Diary).. £22.95

Fun School 2 6-8 yrs
Fun School 2 8-12 yrs

OTHERS
Mavis Beacon Typing (12-adult)

CITIZEN 120-D
A cheap Epson FXcompatible giving a

£159.95

Communications

OTHER SOFTWARE

DATABASE SOFTWARE
Eachcontaining 8 different games

KOSMOS SOFTWARE
Idealaid torlanguagestudents
French Mistress (12-adult)
German Master (12-adult)
Spanish Tutor (12-adult)
Italian Tutor (12-adult)

takes 7-10 days, and 12 month 'return to us'
guarantee
For courier Despatch add £5.00
For on-sits "call-out" Warranty, add £5.00

but offers NLQ in all combinations

Spreadsheet
Presentation Graphics

R.R.P. £99.95+ £59.95

OUR PRICE JUST
£74.95 THE PAIR

Allprinters listed have a ten inch 80 column
carnage, andaccept continuousor single
sheet paper. They areEpson-compatible and
have Centronicsparallelinterlace and are
suppliedwiththe cable required loryour
computer. Prices shown include VAT,

delivery by Royal Mail Insured Parcel (which

R.R.P. £99.95
Our Price £79.95

STOS Add-on Compiler
STOS Plus Compiler

Watch out for PRODATA.

£31.95

Data Manager Professional
B.Base II(B.Ware)
Base II (antic/catalogue)
Pro Data by Arnor

PRINTERS

SPECIALS

WORD PROCESSING

£14.95
£14.95
£14.95
£14.95

£23.95
£9.95
£9.95
£10.95
£10.95
£19.95

AB Zoo

£10.95

Algebra

£10.95

Invasion
Pre-School Kids

£10.95
£10.95

SOUND SAMPLERS
Mastersound
STOS Maestro Plus

£29.95
£59.95

ST Replay4

£69.95

Michtron Utlities Plus
£23.95
Mini Office Communications ...£15.95

STAR LC-10 Mk II
Identical to the Mk I but 25% faster

K-Comm2(V2)

£32.95

£199.95

Hi-Soft Twist
Hi-Soft Turbo ST

£28.95
£28.95

STAR LC-10 COLOUR

ACCESSORIES

Based on the LC-10 Mk I but offers
seven basic text colours. With the

correct printer driver (Epson JX-80)
offers hundreds of shades from

3.5" Disc Head Cleaner
ST-Parallel Printer Lead

£6.95
£6.95

Neoprene Mouse Mat

£3.95

ST-FM Dust cover

£3.95

Philips CM 8833 Dust cover

£4.95

Star LC10 Dust cover
£4.95
Panasonic KXP-1081 Dust cover£4.95
Citizen 120D Dust cover
£4.95

Quickshot 2 Turbo Joystick
£9.95
Competition Pro 5000 Joystick £13.95
Replacement Mouse

£29.95

graphics programs.

£229.95
STAR LC 24-10
24 pinversion of the LC-10, offering
great text output in one of five Letter
Quality styles, available in combination
with all the usual sizes and effects.

Two additional effects, Outline and
Shadow, are also available.
£259.95

ST Joystick + Mouse extention.. £5.95

CITIZEN SWIFT 24

Unbranded 3.5" Disks 10 off
£9.95
Unbranded 3.5" Disks 20 off ....£18.95

Fast 24-pin offering all the usual sizes

Sony branded 3.5" DS Disks
£12.95

and effects from four LetterQuality
fonts. Easy to use control panel with

£24.95

LCD Display
£359.95

10 off

Sony branded 3.5" DS Disks
20 off

Please Note All prices include VAT and postage in the UK
We ONLY advertise products actually available at time of going to press.
We DO NOT advertise products "Due Shortly" as they rarely are!!!
Overseas orders welcome - Please write forprices
CALLERS WELCOME!MON-FRI 9.30am TO 5pm SAT 10am TO 4pm

M.J.C. SUPPLIES, (STU)
40a Queen Street, Hitchin, Herts. SG4 9TS.

_,_

Tel: (0462) 420847/421415/432897 for enquiries/Credit Card orders KT1
Prop. M.J. Cooper

* * "
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BARGAIN SOFTWARE, 60 Boston Road, London W7 3TR
Other branches at: 309 Goldhawk Road, London W12 8EZ
18 Market Square, Leighton Buzzard, Beds.

• Unit 33-34 Rumford Shopping Hall, Market Place, Romford Essex

(

BATMAN

THE MOVIE OR C APED CRUSADER

• 675 Holloway, Road, Archway, London, N19
• Pitsea Market, Stand B131-2, Every Saturday

ONLY 11.99

PRICE PROMISE
a—„

BUY BY

*-•-

PHONE

If you wish to purchase any product from our list and
find that you can buy the same product cheaper from
another mail order company, simply enclose the lower
amount, stating the name of the other company and
where you saw the advert (it must be a current Issue).
Price Promise does not apply to other companies
"Special Offers".

RING 01-741 1222
01-995 3652
0525 371884

RRP

A.P.B
Add idas Soccer
Astrix

Beach Volley
Blood Money
Bloodwych
Bloodwych Data Disc
Cabal
Chaos Strikes Back
Chase H.Q.

Conflicts in Europe
Continental Circus
Dark Fusion
Domocles

Dragon Spirit
Drakkhen

Dungeon Master
F16 Combat Pilot
F29 Retaliator
Ferrari Formula 1
Ghostbusters II
Gridiron II
Hard Drivin

Hostages

RRP

OUR PRICE

19.99
19.99
24.99

19.99
24.99
24.99
14.99
19.99
14.99
19.99
24.99
19.99
19.99
24.99
19.99
29.99
24.99
24.99
19.99
24.99
24.99
24.99
19.99
24.99

12.99
11.99
15.99
11.99
16.99
15.99
10.99
11.99
10.99
11.99
15.99
12.99
14.99
15.99
12.99
21.99
15.99
15.99
11.99
17.99
17.99
15.99
12.99
11.99

Space Quest III
Stryx

29.99

Stunt Car

Super League Soccer

T.V. Sports Football
Too bin

Untouchables, The
Verminator

Vigilante
War In Middle Earth
WECLeMans

Xenon ll-Megaglast
Xybots

19.99
24.99
24.99

21.99
12.99
15.99
15.99

24.99
19.99
19.99
24.99
14.99
19.99
19.99
24.99
19.99

15.99
12.99
11.99
15.99
10.99
12.99
11.99
15.99
12.99

After the War

14.99

Soccer II

Knight Force
Last Ninja II
Licenced to Kill

Microprose Soccer
Millenium 2.2
Moonwalker

New Zealand Story

19.99
24.99
24.99
19.99
24.99
24.99
19.99
19.99

12.99
15.99
17.99
12.99
15.99
15.99
14.95
11.99

19.99

11.99

24.99

15.99

Paper Boy
Populous
Populous Promised

19.99
24.99

12.99
17.99

Lands

9.99
24.99
24.99
19.99
19.99
24.99
19.99
19.99
19.99
19.99
19.99

Powerdrift
Rainbow Island
Red Heat

Robo Cop
Rocket Ranger
Run The Gauntlet
Saint+ Greavsie
Shinobi

Shuffle Puck Cafe

Slayer

7.99
17.99
15.99
11.99
11.99
15.99
11.99
12.99
12.99
12.99
12.99

Star Wars, Return
OfTheJedi,

Empire Strikes Back

24.99

15.99

19.99

5.99

Elemental

19.99

3.99

19.99

2.99

Fish

24.99

6.99

Archipelagos

24.99

5.99

Kings Quest IV

29.99

14.99

Billiards

19.99

3.99

M Cache

19.99

4.99

M Disk Plus

24.99

4.99

Brian Clough's
Football Fortunes

24.99

5.99

Mafdet

14.99

3.99

Casino Roulette

19.99

3.99

Make It Move

19.99

4.99

Chariots of Wrath

24.99

6.99

Ml Print

24.99

4.99

Corruption
Deja Vu
Dragon Scape

24.99

6.99

Operation Neptune

24.99

6.99

24.99

6.99

Pacland

19.99

6.99

19.99

3.99

Quadralien

14.99

4.99

Sargon III
Spidertronic
Starquake
Sundog Frozen
Legacy

24.99

4.99

19.99

3.99

T.N.T.

19.99

4.99

11.99
15.99

North & South

15.99

15.99

10.99
15.99
12.99
15.99
15.99

12.99

Renegade III

11.99

14.99

Rock 'N' Roll
S.T.0.S

14.99
21.99

16.99

Eye of Horus

15.99

ST,OS. Compiler

Falcon

15 99

S.T.O.S. Maestro

16.99

Fighting Soccer

14 99

S.T.O.S. Sprite 600
Silphed
Sim City

10.99
17.99
21.99

17.99

Stridor
Stunt Car Racer

14.99
15.99

15.99

Teenage Queen

6.99

15.99
12.99

Operation
Thunderbolt
P47

Afterburner

Outrun Europa
Pictionary
Player Manager
RA.C. Lombard Rally
Rainbow Warrior

11.99

. 15.99
11.99

Kick Off

Lancaster

12.99

TRIAD II
ONLY £9.99

Ultimate Golf
Weird Dreams

17.99
15.99

Xenomorph

15.99

PREMIER COLLECTION
ONLY £18.99
Netherworld + Zynaps

Captain Blood + Super Hang On +

Starglider + Defender of Crown +

Arkanoid 11 + Xenon

Barbarian(Psygnosis)

COMPUTER HITS II
ONLY £9.99

LIGHT FORCE
ONLY £14.99
IK +Bio-Challenge+Voyager + R Type

BARGAIN SOFTWARE ORDER FORM
Type of computer

Teenage Queen

19.99

5.99

Thunderbirds

24.99

7.99

Wanted

19.99

2.99

Your Financial Future

19.99

4.99

Zero Gravity

19.99

3.99

Zynaps

19.99

4.99

^i^0^,)0i:i«i
50 cps Storage Box

8.99

2.99

Cheetah 125+

8.99

6.99

Mouse Mats

Pro 5000 Joystick
Quickshot II

Starprobe

10 x 3.5" DS DD Discs
20 x 3.5" DS DD Discs

9.99

5.99

14.99

11.99

7.99
_. 14.99

ATARI ST USER, JANUARY "1

Address

Tel. No.

Please make cheques or postal orders payable to BARGAIN SOFTWARE

Price includes P&P within the U.K. Europe please add E1.00 per disc. Elsewhere please add £1.50 extra perdisk
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2.99
11.99

AJI Discs offered are supplied with labels &
individually sleeved

Postcode

L«

7.99
15.99

50 x 3.5" DS DD Discs + Free Storage Box ...37.50
100x 15" DS DDDiscs + Free Storage Box . 6999
200x 15" DS DDDiscs + Free Storage Box 129.99
500 x 15" DS DD Discs + Free Storage Box 304.99

Name....
Amount

Total Enclosed £

3.99

2 FOR 1 LIFETIME GUARANTEE

TRIAD
ONLY £12.99

These are mail order prices only. Shop prices may vary. Orders under £5 please add 50p, over £5 P+P is FREE

•k Personal Callers Only

2.99

19.99

3 ^2" ®Q^©

PRECIOUS METAL
ONLY £14.99

Title:

19.99

Nebulus + Exolon +

Menace + Baal + Tetris

Tetris + Tracker + Joe Blade +
Tau Ceti

RRP OUR PRICE

Action Service

Lost Patrol

Kenny Dalglish

RING
01-567 7621

RRP OUR PRICE

Mr. Heli

12.99
17.99

^

Prices from £1.99

. 1499

14.99

19.99

Boston Road Address

.. .6 99
1299
17 99

ENQUIRIES

2nd December at

OUR PRICE

Indiana Jones and

The Last Crusade

Crazy ST Saturday

IFEATURE

BaViiacf
specially formatted discs the ST loads

LET'S examine the ST's floppy

disc formatting functions and
see how to access them from

assembly language, STOS, C and
HiSoft Basic. "Why bother?", you may
wonder, as the ST already has a for
matter built in to the Gem desktop.
The answer is that the Gem format

ter is very inflexible and just provides
one standard format. However, by
writing your own formatter you can
alter the parameters and customise a
disc for a particular application.
For instance, you may want to speed
up the disc so that loading and saving

is performed in little more than half
the time normally taken, or extend the
number of sectors per track or tracks

per disc so that more programs and
data can be crammed in. Everything is

possible with a DIY formatter.
The basic procedure for formatting a
disc is the same in any language. Here
is the algorithm written in pseu
docode:

Roland Waddilove and
Phil Lawson show how
to format a disc in a

reduce access times

track where it is stored and starts

The standard Gem floppy disc for
mat is nine sectors per track, 80

track, so it moves the read/write head

tracks per disc and either single or

tity of the first sector it finds - sector

double sided. By increasing the num
ber of sectors per track from 9 to 10

one - to make sure the head is in the

you gain an extra 1 x 80 sectors worth
of space on a single sided disc. That's

is, it must wait for sector one to come

40k, or 80k with a double sided disc.

And increasing the number of tracks
to 81 will give you an extra 10 sectors
or 5k (10k, double sided).

showed how to write an extended for

Write boot sector

reading the sectors.
When it reaches sector nine it must

the September 1989 issue we also

UNTIL track - 80
Zero buffer
Write buffer to FAT/di rectory tracks
Create boot sector

ST moves the read/write head to the

continue with sector one on the next

the number of tracks and sectors. In

Format track
track = track + 1

How is it done? Andrew Donald pro

vided the theory and a very basic
worked example way back in the

September 1987 issue of Atari ST User.
When loading a program from disc, the

Now dozens of disc formatters in the

Reserve 10, 500 byte bi ffer

twice as quickly as usual.

variety of languages
and present utilities to

public domain will allow you to extend

track = 0
REPEAT

and saves programs in half the time it
usually takes, and software boots up

matter in assembly language and the
program was on the Cover Disc.
What isn't generally known is that
you can easily create a special disc for
mat that allows the ST to read and

to the next track and reads the iden

correct position. Having verified that it

round again in order to continue read
ing the program data.
This delay while the disc spins sec
tor one around to the read/write head

is surprisingly long, and by eliminating
it disc access times are significantly
reduced.

There is enough space on each track
for 10.5 sectors, and although 10 sec
tor formats are easily achieved, it's not

possible to format the remaining half a
sector. However, by using an interleave
factor of 11 - this is the order in which
the sectors are laid down on the disc
surface - 10 sectors are formatted,

write information to the disc at twice

Turn to Page 77 •

its normal speed. When using these

C formatting ... the facts and figures
The HiSoft Basic functions are derived

from the C functions, so having writ
ten a Basic formatter it is a fairly sim

ing the nine sector format.
The format function has more

parameters than the HiSoft version: A
magic number is required which must

ple matter to write a C one. The
program on the cover disc is more be $87654321, and a special value
complicated than it needs to be, sim which is to be written to every new
ply because it was decided to include a sector created, usually $E5E5:
very easy to use Gem dialogue box
interface.

You can select from drive A or B, 80

Flopfmt(buffer,OL,drive,sectors,
track,side,skew,0x87654321L,0xE5E5)

to 82 tracks, single or double sided
and 9 or 10 sectors per track - a fast

The function to write sectors to the

format with an interleave factor of 11

disc is standard and requires the

being automatically selected on choos

buffer address, drive, sector, track

side and number of sectors to write:

FIopwr(buffer,OL,drive,sec tor,track,
side,count)
The boot sector is created in the

buffer with a call to Protobt, passing it
the buffer address, a serial number -

greater than $1000000 - the disc type
(two for single sided and three for dou
ble) and a flag to show whether or not
the boot sector contains an executable
program:
Protobt(buffer,0x1000000L,disc type,
execf lag);
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SOFXIVIACHIIME
ATARI HARDWARE
520ST-FM Explorer Pack £274.99
520ST-FM Power Pack ... £349 99

PERIPHERALS, ACCESSORIES AND BOOKS

1040ST-FM Art Pack
£436.99
1040ST-FM Prof Pack ....£436.99

MEGA ST USER PACK 1
MEGA 2 ST
STM-1 Mouse

1040ST-FM Super Pack £436.99

SM1241 Mono Monitor

MEGA1 ST Prof Pack ....£514.99
MEGA 2 ST Prof Pack ....£811.99
MEGA4 ST Prof Pack ..£1109.99

SLM804 Laser Printer
SLMC804 Controller Interface
Professional Pack Software

Stacy Portable
TT Workstation

Ring
Ring

SM124MonoMonitor

Ring

SC1224 Colour Monitor .£264.99
SF354 Disk Drive
£109.99
SF314 Disk Drive
£134.99
MEGAFILE 30 Hard Drive £436.99
MEGAFILE 44 Hard Drive £798.99
MEGAFILE 60 Hard Drive £599.99
SLM804 Laser Printer ..£1195.99
STM-1 Mouse
£23.99

* Special offer- Limited stocks!

£1599.99
MEGA ST USER PACK 2
MEGA 2 ST
STM-1 Mouse
SM124 Mono Monitor
MEGAFILE 30 Hard Drive
SLM 804 Laser Printer
SLM804 Controller Interface
Professional Pack Software
DTP Pack Software

£2169.99

Mouse Mat
Mouse Bracket
10 TDK MF2DD Disks

40 CapacityDiskStorage Box
3.5' Head Cleaner
520/1040 Dust Cover
ONLY £26*

Rombo Vidi-ST
SAM

+ Draw Art

starter pack per ST purchased!

+ Scan Art
+ Borders

£126.99
....£89.99
RING

CherryA3Tablet

£499 99

CRPA4 Tablet

£359 99

Dtsc Qmva - town

Cumana1Mb3.5" ♦ psu
£88.99
Cumana1Mb5.25* + psu £122.99

OwDsiws-Hmo
Supra 30Mb
Supra 45Mb

. £436.99
. £522.99
£497.99

£94 99
£103 99
£144 99
£224 99
£339.99
£224,99

Monitors

NEC 14- Multisync
Philips 14*CM8833

Citizen 120D

Epson LX8O0
Panasonic P1081
Seikosha SP-180AI
Star LC-10
Star LC-10 Colour. ..

Citizen Swift 24

Epson LQ500
Seikosha SL-80AI
StarLC24-10

.. £129.99
£227.99

...£156 99
£13599
£166 99
£21799

£619.99
£235.99

Quadram 14* Multi-Scan .£474.99

.£327.99
.. £369 99
..£277.99

..£268 99

Prhtou-IhkJet
Canon PJ1080A
HP DeskJet*
Xerox 4020

... £504.99
. £699 99
RING

Pmwtm-Usw

Qume CrystalII

Books ('Atari ST)

Cables
£24.99

Phikurj - Matrix 9 pek

Epson GQ3500
HP LaserJet 11

Mooans

Designer

Contriver Mouse for ST

| Ptartnu-MAffli»24piM

Gnwttic Tmuts

Linnet
Linnet 1200
Miracom WS3000
Miracom WS4000

DTP PACK SOFTWARE:
Timeworks Publisher

AND DELIVERY (U.K. ONLY)

A-Magic Turbodiser

+ Superbase Personal

' When purchased withany ST

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

f.tfinn

PROFESSIONAL PACK
SOFTWARE:
VIP Professional
+ Microsoft Write

computer... Offer limited to 1

Moose Controiurs
£193 99
£179 99
. £44 00

DlOttMM

Vortex 40Mb

+ ST Basic c/w
Sourcebook & Tutorial

Twin Mouse/JoystickExtension

Cameras/Lenses
Hitachi HV720
Panasonic WV1500
8mm Lens

£1497.99
£1680 99
£1347 99

Cent Printer - Deluxe
Cent Printer-Std
Composite Video

£9.99
£7.99
£8.99

Four-WayAdaptor

£5.99

Mains
£4.99
Midi
£4.99
RS232 M-M/M-F/F-FDeluxe£10.99
RS232 M-M/M-F/F-FStd
£8.99
Scarf
£11.99
TV
£2,99

I Ml8cai*NE0U8 AccEMomta I

Control Centre
£37.99
Dust Cover 520/1040
£5.99
Dust Cover SC1224
£5.99
B&W Handy Scanner
£194.99 Dust Cover SM124/SM125 ..£5.99
Grey Scale HandyScanner £289,99 Modulator
£52.99
Kempston Daatascan
£218 99 MonitorStand - Philips
£13.99
Monitor
Stand
Universal.
£17.99
Sampihis
Mouse Bracket
£3.99
Pro Sound Designer....
£4399 Mouse House
£7.99
£59 99
....£57.99

Mouse Matc/w ST Logo
Printer Stand

£6.99
£13.99

Please ring lor prices/availability on any hardware/soltware/peripherals not listed. (Full price list on request)

Courier/Overseas

rates on request

Please make cheques/postal orders payable to SOFTMACHINE. All prices are inclusive of V.A.T.
All prices subjectto change without notice. All itemssubjectto availability. E &OE.

SEE OUR ADVERTISEMENT IN
NEXT MONTH'S ST USER FOR
BUSINESS/PRODUCTIVITY
SOFTWARE

E3

£9.99
£18,95
£10.95
£14.95

"BASICtoC

£18.45

•Explored
* for Beginners
* Graphics Sound Prog

£8.95
£14.95
£11,60

'Internals

£16.95

"Intro to MIDI Prog
£16.95
Twin Mouse/Joystick Ext £5.99 "Logo Users Guide
£16.95
"MachineLanguage68000 £16.95
Bum Omn OS/DP
'Prog Guide-Compute
£16.95
£18.45
10 x Sony BulkUnbranded £10.99 * Prog Guide-Weber
£16.95
10 x Sony Branded
£13.99 'Tricks &Tips
10 x TDK Branded
£14.99 Computes* Machine Lang £18.95
Concise ST Prog Ref Guide £17.95
I Dish Storage/Head CitAWH I ElementaryST BASIC
£14.95
£16.95
3.5" 40 CapacityBox
....£8,99 GEMProg Ref Guide
GFA
BASIC
2
Adv
Prog
£15.95
3.5*80 CapacityBox ,
£9.99
GFA BASIC Quick Prog. Ref £13.95
3.5*150PossoBox
£14.99
Graphic Applications*
£9.95
3.5* Head Cleaner ....
...£4.99

Scanners

ReplayV4
ST Sound Sampler

1001 Things to do with*
*3D Graphic Programming
'Advanced Prog Guide
•BASICTraining Guide

SOFTMACHINE

36 Guernsey Road, Sunderland SR4 9RR. Telephone: 091-385 7928

Kids and the*

£16.95

Learning Con the*

£18.45

Midi & Sound Book for* ....£16.45

MusicalApplications"
£5.95
Practical Logofor the*
£6.95
Presenting the*
£15.95
STAppGuideProg, in C ....£19.95
ST Applications
£16.95
ST Artist
ST Disk Drives In & Out
Tech Ret Guide * Vol 1
Tech Ref Guide ' Vol 2
Using ST BASIC*

£16.95
£18.95
£19.95
£19.95
£9.95

68000 Assem Lang Prog ...£19.95
Programming The 68000 ... £21.95
40 Great Flight Sims
£9.95
40 MoreGreatRight Sims .£14.95
Flying FlightSimulator
£7.95
Flying on Instruments
£9.95
Gunship Academy
£14.95

Jet Fighter School II

£14.95

Learningto Fly

£14.95

Sub Commander

£12,95

Did youknow that greyhound racing accounts for the largest amountsof bets afterhorse racing. Now there
is a unique program available that will enable you to make LOADSAMONEY from betting on Greyhounds

morning and evening six days a week every week of the year.

TOP DOG is a Greyhound racing analysis program that will enable ST owners to analyse any Greyhound
race and dramatically increase the chances of selecting the winner. Up to 60% or more of TOP DOG

selections have won with a return of 98% on level stake bet. TOP DOG uses information from the daily

sporting press and data entry takes a few minutes - analyse one race or a complete meeting. TOP DOG's

special archiving system allows you to recall any race for viewing or amendment as well as providing an
assessment of how well the program is working for various race tracks or types of race.

AND THAT'S NOT ALL - .JUST LOOK AT TOP DOG'S OTHER FEATURES
RUNS ON ST520 & 1040'S AND MEGAS

SS/DS FLOPPY/HARD DISK COMPATIBLE
MONOCHROME OR COLOUR MONITOR/TV

•
•k USES GEM FACILITIES
* FULL PRINTER SUPPORT

•k CLEAR CHOICE OF SELECTION
GOINGS, PAST FORM)

UNIQUE ARCHIVING SYSTEM
PROGRAM SELF ANALYSIS

READY RECKONER FOR ALL POPULAR MULTIPLE BETS

TO]

EASY DATA ENTRY
ALL GREYHOUND TRACKS
RESULTS FACILITY

•A- ALL MAJORASPECTS FORM ANALYSED (TIMINGS,

COMPREHENSIVE MANUAL
ON SCREEN INFORMATION

•

*
•
•

•

INDIVIDUAL ASPECTS OF FORM CAN BE VIEWED

*
*

BETTING LOG
FORECAST & TRICASTS

lVAILABLE ONLY FROM FORECAST SOFTWARE - SEND CHEQUE/PO TO:

ORECAST SOFTWARE, 60 THORNHILL ROAD,
LLANISHEN^C^S. GLAM. CF4 6PF
Trade enquiries welcome
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STOS formatting for happier users
One annoying omission in STOS is the

from track zero on either side zero or

lack of a formatter, which can leave

one. To read a sector the _floprd func
tion is accessed, which is the eighth

The magic number and format code
must not be changed, although the
other parameters can be altered at

function of TRAP 14. Here are the

will. When the disc has been success

you with no space to save a program,

and no readily formatted discs. The
only course of action is to return to
the desktop, format a disc, re-boot
STOS and start all over again. Until
now that is.

Stosdisc formatter will be greatly

appreciated by anyone familiar with
the above situation. To use it, simply

select a new program area, and load in
STOSFORM.BAS from the cover disc.

The majority of the program is con
cerned with getting the various

parameters from the user, such as the
drive, number of tracks, sectors and

sides. The program caters for a maxi
mum of 82 tracks and 10 sectors and

will work happily with single and dou
ble sided drives. A useful command to
find the number of drives attached is:
drives=DEEK(1190)

parameters which need to be passed
to this function:

TRAP 14,8,buffer,0,drive,start sector,

cessary to use a couple of the machine
code TRAP routines. Many books list
all the available TRAP functions, but

we'll briefly explain the ones used,
along with their syntax.
Lines 10060 and 10070 check the

user's input by reading the first sector
< From Page 75

TRAP 14,18,buffer,serial no.,disctype,
10060 TRAP 14,8, .L buffer, .L 0, .
Wdr, ,W 1, .H 0, .W sides, .W 1
10070 IF DREG(0)=0 THEN 10100

and C versions. STOS expects them

tion is called, the first 512 bytes are

this way, athough the manual is a lit

set-up as a standard boot-sector, the
number of sectors per track and per

is OK the data register DO, DREG(O),

disc are altered, and the whole buffer

will be zero.

is written to track 0, side 0.

The formatting is performed by
function number 10, the syntax of

starting at sector one and continues to
sector nine. It then steps the
read/write head to the next track and
reads the identification of the first sec

tor it finds to verify that it is in the

that the contents of the buffer are
TRAP 14,10,buffer,0,drive,sec tors,

header ID, confirms that everything is
hunky dory and looks for sector one.
This immediately follows the sector 11
header, so the drive starts reading sec
tor one without delay.

In this way lost time waiting for the
drive to spin sector one around to the
read/write head is eliminated and
access times are dramatically slashed.
All the disc formatters on this
month's Cover Disc will create these

written to the disc.

track,side,inter Ieave,magic number,
TRAP 14,9,buffer,0,drive,start sector,

format code

track,side,sectors

TRAP 14,10, ,L buffer, .L 0,
,y dr, .W secters, W a, .W b, .U inl
10120

eave,

.L

$87654321, ,U $E5E5

11040 TRAP 14,9, ,L buffer, .L 0,
.y dr, ,y 1, .y 0, .y 0, .y secters

machine code, so here is the necessary

Basic formatting

code:

MOVE #9,-(A7)
HOVE #0,-(A7)
HOVE.L #0,~(A7)
HOVE.L A6,-(A7)
HOVE #10,-(A7)
TRAP #14

ADOA.L #26,A7

format code

Formatting is much easier in a high
level language like HiSoft basic as
there are simple built-in functions to
access the necessary Xbios routines.
The format function is FNflopfmt

9 sectors per track

and it requires the address of the

drive 0

buffer, the drive number, the sectors

not used
A6=buffer address

per track, track number, side and

_ftopfmt
format track

tidy stack

interleave factor. Here are the bare
bones of a Basic formatter:
Format disc

REH

STRING$(10500,0)

b$ =

correct place.

Sector 10 flies past while the head is
stepping, so the next one is that
incomplete sector 11. It reads the

Function nine uses the exact same

parameters as function eight, except

HOVE #$E5E5,-(A7)

happens when loading a program.
The drive starts reading the data

for one whole track. When this func

tle unclear on this point. If everything

HOVE.L #$87654321 -(A7) iriagic number
interleave factor
HOVE #11,-(A7>
side 00
HOVE D0,-(A7) •
track 07
HOVE D7,-(A7)

the extra 1.5 sectors, but watch what

11025 TRAP 14,18, .L buffer, ,L $100
0001, .W disc, .« 0

The buffer is 11,000 bytes long,
which is large enough to hold the data

10.5 sectors.

Gem will regard the disc as a per

execute

You may have noticed that the
parameters are in the reverse order
when compared to the machine code

plus the header for sector 11, making
fectly ordinary one and won't suspect

above TRAP command for each track,
we need to create a boot sector using
function number 18, _protobt.

track,side,sectors

which is:

To format a disc in STOS, it's nec-

fully formatted, by performing the

Call this Xbios function for tracks 0

to 79 and you're almost home. Next,
fill your buffer with zeros and write it
to the directory and FAT tracks - zero
and one for a single sided disc, both
sides of track zero for a double sided

b8 = SADD(b$)+1 AND &HFFFFFFFE
FOR VI, - 0 TO 79
F0 R s% = 0 TO 1

r%=FNfLopfmt%Cb8,0,d%,9,t%,s%,11
NE XT
NEXT

Zero buffer

REH

disc:

FOR

i8=0 TO 10000-4 STEP 4

POKEL b8+iS,0

HOVE #9,-(A7)
HOVE 00,-(A7)
HOVE 01,-(A7)
HOVE #1,-(A7)
HOVE #0,-<A7)

special fast format discs by using an

HOVE.L #Q,-(A7)
HOVE.L A6,-(A?

interleave factor of 11. The source

HOVE #9,-(A7)

code is supplied too so you can experi
ment with the format parameters.

TRAP #14

AODA.L #20,A7

9 sectors
side DO
track 01
sector 1
drive 0
not used

buffer address

ftopwr

NEXT

REH

- Write buffer to FAT/directory

rX =
r/i =
REH

FNflopwrX(b8,dS!,1,0,0,9)
FNftopwrX(b8,d7.,1,0,1,9)
Create boot

sector —

prot obt b8,8H1000000,3,0
REH

rl =

Write

boot sector

FNUopwr7.(b8,d7.,1,0,0,1)

XBIOS

tidy stack

The procedure is the same as
before - format the tracks, zero the

Assembly language

Now create a boot sector in the
buffer with a call to Xbios function 18,

_protobt, and write it to the first sector
So much for the theory, how does it

work in practice? The most basic way
of accessing the operating system's
format function, _flopfmt, is from

on the first track of the disc. The fol-

buffer, write them to the FAT and

directory tracks, create a boot sector
and write it to the first sector on the

disc. In this example, d% is the
drive, tP/o is the track, s% is the side
and b& is the address of the buffer.

Turn to Page 78 •
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•4 From Page 77

information. If the disc doesn't have
nine sectors per track, and has other
than 80, 81 or 82 tracks, an error

lowing code shows the Xbios call:
HOVE #0,-(A7)
HOVE #3,-(A7)
HOVE.L #$1000001, -<A7)

not executable

HOVE.L A6,-(A7)
HOVE #18,-CA7)

buffer address
_protobt

80 track D/S

A0DA.L #14,A7

anything but your own discs.

message is dislayed and the system
returns to the desktop.

If the disc has two sides, the pro

random serial

TRAP #14

reset the first two bytes on commercial

discs. In fact, never use this utility on

STOS converter

gram tries to read track zero, sector
one on the second side. If an error

On the Cover Disc you'll find a short
STOS utility program to convert a

occurs it's probably because the drive

XBIOS

you're using is only single sided, so an
appropiate message is displayed before
returning to the desktop.
If everything is OK a track is read

tidy stack

Disc converter

standard nine sector disc to a fast

access one, without damaging the pro
grams and files currently stored on it.
It will also kill any viruses present.

As we have seen, it is possible to cre
ate a fast format disc using an inter

and the contents are stored in a
buffer. The track is then formatted
using an interleave factor of 11, and
the data from the buffer is re-written

To convert a disc, load and run
STOSCOV.BAS then click on the Con
vert option, and then on Do it. When

leave factor of 11, so to convert an

to it. This process is carried out for

and insert the disc. If the disc has

ordinary disc to as fast format one you

prompted, enter which drive to use,

each track, starting with the last and

have to format another disc, and then

more than 80 tracks or nine sectors,

working to track zero. The reason for

copy the files to it from the old disc.

or you've placed a double sided disc in

this is that any read errors are more

This is unnecessary, as on the Cover
Disc you'll find a program called CON

a single sided drive, an error message

likely to occur at the far end of the

will be displayed.

disc, rather than the beginning.
With the number of virus's reaching
epidemic proportions, it seemed a good
idea to include a virus-killing option

VERT.PRO, which will transform any
standard nine sectored disc into fast

access one, without erasing any files.
To run the program, double click on

To kill a virus, simply click on Virus.

Do not use this program on anything
other than your own discs, as com

mercial software may be ruined by the

within the program. When a virus is

it and you'll be asked which drive to

changes made.

installed on a disc it sets the first two
bytes of track zero/sector one as an

use, into which you should place the

disc to convert. Pressing the spacebar

The program structure is quite sim
ple. First the disc boot sector is read
and the number of tracks, sectors and
sides calculated. Each track is then

offset to the virus program.

will give one last chance to abort,

All the convert program does is to

before the conversion process begins.

check if these two bytes are anything

First the boot sector of the disc is
read, from which the number of
tracks, sectors and sides is calculated

but zero, and offers the chance to

read, formatted and re-written again
using the TRAP functions 8,9 and 10.
A breakdown of these functions has
been given in the STOS Formatter sec

reset them if they are. As most games
software also uses these bytes as an
auto-boot, you should never try to

- there isn't any need to input this

tion.

ALL OUR PRICES INCLUDE CARRIAGE & VAT

HSV COMPUTER SERVICES LIMITED (STU)

23, Hampstead House, Town Centre, Basingstoke, RG21 1LG.
3 1/2" DS/DD Disks Bulk - Fully Guaranteed
teed
25
*69p

50
*63p

100
'61 p

Lockable Disk Boxes
50x3 1.2"

£5.95

100x3 1/2"

£7.95

Stationery... Stationery...
Micro-perf all edges
9.5"x11"60gsm
True A4 70gsm
True A4 80gsm
True A4 90gsm

500
£8.50
£8.95
£9.75

500

*59p

*57p

~k

*perdisk

Accessories
3 1/2" Cleaning Kit

£4.95

Atari ST 1040 Dust Cover
Atari 520 FM Dust Cover
Atari 520 STFM Dust Cover

£4.95
£4.95
£4.95

Mouse Mat (Foam)

£5.95

Stationery... L
1.000
£9.50

£12.95
£13.95

£14.95

2.000 I
£15.95 1

£23.95 1
£25.95 1

£27.95 |

4.000 L

Labels

1,000

2.000

3.5" x 1.5" (1 across)
3.5" x 1.5" (2 across)
4.0" x 1.5" (1 across)
4.0" x 1.5" (2 across)
2.75" x 1.5" (3 across)

£5.25
£5.75
£5.75
£5.75
£4.75

£9.50

£17.95 I

£10.50
£10.50
£11.95
£8.50

£19.95 1
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250

Order Hotline

(0256) 463507

£19.95 1

£22.95 1

£15.95 J

Orders under £8 in value carry a small order charge of £2

\datapk?c

L

10 Petersfield Avenue, Slough, Berkshire SL2 5DN
Tel: 0753 35557 Fax: 0753 511122 E

livery charges
E&OE all prices subject to
change without notice
Allcollections made by priorarrangementfromourwarehouse

makmrf^olo9Y

Pleaseadd £1 tVATforconsumables and E6+VAT lor all other

234.00

Includes Mouse, Basic, etc

Expl + SC1224
Expl t Philips CM8833
Expl + SM124
Super Pack

449.00
439.00
329.00
315.00

Includes 1Mb drive + over £450 worth of games
520ST-FM Power Pack
309.00
1040ST-FM + SM124
459.00
1040ST-FM + SC1224
599.00
379.00
1040ST-FM Professional
Includes VIP Microsoft Basic Disk and Manuals
SM124
110.00
SC1224
229.00
DRIVE

1Mb 3.5' Internal Disk Drive
1 Mb 3.5' External Disk Drive
1 Mb 5.251 External Disk Drive
ATARI HARD DRIVE
20Mb Hard Disk Drive

63.00
89.00
105.00

390.00

MONITORS

NEC Multisync3D
NEC Multisync HA
NEC Multisync Plus
NEC Multisync 20"XL
Packard Bell 14' M/Sync

480.00
349.00
612.00
1359.00
339.00

PRINTERS
Amstrad LQ3500DI

189.00
175.00
295.00

Amstrad DMP4000
Amstrad LQ5000 Dl
Dot Matrix Range
Citizen 120D
Citizen 180E

110.00
127.00

New24pin Swift24
Colourupgrade lor Swift

255.00
42.00

Citizen MSP 15E
Citizen MSP 40
Citizen MSP 45

188.00
228.00
252.00

Citizen HQP40 (last few)

295.00

Epson LX400

139.00

AllCitizen printers come with 2 year warranty

Epson FX850
Epson FX1050
Epson FX1060
Epson LQ400
Epson LQ500
Epson LQ550
Epson LQ850
EpsonLQ860
EpsonLQ1060

310.00
399.00
410.00
215.00
249.00
255.00
445.00
525.00
654.00

Thinkiet
Quiet et
Quiet ett
Desket

265.00
343.00
412.00
443.00

PaintJet
Rugged Writer

665.00
865.00

Deskjet 4

DRIVE VERSION)

All Hewlett Packard Printers come with 12
months onsite warranty
Star LC10 Mono
135.00
Star LC10 Colour
175.00
Star LC24-10
225.00

275.00
344.00

Star XB24-10
Star XB24-15
NEC P2200
NEC P6+, 80 character

409.00
540.00
255.00

NEC P7+, 136 character

414.00
534.00

Panasonic KXP1081
Panasonic KXP1124
Sheetfeeder
Panasonic KXP1180
Panasonic KXP1592
Panasonic KXP1595
Panasonic KXP1540
NEW Mannesmann Tally Launch Offer

128.00
239.00
89.00
144.00
253.00
344.00
428.00

MT81 (DotMatrix)

110.00

Sheetfeeder
Serial l/F

PLUGS (2m)

(allows simultaneous connection)

Hewlett Pack Laser II
Hewlett Pack Laser IID

1338.00
1979.75

Olivetti PG208

(Same spec as HP LaserjetII)

£21.95

BOX (3 DISPLAY MODES)

£23.95

ST. TO M0DEM/RS232C 25W D/PLUG TO
25W D/S0CKET
£14.95
4 PLAYER JOYSTICK ADAPTOR
£4.95
JOYSTICK/MOUSE EXTENSION LEAD
£5.95

MIDI CABLES (PAIR COILED)
FLOPPY DISK DRIVE CABLE
DISK DRIVE EXTENSION CABLE
DISK DRIVE - SHUGART INTERFACE

£6.95
£13.95
£13.95
f28.95

MONITORS

1395.00

3569.00
1099.00

£5.95

ST TO NEC MULTISYNC/TAXAN 770 + MONITOR
9-WAY D PLUG to 13-PIN DIN PLUG VIA SWITCH

62.00
49.00

Brother HL 8

£10.95
£10.95
£5.95
£8.95

ST. TO BOTH COLOUR AND MONO MONITORS -

LASER PRINTERS

Brother HL8 QS P. Script
Epson GQ-3500

£5.99

f 10.95

520 STFM-PHIUPS 8833/8852 SCART
520/1040-FERGUS0N MC05/MC09
13-PIN DIN TO OPEN END LEAD
ST/CENTRONICS PRINTER LEAD
13-PIN DIN PLUG TO 2 x PHONO

535.00

Star LC-15, 9 pin. 136 col
StarLC24-15, 24 pin

Reply to Dept. ST-USER |

ST. REPLACEMENT MOUSE LEAD
ST. MONITOR (520 STFM 1 mg

items for next day delivery

Hewlett Packard

COMPUTERS

520ST-FM Explorer Pack
520ST-FM
520ST-FM
520ST-FM
520ST-FM

Conditions of sale

All prices exclude VAT and de

PHILIPS 8833 MED.RES.

COLOUR MONITOR MRP f343

£249.00

ATARI HIGH RES.M0N0 MRP f149.95

£129.00

STAR LC 24/10 MRP £459.00
PANASONIC KX-P1124 MRP f459.00
STAR LC-10 MONO MRP £239.00
STAR LC-10 COLOUR MRP f 299.00
PANASONIC KXP 1081 MRP f199.00
CITIZEN 120D MRP f199.00

£299.00
£299.95
£189.95
£229.95
£169.95
£149.95

1308.00

Panasonic KXP 4450

1349.40

QumeCrystal PrintWP
Qume scriptten Pscript

995.00
2969.00

Star LP8

1249.00

AllLaser Printers include 1 yr on site mainenance
SHEETFEEDER

High capacity feeder tor modern
Laser Printers HCF 1000

215.00

(1000 sheets capacity)
RIBBONS

^^3

Variousribbons in stock, please callfor prices.
Professionalrepairs earned out
Another branch opening shortly

AllStar, Citizen, MannesmannTallyprinters
come with 1 year on-site maintenance

' m\M

ACCESSORIES &
CONSUMABLES
10 KA0 3'/2" 0SDD MRP f22.95

£14.50

10 TDK 3'/2" DSDD MRP f29.95

(World's Best)

£14.50

25 BULK CERTIFIED ERROR FREE 3%"
DSDD DISKS

£22.50
LOCKABLE ANTI-STATIC BOX Holds 40 3'/," Disks £6.95

UNBEATABLE PRICES FROM
MANSFIELD COMPUTERS
BULK DISKS WITH
2 FOR 1 LIFETIME
WARRANTY

SOFTWARE

MCES TOP TEN
Powerdrift

£14.95

Paperboy

£12.99

F.0.F.T

£19.99

RocketRanger
Dungeon Master

£16.40
£16.40

Hillsfar
Saint 'N' Greavsie
Xenon

50 3yJ" DISK LABELS AND DISK BOX

£15.95
,.£12.99
£16.40

R V F Hnnria

£15 99

New Zealand Story

£13.40

10 3.51 D/S, D/D 135 TPI disks in
white box
£8.30

cap lockable box

£32.95

75 3.5- D/S, D/D135 TPI disks in 80

£54.95

10 3.5" High Density(2 meg) disks in
white box

ATARI 520 ST SPECIAL OFFER
Hang On, Gauntlet, Eliminator, Overlander, Music Maker, Organiser, First
Basic and many others.
PLUS, mouse mat, mouse holder, 10 blank discs, disk head cleaner, dust
cover- FOR LIMITED PERIOD £369

SPECIAL OFFER
When you purchase one of the above

itemswhynot treat yourselfto our super

accessories
3.5-Head Cleaner

3V2-x1'/1650 3.5' Disk Labels
Mouse Holder
1,000 Address Labels
3V2-X1716-

ATARI 520 ST

Memory upgrade E84.99

A -B switch

60p
75p
El.99

OR both together '

£4.50

£24.99

CUMANA 3#75y," DUAL DRIVE INC.

£95.00
£79.95
£65.00
£499.95
£199.95

ST. POWERPACMus £250 SOFTWARE.... £395.00

_J 2£ Q EH3 Instant Credit Available -Ask for Details

IUK Postage and Packaging items under f50 add £2. Items under £100 add f5. Items over f100 add

including return
carriage
£99.99

Remember all disks are certified 100% error free and are supplied
with full user sets. Plus our amazing 2 tor 1 lifetime warranty

Send or phone your order to:
Mansfield Computers, 33 Albert Street, Mansfield, Notts. NG181EA.
Tel: 0623 31202/23043 Fax 0623 422968

£59.95
£3.95
2 for £8.00
2 for £8.00
£7.95

SPECIALOFFERM

E1.99

100 Address Labels

w$mm

CUMANA 1 mg 3'/2" DRIVE WITH PSU
O-TEC 1 mg 3'/2" DRIVE INC. PSU
ATARI SF 354 '/2mg DRIVE INC. PSU
ATARI 20 mg HARD DISK By TRIANGLE
PSU - STM ONLY

fitted

£6.95
£7.95
£11.95

7

£16.95

Atari520 ST power pack with23 top software titles including Double
Dragon, Space Harrier, AfterBurner, R-Type, Outrun, Pacmania, Super

£29.95

ROMANTIC ROBOT FREEZE FRAME
BACK-UP DEVICE
PANASONIC 1081 RIBBON
STAR NL-10 RIBBON
STAR LC-10 MONO RIBBON
STAR LC-10 COLOUR RIBBON

403.51 D/S, D/D 135 TPI disks in80
caplockable box

NEW KEMPST0N ST MOUSE

1040/520 ST
PHILIPS 8833 DUST COVER
BOWTHORPE SURGE PROTECTOR PLUG

25 3.5" D/S, D/D135 TPI disks in 40

£22.95

£24.95
£5.95

LUXURY DUST COVER suitable for

3.5" DISKS & BOXES

cap disk box

£3.99

ATARI ST. MOUSE CONTROLLER
SPONGY MOUSE MAT

_

All prices Include VAT & Delivery in U.K.

HR9691

24 hour answering service

vk*

After 6pm phone 0623 653512 and leave your order IJ^k^B

f 10 for Courier Delivery. Includes delivery to you the day after despatch. Overseas customers: Europe
-Full price shown will cover carriage and packaging. Non-European - add 5% to total.

37 Seaview Road, Wallasey,

Merseyside L45 4QN.
051-630 3013
051-630 5396
051-691 2008 Fax 051-639 2714
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The word is PROTEXT...
Britain's favourite home-grown word processor
has now been joined by Prodata, the Amor database
PROTEXT is now Britain's fastest selling Word

"Protext - the real joy
comes only from using it.
I can say without any
fear of contradiction it is
the best word processor
available at the price, in
my view, at any price in

• fast spell checkerwith 70000 word English dictionary.

fact."

• background printing. You can print and type at the same time.

processor on

and journalists, as well as thousands of businesses.

ST'

ALU 3/89

on

powerful

word

the Atari

ST USER 4/88

"the best value for money
in wordprocessing on the

• box manipuation. Columns can be moved around on the screen.
processor

most

Pretext's powerful features include:-

"Protext really is the best
text

"Protext is probably the

Processor on Atari ST and Amiga computers, and is
used by many of the leading computer publications

• macro recording. Any key sequence can be assigned to a single key.

the

• use of foreign languages

Amiga"

AU19/89

. headers, footers and footnotes

• flexible configuration program • comprehensive set of printer drivers
•Wysiwyg ('what you see is what you get') display shows bold,

ST/AMIGA FORMAT 2/89

Amiga"

underlining and italics on the screen.

"Protext deserves to

be

the system by which all
other word processors are

"Wins hands down as the

• two file editing. You can edit two documents at the same time.

all roundpackage"

• find and replace. Powerful search facility.

judged... Amor has given
the market a superb

• mail merging. The most comprehensive mail merging facilities

product"

ST USER 8/88

available in any program.

"/

couldn't

be

YOUR COMPUTER

• 300 page manual with full index.

more

impressed"...

• Swedish version also available. French and German coming soon.

"So a big thanks to Arnor
for writing a brilliant

Protext was awarded the "Best Buy accolade in PC
Buyers Guide, and was given a bottom line verdict of
5 stars in What Personal Computer?

piece of software"
COMPUTER SHOPPER

"Amor's Protext 4 is just
about unbeatable ... this

really is
program"

an excellent
PC amstrad

Protext... truly the professional's choice
Just some of the features of Prodata:-

• Multiple indexes for accessing data
• Full editing facilities for data
• Comprehensive printing options
• Importing and exporting

PRODATA
"Designing layouts is incredibly easy" YOUR AMIGA
PRODOTfl vl.00

<c> An

Been! INVOKE

(4SFI

Printer (Pll EPSOH
Sell ALL

Invoice Address

15:22:22

systems..."

ST user 12/89

Field 4

Address 3

Field
Field

Address 4
Address 5

"Prodata is a very sophisticated

Del Addr 1
Del Addr 2
Del Addr 3
ID I Del Addr 4
11 : Del Addr 5
12 : Telephone
13 : Fai
14
Contact
15
. . Invoice Hunger

database package, and at £79.95, it

Del Field

Field
Field
Field
Field
Field

compatible with Protext.

Field

Amiga owners please note that you

DATE

5
6

2
Field 8
Field 5

• Password protection (5 levels)
And of course, Prodata is fully

for special price for Prodata plus A501
(512K memory + clock expansion)

Index: 0

Select field nane

• Undo changes facility
• Powerful filtering feature
• Easy to use layout design

need 1MB to run Prodata - see below

Directory E:\PR0D

Layout: 1

"Totally menu driven, Prodata
must rank among the top database

iffltiMiiwmcr

Vour 1 ef

77777777777777777777

"Amor have a quality product at a

Field UHl Unit Cost 1

very reasonable price"

Use OXw to aove, fto and Ao to resize

IHIIil-l.'J'IBnU.JM.ilM.arUMnhllllM

ORDER FORM - Sendto: Arnor (STU), 611 Lincoln Road, Peterborough
Please send me (indicate where applicable):
P^1 3HA

POP COMP WEEKLY 19A0/89

Name

PROTEXT v4.2
@ £99.95
PRODATA
@ £79.95
PRODATA + A501 (Amiga) @ £179.95

Address

Further information

Postcode

Protext demo disc

YOUR AMIGA 12/89

Field 17*: Quantity 1
Field IS : description 1

Top left = (D,D), Pos = (3,17). Length=20.
variable naae: DATE
«»Twn•wiwiiiniwmn

is mostcertainly worth the money"

Computer: PC 5V4" / PC 3V4" / Atari ST / Amiga
I enclose Cheque / Postal order for £
Access/Visa card no.

1or debit my
Exp.

tWL^FI

Amor fSTUJ, 611 Unco/n fioad, Peterborough PE1 3HA. Tel: 0733 68909 (24 hrj Fax: 0733 67299

All prices include VAT, postage and packing. Credit card orders will be despatched by return of post. If paying by cheque please allow 10-14 days for delivery.
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The Game Creator
free to market your masterpiece as you like.
It's no wonder that the top-selling Fun
School 2 and Again Again's popular Gilbert

STOS - The Game Creator is the number

one best-selling package which

has

enabled thousands of ST owners to create

game were writteninSTOS - it'sthe perfect
development package for your Atari ST.

stunning games quickly and easily.

The package comprises three discs
containing STOS Basic, sprite editor, room
designer, character set editor, icon editor,
music editor, screen compacter and three
superb games; a 280-page manual packed
with examples and a quick reference card.
Whether you've never written a game

"STOS is amazing" - ST/Amiga Format

"Simply irresistible. It's a must." - Computer
Gamesweek

"Outstanding value" - Popular Computing
Weekly

"Highly recommended" - ST Action

before, or you're a competent programmer,

"Goout and buy it" - ST World

you'll find that STOS is the perfect way to
design your own entertainment or

STOS - The Game Creator
£29.95

educational software. In addition you are

W^

5^!"="= ^=

It

'rt

Newsletter

I

**W STOS

SSsSi'SSi"— S.i'ZZ""1"

[III SMIPUr.u
IM:lu[m'G
•rffii WrlVltWlii Mmk
I H C^iTilDGE

n>fplB ^e^ffi!
'

pfSPP^l

'

C/MV

v4
Turbo charge your STOS
programs so they run up to
twice as fast as before. Create
standalone PRG files which

you can select from Gem - and
compile the sprite editor so you
can create bigger sprite files.
There's even a

disc format

accessory and a powerful ram
disc. Comes with a clearlywritten 21-page manual.

More than 600 ready-made
characters for use in your

STOS games: Spaceships,
explosions, flying saucer,
missile silos,

Spitfire,

prop

plane, biplane, submarines,
battleships, wizard, goblin,
dragon, hang glider, cars,
trucks, motorcycles, Porsche,
skateboarder and many more.

Add dramatic sampled sound
to your games and make them
bristle with atmosphere. Use
any of the 50+ sound effects
included or record your own
(speech, sounds from TV,
video, cassette, and so on).

A very special disc containing
STOS Paint (a feature-packed
art package which you can use
from

within STOS), and a

brand new game from a top
STOS programmer.

PLUS: A 20-page issue of the

Provides 13 new instructions
for STOS.

STOS Club Newsletter that's

STOS Maestro (two discs)

selection of public domain
games and educational
programs and demos written
by STOS enthusiasts.

£24.95

STOS Compiler

STOS Sprites 600

STOS Maestro

£19.95

£14.95

discs plus cartridge) £69.95

Plus (two

crammed with hints and tips,
letters, articles and a large

'cX
LI Cheque payable to Mandarin Software or

Send to:

Please send me:

• Please debit my Access/Visa card no:

Database Direct,

•
•
•
•
•

I I I Ml

STOS -The Game Creator (£29.95) (9422)
STOS Compiler (£19.95) (9423)
STOS Maestro (£24.95) (9424)
STOS Maestro Plus (£69.95) (9425)
STOS Sprites 600 (£14.95) (9426)

id STOS Club Newsletter (FREE!)
£f STOS Paint and game (FREEI)

I I I II

I

IM

FREEPOST,

[

Ellesmere Port,
South Wirral L65 3EB.

Add £2 per program Europe & Eire/£5 Overseas

Access/Visa orders:
Tel: 051-357 2961

Expiry date: |

/

Signed
Name
Address

& €3

Postcode
ST1

S O F T WA R E

Personal Accounts plus
Disc Hunter
Griddle

SIDE TWO
Jukebox Jive
Diskedit

Command Line Interpreter
Alien Blockade

Earn up to £1,000 for
cover disc submissions
We are looking for new and innovative
software to include on our cover disc. It

can be anything from business packages
and utilities to shoot-em-up arcade
games.

The more useful, enjoyable and origi
nal your program is the more chance
you'll have of getting it published.
Can't program? No problem we're also

ALIEN
BLOCKADE
To load: Double click on

on the lookout for top quality public

SIDE_2,

domain programs.

BLOCKADE

If you find a good one that isn't gener
ally available in a PD library send it in

the

the playing area is reduced to a

folder

and

such a small size that the alien

finally on BLOCKADE.PRG

and we'll pay you for your efforts.

• Low resolution colour
D Medium resolution colour

Send your submissions to:

•

The Disc Editor,

Monochrome

can't move very far.

If the alien hits you or touches
the line you are drawing, you'll
lose one of your three lives.
At the bottom of the screen is a
timer, and when this runs out

Atari ST User,

Europa House,

have to keep drawing lines until

on

then

A L I E N blockade will be

you'll lose another life.

Adlington Park,
Adlington,

familiar to fans of the

The game becomes even tougher

arcade game Qix, where

Macclesfield,

the objective is to trap
an alien in a small por

on the later levels, when in addi
tion to the alien there are Tracers

SK10 4NP

Please include an SAE if you want
your submission returned.

DISC PROBLEMS?

If you have any difficulties loading pro
grams from your disc it will be replaced
free of charge. Send it with your name

tion of the screen. Written in
machine code, with fantastic back

ground pictures, this game will
soon become very popular in the
public domain game world.

which move along the border of the

playing area. If they catch you
another life goes down the drain.
The game is joystick controlled

and pressing fire while moving will
draw a line. If you manage to trap

You begin with a border around

the alien or one of the tracers in

the whole screen, around which

the smaller area, you'll be awarded

you can move a small cursor.

bonus points and the baddie will

Drawing lines from one section of

be transfered to the remaining

and address to: Protoscan, Burrel Road,
St.Ives, Cambridgeshire, PE17 4LE.

the border to another will divide

area.

the playing area into two sections.

If you damage the disc yourself please

The smallest of these is filled in

include a cheque/postal order for £1.50

Should you manage to reach
10,000 points, you'll be given an

with part of a picture, altering the
shape of the border and reducing

made payable to Protoscan. If the disc

has been damaged in transit please
return it to Database Direct at the
address shown at the foot of the order

form on Page 127
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the area_ the alien has to roam
about.

To complete each level you'll

extra life, but don't think this is

going to be easy.
For such a simple idea, this has
got to be one of the most addictive
games ever written.

To load: Double click on
the SIDE-2 folder and then
on the JUKEBOX folder. To

run the program double
click on PLAY.PRG

D Low resolution colour
• Medium resolution colour
• Monochrome

THIS

demonstration

of

Orchestrator contains six

pieces of music, which can
either be played one at a
time or as part of a contin
uous melody. From the File menu

select Play Single Tune and the
familiar file selector box will

appear. Choose which piece of
music to play, sit back and give
your ears a treat.
Alternatively select the Juke Box

option and each tune will be
played in turn. Extensive control
of all three sound voices as well as

Midi output means that you will be
able to hear music played as
clearly as the ST can manage it.

GRIDDLE
OTH of these were com

B

piled from HiSoft Basic
programs, versions of
which can also be found
on the disc. A full article

explaing the algorithms used can be
found on Page 24.
To use these fascinating pro

To load: Double click on the
LISTINGS folder and then on
either GRIDDLE.PRG or
BGRIDDLE.PRG.

•
•

Low resolution colour
Medium resolution colour

•

Monochrome

grams, double-click on them and
enter the size of the grid and the
number of colours.

colours. The best effects can be

The only difference between the
two programs is that BGRIDDLE
allows larger grid sizes with more

influence with Pink Floyd blasting

Disc Hunter
To load: Double click on
DHUNT.TOS

D Low resolution colour
• Medium resolution colour
•

Monochrome

A S its name suggests, this
handy utility will scan
your disc for a given word

obtained when slightly under the
out of the stereo.

check between the start and end
tracks you enter.
When a match is found the track
and sector number are displayed on
the screen. You can either write

these down as they appear or wait

until the program finishes and press
Alt-Help to obtain a screen dump.
The program makes no check on

the length of string entered, so take
care not to go past the end of the

characters.

screen. To exit the program press

Rather than just searching
the whole disc, the program will

Ctrl-C and you'll be returned to the

or

set

of

desktop.
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Command Line

Interpreter

COMMANDS: What they are and how
The 12 internal commands supported
are shown in Figure I. As these may be
a unfamiliar to some users, here is a
brief summary of each:
• Copy filename destination: This is a

single-file copier, where the file speci
fied by filename is loaded into memory
and written to the drive indicated by
destination - a single letter drive identi
fier, normally A or B.
On single drive machines, identifiers

A and B can be used to copy a file from
To load: Double click on SIDE
2, then on the CLI folder and

finally on CLI.PRG
• Low resolution colour
• Medium resolution colour
U Monochrome

WHILE

many

public

domain CLI's (command

line interpreters) are
very good, they do tend

to be top-heavy with

facilities and consequently use up a lot
of valuable memory.
With this in mind Peter Baily
decided to write his own friendly inter

liked batch files' tendency to clutter up
the disc. Instead there is a powerful
facility for producing macros (see
panel below). In addition to producing
tidier discs, this also removes the over

heads involved in opening and reading
batch files. All commands may be
entered in upper or lower case and
abbreviated as required.
The command set was chosen so

that all commands have a unique first
letter, so the Directory command, for
example, may be given as directory, dir
or d. Please note, however, that macro

names must always be typed in their
full form.

preter, incorporating just the features

Parameters must be separated from

required by the average user and

the command name and from each

which would run in all three resolu

other by at least one space. Multiple
commands can be entered in a single
line and are separated by semicolons.

tions.

As the command set only includes

those commands needed for program
development, less memory is taken up
when compared with some of the

For instance:

dir *.prg; dir *.tos; d *.ttp

flashier CLIs available. These com

one disc to another in the standard
way. As the file needs to be read into

memory, copying is not possible if there

is insufficient memory.
• Directory fileset: Lists the files in the

current directory selected according to
the optional parameter fileset, which is
a generic filename using wildcard char
acters in the usual manner. If it is omit

ted, the pattern *.* is used by default,
thereby selecting all files in the current
directory.
Using *.PRG will list all file with this
extension, whereas PROGRAM.* results

in any file called PROGRAM being dis
played.
In low and medium resolutions, sub
directory or folder names are shown In

red to highlight them; inverse video is
used in monochrome.

•

Erase filename: Deletes the named

file from disc. Multiple filenames sepa
rated by a space may be given in a sin
gle command, but to prevent accidents
wildcard characters are not permitted.
• Help: Displays a list of all the inter

nal commands, followed by any cur

mands can be abbreviated to a single
letters for faster entry.
When invoked, the system timer is

mand, an attempt will be made to find

If a command is entered which is

rently defined macros.

not a macro, nor an internal com

checked and prompts are issued for

an executable file of that name in the

the current time and date if they

current directory, with either a PRG,

haven't already been set. This removes

gram name is passed as a command

TOS or TTP extension.

tail.

the need for clock-setting programs
and accessories, releasing even more
memory to the user.

The batch files used by most CLIs
are not supported, as I have never

If such a program exists it will be
loaded and run.

The screen format is automatically
changed to suit the the type of pro
gram and in the case of TTP ones any

parameter string typed after the pro

When running an external program
in this way, the file extension may be
typed if desired, but if it is omitted the

first file with the given name is exe
cuted.

MACROS: Defining your own for the CLI
The rules for producing macros are a
quite complex, and a brief explana

and multiple commands may be
entered on each line by separating

tion is required. The macro definition
file must be called Macros and reside

only internal commands and external

in a subdirectory called Nova.
Each definition within the file must

begin with a hash character in col

umn one, followed immediately by
the macro name. No other text

should be entered on this line. Any
text found before the first hash char

acter is ignored, allowing comments

to be placed in the file if required.
All macro definitions must be

entered in upper case, although
when the macro is called from the

command level, its may be in either

them with semi-colons. It must use

program references, and may not call
other macros. If an attempt is made

to reference a macro, the message

marker is ignored, again allowing
comments. The general form of the
macro file is given as:
<Header text>
/HNANE1 <definition>
#NAHE2 <definition>

Unknown command will be issued at
execution time.

Parameters may be referred to

#NANEn <definition>

within the macro defination by using
a percent sign followed immediately

The size of the internal area used

by a digit in the range one to eight.

to store macros is 1,024 bytes and

Therefore, %1 represents the first

care should be taken not to exceed
this limit. Be warned that minimal

parameter following the macro name,
%2 the second and so on. At execu

tion time, if a parameter referred to

checking is provided on such things,
as I wanted to write a small, easy to

upper or lower case, as with normal

in the macro is not supplied it will be

commands.

replaced by space.
The @ sign must be used to mark

proof one.

the end of the file. Any text after this

editor Emacs, and have found that

The body of each macro may con
tain any of the internal commands,
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use CLI rather than a massive idiot-

I often use the public domain text

Id bad hart
to use them

• Kill/older name: Removes the named
folder and its contents from the disc.

• Make folder name: Creates a new

To load: Double click on
SIDE 2, then on

folder.

DISKEDIT.PRG.

•

Path name: Sets the current drive

path. Path names are built from folders
separated by \ characters, according to

•
•

Low resolution colour
Medium resolution colour

•

Monochrome

the usual rules. If name is omitted, the

changed, as in most other CLI pro
grams, by entering the drive letter fol
lowed by a colon.
• Quit: Return to desktop.
•

Rename

old-name

new-name:

Changes the name of a file from old

In some cases the many features

and options out-shine several com
mercial products and quite a few in
the public domain too.
Full instructions can be found in
the DISKEDIT.TXT file on side two

path is reset to the root directory on the
current drive. The drive may be

workings only use backup discs to
prevent wiping out valuable data.

T H E only restriction this
program imposes is in
regard to the type of discs

of the disc.

The available features include

used, which must be of a

sector editing, caches, view as hex
or text, checking boot sectors and

standard the ST can nor

FATs and searching for Ascii text or

mally read. Until you get used to its

hexadecimal bytes.

name to new-name.

•

Status: This displays the current

default drive and path, the amount of

memory currently available and the
total number of used and free bytes on
the disc.

• Time: After entering this command,
the time is displayed as indicated by
the system clock and the system waits
for user input. A new time may be

Personal Accounts Plus
To load: Double click on
ACCOUNTS.PRG.

entered in the form hhmm, or you can

press Return to leave it unchanged. The
same procedure is followed for the date,
where the format is ddmmyy.

•

Low resolution colour

•

Medium resolution colour

•

Monochrome

W I T H the ever-growing

interest in personal
finance more people are
finding the need to keep

ing a program name at the command
prompt, but is provided so that pro

grams whose names clash with internal
commands may also be run. Since
Erase can be abbreviated to E, this
command instead uses the letter X.

a closer watch on their

expenditure on a day to day basis,
rather than relying on monthly state
ments from banks and building soci
eties. Personal Accounts Plus, from

Equinox Business Systems provides
33 individual expenditure accounts.
COPY

PATH

DIRECTORY QUIT
ERASE
HELP
KILL
MAKE

RENAME
STATUS
TIME
XECUTE

Figure I: The available commands

Apart from handling normal transac
tions such as mortgates, rates, gas
and electric bills, it allows 12 userdefinable bank and credit accounts.

All of these can be linked, which

means a cheque to pay the mortgage
will automatically update both the
mortgage and bank accounts.

By entering your day to day transac
tions, the various statements and

after editing and saving the macro
file I sometimes end up with two
macro files of the same name.

The way around this is to only edit

immediate picture of how much money
is in your account, whether you're

now spot the latest version and the

details all your transactions, showing
exactly how much you owe to date and
whether any credit limits have been

other one can be dragged to the trash

exceeded.

The CLI ended up being a little

larger than expected, but I've been
using it for program development for
a couple of months now and haven't
had any problems. Only requiring a
few minutes use to get used to, it
offers complex commands in a very

simple manner, which is something
other CLIs cannot offer.

general details are set up, again from
simple to follow menus.
For instance, to define a standing

order which pays the mortgage, first
select St Ord from the menu. Two

choices will be offered, allowing you to
add a new order or delete an existing

one. Select the ADD option and choose
mortgage from the list given.
Enter which day of the month this
transaction takes place, followed by
the amount and method of payment,
which can be either:

• CH - Cheque
• CR - Credit card

For the purposes of this example,
and because most mortgage payments

are made this way, enter CH for the

method of payment. Now choose which
bank account the money is coming

month on the specified day your bank

it does happen, go to the desktop and

permanent damage has been found.

cash transfers, statements and other

down of your financial position.
The bank statements provide an

orders. The credit card statement

can. This seems to work OK and no

account you'll be placed in the Bank

from and where it's going to. Pressing
Y to the Details correct prompt will

overdrawn or not, and any standing

can see file dates and sizes. You can

the branch is replaced with the credit
limit. When you've completed every

reports available from within the sys
tem will give you an up-to-date break

the macro files outside the CLI, but if

switch to Display as text so that you

same goes for credit cards, except that

Account Menu where standing orders,

• Xecute filename: This command
loads and runs the program given by
filename.
It works exactly the same way as typ

the bank's name, account number,

branch and starting balance. The

The program is controlled through
simple menus, with all the hard work
kept well away from the user. To begin
using the system, first set up all your
bank accounts, credit cards and

expenditure accounts from the menu.
When asked for a filename enter any

thing you like, as this program is only
a demonstration of the full version and
has the Load, Save and Month End
functions disabled.For each bank
account created you'll have to enter

install this standing order, so every
account will be debitted by the set
amount.

Moving money from one account to

another is just as easy and is achieved
through the transfer option. You'll be
presented with a list of all the bank
accounts you've entered and asked
how much cash to move, where It's

coming from and where to put it.
Since many users won't need all the

predefined accounts, these can be
changed within the Expenditure
option from the main menu. Once
selected, choose the Amend Heading

option and enter the required account
heading to change along with the new
text. Personal Accounts Plus is very

easy to use and in no time at all you'll
know exactly where your hard-earned
cash goes to.
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ATARI 520 STFM

£269.99

Explorer Pack including 1 Meg Drive, BASIC, Tutorial, Ranarama Game, Accessories, Modulator.

• NEW ATARI 520 STFM POWER PACK •

£349.99

Includes 1 Meg drive Built in, 1stBasic, Organiser Software, First Music, Xenon, Double Dragon Nebulus

Eliminator Outrun, Gauntlet II, Super Huey, AfterBumer, R-Type, Predator, Super Hand-On, Black Lamp'
Starglider, Space Harrier, Bomb Jack, Overlander, Pacmania, StarGoose, Star Ray, Bombuzal.

ATARI 520 STFM POWER PACK PLUS

£369.99

As above PlusJoystick, 80 Capacity Disk Box, 10 x 31/2"DS/DD Disks and a Mouse Mat

ATAR11040 STFM PROFESSIONAL PACK
£439.99
1024 KRAM, 1Mb Drive, Mouse, Manuals +Modulator Plus Business Software including VIP Professional
(Lotus 1-2-3 Spreadsheet worth £144.95) Microsoft Write (Word Processor worth £144 95)
Superbase Personal (Database worth £54.95) and Metacompo Basic.
ATARI 1040 STFM + STEINBERG PRO-12
£439.99
1024 KRAM, 1Mb Drive, Mouse, Manuals +Modulator Plus A12Track version of Steinberg's Best Selling
Music Sequencing Package.

• MEGA 1 ST PROFESSIONAL PACK
£519.99
As 1040 STFM Professional Pack but same style as Mega 2 and 4 with separate Keyboard and C.P.V.

SM 124 MONO MONITOR (if ordered with any of above)

£99.99

Please call for best prices on 2Mb &4Mb Systems
ST SOFTWARE

DISKS

TOP QUALITY

H

DRIVES
Atari Megafile 30
Atari Megafile 60
Cumana 3.5" 1 Meg
NEC 3.5" Disc Drive
PC ML5.25" Drive

Altered Beast
Battlechess
Continental Circus
Darius
Dogs of War
F16 Combat Pilot
Falcon
Falcon Mission Disk
Fast Lane
Ferrari Formula One
Grid Iron
Hillstar
Kick Off
Lancaster

£13.99
£17.99
£17.99
£13.99
£13.99
£17.99
£17.99
£13.99
£13.99
£17.99
£17.99
£17.99
£13.99
£13.99

Laser Squad
Microprose Soccer
New Zealand Stony
Paper Boy
Passing Shot

£13.99
£17.99
£13.99
£13.99
£13.99

Add £5.50 for 80 capacity disk box
when ordering disks or £4.50 for 80
capacity disk box when ordering 50

Power Drift
Pro Tennis
Quest for the Time Bird

£17.99
£13.99
£17.99

Robocop

£13.99

RVF Honda

£17.99

Shufflepuck Cafe

£13.99

Stricter
Stunt Car Racer

£13.99
£17.99

Hi Soft Power Basic
Hi Soft Basic
Lattice C
Prospero C
K-Spread 3
K-Data
Mail Shot Plus
Alladin
Pro Text

£44.95
£69.95
£84.95
£109.95
£64.95
£39.95
£44.95
£159.95
£79.95

Super Wonder Boy

£13.99

Word Perfect

£169.95

The Games Summer Edition

£17.99

TV Sports Football

£17.99

1st Word Plus
Desktop Publisher

ART & SOUND
C-Lab creator
C-LabNotator
Steinberg Pro-24
EZ Track Pius
Superconductor

£239.99
£359.99
£249.99
£49.99
£39.99

Pro Sound Designer

£49.99

ST Replay 4
Degas Elite
Cyber Paint 2
Cyber Studio CAD 3D
Spectrum 512
Quantum Paint Pro
Edit Track
Flair Paint

£64.99
£19.95
£54.95
£69.95
£44.95
£32.95
£199.99
£29.99

31/2" DS/DD
GUARANTEED
BULK DISKS

H

NEW PRICES!

r

10

Z^^^C^Z..£7.50

25
50

£16.90
£32.25

100
200

£469.99
£619.99
£94.99
£94 99
£134.99

£62.50
£123.00

PRINTERS
STAR LC 10 mono inc. Cable + 2 extra ribbons
STAR LC 10 colour inc. Cable + 1 mono ribbon
CITIZEN 120/D inc. Cable
EPSON LX800
STAR LC24/10 inc. Cable

PRICES INCLUDE LABELS

or more

£64.95
£79.95

MONITORS

Atari SM124 Mono
Atari SC1224 Colour
Philips 8833

Fleet Street Publisher
Mouse Extension
Disk Drive Cleaner

Mouse Mat (Soft)

£94.95
£5.50
£4.95

£4.50
£6.50

ST Scart Lead (Not Sony)

£9.95

Cheetah 125+ Joystick

£6.95

DCom Fully Microswitched Joystick £9.95
Competition Pro Joystick
£11 50
50 x 31/2" Disk Labels

£1.50

80 Capacity Disk Box
Monitor Covers from

£6.50
£6.00

All prices include VAT. Please send Cheques/P.O. Made payable to:
imitKLii [hi ©©wtom®

DEPT STU, CROMER HOUSE,
CAXTON WAY, STEVENAGE,
HERTS. SG1 2DF

• CREDIT CARD HOTLINE: 0438 361738 •
FAX: 0438 361 738

.„

£109.99
£264.99
£229.99

ST Dust Cover

Callers welcome 10am-6pm Mon-Sat
If you do sendcash please send itRegistered.

All Goods are sent FirstClass/Registered. Please add £3.00 for outside U K

Large Orders ie. Amigas, ST, Monitors etc. are always sentby courier
Please add £6.00, if you require Next Day Courier Delivery on other items.
All prices are correct attime of going toPress, and are subject tochange without prior notice.
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.£175.99
.£219 99
£139 99
£189 99
£269 99

DISK DRIVES

Benchmark
DISKS AND

Benchmark
DISKS AND

ATARI

BOX OFFER

DS/DD 135TPI

EXTERNAL DRIVES

• 3 1/2" 1 Meg. 720k Format
• Super Slim
• Very Quiet
• Teac Drive Mechanism
SPECIAL PRICE £78.99

20 3 1/2" DS/DD 135TPI

+80 Cap. Box

£20.00

40 3 1/2" DS/DD 135TPI

+80 Cap. Box

£34.50

50 3 1/2" DS/DD 135TPI

+ 80 Cap. Box

£40.00

70 3 1/2" DS/DD 135TPI

+80 Cap. Box
• 5 1/4" Half Height
• Very Quiet
• Teac Drive Mechanism

£54.00

All disks 100% certified & guaranteed
135TPI

All boxes inc Lock & Dividers

25
50
100
200
400
600
1000

£17.80
£34.80
£63.25
£117.88
£223.68
£319.13
£503.13

SPECIAL PRICE £99.99
AMIGA EXTERNAL
DRIVES

• 31/2" 1 Meg. 880k Format
• As above plus

DISK BOXES

ACCESSORIES

(lockable)

3 1/2" Head Cleaner
£1.50
Mouse Mat Rigid
£4.50
Above prices only with
other purchases

3 1/2"-50 Capacity
3 1/2"-100 Capacity

£5.25
£6.95

• On-Off Switch

• Through Port
SPECIAL PRICE £74.99

• 5 1/4" Half Height
• Spec as above

1

ALLPRICES INCLUDE VAT & P&P. UK & BFPO ORDERS ONLY

24 HOUR ORDERLINE 0597 87784

Cheques and Postal Ordersto:

Manor Court Supplies Ltd T8&"

Dept. STU1, Glen Celyn House, Penybont, Llandrindod Wells, Powys, LD1 5SY
EDUCATION AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME

SPECIAL PRICE £95.99

I]

The MULTIFACE ST - the true MULTlpurpose interFACE comprising of 3 major parts:

BACK-UP Facilities

MULTI - TOOLKIT

1) FREEZE action by MAGIC button 1) INSPECT/ALTER memory
(POKE infinitelives, etc.)
3) Save PROGRAM or SCREEN
2) INSPECT/ALTER registers
4) Saving is FULLY AUTOMATIC
3) HEXIDECIASCII display
4) FIND/REPLACE a string
5) MULTIPLE SAVING possible
5) FILLISAVEILOAD/PRINT
6) FORMAT disks up to 410/820K
2) SAVE to drives A/B or to RAM

7) Powerful, fast COMPRESSING

a block of memory

DISK ORGANIZER (Optional)
1) Non-GEM, fast, easy, user-friendly file/folder
copying/deleting/renaming - all using RAM
2) Far LESS (if any) DISKSWAPPING on single
drives during copying - all copied via RAM
3) TAGGING of files/folders (incl. wild cards)
for mass copying or mass deleting
4) COMPACTING of disks for faster loading

All this, and much more!, at a TOUCH ofa BUTTON for £5935 £49.95 or £4935-_£4495 without the Disk Organizer.
MULTIFACE has ALL its tricks in a 64K ROM - no need to load any other software: MULTIFACE is always there and ready.
MULTIFACE ismenu-driven with one-touch commands and on-screen instructions, fully AUTOMATIC - so EASY to USE!

Pressing the MAGIC BUTTON will FREEZE a program enabling you to SAVE or to use the MULTI-TOOLKIT to study/modify it.
The frozen (or saved &re-loaded) program continues from where stopped -save as you progress toavoid playing from thestart.
MULTIFACE a.) compresses b) formats more effectively cj can save onto several disks to back-up programs of ANY length!
MULTI-TOOLKIT lets you inspect andchange (in hex/dec/ASCIl) simply everything - POKE infinite lives, customize programs, etc.
All inall, the MULTIFACE ST can be used-and isSO USEFUL - inso many ways, thatitistheESSENTIAL ST COMPANION,
MULTIFACE must not be used to copy, reproduce or Infringe inany wayany copyright material without the clear permission ofthe copyright owner.
ROMANTIC ROBOTneither condones nor authorises the use of the MULTIFACE ST for the reproductionof copyright material - to do so is ILLEGAL.

However, to prevent any piracy,the MULTIFACE ST MUSI be attached to the cartridge port to run the programs itsaved.
I order a MULTIFACE at £40.05 £44.95 or C50.05 £49.95 (incl. disk organizer) + p_&p_: UK £1_, Europe £2, Overseas £3.

Ienclose a cheque/PO/cash for E

or debit my Access/Visa No.

lllll I I L

'ini

Card Exp.

Name/address.
The above reduced prices apply sfrictlyonly to MAIL ORDERS received by 30.12.89

54 Deanscruft Ave, London NW9 8EN

I

01-200 8870 s
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THE Atari TT was simultaneously
unveiled at a press conference in
the US and at the third Atari

Show in Dusseldorf, West Germany.
This clearly indicates how important to

Behind
the new

stereo jacks at the back of the

machine. The sound system has vari
ous hardware filters to prevent alias
ing and other digital distortions, and

keted in Germany as an ST260 long
before appearing in the US.
The new TT was actually first dis

the speaker is now built into the main

housing instead of the monitor.
Other new ports include an extra

played to a select few at a special pre
view in Dusseldorf. The following day
it was shown to the general public,
arousing a lot of interest. Meandering

serial port, a regular SCSI port and a
network connector. The industry stan
dard SCSI port is a welcome addition

through the crowds, it was there I

because it enables the connection of

bumped into software boss Leonard

inexpensive hard drives now available

Tramiel and Richard Miller, head of

for the PCs, although owners of Atari
drives can still use the old DMA port.

R&D, who both clarified a few initial
questions.

was in the following month at the PCW

but it also has custom sound circuitry
to generate 8-bit PCM (pulse code
modulated) stereo and two additional

Atari is the European market, and the
German market in particular. This has
a long history, as the ST was test-mar

My second encounter with the TT

In terms of sound the TT contains the

same Yamaha chip found in the ST,

The new TOS 030, also knows as

Donald Maple reports

Rainbow TOS because of its scrolling
colours, has grown to 256k and has

exclusively on the

moved to address $E00000. This 256K

It is interesting to note that at both

latest Atari - and

exhibitions the TTs arrived literally the

implying an easy extension from the

explains how it differs

Show in London. This time, however,

there were no US Atari people present.
day before the show, which resulted in

the local Atari support people knowing

block appears again at $E40000,
hardware point of things to a 512k
operating system, as it only requires
the decoding of one extra address line.

from the point of view
of a programmer

isters in the way, as was the case

16MHz. This means that a TT is nomi

dard, but this can be expanded to four

nally twice as fast as your standard
ST, but in real life it is actually a bit

and then to a maximum of 8Mb. How

when the roms appeared at $FC0000.
In addition to the regular ST low,
medium and high resolutions there

very little about the machine.

But enough of that, let's have a peek
under the hood. The heart of the new

Furthermore there are no system reg

TT is a Motorola 68030 running at

faster. This is due to both the fact that
the 68030 is more efficient - with two

ever, if four megabit chips are used
instead, the total memory within the

256 byte cashes within the processor

machine can go up to an amazing
26Mb. Yes, you read right, but I'll spell

itself - and to the new TOS 030. In

it out anyway - twenty six megabytes!

addition to the new processor, the TT
also contains an empty slot for either a
68881 or 68882 maths co-processor.
The

machine

comes

with

two

megabytes of internal ram as stan-
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are now three modes. Atari insists on

calling them 320x480, 640x480 and

1280x960, but in real terms they
should be called TT low, TT medium,

and TT high respectively.
The TT low resolution mode has a

320x480 pixel screen with 256 colours

"1

out of 4096. Medium resolution mode

has a 640x480 pixel screen but this
time with "only" 16 colours, and the
TT high resolution mode has a

[FEATURE

the TT. First of all the colour palette
has moved to $FF8400 and is 256

words long to accommodate all the

Desk File View |

new colours.

The RGB (red, green and blue)
colour components now range from 0
to 15, that is to say each can now be
set to one of 16 intensities giving a
total of 16x16x16=4096 colours. But

that's not all, the colour bits have also
been "scrambled".

On the ST, the three low bits of each

RGB component specified one of the
possible eight intensities. It would
therefore seem logical to use the
The improved
preferences
box with the
three new
resolution
selections

fourth bit to extend this to 16. But for

some mysterious reason this is not the
case. The three low bits have been

shifted one place left and the new bit
inserted in position 0, making the
hardware and software colour num
bers different. Which in turn means
there is now a need for this colour
number conversion.

monochrome screen but with a resolu

and the relevant registers are as fol

tion of 1280x860 pixels. The prefer

lows:

R3.M. J1„ _R0 S3.„82_61_60 13.JJ2._B1_B0

ences box now contains three new

buttons underneath the [LOW]
[MEDIUM] [HIGH] to select the three

• $FF8201-Screen address hi-byte

new video modes.

byte

All of the resolutions with the excep
tion of the TT high resolution can be
displayed on the new colour monitor.
To view the new high resolution
monochrome mode a separate moni

• $FF820D-Screen address lo-byte

tor, not demonstrated at either of the

shows, is required.
Because of the new hardware and

• $FF8203-Screen address medium-

This not only gives hardware
scrolling, but also means that the
screen base address no longer needs
to be on a $100 byte boundary. The
resolution register also contains more
then just the resolution information

superior monitor, the old ST high reso
lution can now be displayed on the TT

and it has also moved to $FF8262.

colour monitor. Also, the two colours

address contains the resolution in the

in the ST hi-res mode are not limited

three low bits, as opposed to two on

to black & white any more, but can be

the ST, to enable encoding of new

any two from the new TT palette. So
anyone wanting to simulate a green or

screen modes, which are:

The first byte sized register at this

amber monitor can do so and still

0: ST Low 320 * 200

keep the old ST hi-res.

1:

Atari calls this mode duochrome as

opposed to monochrome. I figure that
for consistency sake it should really be
called stereochrome or alternatively
the old mono should be renamed

unichrome. Interestingly enough, both
naming conventions converge when

Software colour number:

ST medium 640 * 200

2: ST high 640 * 400
4: TT medium 640 * 480
6: TT high 1280 * 960
7; TT low 320 * 480

There are also quite a few changes
in the way the colours are handled on

converts into Hardware colour num
ber:

R2.„R1. .RO..R3 S2._G1_G0_63 B2..81. J0_B3
On the software side, TOS 030 is
similar to version 1.4 which has been

distributed to developers for some time
now on disc, and is presently available
as a rom upgrade. A scaled down ver
sion of TOS 030 will also power the
new STE computer, only there it is
called version 1.6.

Atari claims upward software com
patibility, but I have experienced some
strange things. A well behaved Gem
program I've just finished had prob
lems drawing a line using the LINE-A
routines.

On the

other hand,

a

machine language monitor which does
all sort of naughty things runs fine. I
have also seen at least one other major
program with problems.
To be fair, it is likely that this is not
Turn to Page 90 •

there are more than two colours, as we

then get into polychrome.
Seriously though, any user of high
resolution ST monitor will experience a
feeling of alternate reality while play
ing with the colours on the control
panel.

Cosmetic changes
The video memory is composed of
dual-ported 250 nanosecond ram,
accessed in 64 bit blocks. An added

bonus is the hardware scrolling in
both vertical and horizontal directions.

This is achieved by the addition of

another byte sized register to specify
the full screen base address.
The screen itself is now 153600

bytes long, (it used to be 32000), to

Gems' updated
copyright
message

complete with
scrolling colours

handle all of the new screen modes
January 1390 Atari ST User 89
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the final version of the TTs operating
SOURCERV.PHG

system. Browsing through code I have
come across some, shall we say,

unusual segments, but I expect that
by the time TT hits the street, which is
rumoured to be at the start of 1990,

everything will be sorted out.
The TOS did grow to 256k, but over
32k on top of this memory is unused.

KJ

$E3FFFF is still virgin rom territory,

in moderation.

However, one thing worse than Gem
is half-a-Gem, which is exactly what
we have now. So, Atari, if you are
reading this please include Gdos as
standard. The past excuse for its
absence was the lack of space. Need

5

9868
,PI2
8881
,PI2
8882
,PI2
8883
,PI2
CACHE
,PC2
C0PVF0RM.PC2
IHFO
,PC2
PREFS
,PC2

that is all $FFFFs and ready for the
injection of additional code. This does
leave room for expansion and one nice
thing would be to have Gdos as stan
dard. I am no great lover of Gem, but I
must admit it is very handy when used

»,*

\ NEHHAHE-

The address range $E262DC to

j| I HI! I
0 I Cancel 1

The revisedfile
selector with
drive buttons

There are now four default fonts,

with the new one using a 16x32

extension,

for

example

1ST-

WORD.PRG and DOC. From then on

less to say, if the Gem was originally

matrix for character definition. Alas,

whenever you double click on a file

written in assembler the rom real
estate would not have been so scarce.

this can only be seen on a high resolu

with the extension of DOC, the word
processor is loaded and the clicked file

From the user point of view there

are a few changes to the overall opera
tion of the desktop. But first a cos
metic change in the desktop info
under Desk menu bar item (Figure 1) .
It now contains the Atari symbol with
cycling rainbow colours. This is a nice

touch that adds class to the whole lay
out.

Another cosmetic but more useful
alteration is that the screen around

your desktop is not white but black.
This is also the case for any programs
run from the AUTO folder, as they will
now default to inverse video with white

characters on black background. Fur
thermore, this is present in all pro
grams run from the AUTO folder
regardless of the resolution.
In the past, if an AUTO program
changed the resolution, for example
low to medium, the character colour

would be yellow on white making the
whole thing unreadable. Now the TOS
will automatically swap the necessary
colour registers to maintain white
characters on black background,
regardless of the resolution.
To maintain compatibility with older
programs the cache can be turned on
and off. The main reason for this is

that when the cache is on up to 256
bytes of instructions are kept within
the processor itself. This speeds up

tion monochrome monitor.

Even though there are still two
items in the File menu for Copy and

user can click on the Format item, for

is opened automatically.
The Auto option is much more inter
esting. One of the main complaints in
the past was the inability to run Gem
programs from this folder. Only TOS
and TTP programs could be run in this

mat a disc and perform a disc copy
without exiting this box.

way, but this new addition now pro
vides for doing the equivalent with

Format, they both invoke the same
dialog box, from which the two func
tions can be selected. For example, the

The discs formatted under this new

TOS are fully read/write compatible
with MS-DOS. This "feature" is for all
of the masochists that still insist on
machines.

following syntax:

I would much prefer data compati
bility with intelligent computers such
as the Amiga or Mac, but this is not as
easily done.
The actual copying process, whether
files or discs, is much improved. Not
only is it faster, but requires the mini
mum amount of disc swapping which
was a very irritating feature of the old
TOS. In addition to Copy File there is
now the MOVE option as well. This
can only be done from the desktop by
pressing the Control key and then,
while holding it down, using the
mouse to move the file.

Another very useful feature is the
ability to rename folders. The name

change is performed using the same
dialog box as the Change File Name,

only for folders the attribute changes

ory access. However, this can cause

caused a lot of irritation. Namely you
would click on this option, leave the

The new preferences dialog box

will automatically run the program
specified. Do note that only one pro
gram can be indicated using this fea
ture

and

that

any

document

specification will be ignored.
The additional parameter after the Z
control card indicator determines

whether the program requires Gem
libraries.

Z 00 - run a TOS or TTP program
Z 01 - run a PRG or APP program

Following this is the fully qualified
pathname string specifying the drive,
directories and actual program name.
The file selector box has been

improved and it now contains drive
buttons. Each drive connected to the

And finally the Install Application

machine appears as a separate button,
including hard disc partitions and ram
discs. The file templates can now be
specified on the template line which is
situated below the directory line, and
accepts both * and ? characters.
Another handy feature is the ability

item now looks a bit different. This is
because it contains two new buttons Normal and Auto. The Normal button

to perform a warm start by pressing
the Ctrl, Alt and Delete keys simulta
neously. This is equivalent to pressing

mouse to type the drive letter in and

then automatically press Return only
to see the whole thing disappear. Now
the default is Install which makes
much more sense.
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Next time the computer is turned
on, Gem examines the DESKTOP. INF
file and if the above card is found it

In the past, the Install Disc Drive

show in Figure II has been extended to

but also because of the new TOS. This
now includes a software disc cache so
there is no need to access the drive as
much as the older TOS versions did.

Z 01 A:naae.PRG

item defaulted to Cancel, which

handle the new screen resolutions.

Screen updates and window draw
ings are faster overall, not only
because of the raw speed of the 68030

the DESKTOP.INF file. This is achieved

with the new Z card, which has the

are, of course, disabled.

programs.

The way it works is by saving the
information about the Gem program in

swapping discs between the two

the execution of the program because
there is no need for the processor to
perform the relatively slow main mem
problems with some self-modifying

some limitations.

works as before, that is you supply the
program name and the document

Turn to Page 93 •

16 BIT CENTRE
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND CARRIAGE

COLOUR

MONO
PRINTER

ribbon
ONLY £199.00

Ribbon

MONITOR

Including Lead
ONLY

I I

^^^^^^^^^^—

PRINTERS

r

I Star LC-10 Colour

| StarLC-24/10

I Citizen 120D

' Citizen Swift 24
I Citizen Swift 24 with Colour

| NECP2200
u

~i
.£199.00 I
£259.00 |
£139.00 i
£323.00 '
£349.00 I
£299.00 |

HARDWARE

r
I Atari Megafile 30
| Atari Mega 2 with mono monitor
• Atari SMI24 Mono monitor
' Atari 1040 mouse manuals and basic
I Cumana 3.5 inch Disk Drive
| Citizen 3.5" Disk Drive

All printers supplied with 1.8m lead worth £7.99 |

aJ L

EXPLORER PACK

r

Please phone for other hardware prices

J

1|

I
INCLUDES
I
Atari 520 STFM with 1 Meg drive,
Mouse, Manuals and Leads, Ranarama I
I
and Tutorials. Atari Basic.
I
ONLY £269
J

L

"I
£439 I
£829 I
£119 ,
£419 '
£99.00 I
£79.00 |

I

I
3M DS/DD discs, box of 10 inc labels
I 80 capacity disc box, lockable
I Competition Pro extra joystick
dust cover
I Atari
Deluxe Mouse Mat
I
Call for software prices
L

£12.95

£9.95 '

£14.50 I
£4.95 |
£3.50

r

I

~i

Atari 520 STFM with 1 Meg disc drive, mouse,
manuals, plus leads.
Xenon, Afterburner, Double Dragon, Gauntlet 11, Nebulus,
Outrun, Black Lamp, Bombjack, Bombuzal, Super Huey,
Super Hangon, Starray, Starglider, Stargoose, Space Harrier,
R-Type, Predator, Pac-mania, Overlander, Eliminator,
ST Organise, First Music, First Basic, Joystick.
ONLY £339
i_.

_l

MAIL
ORDER
AND

CALLERS
WELCOME

16 BIT CENTRE
Unit 17, Lancashire Fittings Science Village
Claro Road, Harrogate HG1 4AF I
Tel (0423) 531822/526322

OPEN
MONDAY TO
SATURDAY
9AM TILL
6PM
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ECORDTOBE
PROUD OF?
If you pirate software you are
a thief. Thieves will

be prosecuted
THIS CAMPAIGN IS ORGANISED BY

Any information on piracy
should be passed to

EUROPEAN LEISURE SOFTWARE
PUBLISHERS ASSOCIATION

The Federation Against Software Theft.
Telephone 01-240 6756

PIRACY
IS THEFT
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New features

some interesting new additions.
The XBIOS input/output routines
are now accessed using four jump

•

tables starting at $51E. Each jump

the reset button, which is now more

difficult to do accidentally. It is
recessed, and that you have to use
some sharp object or alternatively put
your finger in a pencil sharpener first.
So much for the look and feel of the
new machine. There have been some

Motorola 68030 clocked at 16 Mhz.

• Optional 68881/2 math coproces

table is eight entries long but only six

sor.

are actually used. The remaining two
are there for future expansion, but the

• 2 megabytes of ram standard.
• Internal ram expansion to

changes in rom routines mainly to do

• Midi ports.
•
•

neater, with all the tables and a major
portion of data and constants now
located the end of the operating sys
tem. Even the Gem portion, written in
C, looks much better.

However the C compiler is still the
same. If you do not like C syntax and

find it difficult to follow, the resulting
object code is even worse. But for us
opinionated assembler programmers,

anything not in assembly is "sloppy
and inefficient".

device assignments remains the same:

4Mb/8Mb.

with the new screen modes. The whole

operating system appears much

0: PRT: Centronics interface
1: AUX: RS232 interface

Stereo 8-bit PCM sound.
Stereo connectors.

2: CON: keyboard and screen

• SCSI connector/ network connector.

3: Midi: interface

•

4: IKBD: keyboard processor interface
5: screen output ignoring control codes

4096 colours.

• Hardware scrolling.

6: future expansion

So in the true hacker fashion let's turn

snooping around with a machine lan

guage monitor. And just for the record,
a hacker is a programmer who writes
neat code and believes in sharing the

knowledge. This has nothing to do
with criminals who write damaging
viruses and destroy other people's
work.

The BIOS routines remain largely
the same, but the XBIOS has been
extended. There are now 96 XBIOS

routines as apposed to 39, but only 11
really new routines. All of the remain
ing routines are dummy and are there

for future expansion only.
'XBIOS 41 - get/set drive seek rate

Using this routine the disc seek rate

can be interrogated and changed. This
is a very useful routine painfully miss
ing from the earlier TOS versions.
XBIOS 64 - blitter configuration

This routine was already present in
the Mega TOS and is well documented.
XBIOS 66 - DMA/SCSI communication
The details on this routine are not

yet available, but it appears that it
enables access to the DMA without

having to resort to custom written rou
tines, as was the case in the past.
XBIOS 80 - set screen mode

This enables a complete change of
resolution. Unlike current resolution

change routines, this one will also ini
tialise all of the relevant Gem variables

without having to reboot the system.

7: future expansion

Screen resolutions:
• ST low 320x200 with 16 colours.
• ST medium 640x200 with 4 colours.

The jump tables are in the following

• ST high 640x400 monochrome.

order:

• TT low 320x480 with 256 colours.
• TT medium 640x480 with 16
colours.

• TT high 1280x960 monochrome.
•

New TOS 030.

I

Operating system
to a few things discovered while

I

ters at $FF8262. The first contains the

resolution in the low three bits plus
some unknown extra information in

bits four and seven. This byte is fol
lowed by the screen mode, which is
read and altered with function 82.

$051E •• BCONSTAT
S053E • CONIN
$055£ •• BCOSTAT
$057E •• CONOUT

As the new monitors do not contain

a built-in speaker, the keyboard
click/bell sound currently available
may not be heard.
However the address of the bell rou

tine can be found at $5AC, which

allows the user to wedge in a new
sound routine. In theory you could
have each key click send a command

down the Midi ports to your favourite
synthesiser and cause serious sonic

XBIOS 83 - get/set colour

disturbances.

This routine enables changing and
interrogating of individual colours in
the new colour registers at $FF8400. If

the new colour value is given as
$FFFF, the system will return the cur
rent vaule without altering it.

Finally the location $59E contains
the 68030 processor flag.
where 0 ~ 68000 processor
and not 0 = 68030 processor

XBIOS 84 - set range of colours

The range of colours to change can
be from 1 to 256, the only restriction

Summary

being that the colours must be in

That concludes the initial snooping in

sequence. If the range goes beyond the
end of registers the routine will stop

and around the Atari TT and its new

automatically when

the

end

is

reached.

XBIOS 85 - get range of colours

This routine is the exact opposite of
the previous call. It loads the palette in
memory with colours values found in a
range of colour registers.

operating system, TOS 030. For a pro
grammer both are a welcome addition.

That in turn means the programmers
will produce better programs, which
benefits everybody around.
But the TT is not limited to existing
software only. In addition to TOS and
Gem, the new TT will also run Unix

System V with X-Windows. This
appears to be the main thrust of the
new computer, as it was conceived as

XBIOS 86 - get/set bit 4 of resolution
XBIOS 87 - get/set bit 7 of resolution
The use of bits 4 and 7 are a little

obscure at the moment, but I'll let you
know what they're for when I've
worked it out.

In terms of Gemdos, only one differ

an inexpensive Unix work station with
downward ST compatibility.
Well, it all looks very good. The main
question is whether Atari will keep its
promise and have the machine out in
foreseeable future? Unfortunately and
due to market pressures Atari, like all
other companies, likes to make

ence has been observed. Function

"announcements of future announce

$4B, chain program, has an additional

ments". Witness the Stacy announced
over a year ago and appearing in the
shops only now.

mode 6, but it's still not clear what the
use of this new mode is. It does, how
ever, seem similar to mode 5, which is

resolution

"create base page".

And now for the $64000 question?
Well, it does not cost that much really.

XBIOS 82 - get/set screen aode only

Finally, the documented variables in
low memory have been expanded. The

The 2 meg TT will be bundled with a

The new resolution modes on the TT

addresses of these will not change in

require the use of two byte-sized regis-

the future, and here is a selection of

total of 6500 DM or £2300, so start
saving now.

XBIOS 81 - get current screen mode and

hard disc and a

colour monitor for a
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CONCEPT SOFTWARE (ST)

LATEST TITLES
Altered Beast
APB
Batman the Movie

£15.99
£16.99

Beach Volley
Bloodwych
Blood Money
Chase H.Q

£17.99
£18.99
£18.99
£15.99

Continental Circus
F-16 Combat Pilot
F-29 Retaliator
Falcon
Falcon Mission Disc 1

£17.99
£18.99
Phone
£18.99
£17.99

CONCEPT CLASSICS

ADVENTURES/MISC.

£16.99

Forgotten Worlds
Gemini Wing

£17.99
£16.99

Honda RVF
£18.99
Indiana Jones-Last Crusade ...£17.99
Infestation
£18.99
Kick Off
£17.99

Knight Force

£17.99

Kristal
License to Kill
Menace

£21.99
£16.99
£18.99

New Zealand Story

£17.99

Out Run

£9.99

Pinball Magic
Populous
Populous-Promised Lands
Passing Shot
Red Storm Rising

£16.99
£18.99
£9.99
£17.99
£18.99

Airborne Ranger

£16.99

Colossus Chess X

£18.99

Afterburner
Ballistix
Barbarian U
Batman
Blasteroids

£14.99
£15.99
£15.99
£14.99
£14.99

Dungeon Master
Dogs of War

£18.99
£16.99

Chuckie Egg
Crazy Cars H
Dragon Ninja
Double Dragon
Dungeon Master

£14.99
£15.99
£17.99
£16.99
£18.99

First Word Plus V3.0

£64.99

Iron Lord

£19.99

Origin Dealer Pack
Pro Sound Designer

£89.99
£39.99

STAC

£29.99

ST Sprite Factory

£34.99

STOS

£21.99

Tale Spin
Time and Magik

£16.99
£15.99

Emmanuele

£14.99

F-15 Strike Eagle

£16.99

Gauntlet II
Last Duel

£15.99
£15.99

Lombard RAC Rally
Operation Wolf

£16.99
£15.99

Tempus Text Editor

£24.99

World War JJ

£24.99

RamboLU
Silent Service

£15.99
£15.99

Warship

£22.99

Space Harrier
Speed Ball
Superman
Technocop

£16.99
£16.99
£16.99
£16.99

LOTS MORE

Thunderblade
World Snooker

£16.99
£16.99

PLEASE RING

BUSINESS SOFTWARE
Accountant V3.3
Accountant Plus V3.3

Book Keeper V3.2
Data Manager Pro
Financial Controller V3.2
Fast Basic V1.58
Fleet ST Publisher VI.1

£89.90
£44.99
£59.99
£29.99
£79.99

Superbase Personal V1.028 ....£44.99
Superbase Professional
Superbase Personal n
Time Works DTP
Word Writer

£16.99
£18.99

Please call for titles that may be released but not printed
Cheques/Postal Orders payable to: "Concept Software"

Shadow of the Beast
Silkworm
Strider
Stuntcar Racer
Shinobi

£24.99
£15.99

Send to:

The Story So Far

£16.99

Tin Tin on the Moon
Untouchables
ZenonU

£17.99
Phone
£17.99

/

NEW
s

/

H
B
[1
B

(For a full catalogue please ring)

E3

Tel: 01-861 5272
Guaranteed 48-hour delivery

Credit card callers only on allorders taken after 10a.m. British Isles only

HI-TEK MONITOR FILTER
1084S : PHILLIPS 8833 : 8854 : ATARI SC1224

STOCK MODELS : COMMODORE 1081
ALL OTHER TYPES TO ORDER

TOTALLY ELIMINATES MONITOR GLARE
ENHANCES ON SCREEN COLOURS
MAKES INTERLACE MODE TOTALLY VIABLE
RESOLVES LONG EXPOSURE ADVERSE EFFECTS
INCREASES IMAGE SHARPNESS

OUR HIGH QUALITY FILTER IS MADE FROM OPTICAL GRADE 3 MIL ACRYLIC SPECIALLY TINTED.
ITS UNIQUE FILTERING QUALITIES HAVE BEEN EXTENSIVELY TESTED AND APPROVED BY

MADE IN AUSTRALIA

10 YEAR GUARANTEE

AMIGA USER GROUPS, DOCTORS, HIGH SCHOOLS AND GOVERNMENT OFFICES.
LOW COMMUNITY SERVICE PRICE
MONITOR TYPE

$a 59.95 - £26 INC P&P
HI-TEK EUROPE LTD.

PAYMENT: PLEASE INDICATE METHOD

V

PLEASE DEBIT MY
CREDIT CARD

VISA - MASTERCARD - BANKCARD

CROWN SHIELD HOUSE, 143 ST LEONARDS ROAD, WINDSOR
BERKSHIRE SL4 3DW. UK
TEL: 0753 851269 or FAX 0753 850897

•

Credit Card Orders Same Day Shipping

OR

EXPIRY DATE
U.K. & EUROPE.

AUSTRALIA-NEW ZEALAND OCEANIA

H A R R I S HI-TEK P T Y LTD
P.O. BOX 112, ERINA N.S.W. 2250 AUSTRALIA
TEL or FAX 043 852051 or TEL 02-671-1856

•
•

CHEQUES, P.O.'s, EUROCHEQUES, PLEASE MAKE PAYABLE TO
HI-TEK EUROPE LTD
AUSTRALIA & N.Z. TO HARRIS HI-TEK PTY LTD.

MR/MS/MRS

SURNAME

INITIALS

SIGNATURE

Credit Card Orders Same Day Shipping
"Can't wait?"

ADDRESS.

"OK go to Australia's top Computer Retailers'
Harvey Norman Discounts.

.POST CODE.

TELEPHONE No. IN CASE OF QUERIES
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£89.40
£39.99

Concept Software, PO Box 414, Harrow, Middx HA1 2QJ

B PROTECTS FROM R.S.I. (EYE STRAIN)
a

£189.99
£74.99

MORE BUSINESS
SOFTWARE AVAILABLE
PLEASE RING

AVAILABLE

£16.99

N

£321.45
£69.90
£99.99

Logistix

Red Heat

£16.99
£16.99

£94.56
£49.95

MCC Assembler
Personal Pascal V2.02
Power Basic
Protext V3.60

Robocop
Rocket Ranger

£17.99

£120.45
£205.90

REVIEW

EDICAL experts often com

resolution horizontally to give 48
colours a line (48 times 200 equals
9,600), I suspect using some kind of

plain that a large percentage
of man hours are lost due to

the common cold. Managerial experts
blame wasted time on absent employ
ees or just plain laziness, but you and
I know that in the computer industry
the greatest cause of lost production is
ray tracing.

From the earliest days, when early
warning defence systems were taken
offline for the weekend to render a

interrupt routine as there is an auto-

booting synchroniser program on the
first disc to make sure the ST and the

monitor are in sync.

mnurm

With the advent of 16 bit home

micro technology, everyone can now
spend their Sundays watching the pix
els dry.
Well, nearly everyone. The trouble

In order to create an image to be
proud of, the system has to be given
the basic 3D shapes to process and

warn

The technique involves mixing the

shape you want, pressing the left but
ton activates the crosshair cursor in

projection system to display the cur
means that there is a window for the

a wide range of colours available -

sure no one else has either.

objects, from the Add menu.
Having selected the icon for the

rent scene. Orthographic projection
front of the scene, one for the back,

colours of which the ST is sadly short.
But now comes GFA with Raytrace.
This package employs very advanced

9,600 colours on your screen. I say
theoretical because I haven't actually
sat down to count them, and I'm quite

arrange in what is known as a scene.

In GFA Raytrace this is done by select
ing one of a range of shapes, or

the viewing windows. GFA Raytrace
uses three windows in an orthographic

with ray tracing is that to get a good
result, one involving advanced shading
and reflection effects, you need to have

techniques to produce a theoretical

as the vertical, and anyway the ST has
a palette of only 512 colours. Still that
isn't bad.

wineglass at Nato HQ, to the hi-tech

micro systems of today where busy
executives take a break from staring at
last year's turnover to compute a New
ton's Cradle, ray tracing has always
been high on a programmer's list of
fun ways to spend an afternoon.

The shading effects are limited just
as much by the horizontal resolution

and one for the side - the minimum

Nic Veitch sheds light
on a new ray tracing
package

requirements for total unambiguity
about the positions of objects.
To place an object, you position the
cursor and press the right mouse but
ton. However, this is not quite as easy
as it sounds. The confusion arises

Turn to Page 96 •
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A From Page 95

always is, it can become very annoy
ing.

because the mouse can only indicate
movement in two dimensions, horizon

tally and vertically, and you are trying
to place an object in three.
Raytrace's solution is to recognise

the mouse as moving in a different
plane when the left button is held
down. This is quite cunning, but falls
down rather badly as in this mode the
program only recognises up and down
movements of the mouse - going in

The idea of the left button activating
an extra plane of motion would have
been much better implemented if there
was an option to choose any of the
windows as a home, or reference,
where all the mouse movements could

be normal. The current system has
been designed for the user who visu
alises his structure in real space,
whereas most people visualise in their
minds from looking at the display.
Aside from that the user interface is

and out of the scene.

This can be even more confusing if
you are using any window other than

very friendly, so much so that most of
the time you won't notice you are

the top one. For example, if your

using it. All functions are easily

efforts need close attention to the side

accessed from the icons down the side

view window, you will find that moving

of the screen, with very few nested
menus. You can find everything you
want without being an adventure

the mouse up and down produces the
expected results, but with the button
pressed the cursor goes left while mov
ing the mouse left and right has no
effect at all. When careful positioning
of objects is needed, as it almost

enthusiast.

Admittedly, much of the ease of use
can be attributed to the simplicity and
small range of available functions, but

at least it is usable without having to
refer to the manual constantly.
The way in which most design pack
ages operate is to allow you to build
up the basic bones of your finished
drawing with simple objects. Then you
refine the scene by making small mod
ifications to them - moving points,
subtracting or extruding parts and so
on.

While it is possible to move objects
around and change the original
parameters you gave them, it is not
possible to make such micro adjust
ments in Raytrace. This is not a criti
cism, just a point of information Raytrace never claims to be a profes
sional design package.
All of the objects can be given a set
of attributes to determine just how a
ray of light will behave when it strikes
them. This package supports four tex
tures, as these attributes are known:

dull, bright, relief and a special mir
roring option.

Mirroring indicates a heightened
response to light reflected off other
objects, with the object's own colour

having a lesser effect. The intensity of
this behaviour can be adjusted
between 10 and 100 per cent in steps
of 10.

An interesting feature is the ability
to load standard picture files Neochrome, Degas and the like - and
use them as part of the image. They
can be loaded in as a backdrop, as a
pattern for the ground or even mapped
on to the surface of objects you have
already defined.
The rendering speed is quite impres
sive, especially as the program was
partly written in GFA Basic. Most fullsize images take less than an hour to
produce. Whether this is due to the
high speed of the ST or just the
restricted object design, is open to
question.

Strangely, the factor that has most
effect on how long the drawing takes is
whether you have selected the ground
to be included. Even a simple check
ered pattern can increase the wait
two- or even threefold.

How useful this package will be to
you depends on the purpose you put it
to. To produce fun images for home
use and perhaps simple design work
or rationalisation is certainly within its
capabilities.

FACT FILE
Product: GFA RayTrace
Price: £39.95

Supplier: GFA Data Media, PO Box 121,

Wokingham, Berkshire RG11 9LP.
Tel: 0734 794941
POXfiTSFOR:

Easy to use and. quite Jast. Employs
clever techniques to increase number
of colours.
AGAWST:

Positioning objects in 3D space is awk
ward.

The main menu, complete with RayTraced picture
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Sixteen Bit Superdeals from the Sixteen Bit Specialists!
CUSTOMERS PLEASE NOTE! When comparing prices remember ours include fast delivery by courier.
520 STFM Power Pack

£359.00

NOW
INCLUDES

Amiga A500 BAT Games Pack

Inc. VATand Next Day Delivery'

£399.00
Inc. VA T and Next Day Delivery

Power Pack includes:

* 520 STFM 512K Keyboard with Built-in 1 Megabyte disk drive and TV
Modulator

BAT Games Pack includes:

* Over £550 worth of games software, including OutRun, Gauntlet 2, R-Type,
Space Harrier, Super HangOn and 16 more Top Games
* Organiser Business Software including WORDPROCESSOR, SPREAD

* Amiga A500 512K Keyboard with Built-in 1 Megabyte disk drive
* Free TV modulator worth £24.99 allowing you to use the Amiga with a
normal TV

* DELUXE PAINT IIand PHOTON PAINT Graphic Packages

SHEET and DATABASE.

* First BASIC and First Music Utility Software.
*

WORTH over £100!

FREE JOYSTICK AND FREE MOUSE MAT WORTH £4.95.

* All leads, manuals PLUS MOUSE and free mains plug!
REMEMBER! Many ST's do not come with BASIC- ours come with ST
BASIC REV D by Metacomco.

520 STFM Explorer Pack

*
*
*
*

FREE, only-just-released BATMAN - THE MOVIE games software.
NEW ZEALANDSTORY arcade games software.
F-16 - INTERCEPTOR - amazing 3D flight simulator software.
A further £230 worth of Games Software, including BUGGY
BOY, MERCENARY, BARBARIAN,WIZBALL & six more games.

*

FREE MOUSE MAT worth £4.95

* Amiga BASIC, Amiga EXTRAS 1.3, Workbench 1.3 PLUS the Amiga Step

£279.00
* Explorer Pack includes 520 STFM 512K Keyboard with built-in 1 Megabyte

by Step Tutorial
* All leads, manuals PLUS MOUSE and mains plug!

Disk Drive and TV modulator

*

1 FREE Game, ST Tutorial and METACOMCO Basic worth £25.00

* All Leads, Manuals PLUS MOUSE and FREE Mains Plug!

Amiga A500 Business

1040 STFM Midi Super Pack
£439.00

& Games Pack
£479.00

Includes 1 megabyte keyboard PLUS £450 worth of software.
Comprising 21 games and Organiser Business Software. Also includes
Metacomco BASIC, Mouse Pad, all Leads, Manuals and Mouse.

Includes Amiga A500 and TV modulator PLUS BATMAN: THE MOVIE, F18

INTERCEPTOR, NEW ZEALAND STORY and in addition a comprehensive
suite of business programs including: KIND WORDS II,Word Processor
(featuring Spellchecker and Thesaurus), HOME ACCOUNTS by Digita

1040 STFM Business Pack

„ .

Business Pack includes:

International and SUPERBASE PERSONAL database software

£439.00

* Atari 1040 STFM Keyboard with 1 meg memory and 1 meg built-in disk
drive plus TV modulator

* £385 worth of Business Software including MICROSOFT WRITE word

processor (£150), SUPERBASE PERSONALDatabase (£60) and VIP
PROFESSIONAL Lotus 123 Spreadsheet clone (£150), Metacomco Basic
(£25)
* All leads, manuals and mouse.

AMIGA 1 MEG BAT GAME PACK
£529.00
1 Meg Bat Games Pack includes:

* Fitted 1 Megabyte Memory Expansion + Real Time Clock Card
* Everything listed for the A500 Bat Game Pack

MEGA 1 Business Pack

*

DRAGON'S LAIR 1 MEG MEGAGAME!

£529.00
Features:

* Separate Keyboard and System Unit
* All the Software included with 1040 STFM Business Pack

* Bitter chip installed for faster graphics
Inc SM124 Mono Monitor

EXTERNAL DISK DRIVES

£628.00

ACCESSORIES
QuickshotII Turbo Joystick
£.9.95
Competition Pro5000 Joystick....£13.95
Competition Pro with Autofire
Konix Speedking Joystick

£14.95
£11.95

RedMouse MatwithAmiga logo..£5.95

Branded Memorex 3.5" DS DD Disks
Box of 10
£13.95
Memorex Disk Box
For 40 3.5" Disks
£8.95

Amiga 1/2 Meg Expansion

£119.95

Plain blue Mouse Mat

£4.95
Control Centre Atari or Amiga
£39.95
ContriverAmigaand ST Mouse with FREE Holderand Mouse Pad £20.95

PRINTERS

Star LC24-10 24 pin incl. lead ST/Amiga..:
Star LC10 including interface lead for ST/Amiga
Star LC10 colour including interface lead for ST/Amiga
Citizen 120D includinginterface lead for ST/Amiga

£259.00
£169.00
£219.00
£159 00

SEIKOSHA 80 COLUMN PRINTERS - AMAZING PRICES

Seikosha 9 pin NLQ including interface lead for ST/Amiga
Seikosha 24 pin LQ including interface lead for ST/Amiga

£139.00
£239.00

Atari SF314 1 Megabyte
Amiga A1010 1 Megabyte
Cumana 1 Megabyte Atari or Amiga
NEC 1 Megabyte Amiga
Atari Megafile 30 Hard Disk
New! Commodore A590 20 meg hard disk
A590 Hard Disk & Memory Upgrade installed

£139.00
£109.00
£99.95
£89.95
£449.00
£369.00
Phone

MONITORS
Commodore Amiga A1084 Stereo colour Monitor inc. lead
Atari SC1224 Colour Monitor inc. lead
Atari SM124 Mono Monitor including lead

£249.00
£259.00
£104.00

Philips CM8833 stereo colour monitor inc. lead for ST or Amiga

£239.00

CREDIT CARD ORDERLINE 0908 378008 (Mon-Sat 9am-6pm)
To order: either call the orderline above with your credit card details OR make a cheque/PO payable to: Digicom Computer Services
and send itwith yourorderto the address below. Callersare also mostwelcome at the address below

DIGICOM
Unit 36, Wharfside, Fenny Stratford, MILTON KEYNES MK2 2AZ
All prices include VAT and next day delivery by courier.
January 1990 Atari ST User
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PUBLIC APOLOGY
M.D. Office Supplies would like to take this opportunity to apologise to all its
competitors. We shall with immediate effect supply direct to the public.
Computer discs, Storage boxes, etc. AT BELOW WHOLESALE PRICES

CHECK OUT OUR NEW LOW LOW PRICES

31/2
25 3.5"
35 3.5"
45 3.5"
55 3.5"
65 3.5"
75 3.5"

3.5" DISCS & BOXES

DS-DD
DS-DD
DS-DD
DS-DD
DS-DD
DS-DD

135 TPI
135 TPI
135 TPI
135 TPI
135 TPI
135 TPI

*
*
*
*
*
*

3Vz

WITH 50 CAPACITY LOCKABLE STORAGE BOX
WITH 100 CAPACITY LOCKABLE STORAGE BOX
WITH 100 CAPACITY LOCKABLE STORAGE BOX
WITH 100 CAPACITY LOCKABLE STORAGE BOX
WITH 100 CAPACITY LOCKABLE STORAGE BOX
WITH 100 CAPACITY LOCKABLE STORAGE BOX

£20.95
£30.95
£34.95
£40.95
£44.95
£49.95

150 3 5" DS-DD 135 TPI WITH 2, 100 CAPACITY LOCKABLE STORAGE BOXES
£89.95
OUR 3 5" DISCS ARE VERY CAREFULL Y SELECTED TO GIVE YOU 100% ERROR
FREE PERFORMANCE. EACH DISC IS OFFERED WITH OUR 100% MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE AND IS SUPPLIED WITH LABELS

5 V4

5.25" DISCS & BOXES

5 V4

25 5 25" DS-DD 96 TPI WITH 50 CAPACITY LOCKABLE STORAGE BOX
50
75
100
200

'..£11.50

5 25" DS-DD 96 TPI WITH 100 CAPACITY LOCKABLE STORAGE BOX
£16.50
5 25" DS-DD 96 TPI WITH 100 CAPACITY LOCKABLE STORAGE BOX
£22.50
5 25" DS-DD 96 TPI WITH 100 CAPACITY LOCKABLE STORAGE BOX
£28.50
5 25" DS-DD 96 TPI WITH 100 CAPACITY LOCKABLE STORAGE BOXES
£52.99
OUR 5 25" DISCS ARE VERY CAREFULL YSELECTED TO GIVE YOU 100% ERROR
FREE PERFORMANCE. EACH DISC IS OFFERED WITH OUR 100% MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE AND IS SUPPLIED WITH LABELS

HIGH DENSITY 3.5" DISCS
10 DS HD3.5" DISCS

£18.99

30 DS HD 3.5" DISCS WITH 50 CAPACITY BOX

£52.99

50 DS HD3.5" DISCSWITH 100 CAPACITY BOX
£81.99
100 DS HD3.5" DISCS WITH 100 CAPACITY BOX ...£139.99
150 DS HD3.5" DISCS WITH 100 CAPACITY BOX ...£174.99

HIGH DENSITY 5.25" DISCS
25 5.25" DS HD 1.6Mb plus 50 BOX
50 5.25"DSHD1.6Mbplus100BOX
75 5.25" DSHD 1.6Mb plus 100 BOX
1005.25" DS HD 1.6Mb plus 100BOX
150 5.25" DSHD 1.6Mb plus2,100BOX
2005.25" DSHD 1.6Mbplus2,100 BOX

£19.99
£37.99
£53.99
£69.99
£94.99
£119.99

STOP PRESS - STOP PRESS - STOP PRESS
For all you bulk buyers out there we have some unrepeatable
FIRST COME - FIRST SERVED OFFERS

3.5" DS-DD 135 TP1100% error free top quality discs
100 DS DD 135 TPI
200 DS DD 135 TPI
250 DSDD 135 TPI

£59.99
£110.00
£130.00

ACCESSORIES
Do you also know we sell, DISC DRIVES,
DATA SWITCHES, U.PS Power Supplies,
Printer Buffers all at incredibly cheap prices.
For more details and to save yourself

350 DS DD 135 TPI
500 DS DD 135 TPI
1000 DS DD 135 TPI

£168.00
£230.00
£445.00

PRICE & QUALITY GUARANTEE
We pride ourselves on offering you the very Highest
Quality products at the best possible prices. If you
should ever see a comparible product offered

cheaper in this magazine DO NOT HESITATE give

LOADSAMONEE

us a call because we won't match it.

RING US NOW!!

WE WILL BEAT IT - GUARANTEED

.D. OFFICE SUPPLIES
*
*

18 CRESCENT WAY, FARNBOROUGH, KENT BR6 9LS
TELESALES HOTLINES: 0689-61400

Trade Accounts Welcome

All prices include VAT and Delivery UK

A
Education Orders Welcome

*
*

**************************************

FINANCE ON ALL PURCHASES OVER £150.00 PLEASE RING FOR DETAILS

MONTHLY PAYMENTS TERMS ARE NOW AVAILABLE THROUGH LOMBARD TRICITY
•

•

•••••••• •

PACK A

Atari 520 STFM with 1Mb Disc Drive,

Business Organiser, Metacomo Basic,

mouse, manual, basic,sourcebook/tutorial
Microsoft Write,Superbase Personal, VIP

First Basic,BasicGuide, First Music
Owners Handbook, Atari Joystick

Professional
ONLY £449.95

Mouse, 20 Game Software Pack,

ONLY £359 95

•

Plus FREE!! A superbstarter pack including
Wordprocessor, Spreadsheet, Word Count,
Spellchecker, Neochrome Mono Monitor

•••••••••••a

PACKC
Contains all items in Pack A
PLUS!!

A PhilipsCM8833ColourMonitor
with Connecting Lead
as detailed in Pack A above

ATARI 520STFM EXPLORER PACK
ATARI 520STFM withl Mb Drive,
Mouse, Owners Manual,
Sourcebook and Tutorial, UK Basic,
RanaramaGame, Tutorial Disk
ONLY £279.95.

Plus Free!! Oursuperb starter pack as
detailed in pack A above
••••••••••••a

STOP PRESS STOP PRESS

FREE!! With allAtari packs: HyperPaint,
Hyper Draw. Borodino. RRPover£79.00
Only whilst stocks last

£159.95
£138.00
£158.00
£259.95

•••••••••••••a*

SPECIAL OFFER
•

•

••••••••••••••a

All Printer Prices include Connecting Lead

MONITORS
PHILIPS CM8833 Colour Monitor

•••»•••••••

ONLY£229.95 including lead
Atari SM 124

VINYL COVERS
Atari 520STFM
Atari 1040STFM

£5.95
£5.95

Philips CM8833

£6.95

Panasonic KXP1081
Star LC10
Citizen 120D
Atari SM124 Monitor
Atari SM125 Monitor

£4.95
£4.95
£4.95
£6.95
£6.95

Euromax Professional
EuromaxProfessional +
EuromaxElite PistolGrip
Cheetah 125+
Cheetah Mach 1

£13.95
£15.95
£10.45
£6.95
£10.95

Konix Speedking
Konix Speedking Auto fire
Konix Navigator Auto Fire
Comp Pro 5000 Black
Comp Pro 5000 Clear
Crystal Red
Crystal Green

£9.95
£10.95
£11.95
£12.95
£13.45
£10.95
£10.95

Crystal Turbo A/F Green
Cruiser Clear Autofire

£12.45
£10.95

Crystal Turbo (A/F) Red

SEIKOSHA SP1200 ONLY £129.95

ONLY £579.95

Plus FREE!! our superb starter

£169.95
£209.95

VIP Professional, Superbase Personal

PLUS!!

ONLY £389.95

StarLC10 (UK)
Star LC10 Colour (UK)
Amstrad DMP2160
Citizen 120D
Citizen 180E
Star LC24/10

only £619.95
Includes Microsoft Write,

Contains all items in Pack A

as detailed in Pack A above

£169.95
£295.00

•

or with a mono monitor

PACKB

Plus FREE!! our superb starter

Panasonic KXP1081
Panasonic KXP1124

Atari Mega1 Professional Pack
only £529.95

Emulator, Database, Towers ol Hanoi, Pacman,
Sensori, FruitMachine Simulation, Mouse Mat

VinylComputerCover, DiskCleaner,
Lockable Disc Boxholds 100 disks,
TwinJoystick Extension Lead,
Ten DS/DD Disks,2nd Joystick

PRINTERS

•

ATAR11040 STFM
PROFESSIONAL PACK
Includes: 1040STFM with TV modulator,

NEW!! POWER PACK

JOYSTICKS

ACCESSORIES

COMPUTERS

COMPUTERS
ATARI 520 STFM

£109.95

Cumana CSA354 1Mb

£92.95

ABACUS BOOKS
Presenting the ST
ST for Beginners

£12.95
£14.95

ST Internals

£12.45

Cruiser Multicoloured

SERIOUS SOFTWARE
EasyDraw Supercharged
Spectrum512

£8.95

£72.95
£44.95

Wordwriter
First Word Plus

£36.95
£58.95

Data Manager Professional

£51.95

Timeworks DTP

£72.95

Superbase Personal

£44.95
£18.95
£59.95
£32.95

GEM Programmers Ref

£16.95

Home Accounts
Hisoft Basic
Power Basic

£16.95

Fast Basic (Rom)

£69.95

Machine Language
Tricks and Tips

£16.95
£14.95

Fast Basic(Disc)
Degas Elite

£34.95
£18.95

STOS

£20.95

STOSCompiler

£13.95

Flight Simulator 2

£27.95

Intro to Midi
ST Basic to C

£14.95
£14.95

Jef

£24.95

3D Graphics Prog

£16.95

European Scenery Disk
Japanese Scenery Disk
Hawaian Scenery Disk

£13.95
£13.95
£10.95

Disk Drives In/Out

£16.95

BasicTraining Guide

£12.95

Falcon
Falcon Mission Disk One
F16 Combat Pilot

£18.95
£14.95
£16.95

Borodino
Star Command

£20.95
£21.95

Dungeon Master

SOFTWARE SPECIALS
Puffys Saga

£9.95

Fusion
Thunderbirds

£8.95
£9.95

Running Man

£8.95

Pac mania

£8.95
£5.95
£5.95
£5.95

SDI

£17.95

Custodian
Exolon

Battletech

£18.95

Bloodwych
Waterloo (War)

£17.95
£18.95

Cybemoid 2

£5.95

Fish

£6.95

Corruption

£6.95

STOS Maestro
STOS Maestro Plus

£16.95
£59.95

STOS Sprites
Logo
Replay4
Lets Make Series

£10.95
£15.95
£69.95
£8.95
£8.95

Greetings Cards
Signs and Banners

Calendars andStationery £8.95
Art Library 1 or 2 (State)

Fun School2 (Under 6 yrs)
Fun School 2 6 to 8 yrs)
Fun School 2 (Over 8 yrs)

£8.95

£13.95
£13.95

£13.95

MAIL-CENTA

17 Campbell Street, Belper, Derby DE5 1AP. Tel: 0773 826830
All prices include VAT and Delivery. However, for orders under £10.00 please add a 50p handling charge.
Personal callers welcome at our retail shop but please bring this advert as prices may vary. Closed Wednesdays.
All items despatched same day whenever possible. Cheques may require a seven day clearance period.
Proprietor Martin Bridges

PUBLIC DOMAIN
LIBRARIES
are all the same - aren't thev?

Same day despatch - GUARANTEED (no more waiting)

||
Knowledgable staff on hand - ring any time for advice.
ij
Three years experience collecting/distributing PD disks.
|§ Huge range of programs sent on Branded, Unbranded media, or
I

your own disks, the CHOICE is yours.

SO, YOU COLLECT DEMO'S DO YOU?
DEMI 16DEM155-

DEMI43DEMI44DEM145UBMI56-

DEMIS8DBM164-

ACCESSORIES/UTILITIES
ACCl ACC3 -

Over 50 files of desk accessories and utilities an one disk, great selection!
T159 scientific calculator, 2 format progs,GOODIES accessary(the beatarouiai)

ACC16ACC24 -

MonoEmulator, mattesyourTV think it's high rez - CODER,set up your printer
PRIVATE EYE, see what'sgoingon, RAMDISK, STARTUP(3inl utility,wry good).

ACC26 ACC31 ACC69 ACC7UACC76 -

DATABASE, very good GEM d riven program, all you11ever need.
ST-SHEET, gem driven SPREADSHEET program, very comprehensiveindeed.
MOUSE POINTER, re-design your mouse pionter, over 50 on disk already, good!
STICKER, design and print your own disk labels(high-res only).Loads on disk.
OPUS200,SPREADSIIEET with built in charting, the BESTaround,lmeg needed.

*

We
WP12 WP23WP24 WP26 WP31 WP32 WP37 WP39 WP41 -

TI IF.UN ION DEMO, simply the BEST demo available on the ST
UNION DEMO Na2, the legend continues, prepare to be amazed by this one.
THE DEFINITIVE DEMO by The Lost Boys,lmeg memory needed (but w<Fth it).
GHOSTBUSTERS DEMO from the ST Squad, the longest scroll in the world?
SWEDISH NEW YEAR DEMO by the Care Bares,one of the very best around
THE SKUZZ, brilliant AVS video animation and music, fabulous(lmeg needed)
CALIFORNIA RAISINS, THE cutest animation produced so far, (lmeg needed)
Wll ATAI1ECKDEMO,another brilliantdisplay from the Care Bares (D/Sided)

CLIP ART & WORD PROCESSORS
have over IS disks FULL of clip art, this is a selection
V3.0 of STWriter Elite, the best PD Word Pro' available.
ED1MAX, a fast text editor, fully GEM'd, V.Good.
144 trade marks from the 1920's

17 screens of MAC clip art (includes Picswitch/Tinyvicw)
21 Screens of 'Whimsical animals and Figures'
14 screens of 'Office Humour'
22 screens of Toods'

14 screens of "Sports'
15 screens of 'Christmas Designs'

ART-DRAWING PROGRAMS

Ami AKT4 -

NEOCHROME, the standarddrawing package,createyour masterpiecenow!
MASTF.RPAINTT.R, warts in ail resolutions and supports multiple screens.

AHT8 AKT19 -

LANDSCAPE, a Fractal Generator for those interested in this facinating world.
PEARLE, Ray Tracing programand BLASTRAM, animator/show prargam to use.

*

MUS5 MUS23

"
MUSIC & MIDI
32 TRACK sequencer, SYNTHI PATCH GENERATOR ETC.
MIDIMIKE, MIDISAVE, EZO-SEQuencer, EZQ-1 , FB01 ED'
PLUS we have hundreds of EZ-Track songs. Voice editors, librarians etc Over 30

GAMES & EDUCATION

GAMEll GAME62GAME63GAML38GAML19-

KIDGRAH I, KIDGRIQ, KIDNOTE2, mouse driven colourful games for youngsters.
KIDSONG,GO-ROUND, NUMBER MAZE as abow, gnat for the younpa-ST'ers
KIDPUBIJSIIER, desk-top punishing for kids, (phis instructions for adults),great
MISTER POTATO HEAD (kUpotato), JIGSAW, QUIZWIZ, STARCHART
PICKPOCKET BARNYARD, (for youngsters) and CR1BBAGF, the classicgame.

If you want to know more
about the

BEST

Send S.A.E (22p stamp)
and state ST for your
FREE 60 page catalogue

disks fii of the best programs for the ST musician.

plus LANGUAGES BASIC programs. COMMS/HAM RADIO, GAMES
INFORMATION ASTRONOMY PICTURES compilations, etc. etc. etc.

DISK H4)CES
1 to 5 disks -£100 each
6 to 10 disks -£275 each
11 or more disks - £2:50 each

Prices include Disk, IstClass P&P, spare label.
Mai] and phone oniers received before noon
despatched same day, GUAR ANTEED

Deduct 0 from abac prices if sending your
own blank disks

SOFTViLLE
Unit 5, Stratfield Park, Elettra Ave, Waterlooville, Hants P07 7XN.

^^^^^^

24hr Orderline on

W^M

0705 266509

r\ 1

Fax 0705 251884
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Any Atari
520ST, 520STM, 520STFM,
1040STFor1040STFM
FREE Catalogue Amstrad CPC, PCW, PC1512,
Commodore, BBC, IBM PC, MSDOS.

+

Additional Dealers Wanted. 24 hour Visa/Access Hotline.

Ring UK 010353-6149477 (Office Hours) (Irl. 061-45399).
Direct UK 010353-61453

The Xtra-RAM

Memory Upgrade from
Frontier Software

MAGIC MATHS (age 4-8)
£22.95
Five superb programs dealing with num

No more

bers, addition and subtraction. "Excellent

"Out Of Memory"
Headaches
• Internal RAM upgrade for • Easy installation - No
Atari 520ST, 520STM,
need to send your ST
520STFM,1040STFand
away. Complete with
1040STFM.

detailed

instruction

manual.

• Solder-free fitting.

No

soldering required in • Supplied with intelligent
fitting or in changing from
RAM checking software
upgrade to 1MB to
(locates any problems in

upgrade to 2V2MB.

the installation and tells

• Uses one kind of memory

chip to expand any V2MB

you ofthe possible cause)
and free RAM disk and

print spooler utilities.

ST to 1MB. Change to

larger memory chips at • Available with or without
any time to expand your
RAM memory chips.
ST to 272MB. You are
not trapped into just • 12 month guarantee and
upgrading to 1MB.
10 day no-quibble money
back guarantee.
• Manufactured

Our Highly Acclaimed educational soft
ware is being released on the Atari ST.
From AH good dealers.

and

designed in the UK by
Frontier.

With Memory For Upgrade To 1MB - £99.95
With Memory For Upgrade

To 2V2MB - £299.95
Without Memory - £69.95
(Upgrade to 1MB can later be changed

to upgrade to 2V2MB simply by changing RAM chips)
All prices include VAT.
Please add £2.30 for postage and packing
on orders of less than £100.00.

Available from all good dealers
or direct from Frontier.

sound and graphics". A first class educa
tional product.
MATHS MANIA (age 8-12)
£22.95
"Five brilliantly conceived programs". Logi
cal thinking, multiplication, division, mem
ory training. "Excellent value"
THE THREE BEARS (age 5-10)
£22.95
"Probably the best reading and adven
ture program ever written on computer
for young children".
BETTER SPELLING (age 8-Adult, and
BETTER MATHS (age 12-16)
will be released in January.

Full catalogue of Educational Software for
IBM P.C., Amstrad CPC, Amstrad PCW,
Commodore and BBC.

We accept Access, Visa - see phone numbers
above

I

g^

|

ORDER DIRECT TO: School Software Ltd., Tait
Business Centre, Dominic St., Limerick, Ireland.

Tel: (UK) 010353-6145399 (UK) 010353-6149477.
Fax Orders (010-353-61-44315)

PC DISCS £22.95 (5.25", 3.5").
CASSETTES £10.95 (£1.00 P.P.).
PCW & CPC DISCS £16.95 (£1.00 P.P.).
•

Access/Mastercard/Eurocard/Barclaycard/Visa

Expiry Date

/

Card No.

• Cheque/PO made payable to
Easibusiness Systems

My Machine

Titles

Name

E

Address

niaal

Frontier Software

P.O. Box 113, Harrogate, North Yorkshire HG2 OBE.
(0423) 567140/530577. Fax (0423) 522874.
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.Postcode

I_
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J

MAIL ORDER OFFERS
M

Increase your
wordpower with
The essential enhancement

for your word processor
Now you don't have to go hunting backwards and
forwards through your thesaurus when you're looking
for alternative words, because Keyword from Swift
Software is a complete word finder - on disc!
At the touch of a key you can instantly select up to 70
synonyms in any of 1,000 categories - giving you an
effective vocabulary of up to 70,000 words.

And it's so easy to use. Simply type in the first few
letters of a word and you'll be shown all the entries in
the dictionary that start with those letters. Then, using
the mouse or cursor keys, just pick the word that's
nearest to the one you're looking for and you'll be
presented with a comprehensive list of synonyms.
Ifyou ever find yourself stuck for words, Keyword is
the answer! Once you've got it you'll never be tonguetied again.

WHAT THE
REVIEWERS
HAVE TO SAY

SUBSCRIBE TO
Valid to January 30, 1989

Please allow up to 28 days for delivery

comes FREE with all subscriptions
(UK ONLY)

One-year subscription
(12 issues)

(•)

NEW

RENEWAL

UK £29.95

9350

9351

Europe & Eire £34.95

9334

9335

Overseas (Airmail) £49.95

9336

9337

Two-year subscription
(24 issues for the price of 22)

]SEW

RENEWAL

UK £54.95

9348

9349

Europe & Eire £63.95
Overseas (Airmail) £91.57

9340
9342

9341
9343

Orders received by December 14 will
commence with February issue

All subscriptions
include cover disc

Send to: Database Direct, FREEPOST,
Ellesmere Port, South Wirral L65 3EB

- The Micro User

(No stamp needed if posted in UK)

Payment: please indicate method (•)

f -Keyword will

interest anyone
I who uses a

1 Cheque/Eurocheque made payable toDatabase Publications Ltd.

I word processor

\ lor more than
| notes lo ^e

m"%a:w Computer

Expiry

1Access/Mastercard/Eurocard/Bardaycard/Visa'Connect
software . • . u""'

every time.

N°-|

_ E/ectron User

1 II

Date

/

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Express

Name

Signed

Address .
Post Code.

SAVE £10!
Is also available for readers of Atari ST User who are

not taking out a subscription - for £19.95 compared
to the normal price of £29.95. A saving of £10!
Use the order form on Page 127

Daytime telephone number in case of queries
Orders by phone: 0S1-3S7 1275

Order at any time of the day or night
Don't forget to give your name,

Orders by Fax:051-357 2813

address and credit card number

General Enquiries: 051-357 2961

'

Orders by Microthk: MAG001
ST/1

I

REGULARS

SAMPLERS are great fun, but the
trouble is that you can't, for
example, sample a grand piano,
a bass guitar, a flute and a string sec
tion and then use them to create your
own music. Microdeal aims to put that

right with its superb, fun-to-use sam
ple player called Quartet.
It can store up to 20 samples in

whoever designed this wants to go
back to kindergarten.
Having got some music in, you can

channels of sound.

tions apply to individual voices, not
the whole tune, so it's very flexible.
You don't have to loop complete bars
and you can do so from individual

Quartet has two levels of Midi com
patibility. In Poly Play mode you can
play a sample from a Midi keyboard

notes, which is a nice feature.

memory and lets you write four lines

Quartet uses a Link command to

join notes to extend their duration -

time.

It runs

in

monochrome

or

Playback is

through your monitor's speaker, but if
you have ST Replay you can route the
sound through it for improved quality.
There is only one editing screen,
which contains a central score window
and a lower note window. The four

voices are selected by clicking on Voice

to 16kHz it is quite high enough to
produce impressive results over four

loop sections of it. Looping instruc

of music which will play at the same
medium resolution.

the program restricts the upper limit

this is a

tie in musical terms. If the

using up to four voices. Changing
patch on your keyboard will also
change sample.
In Record mode you can record
directly into Quartet from a Midi key

notes are of different pitches this pro
duces a slide. Super!
You can enter odd Time signatures -

will quantise - tidy up your timing -

13/16, 7/8 and so on - but the dis

there isn't a metronome. You have to

play at the beginning of the stave
doesn't change. Time signatures are
global and effect all voices.
Although there is a transpose con-

put down a timing track before you
can record the other parts although

board with some limitations. Quartet
note entry to the nearest quaver, but

that's fairly easy to do by looping a one
bar drum pattern.

buttons and there are also Transpose

and Tempos controls.
Three drop-down menus - although
the program isn't Gem-based - can be
accessed at the top of the screen. The
first sets the time signature, the sec
ond selects the samples while the
third does everything else from file
handling to recording and playing.
Creating a tune is very easy in prin
ciple. You highlight notes in the note
window and click them on to the stave

with the left mouse button. The right
button inserts a note, pressing the

hash key sharpens a note and you
delete a note by clicking, holding and
pressing the Backspace key.
Each stave is monophonic - that is
you can only place one note on a stave
at any vertical position. You can drag a
note around by clicking and holding,
but when you do so the display shud
ders terribly. Under the current imple
mentation there's really no need to do
this as you simply click on a new posi
tion to alter the pitch of a note.
Scrolling through the stave is not

of music

unlike trying to catch an eel in a bar
rel of oil. The manual tells you to click
on left and right-pointing arrows in the
stave window border, but there were

no such arrows on the review copy,

only the cutaway corners of the win
dow.

By
Ian Waugh

When I did manage to activate the

Ian Waugh tries out a
new sample-based
music composition
system and thinks it
would be great with
a little tweaking

scroll, the stave shot off to the left or

right of the screen so fast that posi
tioning it accurately was nigh impossi
ble. I don't want to play catch as catch
can with a music program.

If you click and hold a note (in an
attempt to position it as described
above), moving the mouse left or right
will scroll the stave, leaving a string of
notes in its wake.

Fortunately, the bars are numbered
and if all else fails you can use Goto to
go to any bar.
You can change samples at any point
in a voice, but this involves making the

trol, Quartet doesn't support key sig
natures. If you want to enter a piece
of music in a key other than C you
have to use accidentals - all sharps,
too. If a note would move outside the

range of the stave during a transposi
tion it is not transposed, but the other
notes are, which would seem to defeat

the object of the exercise. A choice, at
least, would be nice.

sample you want to change the left

There are Cut and Paste options,
but no Copy. This has to be accom
plished by cutting and then pasting

most one on the screen, which requires

the section back from whence it came,

careful scroll control. The manual

which means moving, or trying to find
the note before the section you cut.

admits it is a bit difficult. At least you

can't accuse it of exaggeration.
The whole note entry/stave scrol

ling/sample changing procedure is
incredibly clumsy. Sorry, guys, but
102 Atari ST User January 1990

Cut sections are stored in a buffer
and can be edited.

Quartet requires the use of both the
mouse and the ST's keyboard. I'm all
for a keyboard option, but as the ST
has a mouse I would have preferred to

be able to control the program with it
entirely.
New Voice Sets of samples can be
loaded in. A program called Digital on
a second disc is used to modify sam
ples so they can be used in Quartet.
You can manipulate samples of up to
40k in length on a 520ST and 64k on
a 1040ST. Samples created with ST
Replay are already compatible and
Digital will convert other samples to a
suitable format.

The main screen gives information

You can alter the playback fre

about the sample, such as the length,
frequency, duration, volume and the

quency of the samples and although

approximate pitch of the note it will

REGULARS

I

domain. If this happens it could result
in quite a large library of pieces to

sound when played. The frequency
should be set to play back at 16kHz
and the note should be shifted to play

vidual sample lengths and the play

A below middle C.

proceed to load it into Quartet for use

Quartet is budget and it's fun, but

The program provides a variety of fil
tering options to help reduce back
ground noise. There are also Cut,

in your own songs. It is loaded inde
pendent to the music, so you can try a

the user interface and design needs

piece with several different sets of

was accompanied by a photocopied

Paste and Zoom facilities, you can
alter the volume and playback fre

sounds.

manual which contained a few errors,

Twelve samples are provided to start
you off, along with the load-up Voice

indicating that there is room for
improvement before the final release.

Set which contains 11.

I can only hope that the program
mers tidy up before releasing it.
This has the potential to be an
excellent music program - a fact to
which the impressive demonstration
tunes testify - and it would be a
shame if it failed to get the support it

quency and set a loop point. A func
tion called Process Loop Point helps
remove clicks and glitches from the
point at which the sample loops. There
is a worked example in the manual
which takes you through the tidy up
process.

The sample plays when you click on
the Play button and is supposed to

uc
BDRU

back time.

With a Voice Set created, you can

But why not combine Digital and
Voices into one program? The saving
in memory by not doing so is minute both programs together are less than
32k. For that matter they could just as
easily be included with the main Quar
tet program - far less messy, and given

UC
SNAR

UC
BDRU

V

Play-

some attention. The review version

deserves because it is awkward to use.

UC
HIHA

£J5

J.MJJJJ.oo.nn

stop when you press the spacebar but it didn't, the program just locked
up. After struggling for about 30 min
utes I had a brainwave and unplugged
the Midi cables. Hey presto, it worked.
I can understand, but not forgive,
games programs which don't work

•

«

the 256k sample limit, it should
impose no restrictions even on a

FACT FILE

520ST user.

with Midi cables connected, but as

Finally, the package also includes
two programs to let you incorporate
songs in your own programs. Exam
ples are provided written in assembler
(HiSoft Devpac ST), Atari Basic and

Digital's parent program is Midi com

Laser C.

patible there is no excuse for this.
Something else to sort out.
Another program called Voices, also
on the second disc, is required to
make the samples into a Voice Set. It
is used basically to collect samples
together into a single Voice Set which
can be up to 256k long. Information is
provided about the Voice Set and indi-

The programmers promise a sixvoice version if you don't pirate the
four-voice one, (the discs are unpro
tected, but marked with serial num

bers), plus an FM synth which they
promise to place in the public domain.
They also hope to encourage you to
create tunes, samples and demonstra
tions and place them in the public

Product: Quartet
Price: £49.95

Supplier: Mlcrodeal, PO Box 68, St
Austell, Cornwall PL25 4YB
Tel: 0726 68020
POINTS FOR:

At last! A sample player program which
can be used to create multi-track

pieces of music. Very impressive
results. Greatfun.
AGAINST:

Implementation badly needs improving.
Musicfacilities rather basic.
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Ladbroke Computing

[W/

Sl+

c° \t

Sc &

International

& IT

A*

33 Ormskirk Rd, Preston, PR1 2QP
Open Mon. - Sat. 9:30 am to 5.00 pm

V <#

<XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX X

^Dealer enquiries welcome.
X

You Can t Afford to Shop Elsewhere ! All Prices Inc. VAT
I
I
\
J

This company has yven years of full support tocomputer users from their premises at 31 Ormskirk Road Preston. Now from their Mail Older premises they can offer this" sectiral to none "service to
users countrywide. All Software/! lardware isex-stock and fully tested prior topurchase toensure that returned goods arenow a thing of the past All hardware issupported byouronsite engineers sothat
quick turn around onall repairs is guaranteed. There are nohidden extras WYSIWYG. All prices include VAT, and delivery on orders over £100 (Mainland UK)(next day delivery +£5). All prices are
correct at time of going topress and aresubject tochange without prior notice.Phone for latest prices, information, advice we arealways happy tohelp.

7k

Computer Systems

Business Systems

520 STFM Explorer Pack

£279.99

IncludesAtari 520STFM with 1/2 Mb memory, 1Mb drive, mouse and tutorial disk.
520 STFM Power Pack

£349.99

Includes S20STFM with 1/2 Mb memory, 1Mb drive, mouse, joystick, and software consisting of
Organiser software, First Basic, First Music and games consisting of, Afterburner, R-Type,
Gauntlet II, Super Hangon, Super lluey, Starglider; Eliminator, Nebulas, Pacmania, Predator,
Bombjack, Bombuzal, Xenon, Double Dragon, Blacklamp, Outrun, Stargoose and Starray.
1040 STFM Power Pack

1040 STFM Business Pack

£449.99

Includes Atari 1040STFM with 1 Mb memory, 1 Mb drive, mouse and Business software pack
consisting of Microsoft Write Wordprocessor, VIP Professional Spreadsheet, Superbase Personal
Database and Metacomco Basic language. Ideal for first time, small business user.

Mega ST I + SM124 Mono Monitor.

£599.99

Includes Mega ST 1 seperate keyboard and CPU with 1Mb memory, 1Mb drive, mouse, SM124
Mono monitor and Businesssoftware pack(see 1040STFM Business Pack).

£459.99

®eddZfP<Mukp*$ Phone for prices

Includes Atari 520STFM with upgraded 1Mb memory, 1Mb drive, mouse, joystick, and software
pack as with 520STFM Power Pack.

Amiga Batman Pack

£379.99

Atari PC's Phone for prices

Includes best selling Amiga A500 with 1/2 Mb memory, 1Mb drive, mouse, Batman the movie,
Deluxe paint II, New Zealand story, Interceptor,Modulator, K.ickstart1.3, Basic.

WW

Repairs and Upgrades

Our Atari Trained engineers can repair all hardware inc. Amigas in min time at competetive prices.

ST 8l Amiga Upgrades Ex-Stock

Quality Disks

Quantity

3.5" D/S

Boxed

5.25" D/S

10

£8.99

£9.99

£4.50

£5.50

£79.99

£82.99

£40

£45

£94.99 •

Board + 1 Mb Upgrade fitted (ST)

£129.99

100

1Mb STFM kit

£69.99 •

Board+ 2.5 Mb Upgrade fitted (ST)

£299.99

Sony Branded

STFM Upgrade fitting service

£25

Boanl+4 Mb Upgrade fitted (ST)

£499.99

10

£10.99

STFM Blitterchip upgrade kit

£39.99 *

STFM Blitterchip upgrade fitted

£49.99 •

100

£99

512K RAM Extension (Amiga)

£19.99

RAM Extension Populated (Amiga)

£89.99

1 Mb STM fitted

RAM Extension + clock (Amiga) £29.99

RAM Extension+clock Populated(Amiga) £99.99

* Please check machine configuration before ordering. Fitting prices quoted for machines not
previously tampered with. Due to the complexity of the installationwe must installand upgrade the
ST board for you. All upgrades and repairs carry our 3 months parts and labour guarantee.

£499.99

Megafile 30 (ST)

£474.99

Supra 30 Megabyte(ST)

£474.99

Third Coast 65 Mb(Amiga)

The Ladbrokc Computing A4 Flat bed Scanner is a top

£659.99

The following drives include metal case, 60 watt PSU, low power
full SCSI controller which allows up to 8 drives on one controller
Software includes Autopark, autoboot from any partition, any

Atari SM124 Monochrome Monitor
£119.99

abnc thermal printer, and a scanner. The software
supplied is available for both the ST and the Amiga.

Atari SCI224 Col. Mon... £269.99

The scanning software includes basic graphics editing,
can output to a variety of printers including the Atari
laser, the scanner's thermal printer and is ideal for DTP
applications.

£549.99

£499.99

Ladbroke's 50HD 48Mb, 30Ms .

£499.99

Wc arc offering a limited supply of ex-demo models of

£699.99

Ladbroke's 180HD 180Mb, 20Ms.

£1299.99

the above scanner at a remarkable

£149.95

SGSnet add-on-kit

£99.95

Colour Monitor

£234.99

£234.99

Software 20% Discount

SGS Net allows the networking of up to 32 ST's, up to 500 feet
apart via Mill The system features full data correction, file
locking, up to 12 hand or RAM disk partitions and operation
Max discount

select Ale-select

phone

£3.99

Monitors

£4.99

£19.99

Disk drives

£2.99

£19.99

£6.99

Hard disks

£4.99

£24.99

£9.99

Printers

£7.99

RR£

Our Price

£19.99

£15.99

£24.99

Phone for ly.st prices' SAP for t'*italoflie

AllowsST to read and write directly to Macintosh disks.

A^

Dustcovers
Computers

At least 20% discount off all 16 bit mimes software.

Min discount

£249.99

Philips 14" Remote Scart input,
Fastext Tv with 40 tuner presets ...

£349.99

New Products
SGSnet starter kit

Philips 8833 Stereo
Philips 15" FST Remote, Scart
input, Tv with 40 tuner presets ....,

number of partitions up to 1 Gigabyte in size.

k:

Monitors

quality 200 Dpi scanner which, with it's built in
thermal printer can be used as a photocopier, a stand

Ladbroke's 40HD 42Mb, UMs .

Ladbroke's 85HD 83Mb, 28Ms .

prices!

Phone for different capacity disk boxes.

A4 Flat Bed Scanner

Vortex 40 Mb(ST&Amiga)

GCR Macintosh Emulator

Look at these

All our disks are top quality Sony, Maxcell or Kao products, not cheap
imports. All disks carry an unconditional lifetime guarantee. Please
add 60p postage and packing for each box of ten disks.

.X*^
Hard Drives

Boxed

^Others

phone ^

Best Prices. Best Service
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Midistudio and Midistudio Master
At last serious Midi music processing is within reach of the
home user Midistudio incorperates instantly recogniseable

IP*- Runson any ST in Highand Mediumresolutions.

|P* 20 tracks, 100phrases eachupto 682 bars
Hjbf Rider controls for individual relative volume control.

tape transport and mixing desk controls in it's main screen.
Parameters such as transposition, Midi channel and Midi
program number can be increased/decreased by just clicking
left and right mouse buttons. The software supports full step

$&> Individual Midi program number eg 0-127, 1-128,

time editing which can be performed on a track , phrase and

PUfe* Solo/Mute/NormaIplayback modesfor each track.

notelevel rightdown to the most minute detail,eventhe Midi

all-b88, a01-b64

controllers and events are editable. Midistudio uses

IP** Copy, merge, split, append, transpose phrases.
!•'•••

Phrases may be freely copied to any tracks on the
arrange page.

Hfe*- Velocity editingincludinghumaniseand fading.

the

increasingly popular phrase arrangement method making
major restructuring simple. Quantizing can be carried out at a
number of resolutions. There is a scaled controller facility

which allows insertion of any controller number and it's

™" R^^Sf^^S''^^^jptiltSif

)§£*> PullMidicontrollerediting.

range at intervals throughout the phrase and so control faders,

stereopanning, modulation etc. With Midistudio youwon't be

*uw

.

left stranded as we offer a customisation service and helpline.

I Midistudio Master includes over 30 new features £149.99

IMG Scanner, Scans at up to 1000 DPI
The IMG scanner is a realistic low cost scanner which can

tor.-- Attaches to head of printer:

offer high quality graphics digitising for a tenth of the cost of
other scanners. This simple unit plugs into the cartridge port
of the ST and accepts scanned information via optical cables
which fix easily to the head of any Epson compatible dot
matrix printer The software controls the printer causing the
head to scan across the page, building the image line by line.
The software allowsgrey scales to be replacedwith colours, 4

Wfr» I.o resdemodisk available £3.99

0P* £2.00redeemable on purchase of scanner.
(•"->• SavesRaw data, Degas, Neo and IMG file formats.

|g^ Scans at resolutions of 75, 150, 216, 300, 360 and
1000 dots per inch horizontally.

in med res and 16 in low res. The software also allows

BP^ Works in Low, Medium and High resolutions.

grayscale thresholds to be adjusted to make an image tighter
or darken Rest results are achieved with photocopies. Greater
than screen resolution images are saved in IMG file format
and can be edited with any compatible art package. Screen
resolution images can be saved in Degas or Neochrome
formats and edited with these packages.

|^'- Amazing new low price.
It*

Low cost alternative for DTP

|fr -• Easyto use.

W\Wm

Disk Drives

Price Beaters

ST Cumana lMegabyte External(New slimline) £89.99

PRO 5000 J/stick.Best-seller

£8.99

ST Cumana lMegabyte Internal

DCOM J/stick, Auto fire

£9.99

Trak ball works as mouse on Amiga

£24.95

Trak ball works as mouse/joystick on ST

£24.95

£24.95
£5.99
£9.99

Requires case modification

£74.99

Amiga Cumana lMegabyte External

(New slimline) disable switch and through port

£74.99

ST A/B Boot switch, fitted

£24.99

Microdeal clock cartridge
Mouse/Joystick extension

3.5" Disk care kit

£5.99

80/100 3.5" disk box

.40 Lockable Disk box

£6.99 ^^Amiga modulator

£24.99

Quality Low Price and Professional Series Printers
Star LC-10 Best-Selling mono 9 pin

£

169.99 *

Star LC-10 Colour 9 pin, 7 colour printer

£

219.99

Star LC-24/10 24 pin mono excellent quality

£

Epson LQ500 24 pin mono printer

£

Citizen 120D 9 pin mono. Lowest price

£

Star FR-10 mono 9 pin, 300 cps draft elite, 16 NLQ fonts £

399.99

Star FR-15 15" carriage version of above

£

514.99 *

259.99 *

Star XB-24/10 24 pin SLQ, LQ, 240cps draft elite

£

514.99 *

319.99 *

Star XB-24/15 15" carriage version of above

£

699.99 *

139.99 *

7 colour upgrade kit for XB-24/10 and XB-24/15

£

Atari SLM804 Laser Printer, 6 pages per minute,

300 Dpi, 90 days on site warranty

♦

39.99

Star Laser Printer 8,1 Mb memory, 8 resident fonts,

£ 1099.99

8 pages per min, 300 Dpi

£ 1599.99

* All these printers carry a 12 months on site warranty and come complete with cable
lb assist us in processing your

<^^^^ H g w A

E-*JI

(0772) 203166

Fax 561071

LadbmkeComputing Internationalis a trading name of WaltonMarketing Limited.

order please quote this code.

I

PROGRAMMING!

Try griddling
THE coloured grids which appear
in this article are not randomly
produced displays, but members

of logically connected sequencies gen
erated by the computer according to a
simple rule.

Gordon Lee reveals

a fascinating way of
generating complex
patterns

Because of their grid-like appear
ance this computerised graphics rou
tine has been called Griddles. At its

simplest level it can be used to pro
duce a colourful display of endlessly
changing kaleidoscopic patterns, but if
looked at in slightly greater depth, it
poses a number of surprisingly enig
matical questions.

To enjoy watching the griddles
develop you first need a square array
of any convenient size. To illustrate
the idea, lets take a grid of eight by
eight cells.
Throughout the entire process there
is just one simple rule - a square
coloured cyan has a value of one and a
square coloured black has a value of
zero.

The display is started off by giving

ferent coloured cells inter-react with

each of its surrounding cells and cal

The effect on an eight by eight grid
from generations zero through to 14 is

culate the remainder that you would
get if this total were divided by two.
Put mathematically, reduce the total
to modulo two.

For example, in Figure I, each cor
ner or edge square is surrounded by
either three or five cyan squares and
so will add up to a total of either three
or five. These, therefore, will score a

value of one as both three and five give
a remainder of one when divided by
two. Consequently in the next genera
tion these squares will be coloured
cyan.

one. In the case of the eight by eight
grid, each of its 64 component cells
will therefore be coloured cyan. This is
shown in Figure I.
The computer uses a simple rule to
create successive generations of pat
terned grids, each of which is directly
dependent on the preceding generation
for its design.
To compute the colour into which

However, each of the centrally
placed squares will turn black in the
next generation as each is surrounded
by eight cyan cells. This is because
they have a total of eight, and eight
modulo two equals zero - the value of
a black cell.
Note that the value of the central

S

to

shown in Figure III. Note that in creat
ing each succeeding generation, the
pattern is not altered until all values
of cells in the current grid have been
computed. If you are familiar with

John Horton Conway's game of Life
you will recognise this principle.
You can observe the effect on grids
of
differing
sizes
by
using
GRIDDLE.PRG on this month's cover

disc. When run, simply input the
number of colours and then enter the

size of grid that you require. The com
puter will then do the rest and pro

duce a constantly changing display of
symmetrical patterns.
This leads on to the question: What
will the eventual outcome be?. It is

here that the enigmatic and unpre
dictable nature of Griddles becomes

apparent. Any sequence of grid pat
terns must have one of three possible

up the total - just the three, five or

outcomes:

generation:

stop,

each other.

cell itself is not included when adding

8

die

Press

Calculating the totals of each of the
cells in turn gives us the values which
determine the colours displayed in the
succeeding generation (Figure II).
Repeating this whole procedure will
produce a succession of symmetrical
patterns which, after the first couple
of generations, will get more complex
as the values represented by the dif

any individual cell will turn in the next
generation, simply add up the values of

each individual cell an initial value of

Griddle

eight surrounding cells.

Space

to

generation:

1

restart

Figure 1:A two-colour,
eight by eight griddle

Press

S

to

stop,

Space

to

restart

Figure II: Thefirst generation of a two colour, eight by eight griddle
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your micro
• All squares on the grid will sooner or

TRY IT FOR YOURSELF

of this sequence of patterns.

remain fixed as a black cell. If you

Once again the cycle period varies
unpredictably depending on the grid
size being displayed. Grid size four
runs in a cycle of just three different
patterns, generations one, two, and

input a grid of size seven, two colours
with a starting colour of one you will

three being repeated as generations

side one of this month's Cover

four, five and six, and so on. Other

Disc.

later turn to black, that is each will
have a value of zero. This means that

each cell can subsequently only have a
value of zero and must therefore

find that it turns all-black on genera

grids which loop in this way are those

tion four. The larger grid of size 15,

of sizes 5, 13 and 14 which have

however, will not turn black until its

eighth generation.
• All squares will turn cyan, returning

the sequence to its original state. Grid
size eight - two colours again - pro
duces an all-cyan pattern at genera

tion seven. The display will run for
ever on an endless cycle of patterns.

The number of generations required
to produce each of these cycles in
grids of this type varies depending on

the grid size. For example, those of
size six and eight each have cycles of
seven generations, while 63 genera
tions are required for grids of sizes 12
or 20. Even more remarkably, an 18

square grid requires a cycle of 511 dif
ferent designs before reverting to the
original all-cyan pattern.

• The final possibility is that the grid
will never return to a single colour, but
will loop back to a pattern which has
already been displayed somewhere
along the line. Thereafter, it will con
tinue to cycle in an endless repetition

Griddle is written in HiSoft
Basic and the source code,
called GRIDDLE.BAS, can be
found in the LISTINGS folder on

There is also a compiled ver
sion - GRIDDLE.PRG - that can
be run in low resolution colour.
An alternative version called
BGRIDDLE.PRG can be used for

cycles of 2, 14 and 15 respectively.
A further dimension can be added

by introducing a third colour - blue and giving cells of this colour a value
of two. Exactly the same principles
apply as before, except that when
computing the values of the next gen

looking at larger grids and this
is also in the LISTINGS folder.

remainder obtained when dividing the
totals by three.

instance the size 15 grid with its dis
play of 6,560 different designs.
The variety of patterns produced is
surprising, successive generations
often differing quite remarkably, either

To see the effect of this on the

in overall appearance or in the ratio of

eration of cells, the totals must be
reduced to modulo three - that is the

screen simply enter three when asked

the different coloured cells used in

for the number of colours required.

their design. Yet each one is created as

The addition of this extra colour cre

ates a completely new series of
designs. As before, the outcome for
any particular grid size is completely
unpredictable.
In the end the pattern will become
either all black or all cyan, or it will

form a repeating loop of patterns.
Curiously, no all-blue grids have been
found.

To observe the beauty of these pat
terns it is recommended that a grid

with a long cycle period is run - for

a direct result of applying the basic
rule to its predecessor.

Clearly there is no limit, in theory,
to the size of grids which can be con

sidered, but larger ones need much
greater amounts of memory in which
to store the arrays and the time taken
for successive generations to be com
puted also increases.
There is also the additional difficulty

of displaying the results satisfactorily
on screen. Even so, there is still plenty

of scope for investigating small grids.
For the mathematically minded, on a

20 by 20 grid, even allowing for its
four-fold symmetry, there are more
than 515,000 million, million, million,
million, million, million, million differ
ent possible designs.

Three-colour grids of size 15 and 16
each need several thousand genera

tions before returning to an all-cyan

pattern, but the next size up - grid 17
- resolves itself to an all-black pattern
in just nine generations.

Outstanding amongst these results
is that for grid 18 which produces a

staggering sequence of 19,682 differ
ent designs before repeating the cycle.
If you don't believe me then try it out
for yourself, but while observing this
sequence be careful not to blink. If you
miss a single display it will be a long
time before it comes round again!
Figure III: Thefirst 14 two-colour, eight
by eight griddles showing the repeating
pattern every seuen generations
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Everything the Programmer Needs
jv-itchen sink - about the only thing

Assembler - included in the Devel

Source level debugger - included
with each compiler.
Toolkit - the Developers Toolkit
includes a macro assembler, re

INjSrOT in the Toolkit.

opers Toolkit.
Batch files - a command-line inter

Languages - are our speciality, for a

preter is included in the Toolkit.

wide range of computers.
Make - included in the Developers

C - Prospero C is the first implemen
tation of the ANSI draft standard

source editor, a CLI and other

Toolkit.

for the Atari ST, and costs just

tools, yet costs just £60 + VAT.

Newsletter - distributed free to all

£113 +VAT.

Unlimited - programs can be as big

registered users.

Documentation - over 750 pages

with each compiler.
Extensions - we provide lots of

Optimization - peephole optimiza
tion gives improved code.

as memory will allow.
Value for money - comes free with
all our products.

Pascal - Prospero Pascal for GEM

Workbench - a multi-window editor

useful extensions in each compiler.
Fortran - Prospero Fortran for GEM

is a full implementation of the
ANSI Fortran-77 standard, and

conforms fully to the ISO standard,
with many extensions, and costs

A7"-reference generator - one with

just£86.91 + VAT.

-/Veachcompiler.

designed for programmers.

Quality - our compilers are reliable

costs just £113 + VAT.

Yourself - our customers are very
important to Prospero.
ryany adverts - like this one!

and dependable.

GEM bindings - with 500 pages of

Resource editor - included in the

Developers Toolkit.

documentation.

Hot-line - unlimited technical

support is included in the price.
Interlinkable - you can mix our

Prospero
Software
/'LANGUAGES FOR MICROCOMPUTER PROFESSIONALS

Fortran, Pascal, C and Assembler.
Judge for yourself - send for a free
demo disk.

190 CASTELNAU, LONDON SW13 9DH, ENGLAND TEL: 01-741 8531 FAX: 01-748 9344

CAMBRIDGE BUSINESS SOFTWARE

ATARI ST PRODUCTIVITY SOFTWARE
^FITTER AIDED DESIGN
PC Board Designer
Campus CAD V1.3

ACCOUNTS!
Bookkeeper

£84.95

Accountant

... £129.95
...£209 00

Financial Controller

...£329.00
£69 95

Small Business Accounts Extra....
£99.00
Small Business Accounts Plus
..PHONE
£24.95
£34.95

Cashbook Controller

a

£39.95

DATABASES
...£127 00
£49.95

Data Manager ProfrssionaJ

£135.00
£259.00

GFA Draft Plus
Campus Draft
CAD 3D V1.0

£79.95
£69.95
£18.95

Cyber Studio CAD 3D V2
Cyber Control
Cyber Paint
Cyber Sculpt
Cyber Texture
Architecture Design
Human Design

£59.95
£45.00
£52.00
£59.95
£39.95
£24.95
£24.95

Cartoon Design
Future Design

£24.95
£22.95
£45.00
£69.95
£29.95
£29.95

Easy Draw 2
Supercharged Easy Draw 2
Easy Draw 2 Tech Art
Easy Draw 2 Scan Art
Easy Tools
Easy Draw 2 Art

£29.95
£39.95

I LANGUAGES &COMPEERS I
£99 00

Prospero Fortran

£99.00
£79 95

ST6881 Libraries
Mark Williams C
Mark Williams C.S.D

£59 95

GSTC. Compiler

£14.95

GST ASM
Lattice C V5
Hisoft Power Basic

£14 95

£92.00
£45.00

PHONE
£39.95
£59 95

Hisoft Devpac (Software)
Hisoft C. Interpreter

£45.00
£39.95

FTLModula2
_

WERCS plus GDOS
GFA Basic Compiler V3
GFA Basic Interpreter V3
Nevada Cobol (with C/PM)
MPE Forth 83 (GEM)
_....

£62.95
£39.95

£45.00
£42.00
£39.95

£69 95

„

EASY DRAW SPECIAL
SUPERCHARGED DRAW 2

£39 95
pro a s

EASY TOOLS
SCAN ART

DESKTOP PUBLISHING

DRAW ART

....£69.95

DTP Clip Art Pack

....£19 95

Fleet Street Publisher

....£86.95

CYBERSTUDIO
CYBER CONTROL
CYBER PAINT

£155.00

£165.00

PHONE

ALL PRICES LISTED INCLUDE VAT AND DELIVERY
PLEASE MAKE CHEQUES PAYABLE TO
CAMBRIDGE BUSINESS SOFTWARE

TIMEWORKS DTP
+

EASY DRAW 2

£99.00
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Melbourn Science Park, Moat Lane, Mclbourn, Royston, Herts. SG8 6EJ

,
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WORD PROCESSORS
£57.95

Protext
WordPerfect
K-Word 2

£69.95
£179.95
£34.95

£24.95

PHONE

..,.£52.00
..£175.00

Digita DGBASE

£29.95
£67.95
PHONE
£149.00

GST First Word Plus V3
£69.95

Personal Pascal V2

SPREADSHEETS
Digicalc
K-Spread 3
K-Spread 4
VIP Professional

MISCELLANEOUS
Hyperpaint
Hyperdraw
Flairpaint
GFA Ray Trace
Neochrome
Neodesk

£19.95
£19.95
£29.95
£39.95
£19.95
£34.95

Degas Elite

£19.95

Spectrum 512
Tempus 2 Editor
Protext Office
K-Graph 3
Mailshot
Mailshot Plus
STOS

£44.95
£39.95
£29.95
£39.95
£19.95
£35.95
£22.50

_

Video Titling
SLM 804 Epson Emulator

£24.95
„

£24.95

TEL 0763 262582

PROSPERO C
PROSPERO FORTRAN
PROSPERO PASCAL

TELEX 817932

£269.00

HOW TO ORDER:

FAX 0763 262425

2 William Clowes Street
Burslem
Stoke-on-Trent
ST6 3AP
Tel: 0782 575043

All orders under £6 require 75p towards P&P. Over £6 P&P is free. Any game not released will be sent on day of release
ATARI ST CLEARANCE

ATARI ST CLEARANCE

ATARI ST TOP TITLES

ATARI ST TOP TITLES

Human Killing Machine
Cybemoid
Cybernoid 2

5.99
5.99
5.99

Commando

14.95

Super Wonderboy

16.95

Ferrari Formula 1
Rainbow Island
Chaos Strikes Back

16.95
15.95
15.95

Lazer Squad

14.95

Xenon 2
Waterloo

15.95
15.95

Rocket Ranger
Passing Shot
Robocop
Blood Money

15.95
16.95 Shanghi
13.95 Tangle Wood
15.95 Jug
15.95 Golden Path

16.95

Stunt Car

15.95

Iron Lord
Maniac Mansion
Strider

16.95
16.99
14.99

Populous
Falcon
Silent Service

Dragons of Flame

17.95

Hills Far
Star Command
Moonwalker
Turbo Outrun

17.99
21.99
14.99
14.99

Heavy Metal
Light Force

14.99
16.99

Ghouls and Ghosts

14.99

F16 Combat Pilot

15.95

Red Storm Rising

15.95

Zombie

13.99

Knight Force

15.99

Demons Tomb

15.95

Micropose Soccer
Forgotten Worlds
Lombard Rally RAC
Bloodwych

15.95
14.95
14.95
15.95

Dragons Lair
FM Melody maker
Highway Patrol

32.95
49.95
15.95

Shinobi
3D Pool

14.95
15.95

Lost Patrol
Infestation
Ivan Hoe
Quarter Back
Blade Warrior
Never Mind

13.95
15.95
14.95
15.95
15.95
13.95

Paperboy
Red Lightning

14.95 World Class Leaderboard
18.95 TheGrale

Chambers of Shaolin
Quartz

14.95
15.95

Centrefold Squars

15.95

Verminater
Steel

15.95
15.95

Interphase

15.95

Slayer

14.95 Hypre Drome

Cabal
Matrix Marauders
Gore

13.95
13.95
15.95

War in Middle Earth

15.95

Phantsm

3.99

Dynamite Dux
Targhan

13.99 Soldier of Light
15.99 Alien Syndrome

7.50
7.50

Maestro
Maestro +
Musician
Games Galore
Fun School 2 Under 6
Fun School 2 6-8
Fun School 2 over 8
Postman Pat

Carthage
Killing Game Show
Flash Dragon
Aqua Ventura
Onslaught

15.95
13.95
13.95
26.95
15.95

Red Heat

11.99

13.99

Outrun
Return to Genesis

7.99
5.99

Mini Office Communications 15.99

Operation Wolf

Mini Office Spreadsheet

Football Manager 2
FM 2 Expansion Kit

9.99
5.99

Mini Office Presentation

Ghost Busters 2

16.95

Fallen Angel

14.95

Hellfire Attack
Marble Madness

2.99
2.99
5.99

Continental Circus
Power Drift

13.95
15.95

Rally Cross Challenge
Fighting Soccer

14.95
15.95

Bomber
Tusker
Trivia

16.95
15.95
15.95

Pictionary

16.95

Shuffle Puck Cafe

13.95

Player Manager
Stryx
Dragon Spirit

13.95
14.95
14.95

Grand Prix Master

16.95

Days of the Pharaoh

Honda RVF

Police Quest 1

9.99

4.99
7.99
11.99

Custodian

5.99

Super Sprint
Teenage Queen
Space Quest2

Bermuda Project

4.99

Shadow Gate

6.99

Manhatton Dealers
SDI Cinemaware
SDI Activision
Billiard Simulator

5.99
6.99
6.99
3.99

DegaVu

6.99

Uninvited
Manhunter in NY
Goldrush
Planet Fall
Bismark

6.99
9.99
9.99
6.95
8.95

Armegeddon Man

1.99

3.99
3.99
5.99
3.99
5.99

Catch 23

1.99

Power Struggle

3.99

17.95 Turbo Cup (with Car)

8.99

15.95
17.95

Sinbad and the Falcon

6.99

6.99
1.99
4.99

Funship

Legend of the Sword
15.95 The Pawn

Strike Force Harrier
Lands of Havoc
Nord and Bert

Altered Beast

15.95

Fish

9.99
9.99

Conflict Europe
Rick Dangerous
Space Quest 3
Dungeon Master
TV Sports Football

16.95
15.95
19.95
15.95
15.95

Corruption

9.99

Hollywood Hyjinx
Skychase
Soccer Supremo

6.99
3.99
5.99

Hell Raiser

4.99

Afterburner

6.99

DragonScape
Strip Poker 2+
Captain Blood
Hostages

6.99
6.99
5.99
7.99

Super Hang On

7.95

Music Con Kit
Bards Tale

7.99
7.99

Mini Golf
Fernandez Must Die
Netherworld
Nebulous
Karate Kid 2

5.95
4.95
5.99
5.99
5.99

Flying Shark
Whirli Gig

7.99
5.99

ISS

Virus

7.99

DThompsons Oly Chall

9.99

Pandora
Wicked
Tracker

7.99
4.99
6.99
6.99
5.99

Rampage

4.99

Foundations Waste

Chase HQ

14.99

Personal Nightmare
Chuckie Egg 2

19.99
13.99 Vixen

SilkWorm
Power Drome

13.95
71.95

Vigilante

9.99

10.95 Space Quest 1

4.99

3.99

9.99

OTHERS

STOS

18.95

STOS Sprites
STOS Compiler

9.95
13.95

STOS
STOS
STOS
STOS

13.95
52.95
9.95
12.95
12.99
12.99
12.99
7.99

Graphics
Flair Paint

15.99

15.99
19.99

Mastersound (Virus Free) ....24.95
Mouse Mats

2.99

3.5" Cleaning Kit

2.99

The above are mail order prices only, but special offers always available in the shops

NEW SHOP

69/70 Marsden Court
Arndale Centre
MANCHESTER

Other shops at:

6 Hope Street
Hanley
Stoke-on-Trent
Tel: 0782 267952

11 Newcastle St.
Burslem
Stoke-on-Trent
Tel: 0782 575523
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PRICES EXC.
V.A.T.
FREE
DELIVERY

HARDWARE & SOFTWARE
SPECIALISTS

FIRST

ki£\I\P- SHOWROOM

micro
@

EXC. VAT

^S

"13 LANSDOWNE ROAD
BOURNEMOUTH DORSET

,V.'.'.V.',','•.'

(0202) 24927

AATARI Hardware Offers

£5 DELIVERY

ATARI 520 STFM
520 STFM EXPLORER PACK INCLUDING:

520 STFM POWER OFFER

MOUSE

BASIC, CABLES

Amazing value, all-new special ST package from Atari! Includes

520STFM with 1 meg drive, joystick, mouse and user guide.
Plus an incredible selection of chart topping software worth over £500!
Software included is:
R Type
Afterburner
DoubteDragon
Super Hang-on
Space Harrier

Pacmania
Starglider
Super Huey
Aliminator
Predictor

Overlander

Bomb Jack

Outrun

Nebulus

Bombuzal

Star Goose
First Music
First Basic

Xenon
Gauntlet II

Black Lamp
Staray

Organiser

All
for

ATARI 520 STFM+
PHILIPS 8833
MONITOR

£349.00

£429

Only inc VAT &delivery

ATARI 1040 STFM+

ATARI 1040 STFM
1040 INCLUDING:
MOUSE

PHILIPS 8833
MONITOR

BASIC, CABLES

PRINTERS
Citizen 120D
Citizen 180E
Citizen MSP15E

£108
£126
£189

Citizen HQP40
Citizen HQP45

£289
£299

Epson LX400
Epson LX850
Epson FX1050
Epson LQ400
Epson LQ550

£142
£189
£379
£205
£272

Epson LQ850

£404

Epson L0.1050
Epson LQ2550
Epson DFX5000
HP Deskjet

£549
£847
£1078
£449*

HP Deskjet+

£544*

CP2200
NECP8+

-IL

£254
£419

COMPUTFR PRINTERS

NECP7+
£538
Panasonic KXP1081 ...£126
Panasonic KXP1180 ...E156
Panasonic KXP1124...£256
Star LC10

£129

StarNX15

£289

Star LC2410
Star XB2410

£257
£418

Star XB2415

£545

NECP7+Colour
Star LC10

£823
£184

Xerox 4020

£949

LC24-10

£199
Colour Printers
Citizen HQP40
£349
Citizen MSP50
£350
Citizen MSP55
£400
Hewlett Packard Paint
Jet
£589*
NECP8+
£504

Laser Printers
Brother HL-8e.... ..£1409*

Ring

Hewlett Packard..

Ring

Laser Jet II

Ring

144cps draft. Has a large 4K buffer and
IBM/parallel interface built in, includes

...£1248*

a comprehensive frontpanel operation
and features paper parking, allowing

Star LPB

*lnc 1yr on site maintenance

MONITORS FOR ATARI
Special Offer Colour Monitor
Philips 8833

Philips 8852
Philips 9073
Philips Monitor Green
Philips Monitor Amber
NEC Multisync II

£189
£189
£226
£369
£69
£79
£459

Commodore 1084S
1124

£239
£190

moving tractor paper.

ATARI DRIVES

ATARI 3.5 2nd Drive £89

Atari SF354

£89

MEGAFILE 30MB Hard Disk £439 inc

Atari SF314

£139

3.5" 1Mb Disk Drive

CHRISTMAS SPECIAL £89.99
ATARI SOFTWARE PRESENT

£500 WORTH OF SOFTWARE + JOYSTICK inc VAT

£76

5.25" 1Mb Disk Drive

£POA

Atari Megafile 30 Hard Disk
Atari Megafile 60 Hard Disk

£389
£POA

I To: First Micro, 13 Lansdowne Road, Bournemouth, Dorset, BH1 1RZ
I wish to order

•

CREDIT CARD MAIL ORDER
AND EXPORT HOTLINE

^

Star LC10 provides 4 NLQfonts (with
96 print combinations) at 36cps and

single sheets to be used without re

SUMMER SE0Jbl\l

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT

Hugely successful 9 pin printer, the

Epson GQ5000 ...

My computer

s

1enclose cheque/PO for £

Or charge my Access/Visa No.

inc VAT

Exp. date

(0202) 24927

1

OPEN MON-SAT 9am-5.30 pm

Name
| Address

All prices and manufacturer's specifications
subject to change without notice.

1

Postcode

Signature

Tel No:

VKA^

Fl '

PROFESSIONAL
DUST COVERS
FOR THE ATARI

NORTHERN
ATARI CENTRE

Tailored in soft grey nylon fabric that has been treated with an
anti-static inhibitor. Attractively finished with royal blue piping.
Can be washed and ironed without fading or cracking.

FULL ST & PC RANGE
ATARI 520 & 1040 COVER SETS
Comprising covers forthe keyboard, the monitor and the mouse

ATARI 520 STFM
£289 inc VAT

Mono Sets £10.00
Colour Sets £10.50
Please state which monitor

INDIVIDUAL ATARI COVERS

ATARI 1040 STFM
£475 inc VAT
*

PORTFOLIO NOW IN STOCK

•

Tel: (0274) 662638
Monday-Friday 9.00am to 5.00pm
Saturday 1.30pm to 5.00pm

1040 STF Keyboard
520 STFM Keyboard
130 XE Keyboard
SM 125 Monitor
SC 1224 Monitor
SC 1424 Monitor
SMM 804 Printer

£5.00
£5.00
£5.00
£6.50
£6.50
-:...£6.50
£5.50

1029 Printer
SF 354 Disc Drive
SF 314 Disc Drive

£5.50
£3.50
£3.50
£3.50
£3.50
£3.50

1050 Disc Drive
SH 804 Hard Disc
XC 12 Data Recorder

BBD Dust Covers are leading manufacturers of professional covers

for the Computer Industry and carry a wide range of other covers for
printers etc. Please enquire.
Please make cheques payable to:

BBD DUST COVERS
The Standish Centre, Cross Street, Standish, Wigan WN6 OHO.
Telephone: 0257 425839 (Ext. 22)
Fax: 0257 423909

Personal Callers &Dealer enquiries welcome.

IU1
SPELLBOOK

wmiomsomiMJLJL_

—]

Simple to use. Mouse
controlled spelling game.
Forget the keyboard.
Improves hand/eye coord.
Extremely effective and
entertaining educational
program.Two age ranges
-4-6 and 7+ £19.95

J U L r-

THINGSTO DO
WITH WORDS

THINGSTO DO
WITH NUMBERS

Maths from a different angle!
TimeTellen-Tell the time using the mouse

3 programs to consolidate spelling word

12 hour and 24 hour clock.

and sentence structure. Anagrams:-

All Aboard:- multiplication and division
needed to answer these.

rearrange the words.Word Hunt:-discover
words within words. Jumbled Sentences:make sense from sentences. Mouse

Book Search:- subtraction and addition -

handling small numbers. £19.95

controlled with no keyboard distraction
£19.95
See us on Stand J4

November 24-26, 1989
Alexandra Palace
London. N22

©M^d^!iriraj0

Please send me:

SPELLBOOK

SPELLING PACKS

SPELLBOOK

4-6 or 7+. Two complete alphabets of
words and pictures on 2 disks.
Expand the words on offer through
'Spellbook! Gain inspiration to design

compatible with Degas & Neochrome

your own pictures with Alphabet
Creator £14.95

ALPHABET CREATOR
- allows the creation of unlimited

words and pictures - comes with P.D.
Neo on disk £9.95

19 Quarry Hill Road Tonbridge Kent TN9 2RN

E3

ST Amiga

(4-6) •

THINGS TO DO WITH WORDS
THINGS TO DO WITH NUMBERS
SPELLBOOK ALPHABET CREATOR

SPELLING PACKS (4-6) Q

7+D
•
•
D

D •
D
Q
•

7+Q •

•
D
•

D

NAME

ADDRESS.

Please make cheques and PO's payable to
Softstuff and send to 19 Quarry Hill Road

Tonbridge Kent TN9 2RN Tel: 0732 351234
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£19.95

For Atari ST

Take the challenge of not only managing a 1st Division club but playing for the team as well. Soccer

Glory gives you the choice of being the player manager or taking the role of club manager only.
Whatever your choice skill, good judgement, and luck will be needed to be successful in this exciting

and realistic soccer management game.

As manager you will be responsible for team selection, negotiation of transfer deals and players
contracts, style of play, and club apprentices. Success will be hard to achieve but if you build astrong
squad and make the right decisions the following can be won:
1st Division Championship - FA Cup - League Cup
European Cup - Cup Winners Cup - EUFA Cup
Here aresome of the features of Soccer Glory.
20 1st Division teams - over 1,200 named players - individual

players skills reflecting ball winning, goalmaking andgoalscoring
abilities - physio andcoach reports - team selection - playing
format - named goal scorers - goal tally - substitutions injuries - penalties - corners - free kicks - transfer market

- players contracts - P.W.L.D.F.A.Pts League tables - free
transfers- relegation- promotion-save game-and so much
more.

To obtain your copy of Soccer Glory send a cheque

ALL ORDERS
SENT

or postal order for £19.95 to:

1st CLASS POST

TANGLEWOOD SOFTWARE

157 Warwick Road, Rayleigh, Essex, SS6 8SG

Proprietor: J. Moss

TURBOSOFT
Dept(STUser)
41 South Street

Leighton Buzzard
Beds.LU78NT
MAIL ORDER ONLY
TEL: 0525 377974
FAX: 0525 852278
NEW RELEASES HOT NEWS

Adidas GoldenShoe

£13.99

Bomber
,.
Chambers of Shaolin
Chase H.Q
Commando

£20.99
£13.99
£13.99
£13.99

Conflict..
,
Double Dragon II

£16.99
£13.99

Drakkhen

£15.99

Fast Lane
F.29 Relaliator

£15.99
£13.99

F. Freddys Big Top Fun

Altered Beast
Batman the Movie
Stridor

£1399
£13 99
£13.99

Paperboy

£13.99

Rainbow Island

£16.99

Powerdrift

£13.99

Laser Squad
Chaos Strikes Back

£16.99
£13.99

£13.99
£13.99

Hillstar
Damocles

£16.99
£15.99

Red Storm Rising

£15.99

13. Knight Ore
14. Nigel Mansell's Grand Prix

Cabal

£13.99

Gazza's Super Soccer
£13.99
Beech Volley
£13.99
New Zealand Story
£13.99
Indy Jones and the Last Crusade ..£16.99
Shinobi

£13.99

Dynamite Dux

£13.99

£15.99

Starwreck
Infestation

£13.99
£13.99

Ir6n Lord
Ivanhoe

£16.99
£13.99

Knight Force

£13.99

£10.99

LasTNinja II
Lords ofthe Rising Sun
Lost Patrol
"

£13.99
£19.99
£13.99

Manhunter in San Francisco
Maniac Mission
Midwinter
Moonwalker

£20.99
£13.99
£16.99
£13.99

Myth
Onslaught
Operation Thunderbolt

£13.99
£13.99
£13.99

Oriental Games
Pro Tennis Tour

£13.99
£16.99

Quartz

£16.99

£13.99

£13.99

£15.99
£15.99
£13.99

U.M.S. II

£16.99

Untouchables

£13.99

computer when ordering

Airborne Ranger

Borodino
Collossus Chess X

21. Skulldiggery
22. Speedball
23. Starquake

£2 99
£10 99
£3.99

£20.99

Blade Warrior
Ferrari Formula One

£16.99
£16.99

28. Tau Ceo'
29. Uninvited
30. World Class Leaderboard

£2.99
£8.99
£6.99

£9.99
£4 99

CLASSIC COLLECTION
£16.

Balance of Power 1990
Bards Tale
BatrJechess
BaMehawks 1942

£16.
£7,
£16
£16

Blood Money

£16.

Conflict: Europe
Double Dragon
Dragon Ninja
Dungeon Master
Dungeon Master Editor

£16.
£13,
£13.
£16.
£7.

E-16 Falcon

£22
£16

„

£16.

Falcon Mission Disk

TRIAD-ONLY £13.99

PREMIER COLLECTION II-0NLY £19.99

Eliminator, Instodian, Backlash, Mercenary

COMPUTER HITS II-0NLY £8.99

PREMIER COLLECTION-ONLY £12.99

PRECIOUS METAL-ONLY £15.99

Captain Blood, Xenon,
Arkanoid il. Crazy Cars

ART & SOUND

Exolon. Nebulus. Netherworld, Zynaps
LIGHT FORCE-ONLY £16.99

Voyager, R-Type,

UTILITIES & BUSINESS

Master Sound

£45.00

Spectrum 512

£42.50

£59.95

Hisoft Basic

£74.95

Pro Sound Designer Gold £44.95 Personal Pascal (Compiler) £59.95
Degas Elite
£17.99 HisoftC Interpreter
£34.95
Advanced Art Studio
£16.99 K-Spread3
£59.99
Fleet Street Publisher
£84.99 K-Graph3
£32.99
Realtime
Flair Paint
Quantum Paint Pro

ST Replay4

£174.95
£23.99
£29.99

£59.99

P.C. Ditto

£74.99

Superbase Professional ..£169.99
First Word Plus V.3
Protext V.4

£57.50
£64.99

Algebra
Fun School 2 (6-8)

£16.

Heroes of the Lance
Kick Off

£16.
£12.

Kings Quest Triple Pack
Kings Quest IV
Lorflbard Rally

£24.

Operation Wolf
Populous
Populous Promised Lands
Rick Dangerous

£13:
£16:
£7:
£16:

£19.
£16.

Micro Soccer

£16.'

£13:

Rocket Ranger

ST EDUCATION
ABZoo
Add with Oscar

£13.

GurTship

Robocoo

Batman-Caped Crusader, IK+

£37.50 Lattice C Version 5
£27.50 DevpacST Version 2

£26.

Fofgotten Worlds

Barbarian, Starglider, Defender of the Crown
Tetris, Black Shadow, Golden Path, Joe Blade

£13.

Flight Simulator II

For every £20spentyou will receive a free mystery gamefrom ourspecial offers section

£12.99
£10.99

Scenery Disc 7. 9 or 11_
:enery Disc Japan or Europe

pace Quest fllTT.

: 3eedbaFI ...„

£16.

"...

>Levft Davis Snooker

£12.99

FunSchool 2 (8+)
FunSchool 2 (under 6)

£14.99
£14.99
£14.99

Division
Pre School Kids
Postman Pat

£12.99
£12.99
£10.99

Spell with Oscar

£7.99

verminator

£15.99

Please Note: Some Titles may not be released.

Zombi

£15.99

* These will be despatched within 24 hours of release, subject to availability.
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N.B. Please state make of

£7.99
£8.99

Interplanet

Super Conductor

bobin
In Tin on the Moon
bwer of Babel
usker

P&P in UK FREE

elsewhere please add
£2.00 per item.

19. Running Man
20. Shadowgate

26. Tailspin
27. Tanglewood

£19.99

£18.99
£18.99

TURBOSOFT

£6 99
£8.99
£8 99
£7,99

£13.99
£15.99

£13.99

Ime
Irrie

Please make Cheques &
Postal Orders payable to:

Outrun
Pacland
Pacmania
Pawn

£6.99

£15.99

£13.99
£13.99
£16.99

£7 99
£7.99

£4.99

Rodeo Games

£26.99
£15.99

£5.99
£2 99
£10.99
£4.99

24. Strip Poker II+

Sorypt
Super Wonderboy
Slayer
*es1 Drive II

15.
16.
17.
18.

Flmtstones
Hacker
Hunt for Red October
J.U.G

25. Sundog Frozen Legacy

Shadow of the Beast

Space Ace
Sfunt Car Racer

£6.99
£2 99
£3.99
£8 99
£7.99
£8.99

Brian Cloughs Football Fortunes
Catch 23
Casino Roulette
Corruption
Empire
Fish

Dragon Spirit

£16.99

£16.99

£2 99
£5 99

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

California Games

£13.99
£13.99

£13.99

1. Academy
2. Alternate Reality

9.
10.
11.
12.

TV Sports Football

Fighting Soccer

Renegade 3

TOP 30 SPECIALS
£16.99
£13 99

Maniac Mansion
Tin Tin on the Moon

Gnostbusters II
Hard Drivin
Hound of Shadow

Hyperforce

TOP 30 CHART
Xenon II Megablast
Continental Circus

aqstrojjius':::::::::::::::::::::::: £5

jpntes 60

feffifdfl
Earth'
Weird Dreams „
-16 Combat Pifot ..

;|CTbW:::::::::
IIIenium 2.2
silkworm'''.:'.:'.::::::!
TOSOtten Worlds...

AT*B
„.,
Bloodwych

Protection
racket

backup utility for its own product is
breaking the law? - David Burns,
Rochester, Kent.

• You haven't got the right to back up

appears asking for disc two to be
inserted into the drive, but the drive

light doesn't go out, which which
means I can't change the discs.
I wrote to Mirrorsoft with no sucess,

/ AM writing about the new copyright
laws which recently came into effect.

software, and the total removal of disc

and phoned twice. The first time I was

protection would result in pirating on

As I understand it, the government

such a scale that the software houses

told to click on the Quit option to stop
the drive, but there isn't one on the

departments involved have made it ille
gal to supply any device that will cir

would quickly go out of business.

loading screen. The second time
another chap recommended changing

cumvent copy protection devices. It's
also against the law to give information

Imagine spending 18 months working
on a game, to sell only a few copies
which are then pirated across the

active.

on how copiers work.

country.

As a programmer and computer

A company can give permission for

games player. I believe that I have a
right to back up anything I buy, be it a
game or more serious application.
Although most of the serious software I

backups to be made and in this case

own can be backed up, along with a
few games, some cannot.
I feel that the new laws prevent me
from safeguarding my investment, as

you wouldn't be breaking the law.
Also, just because you spent £20 to
£30 on a piece of software, you cannot
expect to be allowed to make backups
in case you spill coffee on it.
How the copyright law will be upheld

the discs while the drive was still

As I've had this program for nearly
two months now and have not been

able to use it, I wondered if you could
shed some light on this problem, as

Mirrorsoft don't seem too bothered with
after sales service.

Speaking of which, may I publicly
thank Digital Integrationfor their help
after buying F-16 Combat Pilot. The

a disc head crash or an accident with a

devices that can be used to copy soft
ware, it could be argued that selling

problem was that the discs kept run
ning while playing the game.
I phoned them and a polite lady

cup of coffee.

computers with built-in disc drives is

asked me to send the discs back to

The argument that most suppliers
will replace damaged discs, only holds
water if they can guarantee they'll stay

illegal!

£30 of software is easily wiped out by

remains to be seen, but as it covers all

in business as long as I'm using my

Dodgy disc
drive dangers

Atari. So unless someone comes up

with a new way of protecting discs, or

software companies provide backup
facilities with their product, many peo
ple will continue to break the law by
using copiers.

I hope the software companies will
take note of this problem, and either
reduce the cost of their products, or
remove the protection completely. One
last thought - does the new law mean
that any company which supplies a

COULD you please help me with a
problem I have with Falcon Mission on
my Atari 520ST? Will removing the disc
while the drive light is on and the
motor still turning cause any damage
to the disc, the drive head or even

them. They were returned with the
problem solved within five days. Now
that's what I call after sales service. If
only other companies would follow
their example. - J.E.Rollitt, Brinsworth, Rotherham.

• Swapping discs with the motor run
ning and the drive light on, isn't a

problem providing you make sure the
disc is not being accessed. If you listen
very carefully when loading a game,

you should be able to hear the contin
ual clunk as the head moves from one

both? The reason for asking is because

track to another. When asked to insert

when I load the game a message

another disc, make sure you cannot

hear this - and then swap the discs.
The reason for the drive appearing

Placating that Xbios function
WITH reference to Roland Waddilove's disc formatting article in the
September issue of Atari ST User,
would it be possible to show a C ver
sion of the program?
I have tried to write my own and
although the number of tracks is eas

ily changed, I'm stuck with nine sec
tors a track. Any attempt to increase
this results in an errorfrom the Xbios

flopfmt function. Could you please

help me sort out this problem? - G.W.
Jack, Havant, Hants.

•

It sounds as though you're not

calling the Xbios function correctly.
You'll find some help in this month's
cover feature article on Page X,

which explains formatting discs in
various languages including C. The
source code can be found on the
cover disc.

to be left on is that the sound chip and
disc controller chip use the same piece
of hardware, which means that some

games with continous music often
leave the drive switched on. However,
the disc will not be accessed until the

program you're running tries to load
data. If you've ever played Sentinel
you'll notice that the drive is always
on.

Your point on after sales service is
well taken; some software houses do

have very poor customer relations poli
cies. Nowadays however, these are in
the minority and Mirrorsoft is usually
quite good in this respect.
Turn to Page 114>
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•4 From Page 113

Each month we select a letter of the month and the sender
receives the program which our reviewers have rated Atari ST

Mono takes
a serious view

Star game. This month David Gauci will receive Stunt Car Racer,

which is reviewed on Page 36. Letters on every subject are wel
come. Send them to the Editor, Atari ST User, Europa House,

UP until now my 1040ST has been the

centre of my Midi studio running C-Lab,
Genpatch, Steinberg and various other
utilities and editors, running on a
monochrome monitor. After a while I
decided to try some of the superb
games I'd heard about and headed to

my local computer shop - which is
where my problems started.
It is a fault of software houses,

advertisers, shops and even maga
zines, that nowhere does a game men
tion what resolution it works in. Please

help me and other hi-res users find
decent games for our Ataris. - Warren

Adlington Park, Adlington, Macclesfield SK10 4NP.

IN reply to S.T. Ford's letter in the

August 1989 issue regarding record
ing computer video displays on to a
standard VCR, the problem encoun

tered is not thefault of the pins used,
or because of the signal comingfrom
the Atari

If you get a good sharp picture on
the monitor, this means the correct

signal is being received

by the video, but is g i _

technique
• Try using a head cleaner, as dust

and grime will seriously affect the
quality of thefinal recording.

rfnwitn

somehow becoming dis- d i a l KcMllG

Stocks, South Norwood, London.

torted before it reaches

•

the tape. To rectify this
try the following:

Monochrome is used almost exclu

Right recording

• Buy a modulator. I

bought my ST complete
with modulator and all

my recordings come out
perfectly.

Don't be put off by

sively by serious applications such as
music, spreadsheets, word processors

• Record from a TV Q^lrlP I #*'♦"#'if* |*

and DTP packages. Games simply

with what you're get
ting from the Atari. If there's no or Uttie difference between the two, it's

nal - David Gauci, St. Julians,

time to get a new video recorder.

Malta.

won't run, though there have been one

or two exceptions such as Starglider.
For games you'll need either a low
resolution monitor or a television set.

and compare the result w**M

1*71. I d

a few faded colours, or
the occasional lines on
the screen. A recorded

display is never as good as the origi

The majority of companies include a

label on their products indicating the
required hardware to run the program.
Some monochrome games can be
found in the public domain, but these
are rarely of a good quality.

bytes are zero, the virus is copied on
to the disc. In this way, a virus can
quickly copy itself across a whole col

lection of discs, sometimes making
them unusable. Your only solution is
to get hold of a virus killer, one of
which we included on the Cover Disc

When infection

of our November 1989 issue.

sets in...

As for a virus damaging hardware,

BEING a new owner of an Atari ST, I'm

unsure about the different types of
virus going around. How does the disc

become infected in the first place, and
can any known virus damage my com
puter? Could you also tell me where I
can get hold of a good virus killer? George Boyle, Livingstone, W.Loth
ian.

• Whenever you turn on your Atari or
use the reset button with a disc in the

drive, the ST first checks to see if any
programs are to be run before display
ing the familiar desktop. This is how
most games manage to auto-boot,
except they never return to the desk
top.

If the first two bytes on the disc are
not zero, they point to a position on

the disc where a program can be
found, which is then loaded into mem

ory and executed. It is a simple matter

for a virus program to be placed on a
disc, and have these two bytes point
ing to it, so that every time the

in theory it is possible, but it's
extremely unlikely. We have never
heard of any printers, monitors or
computers being permanently dam

aged, although discs can very easily be
erased.

... discs lose
data

write data, and looks at the first two

bytes.
If they aren't zero,

the virus

assumes that another one is already
present and leaves it alone. If the
114 Atari ST User January 1990

disc when you should use a fresh
blank formatted one. The protection
routine may well check the number of

files present, along with their names
and location on the disc. Try returning
the discs to the suppliers, with a note
explaining your problem.

Chips with
everything
/ HAVE recently bought the Atari ST
Power Pack and I would like to

upgrade it to 1Mb of ram in the near

I HAVEjust bought Football Manager

for the second time, and after working
perfectly for a couple of months the ST

now decides it is a copy and refuses to
boot-up the game.

Another problem is that recently I
have lost all the data on several discs

when booting up. One of these is Ikari
Warriors, and everything including the
folders and programs has been erased.
Could you please tell me what's
wrong with my Atari, as the discs were

working perfectly before. - Alain Bien
aime, 92500 Ruiel Mai Maison,
France.

machine is reset the virus is loaded.

With a virus in memory, it simply
checks the disc each time you read or

with, can often look like a virus.

Another possible reason the ST may
think your discs are copies is that you
saved your position on to the game

future. Can I use any old upgrade kit,
or do I need a new kit and chips as
supplied by Ladbroke Computing Inter
national? Also if I do upgrade my
machine, will there still be space for
Tweety Board and other upgrades?
I would also like to start some seri

ous programming and currently I'm
using First Basic from HiSoft. However

I'm thinking about learning 68000
machine language, so can you recom
mend a good assembler which pro
duces stand-alone programs? Also
what languages are games and profes
sional software written in? - Michal
Bartek, London.

• It sounds very much as though a
virus has been at work. We suggest

• With Atari continually changing the

you get hold of a virus killer to check
all of your discs.

layout of the ST's motherboard, it's
impossible to give a definite answer,

Don't use it on commercial software

but we've haven't heard of anyone hav
ing trouble fitting a Tweety Board and
ram upgrade together. Unless you're

though, as loading and protection rou
tines which must not be tampered

LETTERS

very good with a soldering iron we
would recommend getting in touch
with either Third Coast Technologies
or Frontier Software, as both produce

machines is so great it can often be
cheaper to buy a second hand com
puter of the type you require.

Probably the best assembler for the
Atari ST is Devpac 2 from HiSoft at
£59.95. This Includes a good text edi
tor, assembler and debugger along
with library files to make Gem func
tions child's play.

Most games are written in machine
code, but professional software tends

to be produced using a language such
as C, which can then be translated or

compiled into machine code.

Cover Disc
dilemma

tion calls and memory configuration,
we recommend the Concise Atari ST

enjoyed the magazine and considered
it to be good value with its wide and
interesting range of articles.
As one of the 40 per cent of ST own
ers that only have a single sided drive,

usable programs on side one and the
demonstrations on the other, which

would make the money spent a little
more worthwhile. - David Kitching,
Sandown, Isle of Wight.

buying a sampling cartridge to comple

obtained from most mail order compa-

To STE or
not STE
J HAVE just upgraded from the Atari
800XL to a 520STFM with which I'm

very pleased, but I'm also worried
It has been reported that they'll be

adverts for Master Sound from Soft

BEING the proud owner of an Atari ST,

ware Horizons, I'm tempted to buy this

I was a little reluctant to continue buy

instead.

68000 Programmers Reference Guide
from Glentop. Both books are esential
to anyone wanting to get to grips with
the ST's operating system, and can be

about the new STE range of computers.

ment it. I realise there is a cartridge

available for STOS, but after seeing the

For gaining a good understanding of
the machine's operating system, func

receiving value for money from Atari ST
User. Up until now I have always

zine. I would much rather see the

AS an owner of the STOS Maestro soft
ware package I'm impressed with its
power, and am currently thinking about

ports is Atari ST Internals, produced
by Abacus Software.

IN recent months I do not feel I've been

I'm not too happy at having to sub
sidise the other 60 per cent in order to
read your otherwise excellent maga

Choosing a
sound sampler

these areas? - Kathryn Kaslik, 2710
Sintia, Portugal.
• The best book showing how to
access the Midi, cartridge and RS232

kits which require little or no solder
ing.

please suggest any books to help me in

ing Atari ST User when the cover disc

downwards compatible with existing
machines, but as new software
becomes available for it, will I be the

started. My main point of concern was
that I only have a single sided drive.

owner of a dead micro as far as new
games are concerned.

with the Master Sound hardware, as

However, the content of programs on

the resulting samples could then be
incorporated into GFA Basic and some
other languages. - S. Chiplin. Brid
gend, South Wales.

side one are just what I'm interested in,
and a new friend of mine has a double

One final point, in your games
reviews would it be possible to include
the memory required, and whether a

What I need to know is whether the

STOS sampling software can be used

sided drive, which I use to copy the
second side on to a normal disc. Please

• The file structure of sampled sounds

keep the programs and demonstrations
coming - keep up the good work. -

using STOS follows a widely used for

Julian Miller, Stockton, Cleveland.

mat, so there shouldn't be any prob
lems with Master Sound. In fact, the

• We've always tried to include many

only problem you may encounter is

interesting features in the magazine,

getting hold of the cartridge, as Soft
ware Horizons recently went out of

some of which require programs to

show the point more clearly. These

business. You should still be able to

listings are now always placed on side

find a few mail order companies with
some in stock, but you'd better hurry.

one of the disc, otherwise some read
ers will not be able to access and run
them.

Our readers have very diverse inter
ests and we try to provide something

Emulation

for everyone on the Cover Disc. The

can be costly

number of users who are unable to
access side two is much lower than

the 40 per cent quoted as many ST

double sided drive is needed? - K.

Joyce, Sheffield, South Yorkshire.

LIKE most Atari owners, I been reading
about the new range of ST computers,

boasting a palette of 4,096 colours,
with 256 on screen at any one time,

eight-channel sound and multi-direc
tional hardware scrolling. Great I

thought, but what about existing
users?

I'm not going to sit around and turn

green with envy looking at screen shots
of games for the new computers, so

could you tell me if there'll be an
upgrade kit available to transform a
standard ST into and STE? - Austin

Moore, Co. Londonderry, N. Ireland.

I HAVE recently enrolled on an Open
University degree course in computer

owners have friends with double sided

• Although the STE includes many

disc drives who can copy the programs

more features than those found on

studies, for which I need to use an IBM
PC or compatible. I own an Atari

onto a single sided disc for them.

earlier models it will not be profitable
for a long time for software nouses to

520STFM which I do not wish to part

two, we'd have letters from irate single

with.

sided users who can't access them.

Is there anyway to make my ST fully
compatible with the IBM PC, and if so
what do I need to buy? - M. Hutchin

If we put the demonstrations on side

have been sold software houses will

son, Marton, Blackpool.

Taking control

• Getting one computer to behave like

of the home

called PC Ditto, but we would recom

mend waiting until version II is
released.

The

cost

of

emulating

other

start to produce games for it. However,
the vast number of old STs in use

means it will still be supported by
many companies.
As the STE is so different it isn't

another has been big business in the

past few years, with the most popular
machines attempting to emulate the
PC. The only product now available is

produce games specifically for it as
there will only be a minority of owners.
When a large enough number of STEs

I AM interested in learning how to use

my Atari ST to control various systems
around my house, such as lighting,
heating and stereo units. As I live in
Portugal it's difficult tofind good books
on this subject, and also machine code
which I'm trying to learn. Could you

possible to provide an upgrade kit.
As a general rule of thumb, all

games run on a 520ST with a single
sided drive attached to a colour TV the lowest common denominator. If we

find one that doesn't we always men
tion it, but these games are quite rare.
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^ MAIL

o«|^^^ORDER

SOFTSELLERS
6 BOND STREET, IPSWICH, SUFFOLK IP4 1JB

5A DOG'S HEAD STREET, IPSWICH, SUFFOLK (RETAIL)

MAIL

**A
ORDER %&&>

_

36AOSBORNE STREET, COLCHESTER, ESSEX (RETAIL)

VISA

24 HR. MAIL ORDER PURCHASE LINE (0473) 257158/210605 FAX NO. 0473 213457

HARDWARE

All our hardware includes VAT and Free Delivery. UK mainland only.
Next day delivery by arrangement most working days

ATARI 520 EXPLORER PACK
1 game, mouse, manuals, basic and language
disc

ATAR11040 STFM
With modulator, mouse

£269.95

and manuals

ATARI 520 P0WERPACK
20 games, business organiser, 1st basic,
music maker and joystick £349.95

ATAR11040 STFM BUSINESS PACK
As above with database, spreadsheet,
wordprocessor and ST Basic

ATARI SC1224
Colour monitor

Monochrome monitor

EXTERNAL DRIVE
Power 1 meg D.S. £79.95

£199.95

PC DITTO 2

£199.95

PC Emulator

ATARI MEGAFILE 30

£229.95

PRO SOUND DESIGNER GOLD
Sound sampler £49.95

£449.99

ATARI MEGAFILE 60
Hard Drive

£99.95

PC ENGINE
16 bitgames machine scart or pal version

SEGA MEGA DRIVE

Hard Drive

£449.95

ATARI SM124

£299.95

16 bit games machine

£399.95

VIDI
Realtime video digitizer

£599.95

£99.95

A3000's and AMIGAS in stock
JOYSTICKS
Cheetah 125

£6.99

Cheetah Starprobe

£11.99

Pro 5000 Glo Green
Pro 5000 Glo Red

£12.99
£12.99

QS Turbo
Euromax Racemaker
Euromax Prof 9000

£7.99
£24.99
£11.99

Konix Navigator

£11.99

DISC BOXES
3.5"
5.25"

40 Holder Lockable
50 Holder Lockable

£5.99
£4.99

3.5"
5.25"

80 Holder Lockable
120 Holder Lockable

£7.99
£6.99

DISC BOXES WITH DISCS
3.5" 40 Holder Lockable with 10 3.5" dsdd discs

£12.99

3.5" 40 Holder Lockable with 20 3.5" dsdd discs

"!""""""""£19^99

3.5" 40 Holder Lockable with 40 3.5" dsdd discs

£33 99

3.5" 80 Holder Lockable with 10 3.5" dsdd discs
3.5" 80 Holder Lockable with 40 3.5" dsdd discs
3.5" 80 Holder Lockable with 80 3.5" dsdd discs

!""."""!"""£1s!99
£35 99
£55 99

DISCS

Qty10

Qty20

Qty50

Qty100

3.5" dsdd SONY
3.5" dsdd SONY

£7.99
£11.99

£14.99
£22.99

£34 99
£54.99

£59 99
£9999

PERIPHERALS
Replacement mouse + mouse holder +
mouse mat

Four Player Adaptor
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£29.95

£5.95

Mouse Mat

£4.95

Joystick Extender

£5.95

Dust Cover

£4.95

MAIL
ORDER

SOFTSELLERS

MAIL
ORDER

6 BOND STREET, IPSWICH, SUFFOLK IP4 1JB
36A OSBORNE STREET, COLCHESTER, ESSEX (RETAIL)

5A DOG'S HEAD STREET, IPSWICH, SUFFOLK (RETAIL)

24 HR. MAIL ORDER PURCHASE LINE (0473) 257158/210605 FAX NO. 0473 213457
5th Gear
3D Pool
Addidas Golden Show
Altered Beast
Astaroth
A.P.B

13.99
15.99
13.99
13.99
16.99
13.99

Action Fighter

15.99

Action 1 or 2 (Compilation)
Aquaventura

19.99
24.99

Axels Malic Hammer
Balance ot Power 1990

13.99
15.99

Barbarian II(Palace)
Barbarian II(Psygnosis)
Bankok Knights

16.99
16.99
13.99

Battlechess

16.99

Batman (The Movie)
Betrayal

13.99
15.99

Grid Iron
Ghostbuster II

16.99
13.99

Gunship

15.99

16.99

Run the Gauntlet
R.V.F. Honda

13.99
15.99

Ghouls and Ghosts

13.99

Red Storm Rising

15.99

HighwayPatrol
Hilfsfar
Hard Driving

15.99
16.99
13.99

Rainbow Islands
Risk

15.99
13.99

RallyCross

12.99

Roadwars

13.99

Galaxy Force

13.99

H.A.T.E.

13.99

Heavy Metal

13.99

Hound ol Shadow
Hot Shot

16.99
13.99

Indiana Jones (Lucas Films)
Indiana Jones (US Gold)

16.99
13.99

Invanhoe
Infection
Iron Tracker
Infestation

13.99
12.99
12.99
16.99

Interphase

15.99

Blade Warrior

15.99

International Athletics

12.99

Bad Company

12.99

Battle of Australia
Bobo
Chase HQ
Chaos Strikes Back
Castle Warrior
California Games
Cabal

15.99
12.99
13.99
13.99
16.99
13.99
13.99

Continental Circuit
Chariots of Wrath

13.99
16.99

Carthage

It Came from the Desert

Impossible Mission II

16.99

Starwars Compilation
Shufflepuck Cafe
Super Scramble Simulator
Super Wonderboy
Silpheed
Sleeping Gods Lie

Killing Game Show
Knightforce

12.99
12.99
15.99
16.99

19.99
16.99
16.99

Day of the Tiger
Day of the Pharaoh

15.99
16.99

Leisure Suit Larry II
Lightforce (Compilation)
Lombard R.A.C. Rally
Lords ol the Rising Sun
Last Ninja II

Die Hard

13.99

DragonNinja

13.99

Dragons of Flame
Dungeon Master
Dungeon Master Editor

16.99
16.99
9.99

Demons Tomb

13.99

Dragon Spirit

13.99

Dark Fusion
Drakken

13.99
19.99

Dynamite Dux
Double Dragon II
Dogs of War

13.99
13.99
12.99

Dynamic Debugger
Elite

15.99
15.99

Epoch
Eye of Hercules
Eye of Horus
Flash Dragon

15.99
16.99
15.99
13.99

13.99

Fast Lane
Frankenstein
Future Wars

12.99
1299
16.99

FightingSoccer

13.99

Fiendish Freddy

19.99

Fighter Bomber
GeminiWing
Giants (Compilation)
Goldregons Domain

16.99
13.99
19.99
12.99

Grand Monster Slam
Grim Blood

13.99
13.99

12.99
12.99

13.99
15.99

Keef the Thief

12.99

16.99

Lost Patrol

13.99

Liverpool

15.99

Lancaster
Last Stuntman
Manic Mission

12.99
12.99
16.99

Microprose Soccer

15.99

12.99
19-99

Story So Far 1 (Compilation)
Story So Far 3 (Compilation)

Sword of Twilight

Commando
Chambers of Shaolin
Chessmaster 2000
Darkside

Forgotten Worlds

19.99
16.99

Steve Davis Snooker
S.T.O.S

19.99

13.99

15.99
16.99
13.99
16.99
15.99
13.99

Space Quest III
Speedball

Krystal

16.99

F16 Combat Pilot
Falcon
Falcon Mission Disks
Ferrari Formula One
First Contact
Footballer of the Year

13.99
13.99
13.99

15.99
1299
9.99

Licence to Kill

13.99

13.99

16.99

Laser Squad

15.99

Z

StrxJer
Silkworm
Skweek

12.99

Legend of Djel

F29 Retaliator

Stryx

13.99

Kurt
Kick Off
Kick Off Extra Time

12.99

F19 Stealth Fighter

19.99
13.99

Space Savage

Jack Boot

15.99

13.99

Rock and Roll

S.E.U.C.K
Skidz

Jack The Ripper

Chicago 90

Dreadnought

15.99
13.99
16.99

Gore

16.99

Corvette

RickDangerous
Robocop
Rocket Ranger

13.99

15.99
13.99

16.99
12.99
16.99
13.99

16.99

13.99

Games Summer Edition

Bis mark

Conflict Europe

19.99
13.99

Renegade

Greenpeace
Garry Lineker S. Skills

Bloodwych
Bloodwych Data Disks
Blood Money
Beach Volley
Battlevalley

Quest for Time Bird
Red Heat

Stunt Car
Shinobi

15.99
13.99

Street Fighting Man

13.99

Scroll

12.99

Switchblade

13.99

16.99
13.998
13.99
13.99
19.99
15.99

Soldier 2000

12.99

Slayer

13.99

Stormbrd
Shadow of the Beast
Star Blaze

13.99
24.99
13.99

Super Quintet
Super Cars
Sim City

15.99
13.99
19.99

Saint and Greavsie
Seven Gates of Jambala

13.99
12.99

Star Command

19.99

Midwinter
Mr Heli

15.99
15.99

Majic Johnson

12.99

Super League Soccer

Moonwalker
Murder in Venice
Matrix Maruaders

13.99
15.99
16.99

Survivor

15.99

Triad II (Compilation)

16.99

NinjaWarrior
New Zealand Story

13.99
13.99

TVSports Football
Trivial Pursuit (Family Edition)

16.99
16.99

15.99

Take Em Out
Tintin
The Gales

12.99
12.99
16.99

North and South
Neuromancer

Nevermind

13.99

Operation Thunderbolt

13.99

Stellar Crusade

16.99

Test Drive II

Thrilltime Platinum (Compilation)

15.99

Oriental

15.99

Terry's BigAdventure

12.99

Onslaught

13.99

Ooze

15.99

Paperboy
Pinball Majic

12.99
13.99

Tower of Babel
Trivia
Track Attack
Turbo Outrun
Ultimate Golf
Ultimate Darts
Universe III
Untouchables
UMS II
Ultima V

15.99
12.99
13.99
13.99
16.99
13.99
12.99
13.99
15.99
15.99

Police Quest II
Pools of Radiance

16.99
16.99

Populous
Populous Data Disks

16.99
9.99

Powerdrome

16.99

Precious Metal (Compilation)
Premier Collection (Compilation)
Personal Knightmare

19.99

Predator

13.99

Player Manager

12.99

16.99
19.99

Vigilante

10.99

Verminator
War In Middle Earth
Waterloo
W.E.C. Le Mans

15.99
13.99
15.99
13.99

P47
Powerdrift

15.99
13.99

Passing Shot
Pk:tionary

13.99
16.99

Winners (Compilation)

19.99

Xenophobe

15.99

Panic Station
Quartz
Quarter Back

13.99
15.99
13.99

Xenon II

16.99

Xybots

13.99

Warp

12.99

CHEQUES AND POSTAL ORDERS PAYABLE TO SOFTSELLERS. POST AND PACKING FREE IN UK. OVERSEAS £1.50per item.Subjectto availability and price change without

notice. Not alltitles released at time olgoing to press. Shop prices may vary, but personal callers canclaim advertised discounts onproduction ofcut-off slip.

COMP

TITLE

COST

Name
Address.

Tel No

Have you orderedfrom us before
TOTAL COST £
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NoD

ASU January
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Software for serious sports enthusiasts

POOLSWINNER n

ft

POOLS PREDICTION PROGRAM

• MASSIVEDATABASE Poolswinner isasophisticated Pools
prediction aid. It comescompletewith the largest database available-

22000 matches over 10 years.

• PREDICTS Notjust SCOREDRAWS, but NO-SCORES, AWAYS
and HOMES too. Predictions arebasedon many factors ...recentform,
the massive database, current league standing, goalscoring rates, and
draw averages (each factor is independentlyswitchable by the user).

• SUCCESSFUL Selec guarantee that Poolswinner performs signifi
cantly better than chance.

• LEAGUE AND NON-LEAGUE matches are covered.

• FULLLEAGUE TABLESareautomatically generated asresults areentered.

• AUTOMATIC FIXTURE GENERATION : Fixtures for English and Scottish
League matches aregenerated automatically byPoolswinner's sister program FIXGEN...
• FIXGEN : Noneed to strugglefor
hourstogetthe fixture list intothe
£28.50

FIXGEN 89/90

computer - just type in the date, Fixgen contains the complete

»
AN
A

ADVERT
VISIT

SAYS

NOTHING

TELLS

Poolswinner

fixture list for the whole year's league soccer. (Published under

with Fixgen.

licence from the Football League, ami the Scottish Football League).

ALL

POOLS
PERM PLUS
SOPHISTICATED FOOTBALL POOLS PLRM ANALYSER
• Whetheryou use a scientificbet,or family birthdays,PPPwill checkthe performance
of any bet overthe years, revealing whichweeksit wonprizes. Testyourtheories, or
compare perms' performance. Complete with 5 years coupon results.

• Also you canuse Pools Perm Plusto check your perm for winning

£26.00

lines each week: the program comes complete with 20 top perms.

-fie aoMPUTE GTSUoPM uetcesTer^.

COURSEWINNER vs
PUNTERS COMPUTER PROGRAM
COURSEWINNHt

abc
135 St. Leonards Road,

• The ORIGINAL, and still the BEST computer punter's aid.
• Coursewinner V3uses all the most important form pointers (past form,

Ir^A

speed ratings, prize money, course statistics, jockey form ,trainer form etc)

to give a detailed assessment of every runner's chances, not just a tip.
• Vitalstatisticsof all Britishcourses(Drawadvantage.Top

Trainers andJockeys etc) areincluded in thedatabase.

£26.00

• Includes both FLAT and NATIONAL HUNT versions.

All availablefa
SendchequeIPO
forreturn ofposise

Leicester, LE2 3BZ

l AMIGA, ATARI ST, Amst PCW

Selec Software

62 Altrincham Rd, Gatley, Cheadle, Cheshire SK8 4DP Tel 061-428-7425
(send tor lulllistol oursoftware)

phone24hrs

B-SOFT

Public Domain
A Fast, Friendly, Reliable New Service

PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE

FOR ALL MODELS OF ATARI ST
H01 ST WRITER ELITE. The standard word proc
essor for the ST, with full documentation.

H02 SPELL CHECKER, WORD COUNTER, and
other programmes to aid word processing.
Also VIRUS KILLER.

Help and Advice Freely Available

9am-9pm Monday-Saturday
1*

0983-756056

loader, file handlers and others.

HANGMAN, SOLITAIRE,

DALEKS.

KM
KI2

FRUIT MACHINE, PAC MAN TYPE ETC.
These KID disks are the famous childrens

programmes from America. This one in
cludes: KID GRAPH, KID GRID, KID MUSIC,

Games * Business * Utilities * Music * Demos

Special Compilations

KID NOTES & KID PIANO.

K13 KID SKETCH, KID ABC, KID POTATO, KID
STORY.

K14 KID SONG and other educational program

- Christmas SpecialOrder 5 discs at the regular price and
choose upto another 5 for only £1 each.

venture.

AC1 DESKPAC, repair disk, ramdisks, accessory

H03 SPREADSHEET AND DATABASE, with full AC2 RATRAP, NEW0RD, FONTS,and many oth
documentation. Bothnear professional stan
ers.
dard.TYPING TUTOR, very good indeed.
AC3 DISKCOPIERS, FORMATTERS, SPEAKIT, VI
BG1 CHESS, MONOPOLY, BACKGAMMON,
RUS KILLER and many others.
LASERCHESS.
GG1 FIRESTORM, PANIC. Great games.
BG2 CRIBBAGE, OTHELLO, YAHTZEE, WHEEL OF
GG2 HAUNTED HOUSE, PAC MAN TYPE,
FORTUNE.
BG3 DRAUGHTS,

Hundreds of Discs Available

AD2 COLOSSAL CAVE, another classic, text only.
AD3 WIZARDS LAIR,great text and graphic ad

mes.

K15 KID PUBLISHER andotherfun programmes.
K16

KID REBUS WRITER and others.

ST2 STOCKS. A stocks and shares trading pro
gramme.

ST1 ST BATTLE, STARTREK, OGRE, SC0RE4

BRIDGIT, SLOT MACHINE.

GG3 BREAKANOID (breakout/arcanoid clone),
MASTERMIND TYPE, and dominoes type
programme.

AT1 NE0CHR0ME AND PICTURES. Superb art
diskwithinstructions, anda slideblockpuzzle
generator programme. Have fun with your
art.

AT2 TINY STUFF, TINY VIEW, PICKSWITCH,
DOODLE, and other art utilities and pro
grammes.

AT3 PALART. Possibly thebestPD artpackage for
the ST. Full instructions included.

DE1 Demonstration disk of ST graphics and
sound. Includes Marbles and Exceptions
demo.

LA1 ASSEMBLER, LOGO, XLISP, TINY BASIC.

and others.

BB1 Basic programmes andBasic language to run

LA2 SUPERB "C" COMPILER BY M. JOHNSON.

A01 AUTOROUTE P.D. The route planning pro

Send SAE (20p) or simply ring

them. New Tos compatible.
AR1 AZARIAN, STARBATTLE, TUNNELVISI0N.
AR2 JOUST,SPACEWAR, PUZMANIA.

MT SOFTWARE

AR3 ORIONS RUN, great scrolling shoot-em-up
AD1 HACK, the great role playing adventureclas

PN1 24PIN.Various programmesand files to aid
graphic printout for 24 pin printers. Epson

Our FREE Catalogue is available now

Woodstock House, 14 Lanes End, Totland,

sic.

gramme, covers an area of the south of Eng
land.

and NEC.

Isle of Wight P039 0AL.

ALL DISKS £2.50 EACH

«
0983-756056
Discs from £1 - Same day despatch

Price includes P&P. Overseas orders add £1.50

SEND PAYMENT, MADE PAYABLE TO B-SOFT, TO
33 CORSHAM ROAD, CALCOT, READING, BERKS RG3 5ZH.

TEL. READING (0734) 416492 (after 6pm)
SAE for full description
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HOW TO ORDER

Phone us with your ACCESS or VISA details on: 01 -530 5988
or send Cheque/P.O. made payable to "CASUALS",
and send with delivery details to:
CASUAL COMPUTER SUPPLIES

174 George Lane
PLEASE NOTE OUR PRICES INCLUDE P&P + VAT

South Woodford
London E18

QUANTUM
PAINT
High quality software for your ST
Features:

32 Colours in Medium Resolution.
128 in Low Resolution.

S12 in Low Res Super pallette mode.
4096 in Low Res Interlace mode.

High Speed drawing option includes:

Contriver High Resolution Mice
complete with free mouse pad & mouse
pocket for only

£24.99

PLEASE SPECIFY MODEL REQUIRED

NOW READ
THIS

The NEW "Power Drive" External
Disk Drive with Internal Power

Supply. 720k formatted, 3.5"
Double Sided Floppy Drive

Box, Circle, Elipse, Lines, Editable Brushes,
Cut, Copy, Lasso, etc.
Real Time Delta Frame Animator in 128
Colour mode

ONLY

ONLY

£29.99

£84.99

+ MUCH MORE

As an introductory offer (while current stocks last), we will supply

1xC820 or C830 mouse, 1x'Power Drive'

CQQ QQ f?

& 1 x Quantum paint for the all in price of:

BINDERS
Using a system of strengthened steel
rods these handsome binders will hold

12 issues of your favourite magazine
securely in place. Why rummage
through cupboards and book cases
for dog-eared back issues when
you can keep them safely
together in one place?

Normal value £139.97

DUST COVERS
Keep your ST free from dirt and dust with
these smart dust covers. Made from

rugged PVC, bound with strong cotton
and sporting the distinctive
Atari ST User logo, these
are the perfect way to

protect your micro.

ONLY £3.95

DISC
BOXES
These sturdy closeable boxes will protect
your discs from damaging dust particles.
Each one also features the Atari St User

logo and can hold up to 50 discs.

ONLY £4.95

AATARI* Hardware Offers
520 STFM POWER PACK

Amazing value, all-new special ST package from Atari!Includes520STFMwith 1MEG drive.
joystick, mouse, user guide, 5 disks of publicdomain software,plus an Incredible selection
of chart-topping software (£500 RRP) ! Software included is:

R-Type
Afterburner

Pacmania
Starglider

Out Run
Bombuzal

Nebulus
Stargoose

Double Dragon
Super Hangon

Super Huey
Eliminator

Xenon
Gauntlet II

First Music
First Basic

Overiander

Bombjack

Starray

Space Harrier

Predator

Black Lamp

* «j
/III

% £339.oo

Organiser

Only Inc VAT & delivery

520
STFM SUPER PACK
Fantastic value package, comprising of a 520STFM with 1Mb internal

All prices includ

drive, mouse and games Joystick, user guide, 5 disks of public domain
software, plus 21 software titles (£450 RRP)! Software titles include:

VAT and Delivery

Marble Madness

Test Drive

Thundercats

OuadraBen

Arkanold II

Wizball

Ikari Warriors

Zynaps

Beyond Ice Palace

Summer Olympiad

All prices include VAT and Delivery

Eddie Edwards Ski

Buggy Boy

Xenon

Seconds Out

With 1 Mb drive.
built-in TV modulator

PRINTERS
All prices include VATdelivery & cable
We uso and recommend Star printers • they offer an
unbeatable combination of features, print quality,
reliability and value. Make the sensible decision with a Star printer at our special, all in. prices.

O Four NLQ fonts (96 print combinations)
O Paper Parking (use single sheets
without removing tractor paper)
O IBM /parallel Interface
O 4K buffer

O Comprehensive 'front panel'
0144/36cps print speed
O 7 colour version also available

Only £169.00
Colour version also available,

Only £215.00
Prices Include 2 extra black

ribbons free of charge.

Ranarama

Starquake

"""ESI
9.oo
|nc VAT & delivery

Genesis

Black Lamp

Thrust

Organiser Business S/ware

1040 STFM
HYPER PACK

1040 STFM
1 Mb RAM. plus

Chopper X

Inc. 'Hyper Paint'. 'Hyper Draw',
'First BASIC plus 'Organiser- for

£399.00

£429.00

With mono monitor

With mono monitor

£509.00

£539.00

1040 STFM
SUPER PACK
Includes 21 quality games
plus joystick as supplied with
above '520STFM
SUPER PACK"

£419.00

1040 STFM HYPER-SUPER PACK Includes all additional extras

as supplied with above 'Hyper Pack' and 'Super Pack'

£469.00

520STFM EXPLORER PACK Package includes 520STFM with
512K RAM, 1Mb Drive and built in TV modulator

£259.00

520 STFM 1Mb internal drive upgrade kit with full instructions
520 STFM 1Mb memory uprade kit, requires soldering
520 STFM 1Mb memory upgrade fitted by us
'Super Pack Software' 21 Software titles as supplied by Atari
Mega ST1 with mono monitor
Mega ST2 with mono monitor
Mega ST4 with mono monitor
SM124 high resolution monochrome monitor

£74.95
£79.00
£109.00
£60.00
£599.00
£849.00
£1099.00
£119.00

SC1224 colour monitor

£279.00

SLM804 laser printer (needs 2Mb RAM or more) :
including 90 days on-site maintenance

£1099.00
including 15 months on-site maintenance ... £1229.00
Megafile 30Mb hard disk, new low price
£439.00
Megafile 60Mb hard disk
£589.00

Atari DTP Pack: inc. Mega ST4, SM124, SLM804, Megafile 30,
12 months On-Site Maintenance included with all Star XB and FR

models. Also available for other Star models for only E5.75 extra
Star FR-10 Professional 9pin 300/76cps, 31K buffer, 16 NLQ fonts
EE-PROM configuration memory
£399.00
Star FR-15 9pln printer as FR-10, wide carriage version
£499.00
Star XB24-10 Professional 24pin: 27K buffer, 4 SLQ & 25 LQ fonts,
EE-PROM configuration memory
£499.00
Star XB24-15 wide carriage version of XB24-10, with 41K buffer
£649.00
Star Colour Unit, 7-colour upgrade kit for XB or FR models
£39.00
Star SS10DM cut sheet feeder for XB24-10 or FR-10
Star SS15DM cut sheet feeder for XB24-15 or FR-15

£100.00
£170.00

Star LC24-10 24pln multifont printer, amazing low price
£239.00
Star NB24-10 24pin 216/72 cps inc.c/s/feeder & 2 extra ribbons .... £499.00
Star LC10Mk.ll faster version of above LC10, 180/45cps
£199.00
Star LC15 wide carriage version of LC10 model 180/45 cps
£329.00
Star LC24-15 wide carriage version of LC24-10, 200/67cps
£409.00
Star NR-10 professional 9 pin 240/60 cps inc. cut sheet feeder
£449.00
Star Laserprinter 8: 8ppm/300dpi inc.12 months on-site warranty ... £1599.00
Star SF-10DJ cut sheet feeder for LC-10
Star SF-10DK cut sheet feeder for LC24-10

£64.95
£64.95

New - Olivetti DM100S incredible value 9 pin printer 200 cps draft,
30cps NLQ. Low price Includes 12 months on-site maintenance
£129.95
Olivetti automatic cut sheet feeder for OM100S printer
£79.95
Canon LBP8-III laserpinter, inc.12 months on-site warranty
NEC P2200 budget 24 pin 168/56cps
Epson LX400 (was LX800) popular budget 10" 180/25cps
Epson LQ550 good 24pin printer 150/50cps
Epson EPX-200 cut sheet feeder for LX800 / LX400
Epson cut sheet feeder for LQ550
Panasonic KXP1081 reliable 120/24cps printer
Panasonic KXP1180 super 9 pin with 3400 type combinations
Panasonic KXP1124 good 11V2" carr.192/63 cps 24pin
Panasonic P37 cut sheet feeder for KXP1180
Panasonic P36 cut sheet feeder for KXP1124

£1665.00
£279.00
£179.00
£319.00
£74.95
£74.95
£159.00
£179.00
£269.00
£95.00
£109.00

Panasonic KXP4450 fast 11ppm/300dpi good value laser
Amstrad DMP3160/3250DI 9pin, 10" carriage
Amstrad DMP4000 9 pin, wide carriage
Amstrad LQ3500DI 24 pin Inc. serial/parallel ports
Amstrad LQ5000DI 24pin wide carr., inc. serial/parallel ports
Citizen 120D budget 10" carriage 120cps
Mannesmann Tally MT-81 130/24cps

£1795.00
£169.00
£249.00
£279.00
£379.00
£139.00
£149.00

'Fleet St Publisher' and 15 months on-site maintenance

£2785.00

Vortex HDplus 40Mb hard disk

£519.00

5.25" 40/80 track drive (360/720K) inc.PSU. PC compatible

IMAGE SCANNERS & VIDEO

£99.00

DIGITISERS

Kempston DMTAscan high quality 105mm wide handy scanner
200dpi, two-tone or with 2/4/8/16 grayscales
£229.00
Vidi-ST 16-tone video frame grabber inc. digitising software

MONITORS &

£95.00

ACCESSORIES

Philips CM8832 colour monitor, includes ST cable
Philips CM8833, as above with stereo sound, +a/v inputs

£219.00
£229.00

ITT CP3228 16.5" remote Ctrl TV/Monitor, with ST cable

£229.00

Pye 2325 15" FSTTV/Monitor with Teletext, r/ctrl &ST cable.... £269.00

Philips TV Tuner AV7300, for monitors with composite input

£74.95

OTHER ACCESSORIES

Pace Linnet Modem Pack (inc. cable & software)
£179.00
Supercharger Hardware PC Emulator: unit includes NEC V30

processor & 512K RAM. MDA & CGA video. Simple to install.. £289.00
Contriver hi-res Mouse, good quality, with mouse pocket & mat.... £22.95
STF/STFM Joystick & Mouse accessibility extension adapter
£ 4.95
All our ST hardware prices include mouse, user guide etc., PLUS 5

disks of public domain software including Neochrome graphics
utility.

First Word

wordprocessor. games, demos & utilities.

EVESHAM MICROS
MEGA-PACK
HIGH QUALITY LASERPRINTER
PACKAGE INCLUDES:
O Atari Mega ST2 with 2Mb RAM
O SM124 hi-res monochrome monitor

ISuperb quality, stylish medium

DOUBLE TAKE!

PYE 15" FST
II7MIHIIM;
(MODEL 2325)

I resolution colour TV/monitor to

Isuit the ST orAmiga. Features
Iteletext, full infra-red remote
I control, Euroconnector, Video/
I Audio input and headphone
I output connectors, 40 tuner
I presets, external aerial con-

Inoctor and loop aerial. SupI plied with cable (please state
| computer type when ordering).

GREAT
VALUE !

£269.00

O Atari SLM804300dpi laserprinter

O External Second 3.5" floppy drive

15 MONTHS

ON-SITE

O 'Fleet Street Publisher" DTP package f MAINTENANCE

O'Hyper Paint' Atari's paint package |
O 'Hyper Draw' Atari's draw package

includes VAT

and computer
connection lead

1

ONLY £1975.00

INCLUDED

Price includes VAT, delivery &
15 months on-site warranty

ST Software
Timeworks
Data Manager Professional
Desktop Publisher
Desktop Publisher Clip-art pack

£52.00
£74.95
£19.95

Word Writer

£37.50

CAD 3D 1.0

£18.95

Cyber Control (animator)
Cyber Paint 2.0
Cyber Sculpt
Cyber Studio (CAD 2.0)
Cyber Texture
GIST (sound editor)
Mlgraph Draw Art Professional

£44.95
£54.95
£59.95
£67.95
£37.95

Mlgraph Scan Art

£37.95

Video Tinar

£22 SO

Book Keeper

Full Featured, Top Quality
External 2nd Floppy Drive
"... a very smart looking drive indeed... a very slim and
quiet device ... it is very keenly priced too."
- ST WORLD, September 1989

£26.25
£29.95

£84.95

Accountant
Accountant Plus

£129.95
£209.50

RnanclalController^^i^^iiii^^^^^^^334^0
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GFA Basic Version 2 (includes compiler)
GFA Basic Compiler

£34.95
£20.95

GFA Basic Version 3
GFA Draft Plus
GFA Vector

£37.95
£74.95
£24.95

First Word Plus

£59.95

GST C Compiler

£15.95

Macro Assembler

£15.95

1st Mail (for 1st Word only)

£15.95

Signs and Banners
Greetings Cards
Calendars & Stationary
Art Library 1 (clip art)

£8.95
£8.95
£8.95
£8.95

Art Library 2 (clip art)

£8.95

C-Lab Creator
C-Lab Notator

An external
2nd drive for the
Atari ST at an ultra low

£299.00

X-Alyzer

£170.00

Master-tracks Junior
Mastertracks Pro
RealTlme

£99.00
£269.00
£224.00

Replay IV
Steinberg Pro 24
Super Conductor

£63.95
£250.00
£37.50

Track 24

£60.00
£249.00

Virtuoso

Fast Basic Disk
FTL Modula-2

£79.95

price - complete with its own plug-in external power
supply! Based around a Teac/Citizen drive
mechanism, this drive gives the full 720K formatted
capacity. Quiet in operation, neat slimline design,
colour matched to the ST, with a long connection
cable for location left or right of the computer.

£259.00
£425.00

C-Lab Unitor

including VAT
and delivery Why pay more?

An ideal, simple way to upgrade your 520
STFM using a high quality double sided drive.
Internally replaces the original single sided
unit. One megabyte unformatted capacity and
fully compatible. Detailed fitting instructions
given. Requires very slight case modification.

Atari 520 STFM
Internal 3.5

drive upgrade kit

Only £74.95

Fitted to your ST - add £10.00 extra.

£37.95
£55.95

Hisott Devpac

£44.95

Hisoft Power Basic
Mark Williams C

£29.95

£99.95

Prospero C
Prospero Fortran

£103.95
£103.95

Prospero Pascal

£79.95

Carrier Command
Elite

£18.95
£18.95

F-16 Fighting Falcon
Flight Simulator II
Gunship

£18.95
£37.45
£16.95

Silent Service
STAC Adventure Creator
STOS Game creator

£16.95
£29.95
£22.50

STOS Sprites
STOS Compiler

£11.95
£14.95

STOS Maestro

£18.95

STOS Maestro + (Inc.Sampler Module)

£52.95

U.M.S

£18.95

Autoroute

£127.00

Campus CAD
£254.00
Degas Elite
£19.95
Easy Draw 2
£44.95
Easy Draw + Supercharger
£74.95
Easy Tools (requires 1Mb RAM)
£29.95
Epson Emulator for Atari SLM804 primer .... £29.95
FirST BASIC
Flair Paint
Fleet Street Publisher
Fontzl

£14.95
£26.95
£86.25
£21.95

Home Accounts (Digita)

KEMPSTONU tOJAscan

VIDI
-ST-

Superb quality 200 dpi handy scanner 105mm wide.
Includes scanning and image processing software,
ONLY
operating in any resolution. Stores images in IMG,
Degas, NEO, TIFF and MSP formats. Scanner
digitises black & white or in up to 16 grey levels,
at a speed of 2cm/sec. Incorporates scanning . including s/ware,
window and scanning control button for great ease manual, interface, \
of use. Includes Atari's HYPER PAINT package for VAT and delivery '
even higher power over image processing.

£229.00

GREAT VALUE REAL-TIME
VIDEO DIGITISER FROM

VORTEX 40MB HARD DISKS
Excellent quality, external 40 Mb hard disk sub-systems for
all models of Atari ST. Vortex HDplus units offer high
performance, with an average access speed of 45ms.
Housed in strong and rigid casing (ideal as a monitor
base), each unit includes a DMA throughport, allowing
chaining of up to 8 hard disk units. Supplied with full
support software (includes 'Backdisk' backup facility),

ROMBO PRODUCTIONS
Q Grabs from moving video in 1/50th
second in full 16 shadesl

Q Animates frames at up to 25 Hz
• 'Carousel' frames (24 on 1Mb ST)
•

£14.95
£14.95
£119.00
£79.95

Mini Office Comms

£18.50

Mini Office Presentation Graphics
Mini Office Spreadsheet
Personal Finance Manager

£18.50
£18.50
£22.95

PC Ditto
Protext

£67.50
£79.95

Spectrum 512
Superbase Personal version 2

£44.95
£69.00

Superbase Professional

£179.95

Word Perfect V4.1

£183.00

Word Up

£49.95

in

DEGAS,

pixel-accurate

window'

feature

allows

partial frame capture, for overlay
with existing frames

ST GEM Programmer's Reference
ST Machine Language
ST Tricks and Tips
ST BASIC Training Guide
ST Introduction to MIDI Programming

£14.95
£14.95
E 14.95
£12.95
£14.95

Atari ST Disk Drives - Inside and Out
Atari ST Internals

£16.95
£14.95

Using ST BASIC on the Atari ST
GFA BASIC Advanced Programming Guide
GFA BASIC V3 Software Development
First Steps in 68000 Assembly Language
Concise ST 68000 Reference Guide (Version 2) ....

£ 5.95
£11.95
£14.95
£ 9.95
£17.50

Full

•

documentation

of

software

interface, for user applications
Extremely easy to use
Runs on any ST in low-res mode,
with video recorder or camera.

Only £95.OO
Includes VAT, delivery, interface, software,
video connection cable and manual.

All prices includeVAT and delivery. ExpressCourier delivery £5.00 extra.

Send cheque, Postal Order Evesham Micros Ltd

10 Bulk packed DS/DD 3.5" disks
10 disks as above with plastic case
25 disks as above, with 40 capacity

SAVE

Paste

brightness, with an additional 8
levels of s/ware brightness control
Full palette control of frames

£519.00

'Grab

How to order from

Disks

and

blocks between frames
Manual control of contrast and

Atari ST Books
Atari
Atari
Atari
Atari
Atari

and

NEOCHROME or IMG formats

connection cables and full documentation.

VORTEX HDplus 40Mb hard disk

LOAD

Cut

£18.95

Hyper Draw
Hyper Paint
LDW Spreadsheet
Logistix

3.5"

LOW

£ 9.95
£22.95
£11.95
£29.95

Kodak DS/DD 3.5" disks, top quality
.£17.95

or ACCESS/VISA card details

Phone us with your
ACCESS or VISA
card details on:

•S 0386-765500

Govt., educ & PLC orders welcome

Same day despatch whenever possible
All goods subject to availability, E.&O.E.

Open to callers 6 days, gjO-gjj)

Retail

SSS'at:

63 BRIDGE STREET
EVESHAM
WORCS WR11 4SF

© 0386-765500
tax 0386-765354

1762 Pershore Road, Cotteridge, Birmingham B30 3BH Tel: 021 458 4564

5 GUsson Raui> Cambridge CB1 2HA Tel: 0223 323898

EALING

ARE YOU MISSING OUT?

COMPUTER CENTRE

You've got lots of questions about your computer but don't
know who to ask! We do! You're not sure which software is best

Place for ATARI ST Computers

No.l

for your application! We do! You'd like to keep up to date with
new releases and be sure they are a good buy, but who's going to
tell you? We will! You would lbve to get to know other Atari
enthusiasts, but you don't know how! We do! You want to get
some of that 'Public Domain' software you've heard about, but
where from? We know!You don't want to feel like you're the

in West London, ah prices inc.v.a.t.

This Months Special Promotions
ATARI POWER PACK £349
(inc joystick, mouse, games +

3.5" Disk Drive for Atari ST
With built-in PSU
£78.95

business software)

Hardware

Software and Disks

AllST S MEGA: with starter pack-"Metacomco"
STBasic-source bookand tutorial(revB),mouse

TIMEWORKS (30% off RRP)
Data Manager

£29

mat. disk box and 30% discount for Star Printers

Swift Calc

£29

(offRR.P)

Data Manager Prof.
Desktop Publisher

£49

Word WrSer

£35

Partner ST

£35

Atari 520 STFM Power Pack

£349

(£450 of software inc. Music, Organiser +
Joystick)
Atari 1040 STFM (mod. TV)
£399
Mega ST1 MB
£489
£269
520 STFM Explorer pack
Atari SM124 Monitor
Star LC24-10 Printer
Citizen 120D Printer

ANTIC (up to 30% off RRP)

£100
£239
£129

Hard Disk 30 MB Megafile
Ram Upgrade ST-no Sobering
Philips 8833 colour monitor inc. cable

£439
P.O.A.
£229

Panasonic 1081 Printer

£159

Panasonb1180(New)
Panasonic KXB11 24 (24 pin printer)
VIP Business pack-Mcrosoft Write,
Superbase Pers.
As above with any ST/MEGA

£189
£299

Cumana 1 MB external drive 3.5"

£69

We are the largest (and oldest) Atari Computer Owners Club
in the U.K. For just £5.00 per year you get help, assistance, hints,
tips, friends, pen pa|s, access to PD software, up to date
information, games, utilities, hardware projects, software
reviews, programming tutorials, and a glossy club magazine
every quarter.

GST

A club magazine as well!! One of those photocopied things
that is unreadable, eh! Well no, it's professionally produced, just
like this magazine you're reading. It's called MONITOR,you may
have heard of it? Yes, friends of mine have read it and say it's
great! How do I join the club and get my copy of MONITOR?
Easy just send a cheque or postal order for £5.00 to the address
below requesting a four issue subscription. Overseas

1st Word Plus vers. 3 (new)

membership is £8.00 (surface) or £12.00 (Airmail).

Spectrum 512
Cyber Studio
Cyber Control

£42

Cyber Paint
Cyber Sculpt
Cartoon Designs
Video Titling Designs
3D Developers disk

£49

£56
£42
£56
£25

£25
£25

All above software In stock

£85
£50

DISKS

3.5-DSDD1 Opes KODAK
3.5" DS DD BULK 25pcs

£89

£13

19 Queens Parade, Ealing London W5 3HU. Tel 01-991 0928
prices tor MailOrder. Shop Prices may vary • Alloffers subject to availability. E. &O.E. *We are al the comer ol Hanger
Lane (North Circular) & Queens Drive * Easy Parking *Most models in slock • VISA and ACCESS

ONLY Pfi QQ

I U DISKS U . 0 [DS DD

im\J • 3 3

You won't be disappointed!!

£20

Prices include Delivery forSoftware and small iiems. For Next Day Cou rwr Add Ce(within M25) £7 99 UKMainland.-Above

^So™f °'

The U.K. Atari Computer Owners Club
P.O. Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex, SS6 8LR
Independent User Group

Lowestpries in UK?

Q The ST Club Newsletter -£8 for 12 issues or
80p for a sample copy.

LJ Disk Mags - Newsletter subscription plus a
disk full of the best PD software with ever)' other

3

only Atari owner in the world, but where can you turn too! Well,
we can help! Great, but who are you??

issue - £22.50

LJ Public DomainSoftware- Our current
catalogue details over 1,300 disks. Same day
despatch on all orders and help available on using
PD software.

LI Fontkit Plus 2-The ultimate font utility for the
ST. Version 2 includes a host of new features -

write/'phone for our information sheets on Fontkit
Plus 2 and accompanying fonts disks. Cost £14.95, or upgrade for £6.95 by returning your
original Fontkit disk(s).

LJ Key Master - The keystroke recorder - allows
up to 26 sets of 100 characters to be re-typed
automatically. Price, with printed manual, £6.95.

I—I VirusKiller- The lastestversion of Richard
Karsmakers excellent Virus Killer. Published by
CRL at £9.95 - available from us at just £6.95!

!—I Your Second Manual - new version due soon .

PUBLIC DOMAIN
at £1.50 a DISK
JUST £1.50 EACH DISK FULL OF
SOFTWARE SINGLE OR DOUBLE
SIDED - ALL PUBLIC DOMAIN
LIBRARIES ARE NOT THE SAME

(some charge £3 a disk !)
PLUS - A FREE DISK FOR EVERY 10 YOU BUY !
SOFTWARE IS SUPPLIED ON DOUBLE SIDED CERTIFIED
DISKS COMPLETE WITH LABELS - EVERY BIT AS GOOD
AS A BRANDED DISK

Blank disks available for only 70 pence each -10 or
more and just £65 per hundred including labels
All prices are fully inclusive (no hidden extras)

!—J Books, Budgie UK games, ST accessories,
Laser Printing Service and commercial software wide range available at discount prices to
members.

I—I Our latest 32page A4 catalogue and Club
information pack is available free of cost - write or
telephone for your copy.

H

For a free catalogue of the hundreds of programs of all
kinds available - write saying where you saw the advert

and send a large stamped (24 or 30p stamp) addressed
envelope to

SEVEN DISK, Digswell Bury, Digswell Lane,
Welwyn Garden City, Herts. AL7 1SN

The ST Club - 49 Stoney Street - Nottingham
NG1 1LX-(0602) 410241

Atari ST User January 1990

Callers welcome Mon - Fri: 9.30 - 5.00

- No surcharges on European orders -

mm

Don't Waste Your Time Setting

UlBSErUB of Hampshire

Your ST's Time/

StarLCIO

Mono

£155.00 (£143.87+VAT)
Colour

Forget-Me-Clock
II
<J
Atari ST Clock Cartridge
Easy to fit cartridge - Simply

plugs into your ST's cartridge
port.

Features a through-cartridge
port so that you can plug in
any other ST cartridge
including Fast Basic and
Back-Pack from Computer
Concepts.
Lithium battery in the ForgetMe-Clock II keeps its clock
running even when its
unplugged from your ST.

Simple to install auto-run
program automatically sets
your ST's system and
keyboard clocks at power
on and re-boot. No longer
do you have to set the time
and date yourself every time
you turn on or reboot your
ST.

Guaranteed for two years Including the battery! 10 day
money back offer.

£24.95

Citizen 120D
with cable and paper

£229.00 (£119.13 +VAT)

£125.00 (£108.70 +VAT)
with cable and paper

£149.00 (£129.59 +VAT)

£149.00 (£129.56 +VAT)

Panasonic KXP1180

Epson LX400

with cable & paper

with cable and paper

£167.00 (£145.22 +VAT)

£159.00 (£138.26 +VAT)

Panasonic KXP1124

Epson LQ400

(24 Pin) with cable & paper

(24 pin) with cable and paper

£285.00 (£247.83 + VAT)

£247.00 (£214.78 +VAT)

StarLC15

Epson LQ550

(15 inch) with cable and paper

(24 pin) with cable & paper

£312.00 (£271.50 +VAT)

£305.00 (£265.22 + VAT)
Music Keyboard

£215.00 (£186.96 +VAT)

£69.00 (£60.00 + VAT)

Atari SM124

H.P. Deskjet Laser

with ST cable

with cable

£129.00 (£112.17 +VAT)

£517.50 (£450.00 +VAT)

520 STFM Explorer Pack
520 STFM Super Pack

£255.00
£299.00

520 STFM Power Pack
1040 STFM
1040 STFM + SM124
1040 STFM + CM8833
1040 STFM Pro Pack

£335.00
£389.00
£515.00
£595.00
£409.00

Hyper Pack add £10

Self-Tuition Courses

Disc Drives

World leaders - Hons graduate/teacher authors - At all major
shows - £5 off total for 2, £10 off for 3
\

l /

MICRO MATHS

|

J

Si

NEW

Cumana CSA 354 1M
Q Tec EX 320 1M

Inc. VAT
£95.00
£75.00

Atari Megafile 3.0

£439.00

Internal 1M Drive

£59.00

Complete course taking beginners to GCSE in 24
programs on 59 topics + 2 books. £24 (ST, PC, PCW, CPC,

Leads etc.

BBC)

Joystick/Mouse extension
4 Player Adaptor

PRIMARY MATHS
COURSE

Complete course taking age 3 years to secondary school
entrance, using moving colour pictures. 24 programs + 2
books. £24 (ST, PC, CPC, BBC).
MICRO FRENCH

Complete course taking beginners to GCSE, with real
speech & graphics adventure game, 24 programs + 2

£4.60
£5.75

ST Dust Covers
Mouse Mat
ST to ST Serial lead
ST Mono Monitor lead
ST RGB Monitor lead
ST Printer cable 1.8m

£4.60
£4.95
£10.95
£7.80
£9.95
£6.90

Competition Pro Extra J/S

£13.95

Source Book & Tutorial

MEGA MATHS

A-level step-by-step course of 24 programs. Full screen
graphics for calculus. £24 (ST, PC, CPC, BBC).
HOME COLLEGE

£4.60

Flight Simulator II

£29.95

1st Word Plus

£59.95

Xenon 2
P.C. Ditto

£19.50
£62.00

Superbase Personal

£29.00

Phone for ST Software catalogue.
Many titles inc. Educational.

Micro maths or French with VHS video £49.99 (ST, PC,
PCW, CPC, BBC).

Send coupon and cheques/PO's or phone orders or requests for free colour
poster/catalogue to:

OXON RG91QB

Computer

Inc. VAT
Tilt/Swivel Monitor Stand
£15.95
Star LC10 Sheet Feeder
£59.00
Star LC2410 Sheet Feeder ....£59.00
Citizen 120D Sheet Feeder ....£99.00
SLM804 Drum Unit
£169.00
SLM804 Toner Pack
£39.00

Copy Holder Angle Poise

£17.95

Mono/Colour Switch box

£22.00

Printer Ribbons
Atari SMM804 Black

Inc. VAT
£5.95

Amstrad Original DMP3000

£5.75

Citizen 120D Black

£4.60

Epson LX800 8. FX800 etc
Epson LQ-800/500 Black
Epson LX-80/86 Black
HP Desk Jet Ink Cartridge

£2.65
£4.98
£2.45
£13.80

Juki 6100 Multi-strike

£2.50

Juki 6100 Single-strike

£1.50

Panasonic KXP 1124 black
£9.95
Panasonic KX-P1080/81 etc. ...£4.30
Star LC-10 Colour
£6.90
Star LC-10 Black
£4.60
Star LC-2410 Black
£5.75
Star NB-15/NB24-15 Black
£9.00
Star NL/NR/ND-10 Black
£5.52
Star NX/ND/NR-15 Black
£9.00
Taxan & Canon Black
£3.70

DISKETTES
(lifetime warranty)
(100% certified error free)
Inc. VAT

10 3.5" 135tpi DS/DD
£8.50
50 3.5" 135tpi DS/DD
£39.50
100 3.5" 135tpi DS/DD
£77.50
50 Disk box hinge and lock
£5.95
100 Disk box hinge and lock ....£6.95

i

EDUCATIONAL AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME
All products have a 12 month no quibble guarantee.
Prices subject to variation without prior notification.
We are closed Saturday afternoons.

Postage 92p (80p + VAT) Securicor £6.90 (£6.00 + VAT)

ST/U Dept

Name

Address ...
Title

Printer/Monitor Ass.

Phone for our best price before placing your order

LCL (DEPT ST) THAMES HOUSE, 73 BLANDY ROAD, HENLEY-ON-THAMES,

or ring 0491579345 (24 hrs)

Inc. VAT

Software etc.Inc. l/AT
VAT

books. £24 (ST, PC, BBC).

MM5000

with ST cable

LOWSTPRIC^

I LCL]

Citizen 180E

with cable & paper

Philips CM8833

P.O. Box 113. Harrogate. North Yorkshire HG2 OBE.
Telephone (0423) 567140/530577. Fax (0423) 522874.

Reach the top

StarLC2410
(24 pin) with cable & paper

Panasonic KXP1081

Including VAT and Postage.
Payment by Visa or Access accepted.

with...

£203.00 (176.52 +VAT)
(with Cable & Paper)

Black ribbon 4.60 inc.
Colour ribbon 6.90 inc.

E3

UleSerue
Larger items delivered
by Securicor

128 West Street,
Portchester, Hants.
PO 16 9XE
Tel: 0705 325354
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K-Spread 2
RRP £59.95

K-Spread 2 is an immensely powerful and fully featured
spreadsheet with which you can make financial forecasts
and calculations, predict future profits and losses and
examine the effects of various parameters, like the cost
of producing a product.

READER
OFFERS

OUR PRICE

£44.95

It is also an extremely easy and efficient system to use with your own accounts,
a local club or in fact anything where you need to keep an eye on your money
and plan for the future.

And for just £44.95 K-Spread 2 represents excellent value for money. If
you're looking for a good value spreadsheet with premier performance,
look no further - order your copy today!

Flight Simulator II

SAVE £10!

Need some extra discs?

Put yourself in the pilot's seat of a Cessna 182 single-engine
aircraft and head for the skies! - Or fly a Gates Learjet 25G.

High speed 3D graphics provide a spectacular panoramic view
as you practice takeoffs, landings and aerobatics.
Complete documentation gets you airborne quickly - even if
you've never flown before. And when you're ready you can test
your flying skills with the World WarI Ace aerial battle game

There's always a demand for spare ST discs - and at Atari ST
User we have lots we will be happy to sell off at a really
exceptional price. They are all discs that have been prepared as
monthly cover discs, but they are brand new and have never
been used. Look at these prices:

RRP £45.95 |
OUR PRICE

£35.95

5 for £7.50!

SAVE £8!

RRP £39.90 I
OUR PRICE

£31.90

25 for £20!

You will receive a random selection of discs - from when we

Flight Simulator II
Scenery Discs

started offering cover discs last August to date.

A set of two discs to enhance Flight Simulator II. They cover
all Western Europe and Japan.

1990 DTP Yearbook

Once you've got to know the scenery in FlightSimulator II,
these will give you even more weeks of entertainment.

You cannot get more up to date than
this - the latest version of the most

comprehensive buyer's guide to all the

ISAVE £20! |

Flight Simulator II
+ Scenery Discs
Save an extra £2 when you

buy both together!

hardware, software and services devoted

RRP £85.85 I

to desktop publishing. And there are
clearly-written "how-to" articles

RRP

OUR PRICE

for both the newcomer to DTP

OUR PRICE

£65.85

and the experienced user.

Stage II

£20

£14.95

RRP £14.95

Stage II is a versatile art package incorporating
virtually all the functions you need -without
the inflexibility and jumble of other packages.

OUR PRICE

£9.95

Designed specifically for younger people, the thought
put into the layout of the icons and overall operation of the package
make Stage II ideal for use at school or in the home.
Some of Stage It's features:
ft Normal draw

ft Cirdes/ovals

ft Line draw

ft Air brush

ft Rays

ft Box draw

•tr Accepts scanner input
ft Fast fill option

ft Cut and Paste

ft Text entry

ft Zoom feature

ft Compatible with Degas&Neochrome

As Nic Outterside said in Atari ST User: "I have no hesitation in recommending
this art package for all primary, middle and secondary school children.
For just £9.95 this Is an offer you should not miss.

Quantum
Paint 2
It's one of the most powerful
graphics packages for the ST.
And Version 2

has many
exciting new
features - plus
a £5 saving for
our readers.

RRP £24.95
OUR PRICE

£19.95

WordPerfect
This is THE word processor for the ST. It features all the
power and flexibility of the PC version, and is specially
adapted to the strengths of the ST itself.

£50

WordPerfect works the way you do. It can be controlled with either the mouse or
function keys, and you can display up to five text columns, side by side on a screen.
Plus, all the extra features so often missing from other word processors are fully
implemented - such as footnotes, endnotes, a thesaurus, spelling
checker, mail merger, over 200 printers supported - and FREE
RRPE228.85
SUPPORT is available should you need it.
OUR PRICE
Ifyou're in any way serious about word processing WordPerfect is
the program you need. And with a £50 saving it represents

excellent value formoney.
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SAVE

£178.85

Grab graphics like never before
RRP £99.99

... with the Vidi-ST Digitiser

READER

OUR PRICE

Rombo's Vidi-ST is a fully featured digitiser consisting of a plug-in
cartridge, sophisticated picture manipulating software and a
comprehensive manual.

£84.95

OFFERS

As well as grabbing single images from TV or Video for use with art programs or DTP
packages, the Vidi can actually capture pictures and display them in real time -at up to 25
frames a second!

This is the essential package for anyone who wishes to make use of the full graphics
potential of their ST. With a saving of £15 off the retail price this is an opportunity
you shouldn 't Ignore.

Make
the

SBA Xtra
3A Xtra is designed for the many small businesses with both
credit and cash customers, who need a system for providing quick
sts of Debtors and Creditors and individual account histories, without
the effort of keeping a complicated Sales and Purchase Ledger system.

RRP £24.99

OUR PRICE

£21.95

Among its many features are:

right
impression
...with Degas

Profit and loss statements

*

*

Balance sheet

*

*

Trial Balance

* Budgets
*

Full audit trail

*

Daybooks
VATreports
Account group reports

* Transaction listingsby batchor account heading
* Constantson-screenupdateof cash positionand profitfigure

What the press say

"SBA Xtra is a winner in the low-cost accounting stakes." What Personal Computer

"Ifyou're running a small business, SBA Xtra should be Just
fine for you. "-PC User

Elite
THE art package, for many

RRP 114.95
OUR PRICE

£89.95

Fun number crunching

the industry standard
whether you are creating
computer graphics for
incorporating into games,
galleries or just for pleasure.

RRP £19.95

... with Things to Do with Numbers

OUR PRICE

Softstuff is one of the top software houses producing high-quality
educational software for the ST. And Things to Do with Numbers is

£12.95

one of their best creations.

You don't have to be a Degas to

On the disc there are three games designed to combine learning with fun
in such a way that the child using it will automatically pick up various
useful elements of mathematics -without even realising it.

easily produce, edit and display
your masterpieces. A must for
anyone using an ST, not only is
it simple and easy to use but is
in a format easily accessed by

With its clearly designed graphics and well thought out structure,
Things to Do with Numbers is a value-packed educational tool
which, with a saving of £7, Is even better value for money.

other users.

Home Accounts

*

pji^ Day by Day _•

1RP £54.90

Home Accounts has been designed to make full use of the

OUR PRICE

Atari ST's features, giving you the widest range of home
accounting facilities available at this price.

£34.90

The program lets you set budgets and control up to 13 separate
accounts, with optional printouts of any data. Within seconds of
loading you data disc you can check your budget or any account,
and even display or print the data in bar or pie charts.
Day by Day replaces your manual system for diary, business
organiser, notepad, planner, reminder and so on.
It's suitable for both business and home applications, including numerous
useful functions which serve every requirement.

Written in the easy-to-use Digita style, Day by Day is certainly one program
that once you've bout it you'll wonder how you ever managed without it.
Among its many features are:
•ft Calender/diary/planner
ft Categories such as bills, birthdays and letters
ft Appointment sorting
ft 'Urgent' notice board

ft At-a-glance week and month summaries

•it 'Overdue' notice board

if Print option

ft Advance notice of forthcoming events

ft Grouping of related messages

ft Updating of regular appointments
ft Comprehensive search facility
ft Automatic reminders

TO ORDER
PLEASE USE
THE FORM

ON PAGE 127

Both of these powerful programs are excellent value on their own, but if you buy
this exclusive combination package we'll knock £15 off the combined retail price.
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Look what it offers
*

2" HQM LCD colour

*

*

External aerial socket

screen

*

Internal loudspeaker

*
*

Earphone socket
Automatic tuning
External power supply

*

Volume control

*

Brightness control

•k
•k

Colour control
Extendible aerial

*

socket
Takes four standard
AA size batteries

Because of a breakthrough in technology you
can now watch your favourite TV programmes

anytime, anywhere - and in full colour with the
new pocket-sized Colour TV400which features
a revolutionary high quality matrix LCD dis

play - giving crisp, bright pictures.
Measuring just 5x3x1 inches, the TV400 sits
snugly in the palm of your hand, or you can use
the built-in rest to place it on most surfaces - at
just the right angle for optimum viewing. The
screen itself measures 2 inches diagonally.
When the TV400 was designed, part of the
specification was that it should be useable vir
tually anywhere. As a consequence it has a
built-in signal amplifier which can pick up some
far away stations your ordinary TV can't! Plus it
has automatic tuning, so at the touch of a button

Watch TV on
the move -

the TV400 scans through the band and quickly
locks into all receivable broadcasts.

We have tested the pocket TV in trains, on
buses, in cars, indoors and outdoors, and in

and SAVE £20!

most cases the picture remained sharp and clear.
However, reception could vary depending on

obstacles in the way of the signal like large

buildings and hillSv^.s*--"^~^

.. . with the unique CASIO

Whether for yourself, a member of your family
6rtd/the TV400 makes an excellent present

which will give entertainment and pleasure for

Colour Pocket

many years to come.

Due to our purchasing power we can make
the TV400 available to you at the exceptionally
low price of just £94.95*- a saving of £20 off the

normal price. We have not seen the TVas cheap
as this anywhere else - including the High Street
stores.

Andremember, youcanbuywithcomplete confi
dence as the TV400 comes with a full one year

guarantee for-parts and labour (in normal use).

RRP £114.95

OUR
PRICE

£94.95

* Plus £1.50 post and packing

Please note: The TV400 is tuned for UK PAL broadcasts.

Therefore we can only accept orders from the UK

Save £'s on
batteries for

your TV, radio
personal stereo..

You know how expensive it is to replace your batteries when they run down.
Even with rechargeable batteries and a charger you still have to wait 14 hours
for a full charge.
We have solved the problem with the unique superfast powerpoint battery
and charger kit.
This amazing device will completely charge four standard AA size recharge
able batteries in under 2 hours and each battery can be recharged at least 1,000
times.

Further, for a limited period we can sell the charger and four rechargeable
batteries at the staggeringly low cost of £19.95 (plus £1.00 p&p). It will pay for
itself within weeks.

iiiliiPP

Place your order today, using the form on Page 127

J«K

READER OFFERS
All prices include postage, packing and VAT for UK orders,
Europe and Overseas orders incur additional postage charges as shown.
Please allow up to 28 dayB for delivery
Valid to January 30,1989

Back issues

Keyword

July 1989
♦August 1989
•September 1989

£2.00f
£3.00f
£3.00t

9227
9414
9229

♦October 1989

£3.00t
£3.00f
£3.00t

9230
9231
9232

♦November 1989

♦December 1989

All six magazines July-December
Cover disc August-December
* Includes cover disc

£16.00
£7.50

(see Page 101)
£19.95

Atari ST User cover discs
(see Pages 124-125)

9434
9435

5 assorted discs
25 assorted discs

t Add £3 Europe & Eire/£7 Overseas

£7.50
£20.00

Cover disc offers

4f@S3^

(seePage 152)
£94.95

9443

^CESUfr

(seePages 140-141)

Pocket colour TV

9442

K-Spread 2
Home Accounts & Day by Day
Stage II
Things to do with Numbers

£44.95
£34.90
£9.95
£12.95

9415
94/6
9418
9419

Rombo Vidi-ST

£84.99

9420

94

Plus post and packing £1.50

Execucard

Battery charger

4tSS&t^

(see Page 152)
£19.95

•

9433

7
4

8
5

9
6

1

2

3

*
.

x

Plus post and packing £1.50

Tick here if you want the calculator for

Reader offers

^tSSH^

(see Pages 124-125)

£5.99

9122

Tick here if you are spending £25 or more

on reader offers (excluding subscriptions)

Flight Simulator
£35.95
Pair of Scenery Disk
£31.90
Flight Simulator II + Scenery Discs £65.85
Word Perfect 4.1 version
Small Business Aces Xtra

and wish to claim your FREE calculator

94,36

9429

9439

9440

£178.85
£89.95

9437

Degas Elite
Quantum Paint 2

£21.95
£19.95

9441
9123

DTP Yearbook 1990

£14.95

9432

9438

Binders
(see Page 119)
£4.95

9118 | _J

£3.95

9H7 r ZD

Dust Covers
(seePage 119)

Disc Boxes
(seePage 119)

£4.95

9135

|

TOTAL:

For Europe & Eire add £3 and

for Overseas add £5 towards postage
(unless otherwise specified).

Quantum KB i^i—'^-jr^r @

paint 2

sSfr^S^-ssss-

Payment: please indicate method (•)

Send to: Database Direct, FREEPOST,
Ellesmere Port, South Wirral L65 3EB

Cheque/Eurocheque made payable to Database Direct
Expiry I"

(No starrp needed it posted in UK)
Products are normally despatched within 48 hours of receipt
but delivery of certain items could take up to 28 days

Order at any time ot

the day or nlqht

1
I

orders byp/wne.051-357 1275
Orders by Fax: 051 -357 2813

address and credit card number |

Access/Maslercard/Eurocard/Barclaycard/Visa/Connect
No. I

1

Name

|

I

|

I

|

|

|

|

|

DateL

I

. Signed

Address

Orders by MicroLink: MAG001

General Enquiries: 051-357 2961

|

Post Code .

Daytime telephone number in case of queries
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B. Ware Educational
Software
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ATARI REPAIRS

PLAY SPELL - £14.95 - AGE 7+

Atari Approved Service Centre

Twenty Screen Spelling game with Addictive Arcade action
"I cannot recommend Play Spell enough", "Very good value", "Adults will find it as
addictive as their children", "Your kids will love it".

All Atari products repaired, Computers, Printers,

- Barrie Cupel - GFA User Vol I Issue 4

Monitors, Disk Drives etc

"Will grab a child's attention and maintain concentration",
"A Valuable addition to any home education library".
- Nic Outerside - ST User July 1989

Atari trained engineers
All work fully guaranteed

Animals and Birds data-discs now available at £9.95 each or £14.95 for two

Full range of ST's repaired

Free estimates

B.SPELL + CONSTRUCTION SET £19.95 AGE 5-8

52 pictures, Total Mouse Control, Synthesised Phonetic Speech, 9 Tunes, and the
facility to add your own pictures drawn in Degas/Degas Elite or Neochromc.

AVON MICRO CENTRE
Unit 4, Western Road Industrial Estate,
Stratford-upon-Avon, Warwickshire CV37 0AH
Telephone: 0789 292269

"Excellent" - Atari User Issue 38, "9110" - Micro Marl Issue 20

KIDSOFT MATHS £14.95 AGE 5-8

7 games in one, Add Subject and Multiply numbers and Objects,
9 Tunes, Full Mouse Control and Synthesised speech.
"WorkedFlawlessly", "Excellent"- Atari User Issue 38

MAKE YOUR ATARI ST EARN!

B.BASE II £14.95 AGE 5-105

Card-Index, 30,000 Records, Flexible, Fast and Friendly.
Featured in ST User - Complete Atari ST Guide

"Very user friendly", "Well Written", "Very Rapid", "Very Reliable in use and
"Extremely good value for money" - Monitor Magazine Issue 20

HOME BASED BUSINESS.

COMING SOON:- Super Card Index, Billy Bounce, Jump Jack and Penguin
Prices include V.A.T. and P&P, Cheques payable to B.Bytes Computer Systems.
Send a Large SAE for Hardware/Software/B.Ware Information packs
Send £3,

Yes making money with your ST becomes incidental when you know
how. Your micro is, if only you knew it, a gold mine. The size and make
is irrelevant. Make the initial effort. NOW by starting your own

Demo Disc.

Full refund on return of disk with first purchase.
We still fully support Atari 8-bit - So why not give us a call?

This may be the most important move you will ever make!
REMEMBER: You'll never get rich by digging someone else's "ditch".
Anyone in the country, including YOU, can become very rich in a
relatively short period of time just by doing a few basic things! It's more
rewarding than playing games. The benefits are many and varied. Full
or part time. For FREE details send S.A.E. to:

B.Ware Software, B.Bytes Computer Systems
19 Southfield Road, Hinckley, Leics LE10 1UA,
Tel (0455-613377)

9-5 Mon-Sat

31 PILTON PLACE (ASTU8)
KING AND QUEEN STREET

WALWORTH, LONDON SE17 1DR

Ramara House
Software

BEST PRICES!
ST MIDI SOFTWARE
C-Lab Creator
C-Lab Notator
C-Lab Unitor/Creator

C219.95
C359.95
£639.95

Steinberg Cubase
Steinberg Pro 24 Ver.lll

£349.95
£214.95

Hybrid Arts EZ Track Plus
Dr.T KCS 1.7 MPE
Virtuoso

ATARI STACY
THE TOTALLYPORTABLE ATARI St III CALL US lOEW
FOR THE LATEST NEWS ON THIS MACHINE FROM
ATARI. THE STACY IS COMPATIBLE WITH MOST
MONOCHROME ST SOFTWARE AND HAS BEEN
TESTED WITH MOST TOP SOFTWARE WCKAGES - CLAB. STEINBERG ETC.. IT WILL BE AVAILABLE WITH
1MB OR 4MB RAM AND EITHER A 20MB OR A
dOMB HARD DISK BUILT IN. THE FIRST MACHINE IN
THE RANGE HAS 1MB RAM. BUILT IN HIGH RES

£49.95
£159.95
£219.95

all other top packages available.

MONO MONITOR 20MB HARD DISK ALL FOR ONLY

E1369.99 inc vat
IRRP £1499.99 inc vat)

ST SOFTWARE
Altered Beast
Chambers of Shaolin
Damecles
Power Drift
Stricter

£16.95
£15.95
£15.95
£16.95
£16.95

Space Ace

£28.95

Moonwalker
Turbo Outrun

£13.95
£13.95

ATARI SM124
HIGH RESOLUTION

£99.99

Our disks are un branded double
disks with labels.

Quantity x 10
Quantity x 20
Quantity x 30
Quantity x 50
Quantity x 100
Quantity x 200
Quantity x 500
Quantity X 1000

£6.85
£12.99
£18.99
£29.99
£56.99
£108.99
£264.99
£529.99

RRP Ours

79.95 59.16

MiniOffice Pro.

24.95 18.45

99.95 73.96

Masterplan

88.95 66.56

49.95 36.96

Databases

Word Writer

Languages

129.00 95.46

HisotPowerBasic
Hisoft Basic
Hisoft C Interpreter
GFA Basic

Personal Pascal

Business

49.95
79.95
49.95
65.00

36.96
59.16
36.96
48.10

69.95 51.76

Miscellaneous

Supeibase Personal 59.95 44.36
Superbase Personal II 99.95 73.96
Superbase Prol
299.95182.46
Development
RRP Ours

Hisofl Turbo ST

RRP Ours
39.95 29.56

Hisoft Twist Switcher

21.70 18.46

Manager Pro.

79.95 59.16 Hisoft Devpack V2
RRP Ours

RRP Ours

Fleet Street Publisher 99.95 73.96
99.95 73.26

RRP Ours Timeworks Data

Marf Williams C

Desktop Publishing
Timeworks DTP

HisoftWerks

RRP

Ours

59.95 44.36

29.95 22.16

1st Mail(1st Word

Mailmerge
EasyDraw 2

14.95 11.66
59.95 43.76

Sagesott Bookkeeper 113.85 84.35 GFABasicCompiler V329.95 22.16
ProtextOffice
34.95 25.86 Hisofl Tempus 2 Editor39.95 29.56
All prices include VAT. Please send cheque/P.O. made payable to:

RAMARA HOUSE SOFTWARE, 22 Grange Road, Staincliffe, Nr. Batley, West Yorkshire. WF177AT
___
I
CREDIT CARD SALES: 0924473556Visa/Access'MastercardEurocard
r~^

E*J|

Try us for prices on oth

A500s * £54.05 FIXED PRICE REPAIR * STs

INC VAT & DELI VbHY

* Parallel Interface

9*

* 1 Year On Site Warranty
sided double density (1 ruey) 3.5"

Spreadsheets

First Word Plus V3

ProtextV4.2

USE WITH ALL ATARI STS - only

* 120 cps draft
* 24 cps NLQ
* Epson/IBM compatible * Tractor feed
* Single Sheet feed
* Includes cable

BLANK DISKS

RRP Ours

24 Hr. 7 day week service. (Answerp

MONOCHROME
YOCHROME MONITOR 1FOR

Panasonic KX-P1081
* 9 Pin Dot Matrix

Quality products for Business and Pleasure
Wordprocessors

Includes courier delivery, parts, labour, full service and
V.A.T., 90 day warranty, 5 day turnround
(Subject to our terms of trade, copies available on request.)
Collection can be arranged £11.50 extra.

All our engineers are fully experienced in 16 bit techology

BEST PRICES

Don'trisk damaging your ST.

iDept STU), Unit A, Grafton

Ask about our all inc. Ram and Drive Upgrades

Place, Worthing, West Sussex.

Repairs undertaken on Amiga 2000, Atari Mega ST, Printers,
Monitors, V.D.U.'s etc. and most Business & Home Computers

BN111QX

Tel: (0903J 700714
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24 hour answering
All price* include VAT & delivery
Goods usually despatched same day.

SHIELD COMPUTER SERVICES LTD
50 Flixton Road, Urmston, Manchester M31 3AB
Tel: 061 -747 3185

Fax: 061 -747 0515

FIRST AID
FOR
TECHNOLOGY

fc OMPUTER REPAIRS
ATARI ST/AMIGA
Simply send your machine

with a £15 diagnostic fee arf
you will be sent a written

quotation for the cost of
repairing your machine.

• TYPI@3l^f^£45, 1 WEEK TURNAROUND
W.T.S. ELECTRONICS LTD, CHAUL END LANE, LUTON, BEDS, LU4 8EZ

0582 491949 (4 LINES)

webu JM mmm
FULLY QUALIFIED ENGINEERS ON
SITE TO UNDERTAKE REPAIRS OF,

NOT ALL PUBLIC DOMAIN
LIBRARIES ARE THE SAME
1,000's of ST Users already know, so why don't
you discover the difference and send for the
latest free catalogue from Goodman Enterprises.

COMPUTERS, DISC-DRIVES,
PRINTERS AND MONITORS*
ALL WORK GUARANTEED FOR
3 MONTHS. FREE ESTIMATES.

Now firmly established as one of the leading suppliers of
public domain software and shareware for the ST
Send a first class stamp or telephone for further details to:-

Tel: MARK OR MARTIN (0527 85) 3374
BUSINESS HOURS Mon-Sat 9am to 8pm

GOODMAN P.D.L.

AMPOWER -"

16 Conrad Close, Meir Hay Estate
Longton, Stoke-on-Trent ST3 1SWi

VIDEO & COMPUTERS

»

0782-335650

15a ALCESTER ROAD. STUDLEY. WARKS B80 7AG

LANGUAGES

Educational Software

All programs can take you
from beginner through
•'Level, CSE,GCSEand
beyond. Teaching and testing
modes also lesson creation for
homework lists.

0

E

to

THE
THE
THE
THE

SPANISH TUTOR.£19.95
FRENCH MISTRESSE19.95
GERMAN MASTERE19.95
ITALIAN TUTOR...£19.95

SPELL BOOK PACK ...£29.95
SPELLBOOK

4-6 years
7+years

£19.95
£19.95

<

COMPUTER
CROSSWORDS

LU
Q_

CO

Each of these programs
contain 60 puzzles, 4 levels of
play and a new team play
mode.

o
CO

0)

THE TIMES Computer
Crosswords Vol. 1,2,3,4,5,6
Price £19.95per Volume.
THE TIMES Jubilee puzzles
1932 -1987 £19.95

Akom Appointed Dealer.
<
u

3

The Sun Computer
Crosswords Vol 1,2,3,4,5,6
Price per Volume £18.95

functions)

JIGSPELL

(make spelling disks)

AB ZOO3-6 years
(letter recognition)

THINGSTO DO WITH
WORDS
£19.95

INVASION 7+years ..£14.95
(Typing Tutor with tuition

JIGSPELL PLUS 1

and test files + make own)

JIGSPELL PLUS 2

£14.95

7+ years (2 disks)

£14.95

(anagrams, word hunt,
jumbled sentences)
THINGS TO DO WITH
NUMBERS
£19.95

(timetelling, grid search,
train fill)
FUN SCHOOL 2
under6

£15.95

(shape snap, fing the mole,
teddy count, write a letter,
colourtrain, spell a word,

teddys picnic, pick a letter)

ALGEBRA 1

£14.95

£14.95

£24.95

Organiser Suite
1Mb Disc Drive

•

Joystick

•
•

ST Source Book with
Free Mouse Mat
Lockable disc box

•

Hyperpack

•
•
•

10 Blank Discs
Mouse Mat
£40 worth of Softstuff
Software

plus First Paint & First Type

Only £389.00

ADD WITH OSCAR ....£12.99

multiply, divide)

SOFTSTUFF PACK
Atari 520 STFM

•

Things to do with

data of entire world and

fun)

•
•

Things to do with words
Hyperpack

projections)

LET'S MAKE SIGNS AND
BANNERS
£8.95

•
•

10 Blank Discs
Mouse Mat

(powerful map creation with

3-6 years (makes spelling

DATA MAP COLLECTION 1

£19.95

(design and print banners,
signs, newsletters)
LET'S MAKE GREETING
CARDS
£8.95

DATA MAP COLLECTION 2

(create and print cards)

(includes rivers of the
world, major highways,
Great Wall of China, Orient

LET'S MAKE STATIONERY
AND CALENDARS
£8.95

Express and more. Requires
Maps and Legends ...£19.95

ART LIBRARY 1

souvenirs, mystery machine,

FIRST PAINT

ART LIBRARY 2

code boxes, logic doors)

(ideal for children 2-6)

Rise Time Electronics Ltd.

£19.95

plus First Paint

SPELL WITH OSCAR. £12.99

£29.95

Legends

£15.95

(a spelling program)

MAPS AND
LEGENDS

FUN SCHOOL 2 6-8 ....£15.95

(build abridge, passage of
guardians, unicorn, escape,

•
•

£14.95

4-10 years (add, subtract,

(numbertrain, shopping,

FUN SCHOOL 2
over 8

£19.95

(linear equations, verbal
problems)

(maps and graphic overlays)
for use with Maps And

bounce, packing, caterpillar
number jump)

HARDWARE

Atari 520 STFM
• 22 Games

2-6 years
£14.95
(3 programs using mouse)

4-6 (2 disks)

Please ring for details

19 Quarry Hill Road
Tonbridge, Kent TN9 2RN

question)

£14.95

COLOURS

maths maze, treasure hunt,

Official Softstuff and Hat Software Dealer

(first paint with extra

(a printer colour correction
utility)

EXTRAS SPELLING DISCS

Books & hardware available

NEW SHOP
NOW OPEN

STAGE II

PRE-SCHOOL KIDS PROGS

ALPHABET CREATOR.£9.95
o

PERFECT MATCH 8+...£9.95

(match the answertothe

Telephone
0732 351234

£12.95

£8.95

(extra clip art for above)
£8.95

(extra clip art for above)

numbers

Only £289.00

£10.00 carriage chargeor call at shop for cash
discount.

STOS

£24.95

(create games quickly)
1ST WORD PLUS 3.0. £69.95

(11 +word processor)
TIME WORKS DTP.. ..£69.95

(11+desktop publishing)

All prices include VAT
First Class postage
Blank disk for backup copy
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Do you need to learn about MUSIC, COMPUTERS and MIDI ?
WHY NOT USE YOUR ST COMPUTER TO TEACH YOU ?

ADVERTISERS'
INDEX

If you have a MIDI system, then The Music MIOI-Disk Magazinecan help you.
Dedicated to the MIDI user on the ST, educational by design, covering every aspect of the MIDI and
MUSIC data available for the ST computer. Each issue has files with Synth Editors, New voices. Original
sequences (Most are in MFS), e.g. Eroica Passage (Issue 5), News, Reviews, MIDI tutorials, MUSIC
tutorials, MASTERTRAKS PRO sequencer demo (Issue 3) and even complete Sequencers. (Issues 1,7,)
Available now - Issue 7 has a new 8 trak Sequencer which supports MIDI THRU, MULTIPLE VOICE
RECORDING and EDITING also a full K1 EDITOR with New Voice Banks.

EDITORS Roland D10/D20/D110 Tone Editor-Issues 2, 5. MT-32 Editor- Issue 3.
Yamaha FB-01 Editor-Issue 4. Korg M1 50 Vox & Librarian-Issue 3.
M1 50 Combi & Combi Editor-Issue 6. KAWAI K1 Editor + 2 New Voice Banks

NEWVOICES Roland D10/D20/D110 (128)-lssue E. Yamaha FB 01 (96, 48)-lssue 3,5.
Korg M1 (SO)-lssue 5. Kawai K1 - 2 New Banks-Issue 7
The Matrix is released Bi-Monthlyand is in DualDrive FormatAfter Issue 6
Single Issue Price£10 Any 4 Issues may be bought for £35.
NEW!! High Quality Audio Cassette featuring the KORG Ml and Roland D-110Modules
Original sequences using many custom voices to let you hear and appreciate the sounds of these
melifluous instruments. The sequences are also available in MFS format on disk along with
extensive files. Cassette - £4.95 Disk - £9.95

The Music Matrix is ONLYavailable from The Music Matrix,Jongleur House,
14 MainStreet, EastWemyss Fife. KY1 4RU Phone 0592 714887

TITAN GAMES
45 Windmill Lane, Worksop, Notts. S80 2SQ.
£5.99

Blackscar Mountain

£5.99

SCENARIO DISKS FOR USE WITH THE UNIVERSAL MILITARY SIMULATOR
Roman Wars 1
£5.99
Battles Through The Ages
£5.99
Roman Wars 2

£5.99

Warriors of Atlantis

£5.99

Scottish Wars

£5.99

Mongol Wars

£5.99

PUBLIC DOMAIN ADVENTURE SOFTWARE
Colossal Cave
£2.50 El BozoCity
Darkness is Forever
£2.50 Wizards Tower
Invasion
£2.50
Assassin
Dost
£2.50 Dungeon Master Help Disk

£2.50
£2.50
£2.50

£2.50

PUBLIC DOMAIN GAMES

Triple Yahtzee Deluxe
Strip Breakout
5 CardGames
•
All Goods

91
118

Ampower

129

Anco

43,46

Amor
Avon Micro Centre

80
128

£2.50 Monopoly
£2.50 Air Warrior (Flight Simulator)
£2.50
UnderBerkwood (Maze Game)
sent by return of post,
i

£2.50
£2.50
£2.50

Telephone 0909 483017 for further details, f^

BBD Dust Covers
Best Prices

Ill
128

Microsnips

79

B Bytes Computer Stores

128

Midland Microsoft
Miles Better Software

13
70

BSoft

118

Byteback
Cambridge Business

8
108

Mindscape

49

Mirrorsoft

132

MJC Supplies
Monitor Magazines

73
122

MTS Software

118

Music Matrix
Next Base

130
12

28

CasualComputers

119

Club 68000

12

Compumart
Computer Bookshop
Computer Express
Computerwise
Concept Software

61
63
35
130
94

Cumana

3

Dataplex

79

Datel Electronics
DialcomUK

15-17
57

Digicom
Digita International

97
64
58

122
120,121

First Micro

WE HAVE 1 OOs OF SOFTWARE TITLES, SOME AT
DISCOUNTED PRICES, BOOKS
AND PERIPHERALS IN STOCK AT ALL TIMES.

numberof drive 1or 2(selectable) using a2-digit LCDdisplay. Easily connected using

writesto thediskdrive. Will alsoindicate ifthediskis WRITE PROTECTED' andwhich
'SIDE' is being accessed.
Standardversion works withANY make of disk drive(internal or external) and ANY

10

ONLY E24.9S inc P&P

.(3.(3
WHITE

SIDE 0/1

PHOTECT

Enhanced version asstandard version except italso allows the user toselect which

DRIVE 1
OFF
DRIVE 2

ONLY £29.95 inc P&P

Standardversion also available for AMIGAfor only £24.95 inc P&P

'VIDEO-BASE' - Contains acompleteupto datelistof allthe FILMS thatarecurrently
available onVHS video tape. Menu selections forSearch, Print, Mark (allowing you

to build up alist offilms you have seen etc). Contains Film Title, Stars, Certificate,

Year, Director, Writerand Producer. Regular updates willbe available.
Over 2,000 titles for ONLY£5.95 inc P&P

Power Computing

ROMULUS DATA
SYSTEMS

18,19

Prism

34

Prospero Software

108

Ramara House Software
Rise Time Electronics
Romantic Robot
Romulus
School Software
Selec Software
Seven Disk

128
129
87
128
100
118
122

Shield Computer Services
Silica Shop
SK Marketing

130
131
6

Softmachine

76

Softsellers

116,117

Softstuff
Softville

Ill
99

GFA Data
Goodman PDL

72
129

Special Reserve

Gould Computer Services

Ill

ST Club

122

Harriss Hi-Tek
Homebased Business
HSV

94
128

Tanglewood

112

78

Hybrid Arts
Infrogrames

70
2
22

104,105
123
99

14

Third CoastTechnologies....26,27
Titan Games

130

Treble HComputing
Turbosoft
Weserve
Wizard PD
WTS Electronics

86
112
....123
130
129

Xenon Technology

WIZARD P.D.

TRACK NUMBER

driveAor Bisthe BOOT drive. ThisversionwillNOT workwithinternal drivesystems.

ataps?

178 Waverley Rd, Reading, Berks RG3 2PZ
* HIGH QUALITY
* FAST SERVICE
* VIRUS FREE

FULL DISKS
ALL DISKS
TOS 1.89

* LOW PRICES
* FULL RANGE
* HELPLINE

Our s/sided disks average 325K
Are verify copied & immunised
No problem all compatible

Measures only
28 x 65 x 120mm

MOUSE REPAIRS - Faulty mouse? Won'tdo whatyouwanl? Buttons dodgy? Help is at hand
Send us yourmouseandwe will replace the two button switches, giveit a thorough clean - inside and
outside- andsend it backto youas goodas the dayyoufirst used it!Ifthe mouse socketandlead cannot

berepaired they will bereplaced for an extra charge of£2. Send your mouse in strong packaging aswe
cannot be held responsible for any damage or loss through the post. All work carried outby qualified

SPECIAL OFFERS: 3 Disk Starter pack £5.00
MEGA PACKS: You choose the disks not usll

Any 5 single or double sided PD discs £9

ONLY £5.95 inc P&P

Send Cheque/PostalOrderto:

ROMULUS DATA SYSTEMS, 44 Ayletts, Basildon, Essex SS141UL
130 Atari ST User January 1990

Gasteiner Technology

LCL
MailCenta

TRACK-IT

standard ATARI diskdrive plug and socket. No other modifications orconnections
required. Select drive 1 or2 using front panel switch. Load upANY software and
TRACK-IT will display thetrack numbers that thesoftware accesses as it reads or

engineers. Mouse will be repaired and returned within 2working days.

76
100,123

Ladbroke Computers

DO YOU OWN AN ATARI ST?
'TRACK-IT' is a hardware device (no software needed) for displaying the track

AWST computer.

110

Forecast Software
Frontier Software

KLR Electronics

CALL IN TODAY FOR YOURS
OPEN 10 AM TO 6 PM MONDAY TO SATURDAY
44 GEORGE STREET, KEMPTOWN, BRIGHTON
OPPOSITE THE AMERICAN EXPRESS BUILDING

41

52,53

Evesham Micros

ATARI ST SPECIALISTS

Microdeal

MicroLink

Domark

Lg£ BRIGHTON ^ 674626

81

87
79
98
31

74

Ealing Computer Centre

COMPUTERWISE

Mandarin Software

Manor CourtSupplies
Mansfield Computers
MDOffice Supplies
Merlin Express

Bargain Software

Castle Software

ATARI ST ADVENTURE GAMES
Shards of Time

16 Bit Centre
ABC

FOR FREE CATALOGUE SEND SAE OR RING 0734 574685

66

520ST-FM SUPER PACK
1Mb DISK DRIVE
£450 OF SOFTWARE
ARCADE GAMES

AATAR!

Arkanold II

Imagine £19.95

Beyond The Ice Palace
Black Lamp
Buggy Boy
Chopper X
Ikari Warriors
Marble Madness

Elite £19.95
Firebird £19.95
Elite £19.95
Mastertronic £9.99
Elite £14.95
Electronic Arts £24.95

Quadralien

Logotron £19.95

Ranarama
Hewson Consultants
Return To Genesis
Firebird
Roadwars
Melbourne House

Starquake

£19.95
£19.95
£19.95

Mandarin £19.95

Test Drive
Thrust
Thundercats
Wizball
Xenon

Electronic Arts
Firebird
Elite
Ocean
Melbourne House

Zynaps

£24.95
£9.95
£19.95
£19.95
£19.95

Hewson Consultants £19.99

ST COMPUTERS

The range of Atari ST computersofferssomething for everyone. From the games enthusiast
who wants the challenge of the very best in arcade action, to the businessman who wants to
make financial forecasts or faultless presentations. The ST offers high quality graphics,
sound and speed for the gamer, whilst providing a fast, user friendly and affordable solution
to business. The ST is now firmly established in the home environment and boasts a wealth
of users in education, local government, television, and a variety of different businesses.
Software for the range stretches to cover applications as diverse as ENTERTAINMENT,
ACCOUNTS, ART, COMMUNICATIONS, COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN, DATABASES,
DESKTOP PUBLISHING, EDUCATION, MUSIC. PROGRAMMING, SPREADSHEETS, WORD
PROCESSING and more. For a full list of the software available, as well as details of the ST
range, complete and return the COUpon belOW.

Mprices correct atthe time oigang topress. EiOE

SPORTS SIMULATIONS

The Atari Super Pack is laeal for you It you want to get o)l to aHying start Eddie Edwards Super Ski
with the best in entenainment software. The Pack includes a 520ST-FM Seconds Out
with KMb RAM, a built-in 1Mb disk drive, over£450 of top games and a Summer Olympiad'88
joystick.If you buy the Super Pack at SilicaShop, we willadd our own ST

Starter Kit {worth over £200), Free OfCharge. Return thecoupon tordetails.

520ST-FM EXPLORER PACK
WITH BUILT-IN 1Mb DISK DRIVE

PRODUCTIVITY SOFTWARE

Organiser

INCLUDING

Elite £19.95
TynesOft £19.95
Tynesoft £19.95

Triangle Publishing

£49.95

JOYSTICK
Atari CX40 Joystick
Atari Corp

£4.99

FREE ATARI BUNDLE VALUE.E458.97

VAT

With SC1224 colour monitor: £698 a?

With SM124 mono monitor: £498!

1040ST-FM PROFESSIONAL PACK
NOW WITH TV MODULATOR
For the serious home user and the small business, we are

The value for money offered by the Atari ST range is reflected in the Explorer Pack
featuring the 520ST-FM computer with 512K RAM. The 520ST-FM computer now

pleased to announce a new package based around the
1040ST-FM. The 1040ST-FM has 1Mbyte RAM

and a

1Mbyte built-in disk drive. In addition, the 1040ST-FM

comes with a built-in 1 Mb double sided disk drive as well as a free mouse controller

now comes with a TV modulator built-in. (The previously
available 1040ST-F was designed for use with a monitor
only and did not come with a modulator.) This modulator
allows the 1040ST-F to be plugged directly into any
domestic TV set, and comes complete with a lead to
allow you to do so. The new 'Professional Pack' from

and a built-in TV modulator. The new 520ST-FM Explorer Pack includes the 520ST-

FM computer, the arcade game Ranarama, a tutorial program and some useful
desktop accessories. In addition, if you buy the Explorer Pack from Silica, we will
give you the Silica ST Starter Kit worth over £200, FREE OF CHARGE. Return the
coupon for details of our Starter Kit and of the full ST range.

Silica includes the new 1040ST-FM with modulator plus

four high quality software packages including a spread
sheet, database, word processor and programming lang
uage. This 'Professional Pack' software will enable you to

get straight down to business with your new computer. In
addition to this software (worth £384.84), if you buy the
Professional Pack from Silica Shop, you will also receive
the Silica ST Starter Kit {worth over £200), Free Of
Charge. Return the coupon for further information.

£499
INCLUDING

ATARI 1040ST-FM
(Computer) £499.99
VIP PROFESSIONAL
(Spreadsheet)£149.95
MICROSOFT WRITE
(WordProcessor) £149.95
SUPERBASE PERSONAL
(Da)abase) £59.95
BASIC DISK & MANUAL
(Language) £24.98

VAT

With SM124 mono monitor:
With SC1224 colour monitor:

£598 K
£7985

PROFESSIONAL PACK PRICE: £499.00
Before you decide when to buy your new Atari ST
computer, we suggest you consider very carefully WHERE
you buy it. There are MANY companies who can offer
you a computer, a few peripherals and the top ten selling

2Mb & 4Mb MEGA ST

titles. There are FEWER companies who can offer a wide

range of products for your computer and expert advice
and help when you need it. There is ONLY ONE
company who can provide the largest range of Atari ST
related products in the UK, a full time Atari ST specialist
technical helpline and in-depth after sales support, inc
luding free newsletters and brochures delivered to your
door for as long as you require after you purchase your
computer. Thai one company is Silica Shop. We have
been established in the home computer field for ten years

one with 2Mbytes of RAM and the other with 4Mbytes. Each version has a 1Mbyte
double sided disk drive built-in to the CPU unit. The MEGA ST's do not come with

modulator built-in and must therefore be used with a monitor. With every MEGA ST

purchased, we will add the 'Professional Pack' software (worth £384.83) detailed
ica

ST

Starter

Kit

4Mb MEGA ST

2Mb MEGA ST

£1199

(worth over £200)
both Free Of Charge.

£899 jct

Return the coupon

+ mono monitor = £998
+ colour monitor-£1198

for further details.

with an annual turnover in excess of £8 million and can

+ mono monitor-£1298
+ colour monitor = £1498

DTP PageStream £149
Desktop Publishing (DTP) is one of the fastest growing applications for personal
computers. We are pleased to announce a powerful low cost package for the Atari ST

called PageStream. PageStream costs only £149^+VAT=£171.35) and, because it
works with an Atari 1040ST and a Seikosha SP-180AI printer, you can be up and

running with a complete system for less than £1000. Some of the features of
PageStream are listed to the right. If you would like further information on this
program, complete and return the coupon below, ticking the 'DTP' box in the corner.

hVAT

£171.35

* TEXT-FLOW AROUND GRAPHICS
* ROTATION OF TEXT & GRAPHICS

* SLANT OR TWIST ANY OBJECT
* POSTSCRIPT COMPATIBLE
* TAG FUNCTION

* AUTO/MANUAL KERNING & HYPHENATION
* GROUPING OF OBJECTS

^_

If you already own an Atari ST computer and would like to be registered on our mailing list as an
ST user, lei us know. We will be pleased to send you copies of our price lists and newsletters

FREE OF CHARGE as they become available. Complete the coupon and return it to our Sidcup
branch and begin experiencing a specialist ST service that is second to none.

>j

+ SC1224 colour monitor: £598 !&?

NORMAL RRP: £884.82
LESS DISCOUNT: -£385.82

The MEGA ST computers are styled as as lightweight keyboard with a separate CPU,
connected by a coiled telephone style cable. There are two versions of the MEGAST,

above, plus the Sil

+ SM124 mono monitor: £398 «£

SILICA STARTER KIT: Worth over £200.

FREE

with every Atari ST computer bought from Silica.
PROFESSIONAL PACK: Free business software
with 1040ST-FM and MEGA ST's bought from Silica
DEDICATED SERVICING: 7 full-time Atari trained

staff with years of experience on Atari servicing.

THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your Atari
requirements from one place.
AFTER SALES SUPPORT: The staff at Silica are
dedicated to help you get the best from your ST

FREE CATALOGUES: Mailed direct to your home
as soon as we print them, featuring offers as well
as all of the new releases.

FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: Onfall hardware

now claim to meet our customers requirements with an

orders shipped within the UK mainland.

accuracy and understanding which is second to none.

But don't just take our word for it. Complete and return

PRICE MATCH PROMISE: We will match comp
etitors on a 'same product same price' basis.

the coupon below for our latest literature and begin to
experience the Silica Shop specialist Atari service.

Atari technical experts always at your service.

FREE TECHNICAL HELPLINE: Full time team of

FREE SILICA STARTER KIT
WORTH OVER £200
WITH EVERY ST - RETURN COUPON FOR DETAILS
ALL PRICES QUOTED INCLUDE FREE UK DELIVERY^

ToSilica Shop Ltd,
1-4 ineMews,
noaa,siacup,r\eni,
Io:Silica
Ltd, Dept
Dept ATCTr^
ATRTRO 130 1-4The
Mews, t-tarneriey
Hatheriey Road,
Sidcup, Kent, uai<»<»l,a
DA144DX

PLEASE SEND FREE LITERATURE ON THE ATARI ST
Mr/Mrs/Ms:

Initials:

Surname:

Address:

SIDCUP (& Mail Order)

01-309 1111

1-4 The Mews, Hatheriey Road, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX
OPEN: MON-SAT 9am - 5.30pm

LATE NIGHT: FRIDAY 9am - 7pm

lotstdoist
oi-sso 4000
52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P OBA

OPEN: MON-SAT 9.30am - 6.00pm

LATE NIGHT: NONE

JLCKNTDONT
01-629 1234 e x t 3914
Setfridges (1st floor), Oxford Street, London. W1A 1AB
. OPEN: MON-SAT 9am - 6.00pm
LATE NIGHT: THURSDAY 9am - 8pm u

Postcode:

Do you already own a computer

If so, which one do you own?

dtpdJ

As the people of the Bloodwych awake to a
new dawn, they find a stranger in their midst
—from one of many races he has come. His
task; to halt the demon that lies dormant
within the Castle of the Bloodwych.

Unification of the Crystals of Sanguis will
secure the Behemoth in his lair for all

eternity. Should they remain separate, then

he shall rise to bring darkness into the
world.

\
i

This unique role-playing fantasy game allows
greater interaction with the environment
Amiga
Atari ST

£24.99
£24.99

than has ever been seen before. Argue,
barter, negotiate —even lie through your
teeth! The fully implemented personalities of
all the characters in Bloodwych allows a rich
style of role-playing that has only been
dreamt of.

with one or two player simultaneous mode,
this is the game that you've been waiting for.
Bloodwych for those that dare!
©1989-MIRRORSOFT LTD Irwin House, 118 Southward Street, London SEl OSW Tel: 01-928 1454

